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Preface

Human interest in the differences between genetically closely related languages 
and academic obligation explain why this book was written. Discovering the 
silent secrets of language took place far from the hectic of urban life. During 
the years 1999 to 2003, as I was planning, writing and editing my thesis, I felt 
it a privilege to learn more about the linguistic and cultural heritage of northern 
Europe. This was the constant joy of my work also after I had completed the 
most creative research stage.

First of all, I would like to cordially thank Professor Johanna Laakso, 
my encouraging tutor during the writing of the current work and attentive 
friend since the beginning of my studies. The fi rst ideas grew to elaborated 
assumptions and linguistic research under constant collaboration with her.

This book is a fruit of the joint project in which Johanna and Professor 
Anneli Sarhimaa participated. She was the other member of the personal 
research group and consulting team that opened for me new perspectives in 
language and linguistics, for which I am very grateful.

I am greatly obliged to Professors Helle Metslang and Alho Alhoniemi for 
their valuable guidance and detailed comments on the manuscript of my thesis. 
Their advice was indispensable for completing the project successfully.

The Department of Finno-Ugrian Studies at the University of Helsinki, 
with its productive yet relaxed atmosphere, was immensely important for me, 
as I was allowed to proceed at my own pace in writing the thesis. I am grateful 
to earlier and current directors of the Department, Professors Raija Bartens, 
Seppo Suhonen, Ulla-Maija Kulonen, and Tapani Salminen, for a motivating 
environment that both nurtured traditions and fostered innovations.

Several colleagues commented on earlier versions and parts of the 
thesis, and showed me the way forward. Professor Frans Plank helped me 
with theoretical issues and introduced me to up-to-date literature. Professor 
Karl Pajusalu, Dr Rami Saari, Dr Riitta Korhonen, and Dr Lembit Vaba 
discussed various details in the text and provided help in detecting errors and 
inconsistencies. Topics in language change and Finno-Ugrian linguistics have 
generated highly constructive conversations with Professor Jorma Koivulehto, 
Mr Petri Kallio, Cand. Phil., Mr Janne Saarikivi, Lic. Phil., Professor Maria 
Vilkuna, Professor Pentti Leino, Professor Reet Kasik, Mr Daniel Lowit, 
M.A., and Mr Jarmo Elomaa, Lic. Phil. I also wish to express my warmest 
thanks to those numerous friends and colleagues who have supported my work 
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by sharing their experience and expressing their interest. Needless to say, I am 
alone responsible for all the remaining mistakes and inadequacies.

I appreciate very much the contribution made by Mr Dennis Estill, Lic. 
Phil. He revised the English language of the thesis, and performed his diffi cult 
task showing good spirit and sportsmanship. This thesis fi nally took the shape 
of a book when in the hands of Ms Leena Huima, Cand. Phil., who excells in 
creative applications of typography.

The University of Helsinki and the Academy of Finland gave me the 
opportunity to concentrate on this study undisturbed by other academic 
obligations. The Finno-Ugrian Society has been my window to the past and 
present in Finno-Ugrian studies in Finland, during the entire research project. 
I am both proud of and grateful to the Society for publishing my work in its 
proceedings.

The acoustic ambience of my work was created by children’s voices 
from their merriment and creative play. The positive energy of my home team 
conveyed me safely through unknown paths and cloudy days. Lauri, Alva 
and Ilmar learned to speak, read and write simultaneously with my linguistic 
studies. Now, at the end of the project, Lauri and Alva have become practised 
school children and Ilmar will start school in two years.

The faithful pillar of our family is my wife Satu, who has unselfi shly 
provided me with an opportunity to pursue new ideas and, in the fi nal stages 
of my work, edit, reconcile and rewrite unfi nished chapters over and over 
again. This has often happened at the cost of her own time and, yet, she has 
always one-upped me in academic qualifi cations. Learning together, whether 
individually or side by side, has been an important feature of our home life.

I dedicate this book to the memory of my father, a friend of languages, 
who showed me the fascinating world of languages, peoples and history.

Helsinki, November 2003

Riho Grünthal
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1.xIntroduction

Various explanations have been presented for the synchronic divergence and 
genetic descendance of the Finnic languages, formerly known as Balto-Finnic 
or Baltic-Finnic (German ostseefi nnisch), ever since the study of this group 
of closely related languages became more systematic in the 19th century. 
Present-day relations have been accounted for through a gradual geographical 
dispersal beginning in the prehistoric era, while motivation for structural 
change has been searched for in contact-induced and endogenous processes, 
and typological drift. Given the mutual differ ences in infl ectional paradigms 
and the way grammatical relations are manifested, the Finnic languages form 
a versatile linguistic laboratory for identifying diachronic changes behind 
synchronic constructions.

This study attempts to discover the characteristics of the relational 
marking of the noun in the Finnic languages, discusses some salient features 
of the synchronic structure such as the morphosyntax of adposi tional phrases, 
and investigates what kind of diachronic changes affect the case and adposition 
system. As phrased by Bybee (1988: 351), “we must look to the diachronic 
dimension to learn how the conventions of grammar arise if we are to know 
why they take the particular form that they do”. Specifi cally, this work focuses 
on the following general issues: (1)xHow does phonological attrition of 
suffi xal elements affect Finnic adpositional phrases? (2)xWhat functional 
and structural constraints does the difference between statistically dominant 
postpositions and histori cally innovative prepositions imply? (3)xHow should 
one account for the morphologisation of new case affi xes? (4)xIn what way 
do language-specifi c characteristics and contact-induced changes intertwine in 
the evolution of the case and adposition system?

While the major Indo-European languages have been the prevailing basis 
for constructing the history of mainstream linguistics, the two major Finnic 
languages, Finnish and Estonian, have been the traditional core of Finnic 
studies. Therefore, my earnest attempt will be to discuss certain problems on 
the basis of the minor Finnic languages, especially Veps and Livonian, yet at 
the same time departing from some of their most salient characteristics. 

Besides problems with a more general linguistic interest, there often are 
more language-specifi c issues, which is seen in the development of the Finnic 
case and adposition system. The current study investigates the morphosyntax 
of the Finnic adpositional phrase, the interaction of morphological loss and 
the syntactic structure of the Livonian post positional phrase, the Veps local 
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case system and the reanalysis of Southern Veps prolative-comitative as 
well as the Livonian translative-comitative. Thus, special emphasis will be 
laid on case infl ec tion and the morphosyntax of adpositional phrases. The 
crucial construc tions on which the analysis of empirical data is based are 
[Nx+xcx] and [[Nx+xcx]x+x[Postpx+ cx]]. This is the point of departure for 
a discussion of various synchronic relations and diachronic processes that 
extend to alternative word order patterns in Finnic adpositional phrases and of 
motivations for suffi xing preference.

The morphosyntax of the Finnic adpositional phrase and the Veps local 
case system intertwine with many related phenomena of typological nature. 
The fi rst topic casts light on the causalities behind asymmetry in word order 
and the parallel existence of pre- and postpositions in Finnic, while the second 
discusses reasons for suffi xing preference in diachronic change. Language 
contact has presumably infl uenced the development of the Southern Veps 
prolative-comitative and the Livonian translative-comitative, but different 
stages of the diachronic process are not uniform and reveal certain preconditions 
for morphosyntactic change. 

1.1xLanguages, data and methodology

The Finnic languages form a genetically concise but typologically divergent 
group of closely related, yet distinct varieties. They have repeatedly been 
characterised as languages with a rich infl ectional system, especially if 
compared to the neighbouring Indo-European languages (Germanic, Baltic, 
Slavic). Given that the Finnic languages include two socially well-established 
modern languages (Estonian, Finnish) and seriously endangered minor 
languages with less foothold in modern technological society (Karelian, 
Olonetsian, Lude, Veps, Ingrian, Vote and Livonian), we have an array of 
idioms with sharply differing perspectives on survival.

The current work seeks to describe different diachronic changes in Finnic 
case and adposition morphosyntax, but does not apply a single theoretical 
framework. Key words that illustrate this study include typo logy, morphology, 
syntax, grammatical relations, language contact, morpho syntactic change, 
reanalysis and diachronic linguistics. Intentional or not, typological studies 
frequently fi nd themselves at the threshold of diachronic processes, historical 
linguistics and language contact research. Although not aiming at a description 
of language in terms of functional grammar, this study and its conclusions are 
typically functional by nature as typological studies often are. None of the 
relevant approaches would alone do justice to the details of the phenomena 
described in this study. Chapter 4 and the account of changes in the Livonian 
postposition phrase is predominantly syntactic, while morphology is very 
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important for under standing the development of the Veps local case system. In 
chapter 6 the point of departure is language contact. After all, interdependence 
between various forms of grammatical reference affects both synchronic 
relations and diachronic development regardless of whether we call it 
conspiracy (Croft 1990: 197), an invisible hand (Keller 1994), drift (Sapir 
1921), an inexpli cable metacondition of language change (Schwegler 1990: 
177), or something else.

One of my goals is to analyse the mechanics of as unintentional and 
unplanned a change as possible. Veps and Livonian seem to provide an 
outstanding opportunity for this even though their position has been achieved 
at the cost of the ecological state of the language: Livonian is a nearly extinct 
language, while Veps is one of the critically endangered languages in North-
West Russia. There have been attempts to create a literary language for both 
of them, but the few existing translations or literary texts written in Veps or 
Livonian have not been used for the present work. Instead I have relied on 
the evidence of some published text materials (MSFOu 100, 106, NEV 1–2, 
Mägiste 1964). Data from earlier fi eld research published in these volumes is 
used for empirical analysis and tentative statistical pur poses. Furthermore, I 
have tried to take into account the few existing studies on the issues discussed 
and existing grammatical descriptions, linguistic works, dictionaries, etc.

The reason why I have relied mainly on data from the beginning of the 
20th century is related to sociolinguistic factors. At that time, the geo graphical 
distribution of the Finnic languages had reached a sort of culmination point. 
The political, social and cultural rupture as well as the demographic breakdown 
that later caused a large-scale ethnocultural and social devastation had not yet 
reached its most disastrous stage. 

The main sources, from which the Veps and Livonian data has been drawn 
are the publications of the Finno-Ugrian Society that include texts collected 
from many informants (MSFOu 100, MSFOu 106). Compara tive evidence 
has been searched for in contemporary texts (NEV 1), grammars (Kettunen 
1938, Zajceva 1981, etc.) and compatible language samples (Mägiste 1964). 
Furthermore, I have consulted other available published Livonian and Veps 
data in order to fi nd comparative evidence of the analysed phenomena but, as 
a rule, I have not included their material in the samples. The chosen main data 
is not used for primarily quantita tive purposes, but it is adequate for tentative 
statistical observations that are used solely to cast more light on the processes 
at issue.

Standard Estonian and Finnish in turn are the Finnic languages most 
thoroughly described. So, in many respects it is useful to take reports of their 
typology into account. For the purposes of contrastive typological research 
the dissonance of applied sources is not as important as it appears to be at fi rst 
sight. Standard Estonian and Finnish differ from one another in many ways, 
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whereas the languages on the geographical peri phery, i.e. Livonian and Veps, 
are characterised by features that can successfully be contrasted with other 
Finnic data. For this reason, Esto nian and Finnish are mainly used to provide 
comparative evidence of vari ous processes. Data from languages other than 
Livonian and Veps have been drawn from random texts, in the case of Estonian 
and Finnish, also by consulting native speakers.

1.2xThe transcription and encoding of data

The transcription of Livonian and Veps data has been simplifi ed by applying the 
conventions of the recently re-established literary language wherever possible. 
Prosodic features such as the tonal accent in Livonian (Danish stød, German stød, German stød
Stosston) have not been marked. The reduced vowel q as well as phonemes 
marked 8e and {i in the original source have been replaced by õ as in written 
Livonian. For instance, silClq ‘into’ has been written sillõ. The alternating jå and 
5=o5=o5=  have been encoded as 5o. If alternation in Livonian words affects the quality 
of a vowel, such as the difference between ü and i, the vowel in the printed 
source has been retained.

As regards Veps, the simplifi cation is mainly refl ected in the rejection of 
superfl uous phonetic marking. Diacritics such as the wedge under >ü and the 
palatalisation mark for a non-dental consonant ( |m, 7p 7p 7 , k', etc.) have been omitted: 
k'>üzuibak'üzuibak'  is written küzuiba. However, if the mark affects the phonological 
realisation of the vowel as in the case of 8e, it has been preserved, unlike 
written Veps. This decision is based on the opinion that if the afore-mentioned 
notation is adopted the palatal correlation of dental consonants should also be 
systematically noted in the writing of the consonants. No distinction is made 
between l and l, and the latter symbol is used for both allophones. Suffi xed 
postpositions are fused with the stem. In the original sources spacing is only 
seldom found: tserkvas päi is written tserkvaspäi that is the prevalent type in 
the original sources as well.

1.3xThe organisation of the present work

This book is organised so that chapter 2 will introduce those characteris tics 
of the Finnic noun morphosyntax most relevant to the focus of the present 
study. This will contribute to the discussion on the diachronic relationship of 
infl ectional case suffi xes and adpositional phrases in the em  pirical parts of the 
work. Furthermore, a short overview of the Finnic languages will be presented 
for the reader who might not be so well acquainted with their typology and 
history.
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Given the diachronic orientation of this work, the theoretical foundations in 
chapter 3 will concentrate on the nature of morpho logical and morphosyntactic 
change. Special attention will be paid to the lack of uniformity in morphological 
change and the fundamental assumption will be that morphological change is 
not unidirectional. A distinction will made between two opposite directions, 
the erosive (reductive) and the preservative.

These theoretical deliberations will be followed by the empirical part of 
the work: three chapters presenting in detail some synchronic characteristics 
of the Finnic case systems and adpositional phrases in which the connection 
between these and diachronic development will be elucidated. An analysis 
of endogenous diachronic processes forms the contents of chapters 4 and 5, 
whereas the impact of language con tact and multicausal aspects in typological 
evolution will be discussed in chapterx6. 

More concretely, chapter 4 outlines the adposition system of the chosen 
four Finnic languages with special reference to the morpho syntactic structure 
of the adpositional phrase. Typologically, the most salient feature in the 
adpositional system is that all Finnic languages display a relatively free word 
order and have both prepositions and post positions. The analysis mainly 
concentrates on issues that emerge from the morphosyntactic divergence of the 
adpositional phrases. It is argued that the double character of the word order 
pattern is based on divergent morphosyntactic structures and construction-
specifi c case government rather than mechanical word order permutations. 
The largest empirical section in chapter 4 elaborates on the infl uence of 
phonological erosion and morphological loss on the Livonian postpositional 
phrase. The chapter ends with a discussion of the effect of phonological erosion 
on Finnic case infl ection and the morphosyntactic structure of post positional 
phrases.

Chapter 5 focuses on morphological issues and the interdependence 
between form and function in the diachronic development of the Veps local 
case system. The point of departure here is the assumption that the phonological 
attrition of an infl ectional affi x is accompanied by reanalysis, and the re-
establishing of a lost grammatical category has clear functional constraints; 
hence it is strongly infl uenced by semantic conditions. The diachronic 
development of the Veps local cases provides an outstanding opportunity to 
test the so-called localist hypothesis. The details of the diachronic process 
provide considerable insight into suffi xing preference in the world’s languages 
and the various reasons for it.

Finally, the last empirical chapter (6) elaborates the interplay between 
endogenous and contact-induced change. Two idiosyncratic features of the 
Southern Veps and Livonian case systems compared to other Finnic languages 
are the substantial core of that chapter. The fi rst deals with the Southern Veps 
prolative-comitative case suffi x, while the second focuses on an analysis of the 
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Livonian translative-comitative. The hypothesis to be tested is that a reanalysis 
of these suffi xes was caused by the interaction of two basic components: 
endogenous phonological reduction and the infl uence of language contact.
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2.xContrasting the Finnic languages

This chapter presents an overview of the Finnic languages, their geohistorical 
background and some salient features in the relational marking of the noun. 
The close mutual relationship between the Finnic languages is transparently 
represented in their vocabulary and grammar, which illustrates the historical 
declension of this particular Finno-Ugric subgroup. Historically, these 
languages are or were spoken on the eastern coast of or in the vicinity of the 
Baltic Sea. Compared to all other Finno-Ugric branches, the Finnic lan guages 
are historically and structurally considerably closer to one another than to any 
other branch. Roughly, the degree of linguistic relatedness of Finnic to remote 
Finno-Ugric branches such as Sámic, Mordvin, Mari and Permic, corresponds 
to the geo graphical distance between these groups. Looking for the mechanics 
of change from the evidence of related languages opens two perspectives to be 
discussed: similarities in change and similarities in retention (Cowgill 1966: 
114).

Close geographical location and a common genetic background are the 
basis for the historical development of the Finnic languages. The common 
origin is so transparent that the shared lexical and grammatical elements were 
observed by the very fi rst scholars, who wrote down notes on them at the 
dawn of comparative linguistics in the 18th and 19th centuries. The present-
day languages can plausibly be derived from a common proto-language by 
means of the historical-comparative method. Likewise, the prehistoric cultural 
periods can, relatively successfully, be combined to linguistic processes in the 
Finnic area commencing with the late neolithic period (Carpelan 1999, 2000, 
2001, Carpelan & Parpola 2001, Fogelberg 1999, Gallén 1984, Häkkinen 
1996, Terho Itkonen 1972, 1983, Koivulehto 1999a, 1999b, Moora 1956, 
Sammallahti 1977).

Traditionally, the following Finnic languages have been distin guished, 
partly on geopolitical grounds: Finnish, Karelian, Olonetsian, Lude, Veps, 
Ingrian, Vote, Estonian and Livonian. The taxonomy ignores many areal 
isoglosses that cross the main boundaries as demonstrated in a detailed analysis 
by Viitso (Viitso 1998: 103–105, 2000). Various converging phenomena are 
typical of the Finnic varieties of Ingria and South-East Estonia, South Estonia, 
East Finland and Karelia, as well as of the area between Lake Onega and Lake 
Ladoga. In these territories, innovations do not always match with conventional 
language boundaries and the assumed genetic relationship.
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Map 1. The geographical core area of the Finnic languages.

Given that political, administrative and even taxonomic boundaries are often 
arbitrary, and the shift from dialect isogloss to language isogloss is gradual, 
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dialects (Laakso 1999, Viitso 1998: 103). A dialectal map of Finnic would 
include from two to almost ten dialects in almost every language.

2.1xGenetic relationship between the Finnic languages

Classifi cation of the Finnic languages has mainly been drawn from conclusions 
based on their diachronic development (Koponen 1991, Laakso 2001a, 
Sammallahti 1977, Salminen 1998, Viitso 1998, 2000). The age, order and 
hierarchy of phonological changes are the most frequently applied criteria, 
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although some morphological differences have been applied in the taxonomy 
as well. The Finnic languages have been divided into various subgroups, such 
as western and eastern Finnic languages or northern and southern. Recently, 
the latter view has gained more popularity and it has been used to illustrate 
both synchronic relations and historical development (Laakso 2001a: 204–207, 
Laanest 1982: 26–35, Salminen 1998b, Sammallahti 1977, Viitso 1993). The 
common genetic background of the Finnic languages is so striking that their 
typological divergence has accordingly been given much less attention.

The common genetic heritage of the Finnic languages is illustratively 
seen in their lexicon and grammatical foundations. The historical declension 
of the Finnic languages from a common proto-language, i.e. Proto-Finnic is 
illustrated in fi gure 2.1, based on Salminen (1998b: 392).

Figure 2.1. The historical diverging (A) and the present-day 
taxonomy (B) of the Finnic languages according to Salminen 
(1998b). (I = Ingrian, K = Karelian, O = Olonetsian.)

The shift from Western to Eastern Finnic languages is gradual, whereas on 
the north-south axis adjacent languages are mutually more unin telligible. 
Sámic is geographically the closest Finno-Ugric language and historically 
the distribution of Sámic has been in an area of close contacts with northern 
Finnic, and it has often been proposed as the closest Finno-Ugric branch to 
Finnic (Erkki Itkonen 1960, Korhonen 1981, Sammallahti 1998). 

As regards the present study, the genetic and taxonomic position of Finnic 
inside the Finno-Ugric language family is not very important. The previous 
lines rather seek to illustrate Finnic as a similar linguistic labora tory as are the 
present-day Romance languages descended from Latin. The historical splitting 
of the Finnic languages is not, however, to be compared with the explosive 
diffusion resulting from Roman political power and linguistic dominance. Nor 
is there any richly documented ancient literary language onto which modern 
varieties can be projected: after all Proto-Finnic is just a hypothetical, yet 
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plausible reconstruction and historical projection of its synchronic state. It 
must be empha sised that unlike the Romance languages, there is no limited 
geographical territory, from which the Finnic languages gradually diffused 
to their documented locations. It is com monly maintained that the modern 
distri bution of the Finnic languages was preceded by a stage during which 
there were probably several prehistoric Finnic core areas around the Gulf of 
Finland (Häkkinen 1996: 77–102, Terho Itkonen 1972, 1983, Laanest 1982: 
26–35).

2.2xLanguage ecology

The maximal geographical distribution of the Finnic languages in their 
modern forms was reached by the end of the 19th century. The begin ning of 
the 20th century was a culmination point which was then fol lowed by a gradual 
assimilation of new colonisations and the endan gering of many traditional 
core areas that had been Finnic-speaking for centuries and even much longer 
(Jokipii 1995, Salminen 1993). The sociopolitical diffi culties and cultural 
changes in many Finnic-speaking areas are refl ected in the decrease of the 
number of speakers. The main reasons for the increasing serious language 
survival problems are poli tical changes, wars, ethnic catastrophes and general 
population de crease. The expansion of the Russian language and the extension 
of Russian political power have had an immense infl uence on the deve lopment 
of numerous languages of indigenous peoples in North Eurasia.

The maximal territory of Livonian dates back to the 13th century AD and is 
described in early historical chronicles, most notably in the chronicle of Henry 
of Livonia, alias Henricus de Lettis (Auns 1994, HLK). It had dis appeared 
from North-West Latvia and the shores of the Gulf of Riga in historical Livonia 
already by the 19th century (Viitso 1993: 61–63, Vääri 1995: 131–135). 

The establishing of the capital of Russia (St Petersburg) at the estuary of 
the River Neva in 1703 gradually pushed the Finnic-speaking population back 
from the most adjacent surroundings of the river. The Finnish settlements in 
Sweden and North Scandinavia and the Estonian colonies in Latvia and Russia 
have gradually assimilated during the 20th century. The fate of the youngest 
Estonian and Finnish immigration areas in Siberia and North America has 
been identical to that caused by the ethnic and linguistic assimilation of many 
similar immigrant populations. The large Karelian colonies in inner Russia, in 
Tverskoe oblast' are seriously threatened by assimilation too, while two Finnic ' are seriously threatened by assimilation too, while two Finnic '
varieties, Livonian and Vote, are already facing extinction (Salminen 1993, 
Halling-Kukk 1996, Heinsoo 1995, 1996, Wurm 2001, Vääri 1995).
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It is practically impossible to completely ignore the incompatibility of the 
Finnic language data, which has been caused by language eco logical factors 
as far as the printed sources are concerned. The history of written Estonian 
and Finnish began in the 16th century, although the local language gained 
more social and practical signifi cance only in the 19th century. There have 
been attempts to create literary standards for the minor Finnic languages as 
well. However, those efforts made in 1930s were almost completely annulled 
by the destructive nationality policies of the Soviet Union. Ethnic and 
linguistic minorities gained more political freedom in Russia at the beginning 
of the 1990s, which, in principle, brought new optimism in the fi ght against 
assimilation. However, the basis for favourable development of the minor 
Finnic languages had changed considerably. The demographic development 
and language ecological situation is a result of the conscious neglect of those 
human rights that today are commonly considered to be the foundations of a 
multi cultural world. These facts present an almost insurmountable threat to 
the future perspectives of numerous minorities, such as Finnic varieties other 
than Finnish and Estonian. Present-day conditions are also unfavourable for 
succesful progress in propagating a young literary variety that might otherwise 
have helped them survive.

For the reasons listed above the applied Finnic data is almost inevitably 
ambivalent: observations on Estonian and Finnish are some times rather more 
like echoes of a normative society than autonomous language change. The 
form of the illative in Standard Estonian, for instance, refl ects both autonomous 
change and conscious language planning. Basically, there are two alternative 
illative forms, that is, a fl exive illative often identical with the partitive and a 
suffi xal illative: pesa ‘nest’: pessa ‘nest.ILL’: pesa-sse ‘nest-ILL’. The earliest 
descriptions of Estonian grammar mention both types, and prescriptive 
grammars traditionally allow both forms. However, the fl exive illative is the 
pre vailing one in written Standard Estonian and in text data many nouns do not 
display the long variant (Hasselblatt 1999, 2000). 

The dominance of fl exive illative forms in modern written Estonian 
completely corresponds to the opinion of early 20th century Estonian language 
planners who recommended its intensifi cation and extention to forms in which 
they did not initially exist. Nevertheless, the rejection of the suffi xal “long 
illative” forms that had actually been suggested as early as in 1870s and 
recommended in the 1910s (Raimo Raag 1999: 66–70, 126–127, Virve Raag 
1999: 610–612) has never been completed to such an extent that it would have 
been entirely replaced. Tauli (1968: 189) claimed that in the case of Estonian, 
it is almost worthless to draw con clusions on the basis of written texts, because 
they refl ect not the linguistic concept of the authors, but rather the purism of 
language correc tors and supervisors.
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The impact of normative “language directives” has been partly 
overestimated by those scholars who have maintained that Estonian pro vides 
evidence of successful change in language type that could have been caused 
by language planning (for literature, see Virve Raag 1999). This view results 
from a misunderstanding of the relationship between natural and artifi cially 
invoked change. 

2.3xTypological divergence between the Finnic languages

The focus on Livonian, Veps, Estonian and Finnish in the current work has been 
motivated by various factors. In comparison to other Finnic languages Estonian 
and Livonian are morphologically more compli cated, especially in the way in 
which fl exive morphonological alter nation has replaced affi xal marking. There 
are categories and stem types in which fl exion plays a signifi cant role. The 
rise of stem alternation and its typo logical consequences has been a frequently 
repeated topic in the debate on Finnic morphological typology, but has not 
really been discussed in a larger morphosyntactic context. Viitso (1990: 548) 
describes Estonian as quasi-agglutinative and rejects the notion of a fl exive 
type. After all, many phonological changes such as the loss of word-internal 
and word-fi nal vowels, and certain word-fi nal consonants (*k, *h, *n) as well 
as the increasing importance of stem alternation (op. cit. 544) undoubtedly 
have affected the development of Estonian noun infl ection.

Another salient difference in the morphology of the Finnic languages is that 
Livonian and Veps, which are at the geographical periphery, are characterised 
by a lack of consonant gradation, a morphonologically conditioned alternation 
of stops that fundamentally affects the infl ectional morphology of the Finnic 
languages. Standard Finnish, then, represents a phonologically less eroded and 
morpho logically more conservative Finnic language that provides illustrative 
contrastive material for pointing out the characteristics of other Finnic 
varieties.

Furthermore, compared to Estonian and Livonian, Finnish and Veps 
represent language types in which stem alternation is phono logical by nature 
(Finnish) or very marginal and in practice often completely non-existent 
(Veps). Veps morphology is diachronically important to the current study for 
another reason: Veps displays several recently suffi xed postpositions and the 
case system has been undergoing a strong transition. In particular this process 
has affected the systemacy of adverbial cases, most notably the local case 
system, while other examples of suffi xed cases in Finnic seem to be more 
independent of grammatical inter relations and pre-existing categories.
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Vote, Lude and Olonetsian represent geographically and some times 
typologically, intermediate Finnic languages that would equally be worth 
more attention, although they have been given a more marginal role in this 
work. Vote, for instance, shares many charac teristics with Estonian, on the one 
hand, and with Finnish on the other. Like Finnish, its infl ectional morphology 
is, in principle, based on segmental case suffi xes, except for the genitive which 
is distinguished by morphonological alternation of the word-fi nal vowel. Like 
Estonian, it has developed secondary case suffi xes, such as the terminative -ss 5a
and comitative -k5a-ka-k .

South Estonian is commonly regarded as an independent Finnic language. 
In comparison to North Estonian dialects and especially Standard Estonian it 
defi nitely shows many interesting features that would deserve specifi c attention 
(Keem 1997, Koponen 1998, Pajusalu 1996). 

Generally speaking, the most notable characteristics of the 
mor phological strategies and the discussed morphosyntactic aspects of Finnic 
can be suffi ciently elucidated by Livonian, Veps, Estonian and Finnish. 
On the evidence of these four Finnic varieties it will be pos sible to discuss 
the synchronic divergence and various diachronic stra tegies that affect the 
development of the Finnic case and adposition system.

2.4xBasic differences in noun inflection

The morphological differences of the Finnic languages are presented in table 
2.1. This sums up the infl ection of the so-called grammatical cases, i.e. the 
nominative, genitive(-accusative) and partitive, as well as two of the adverbial 
cases, the illative and elative. The infl ectional strategy includes both vowel and 
consonant permutations in Livonian and Estonian, and forms a sharp contrast 
to Finnish that has an overt affi xal marker for every form except the unmarked 
nominative.
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Table 2.1. Erosion of Estonian and Livonian infl ectional suffi xes in 
comparison to Finnish (*‘tongue; language’, **‘hunger’).

Livonian Estonian Finnish

nominative kel'kel'k5el'5  *el' *el' nälg** kieli* / nälkä**

genitive kıel‰ıel‰ nälja kielen / nälän

partitive kieldõ nälga kieltä / nälkää

illative kıelõ‰ıelõ‰ nälga kieleen / nälkään

elative kıelstõ‰ıelstõ‰ näljast kielestä / nälästä

In Estonian the partitive and illative forms of the given declension type 
(nälga) are completely identical. The consonant permutation of the stem (g) are completely identical. The consonant permutation of the stem (g) are completely identical. The consonant permutation of the stem (
: j) distinguishes them from the genitive(-accusative) (nälja), but none of 
these forms is suffi xal. The existence of infl ectional affi xes can only be seen 
from the elative form (nälja-st). However, it should be observed that Estonian 
actually has a great array of case suffi xes, and the list presented in table 2.1 is 
not exhaustive. The partitive and illative are not entirely fl exive in Estonian, 
either, and there are word types that do mark them with a suffi x. It is interesting 
to contrast this with Finnish that has a special suffi x for all case forms in table 
2.1: nälkä ‘hunger’ (nälkä ‘hunger’ (nälkä NOM) : nälä-n hunger-GEN : nälkä-ä hunger-nälkä-ä hunger-nälkä-ä PART : 
nälkä-än hunger-ILL : nälä-stä hunger-nälä-stä hunger-nälä-stä ELAT. The infl ection of Livonian kel'kel'k5el'5
‘tongue, language’ reveals a contrast with Finnish kieli id., as well. Firstly, as 
in Estonian, there is no genitive, and secondly, the fl exion affects the vowel of 
the fi rst syllable, while in Finnish the diphthong ie remains unchanged. The 
partitive kieldõ and elative kıelstõ‰ıelstõ‰  forms display both fl exion and a case suffi x. 
The point is that typologically, the Finnic languages do not form as coherent a 
continuum as they do dialectologically or genetically. 

The erosion or complete loss of affi xal markers not only infl uences the 
morphology, but presumably also has consequences for the morphosyntax of 
certain grammatical categories. The loss of the geni tive ending in Estonian 
and Livonian corresponds to similar processes known from the history of 
Scandinavian languages in which the loss of case affi xes triggered an increase 
in adpositional constructions. This change has been dated to the Old and 
Middle Swedish periods (Haugen 1982: 89–105, 167–168, Norde 2001 246–
248, Trosterud 2001).

As regards the whole case paradigm of the Finnic languages, the 
morpheme boundaries are basically clear and grammatical elements segmental. 
In Estonian and Livonian the mechanical agglutinating of suffi xes is blurred 
by fl exion and a pervasive infl ectional homonymy in certain noun types, which 
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especially affects the grammatical cases (nominative, genitive, partitive) and 
the illative. The paradigms of individual languages vary from the most eroded, 
Livonian and South Estonian, to the recombinative and reproductive paradigms 
of the Eastern Finnic languages, i.e. Karelian, Lude and Veps. 

Table 2.2. Infl ectional case system in Finnic.

Livonian Estonian Finnish Veps Vote

nominative Ø* Ø* Ø Ø Ø

genitive(-acc.) Ø* Ø* + + +*

partitive Ø / +* + / Ø* + + +*

dative + - - - -

illative +*/Ø + / Ø* + + +*

inessive + + + + +

elative + + + + +

allative (+)** + + + +

adessive (+)** + + + +

ablative (+)** + + + +

approximative1 - - - + -

approximative2 - - - + -

egressive - - - + -

terminative - + - + +

prolative - - - +*/- -

translative +* + + + +

essive (+)** + + + +

comitative +* + (+)** +* +

abessive -(+*) + +(**) + +

Ø = no affi xal marking
* = possibly subject to infl ectional homonymy
** = no longer a productive case

Despite the complete loss of its affi x the genitive(-accusative) category has 
been morpho logically preserved in the Livonian and Estonian case paradigm 
(cf. table 2.1 above). In Estonian the morphological status of the geniti- 
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ve(-accusative) is clearer, since in the singular it is mainly indicated by word 
stem permutation, and in the plural it has an affi xal marker (-de). In Livonian 
the genitive(-accusative) more frequently merges with the nominative. 
The syncretism between these two cases is wide-spread in the singular and 
regular in the plural forms (except for pronouns). Boiko (2000) lists 123 noun 
infl ection types in Livonian (based on Tiit-Rein Viitso’s classifi cation (p.c.)). 
A total of 73 nouns do not distinguish between the GEN.SG and NOM.SG, 
whereas 40 nouns do have different forms for these cases. (Seven are pronouns 
and three are numerals.) 

Those cases from the illative to the prolative presented in table 2.2 are 
different types of local cases. The most notable difference between the Finnic 
languages in this domain is that Livonian has only one productive set of local 
cases, whereas Veps at the other extreme, has three distinct local case sets. In 
Livonian the exterior local cases, occasionally referred to as the “l-set” (the 
allative, the adessive and the ablative), occur only in connection with a few 
nouns, such as mol5ol5  ‘in the interior (land), among the Latvians’, ol ‘in the interior (land), among the Latvians’, ol louvõl ‘(to) louvõl ‘(to) louvõl
upon the bed’, pjõrandõl ‘on the fl oor’, and some adpositions, such as õrandõl ‘on the fl oor’, and some adpositions, such as õrandõl sizal ‘in, sizal ‘in, sizal
inside’ and adverbs le7Vzõllezõlle7Vzõl7V  ‘near, close to’, zõl ‘near, close to’, zõl uo7nd7nd7 zõlndzõlndVzõlV  ‘in the morning’ (MSFOu zõl ‘in the morning’ (MSFOu zõl
106: 133, 147, Posti 1942: 73, 270, 281). Synchronically, they are no longer 
productive morphological affi xes.

A complete paradigm of productive Livonian (cf. Boiko 2000: 132–139, 
Kettunen 1938: XXXVIII–LI) and new Standard Veps (Nina Zajceva 1995: 
181) cases is presented in table 2.3. The latter displays both Northern and 
Central Veps features.

Standard Finnish provides an example of the relative frequency of various 
case affi xes. The so-called grammatical cases, i.e. the nominative, genitive(-
accusative) and partitive are the most frequent to occur. However, the local 
cases are very important too, since on average every tenth word in a text occurs 
in one of the local cases. In all, the local cases comprise approximately 30% of 
all infl ectional case endings (Leino 1993:x175). 
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Table 2.3. Infl ectional cases in Livonian (cf. Boiko 2000: 132–139, 
Kettunen 1938: XXXVIII–LI) and new Standard Veps (Nina Zajceva 
1995: 181).

Livonian Veps

nominative läpVs ‘child’V  ‘child’V suga ‘comb’

genitive(-acc.) laps sugan

partitive lapsta sugad

dative lapsõn -

illative lapstõ sugaha

inessive lapsõs sugas

elative lapsõst sugaspäi

allative - sugale

adessive - sugal

ablative - sugalpäi

approximative1 - sugannoks

approximative2 - suganno

egressive - sugannopäi

terminative - sugahasai

prolative - sugadme

translative lapsõks sugaks

essive - sugan

comitative lapsõks suganke

abessive - sugata

2.5xKey hypotheses concerning diachronic change in the Finnic 
case and adposition system

The term noun phrase is frequently used to refer to different types of relational 
marking of the noun. In uncovering liaison between synchronic relations and 
diachronic changes, the interdependence between suffi xing of postpositions 
and re-establishing lost infl ectional categories is a concrete process that 
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demonstrates the functional bridge between the dif ferent morphological and 
syntactic units.

Of those numerous aspects concerning the noun phrase that are 
represented in the extensive EuroTyp volume (Plank 2003a) dedicated to this 
issue, the current work pays special attention to the morphological coding of 
the external relations of the noun phrase using case affi xes and adpositions. A 
noun phrase consists of a head noun plus one or more modifi ers with various 
semantic and pragmatic functions. An affi x, an adposition or both, typically 
mark a noun phrase. Thus, it may consist of various kinds of morphosyntactic 
constructions, many of which may correspond to one functional metatype 
(Blake 1994: 63–67, 99, Givón 1984–1990: 455–513, 1995: 72). Phenomena 
such as case affi xes and adpositions are not only linked as a diachronic chain 
but also by their functional properties. This is most illustratively manifested in 
those theoretical approaches to case that depart from the extended notion for 
case and argue that both casehood and adpositionhood are complex properties 
consisting of sets of more basic properties (Blake 1994, Kilby 1981, Mel'cuk Vcuk V
1977, 1986, Plank 1992). The syntagmatic relations between the noun phrase 
constituents are most relevant in the diachronic processes that can be identifi ed 
in an other wise restricted language group such as the Finnic languages.

The assumption of the compatibility of case endings and adpositions 
is repeated in many works, although often more in the form of an intuitive 
hypothesis than a profoundly argued fact. It has been maintained that American 
structuralism, for instance, and early generative grammar did not differentiate 
between a syntactic structure and a morphological one, since these theories 
essentially treated morphology and syntax as parallel phenomena of the 
same domain (Anderson 1992: 346). The distinction between case affi xes 
and adpo sitions is mainly syntactic by nature in so far as case affi xes are 
morphologically bound to words whose syntactic relations they encode, while 
adpositions express grammatical rela tions within a syntactic construction 
rather than with respect to an individual constituent (Plank 1992: 19). In a 
functional perspective structural dif ferences are often not so decisive, if case is 
defi ned as a category such as possession that marks particular morphosyntactic 
functions rather than a grammatical element or an infl ectional form (Mel'cuk Vcuk V
1986: 37, 45–48). For this reason, infl ectional case suffi xes and adpositions 
are often mutually interchangeable. Diachronically it is worth noting that case 
affi xes, adpositions and constituents of adpositional phrases are all sensitive to 
various forms of erosion and the possible loss of affi xes or entire morphological 
categories. 

The present study focuses on the form of adverbial cases and the 
interdependence between constructions that express spatial (local) and various 
instrumental relations. The main working hypotheses that have prompted the 
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current study of synchronic and diachronic relations in the Finnic case and 
adposition system are presented in a nutshell in the following list:

1. Language change involves multiple forces and may often be 
controversial in nature in that the direction of morphological change, for 
instance, is not uniform. Synchronic typological di vergence is affected by 
a multiplicity of diachronic strategies.

2. Although morphological and syntactic developments clearly infl uence 
each other, they cannot always be retrieved from identical evolutional 
mechanisms.

3. Phonological erosion and the attrition of morphological units may, but 
does not inevitably, have consequences for the marking of grammatical 
relations and distinguishing between various consti tuents.

4. Language contacts are important for the development of individual 
languages. However, one may assume that foreign interference in 
morphosyntax is more likely to occur under favour able conditions and 
a contact-induced reanalysis is possible if certain preconditions are 
fulfi lled.

These assumptions are a sort of thematic key to questions that have to be 
discussed in the light of empirical data. The fi rst three affect the description of 
the word order asymmetries of the Finnic adposition phrase. The development 
of the Veps local cases examines, broadly speaking, all these aspects, whereas 
the analysis of the Southern Veps prolative-comitative and Livonian translative 
(alias translative-comita tive) mainly concentrate on the fi rst, second and fourth 
issues.
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3.xErosive and preservative forces in morphosyntactic   
change
Erosive and preservative forces in morphosyntactic 
change
Erosive and preservative forces in morphosyntactic 

This chapter focuses on the general nature of morphosyntactic change. The 
principal hypothesis is that morphosyntactic change and typological evolution 
are not a simple one-way reductive steady stream, but a complex process 
consisting of forces that infl uence different parts of grammar in different 
ways. Although not always explicitly manifested, an assertion of a gradual 
reduction in language change is frequently repeated in linguistic literature. 
Grammaticalisation theory (Heine, Claudi and Hünnemeyer 1991, Heine 
1992, Hopper and Traugott 1993, Lehmann 1995) is one of the most recent 
programmes with this basic approach to language, just to name one example. 
Although many changes undoubtedly are reductive, the details of various 
diachronic processes vary considerably. This claim is based on the empirical 
evidence of chapters 4, 5 and 6.

Compared to the consistency of a reductive phonological change, mor-
phology and syntax do not necessarily follow the same regular path (Lass 
1997: 246–252, Spencer 1997: 44–45, Werner 1987). A sound historical treat-
ment of historical morphology has often faced great diffi culties. Schneider 
(1997) lists six nonlinear processes that affect the dynamics of linguistic 
change. Considering the relationship between morphology and syntax, the most 
important claims are 1. the tendency of chaotic systems to return temporarily 
to ordered states, 2. the irreversibility of processes, 3. the aperiodicity of pro-
cesses, 4. the unpredictability of processes but explainability of past processes 
and 5. the interaction of different factors. An assumption of irreversibitility can 
be criticised, because there is adequate evidence on preservative changes that 
functionally or even morphologically re-establish pre-existing categories (cf. 
section 3.2). Furthermore, although diachronic changes are often unpredict-
able, the conditions under which lexical and grammatical changes take place 
are different and it is likely that one language is more sensitive to change under 
certain circumstances than another. However, as a whole, one may agree with 
Schneider that morphosyntactic change is far from uniform and, indeed, not 
unidirectional. There are different types of diachronic change with very dif-
ferent points of departure. The importance of the original structure may vary 
a lot and the adoption of innovations may take place through implementing 
completely new categories or adapting them into earlier patterns.
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As the title of the present chapter suggests, the hypothesis to be applied 
to this work is that language change is multidirectional. The assumption is that 
examples of degrammaticalisation, for instance, rather refl ect the multitude of 
forces involved than they do a mere mirror of grammaticalisation (cf. Plank 
1995). Campbell and Harris (1995: 89–90) distinguish between a preservative 
and an innovative reanalysis. I have extended this distinction in the current 
work by assuming that innovative and preservative morphosyntactic changes 
represent the more general principles of language change. Numerous innovative 
changes such as the suffi xing of postpositions are undoubtedly reductive, but 
not all changes are reductive. Moreover, since a preservative change may be 
an innovation in comparison to an earlier state, I have used the terms erosive
and preservative change to denote the distinction between various types of 
morphosyntactic change. I consider the spread of analogical infl ectional forms 
as one of the most concrete diachronic processes that decrease the effect of 
language erosion and often compensate erosion causing changes. Consequently, 
individual changes may depend on one another, although the change does not 
always affect one single form and category. They often generate subsequent 
changes, although their mutual dependence may not be very transparent at 
fi rst sight. Norde (2001), for instance, argues that there are opposite forces in 
linguistic evolution and defl exion, i.e. the intensive loss of infl ectional affi xes 
and disappearance of grammatical categories in Germanic languages was not a 
straight-forward process, but was connected with many preservative, system-
maintaining changes.

The assertion of a causal relationship between individual changes 
repeats an old idea that a language fi rst attempts to maintain and rebuild those 
categories that already exist. At the beginning of the 20th century Meillet, for 
instance, explicitly suggested that language actually consists of a delicate and 
complicated system where everything is rigorously held in place and that there 
are system-maintaining and re-creating operations (Meillet 1958 [1912]: 132–
148). On the basis of his hypothesis Meillet excluded the possibility of random 
changes in language evolution. 

More recently, the interdependence between universal typological 
similarities and inherent language-specifi c features have encouraged the 
application of new methods in typological research. The change in methodology 
has evoked a more fl exible attitude towards language-specifi c features, and the 
relationship between typological divergence and inherent characteristics as 
well (Croft 2001, Aikhenvald & Dixon 2001a).

The view that constructions tend to be language-specifi c and consist of 
a set of individual properties supports the hypothesis that there are different 
types of diachronic change as well. Similarly, because different synchronic 
morphological strategies may be characterised as complementary (Plank 1999) 
rather than opposite, one may assume that endogenous diachronic changes 
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display complementary strategies as well. We may therefore assume that there 
are both erosive (reductive) and preservative changes that are manifested 
differently in diachronic change. 

3.1xInflectional elements in change

The question how and why infl ectional elements change is relevant, because 
it posits morphology and syntax into parts of the same diachronic transition. 
Although they often occur as parts of the same chain, infl ectional elements do 
have their specifi c history, in which morphological productivity and inherited 
characteristics are at least as important as random reduction of syntactic units. 
Lost infl ectional categories can be reproduced and morphological gaps fi lled 
in by morphological means. There is also a considerable difference between 
derivational and infl ectional morphology in diachronic processes, because 
infl ectional forms are integrated in paradigms, whereas derivational forms 
are lexical properties (Wurzel 1995). A consequence of this is that foreign 
interference affects derivational morphology relatively easily, whereas 
borrowing of infl ectional elements means a serious invasion in the language 
system (Boretzky 1995: 55).

There are two possible explanations for the productivity of the Finnic case 
system and great number of case suffi xes (cf. table 2.2 and 2.3 in section 2.3). 
Firstly, there may be special reasons why former syntactic units (postpositions) 
are suffi xed and why they have become infl ectional elements. Secondly, it 
may be asked whether the morphosyntactic typology of Finnic is generally 
favourable for suffi xal elements, and whether the existence of case suffi xes is 
almost inevitable in the light of universal typology. In other words the mutual 
interaction of morphological elements and categories contradicts too straight-
forward a reconstruction of suffi xes as morphologised syntax. The evidence 
from morphology suggests that rich infl ectional morphology may be inherent. 
In the present work the renewing mechanisms of case system are discussed in 
more detail in chapter 5 in the light of the Veps local case system.

The abundance of suffi xal elements and the preference for postpositions 
instead of prepositions has been known since the earliest comparative 
observations of the Finno-Ugric languages in the 17th – 19th centuries, and 
these characteristics can be brought back to the oldest reconstructable proto-
language stages. Various Finnic languages (most typical examples come 
from Estonian, Vote and Veps) display case suffi xes that have developed 
from postpositions. Word-fi nal elements and the morphology of Estonian 
and Veps have eroded considerably, which has had obvious consequences for 
morphemic boundaries and the morphological relationship between adjacent 
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units. However, the vast majority of the cases are not of postpositional origin 
as far as it is possible to reconstruct their historical development. In Finno-
Ugric studies it has traditionally been maintained that many Finno-Ugric 
case suffi xes do not descend from earlier postpositions, but originate from 
combinations of other suffi xal elements and other morphological changes 
(Tauli 1956, 1966: 12–13). It is therefore necessary to decide whether the 
case system should be considered an inherent characteristic of this particular 
language group or whether it refl ects some universal implications.

The basic correlation between word order and affi x placement was 
initially pointed out by Greenberg (1963: 72–73) and later supported by cross-
linguistic analysis (table 3.1).

Table 3.1. Correlation between word order and affi x placement in the 
world’s languages.

Prefi xes Suffi xes

VO
Prep + NP

X X

OV
NP + Postp

Ø X

The point is that SOV languages have a clear statistical preference for 
postpositions and suffi xes, whereas the morphological asymmetry is much 
more striking if the basic order is SVO that does not have such obvious 
structural implications. Adpositions are often but not always preposed and 
affi x placement is divergent, although suffi xes are very common in SVO 
languages as well and statistically of much greater frequency than prefi xes in 
both word order types. In case marking suffi xes are universally preferred to 
prefi xes. (Bybee et al. 1990: 6–10, 15, 34–35, Hawkins & Cutler 1988: 288, 
294, Hawkins & Gilligan 1988: 220, 228, 230, 249.)

In the light of this basic pattern the Finnic adpositional phrase is somewhat 
ambiguous, because it displays SVO order consistently, and yet postpositions 
are more frequent than prepositions (table 3.2).
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Table 3.2. Finnic word order (SVO) with respect to adposition and 
affi x placement. 

Prefi xes Suffi xes

VO
Prep + NP

Ø(X) X

VO
NP + Postp

Ø(X) X

On the basis of cross-linguistic data the dominance of postpositions and 
postposing grammatical elements such as suffi xes in Finnic would suggest that 
the basic word order is probably SOV. The lack of prefi xes is almost absolute, if 
verb prefi xes (most notable in Livonian) are not taken into account. However, 
affi x placement alone does not cause further structural implications, because 
suffi xes are much more frequent in both SVO and SOV languages. Given the 
psycholinguistic preference to process stems before affi xes (Hawkins & Cutler 
1988: 295–331) lexical morphemes such as prepositions are much less likely 
to fuse in pre-stem position than in post-stem position (Hall 1988: 334), which 
in turn increases suffi xing preference.

Diachronically, the prevalence of postpositions in Finnic is more important. 
This characteristic is closely connected with genitive marking strategy, i.e. a 
genitive that typically precedes the (possessed) noun. Both of these features 
are more typical of SOV languages, which is no surprise, because the Finnic 
languages are considered to have been SOV languages earlier as most of the 
other Finno-Ugric languages, as a rule, are. The prepositions do not cover 
more than 20–25% of the Finnic adposition data. Moreover, the prepositional 
phrases have a clear structural constraint, because their proto-typical case 
government (partitive) diverges from that of postpositional phrases (genitive). 
Consequently, the introducing of prepositions is a construction-specifi c feature 
instead of a result of a more holistic process in the Finnic languages. Although 
adpositions commonly develop out of genitive phrases (Greenberg 1963: 99, 
Bybee 1988: 353–354), this is not the source of Finnic prepositions, rather 
they appear to refl ect an alternation in word order that ultimately has led to 
asymmetry in adposition placement. However, there is no direct evidence that 
a change in the Finnic basic word order alone would have led to a change in the 
location of adpositions and launched the use of prepositions, although it would 
be favourable to it. (For further empirical evidence, see chapter 4.)
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Schwegler applies a completely different parameter to discover the 
relationship between word order and morphological strategies in an illustrative 
account of syntheticity and analyticity in the development of the Romance 
languages. In his view disagreement about the morphological typology of 
modern French undeniably results from a lack of uniformity in the types 
of data used to substantiate the various claims (Schwegler 1990: 147). The 
conclusion (op. cit. 151) that word order and syntactic fl exibility are the most 
crucial factors in determining the level of synthesis in those languages is an 
interesting parallel to what has been reported concerning the relationship 
between word order, affi xal marking and suffi xing preference.

As regards Finnic the ostensible inconsistency between basic word order 
and the location of adpositions is not as exceptional as it at fi rst appears, 
because these languages display other features that are more typical of SOV 
languages as well, most notably the order of the genitive and the noun. It is 
characteristic of postpositional SOV languages and, as mentioned above, 
genitive constructions are a productive source of new suffi xes. Yet, the 
prevalence of postpositional and related kinds of phrases does not explain the 
richness of the case system.

Many works implicitly anticipate that the tendency to use suffi xes is 
inherent and new word-fi nal elements are often not “yesterday’s syntax”, but 
originate from affi xes. However, since it was stressed that many affi xes never 
were free words, it must be emphasised that there is no reason to assume that 
present-day case suffi xes would descend only from affi xal elements either. As 
will be shown in chapter 5 the suffi xing of postpositions and recombination 
of morphological elements are not necessarily two opposite strategies in 
morphosyntactic change, but they may well interact in re-establishing lost 
morphological categories.

Lass (1997: 305) distinguishes between three paths for the emergence 
of innovation in language: fi rst, utilising or transforming existing material, 
second, borrowing, and third, eventual inventing. He suggests a preference-
hierarchy of changes, namely phonological change > morphosyntactic change 
by analogy or reanalysis > morphosyntactic borrowing > absolute invention. 
Lass (op. cit. 209) also maintains that the difference between endogenous and 
contact-induced change (borrowing) is based on the fact that endogenous 
change is parsimonious, whereas borrowing is never necessary by nature. 
The feasibility, probability and importance of an absolute invention remains 
obscure, especially if it is presumed that “it involves the forging ex vacuo of 
new material”.

Considering Lass’s alternatives, the Finnic case suffi xes seem to 
consistently represent only transformed material, either morphological or 
syntactic. We may therefore conclude that alongside general morphological 
versatility the Finnic languages probably have some other morphosyntactic 
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characteristics that make conditions favourable for a rich case system. The 
constituent order [[N+GEN]+Postp] of the postpositional phrase, for instance, 
is very sensitive to suffi xing new cases. Furthermore, as with many other 
Finno-Ugric languages the Finnic languages have word-initial stress and 
most presumably used to have it in earlier proto-language stages, as well. 
So, if phonological reduction takes place, it is likely to infl uence unstressed 
word-fi nal units, such as suffi xes (Korhonen 1996 [1980]: 184) that will then 
either be completely lost or reproduced. A similar reference to phonology is 
made by Carstairs (1987: 125), who concludes that one explanation for the 
stronger tendency to systematic homonymy in languages with less suffi xal 
morphology might be that agglutinating languages tend to be phonologically 
more conservative than many of the fl exive ones. In other words, phonological 
structure may be favourable to suffi xal morphology.

In typological studies three explanations are often given for the 
dominance of suffi xes in comparison with other affi x types: (1) the commonly 
reductive direction of morphosyntactic change, (2) the principle of lexical 
processing (psycholinguistic) and (3) statistical evidence that shows strong 
suffi xing preference in the world’s languages (Bybee et al. 1990, Hawkins and 
Cutler 1988, Hawkins and Gilligan 1988: 237–243). Because suffi xes very 
often originate from earlier syntactic units, it has been proposed that “today’s 
morphology is yesterday’s syntax” (Anderson 1992: 337–350, Givón 1971) 
and a reanalysis of an earlier syntactic complex. Although this is true to a large 
extent, not all affi xes descend from free words even if it is more diffi cult to 
demonstrate their origin. 

The concept of reanalysis has been treated in many ways in linguistic 
works. Here, I have adopted the view that reanalysis is possible, if there are 
two or more different interpretations of a construction, and the change includes 
a formerly unknown interpretation (Campbell and Harris 1995: 30, 61, 
Haspelmath 1998: 326). In other words, reanalysis primarily affects function 
more than form and does not necessarily involve any modifi cation in form.

The development of the Finnic local cases suggests that the morphological 
system itself and the interdependence between mutually related morphemes 
such as local case suffi xes may increase their number. The evidence from the 
Veps local case system is so strong that we may add morphological systematics 
to the assumed reasons for suffi xing preference. In chapter 5 I shall argue that 
the interdependence between local cases and their functions are more relevant 
to the suffi xing of ablative cases in Veps than the erosion of a syntactic structure. 
The transferring of suffi xal elements through diachronic processes and the 
reinforcement of eroded categories has presumably had a great infl uence on 
the development of the Finnic case system (cf. Tauli 1956). Conclusively, the 
evidence from the Finnic languages suggests that the agglutinative structure of 
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various Finno-Ugric languages is a consequence of both syntactic reduction 
and morphological productivity.

Unlike suffi xal grammatical material, fl exion is undoubtedly an innovation 
in Finnic. Estonian and Livonian display grammatically distinctive fl exive 
forms, whereas other Finnic languages do not. Moreover, the fl exive forms are 
morphosyntactically less independent than those with overt suffi xal marking, 
because they often do manifest the same morphosyntactic properties as suffi xes. 
There is even an indication that, for instance, Estonian dialects have undergone 
additional changes in order to avoid too extensive an infl ectional homonymy 
between fl exive forms and, more precisely, identity between forms that in the 
most extreme cases might have led to the merger of the genitive(-accusative), 
partitive and illative (Riho Grünthal 2002: 28–29). Neither are there any signs 
that fl exive forms would replace lost fl exive forms, while secondary suffi xes 
often replace earlier suffi xes and earlier morphosyntactic properties may be 
transferred to secondary ones.

More generally speaking, morphonological non-affi xal stem alternation 
is infrequent in the Finno-Ugric languages, although the stem formation 
rules are far from simple in individual languages, especially some Sámic and 
Samoyedic languages.

3.2xPreservative processes in diachronic change

The problem that typological observations have often faced is that synchronic 
divergence between morphological strategies and construction-specifi c 
characteristics cannot be mechanically transformed into diachronic processes. 
This is illustratively seen in the development of morphological units, such 
as case suffi xes, which show the importance of bound morphemes. The way 
cases and adpositions are created and what consequences their loss may have 
is a different matter. Surprisingly enough, although it is non-linguists that are 
often convinced of the decay of language rather than progress, many linguistic 
works approach language change in a similar way. The assumption of language 
decay, a change from a more solid or perfect state towards a less perfect one 
has actually also been the subject of many linguistic works (Aitchison 1991, 
Keller 1994: 7–8, 69, Lass 1997: 292).

The hypothesis that there are both erosive and preservative changes implies 
that the assumption of irreversibility and unidirectionality of morphosyntactic 
changes, as suggested by grammaticalisation theory and other similar 
concepts, is unsatisfactory. It appears that reductive morphosyntactic change 
is a unidirectional process, yet not all changes are reductive. A preservative 
change affects the form of grammatical units as well, but as far as direction is 
concerned, it is not progressive but regressive.
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The empirical evidence in the following chapters suggests that if a certain 
type of diachronic change is to take place it must fulfi l certain preconditions 
(cf. Faarlund 2001b; in the current work, see especially the conclusion to 
section 6.5). The preconditions under which a subsequent change is possible 
are either structural (morphosyntactic) or relational (diachronic order of 
subsequent changes). Although morphosyntactic change and the erosion of 
a given morpheme are often rectilinear, functional processes are much more 
ambiguous. The next section will consider preservative morphosyntactic 
changes that interact with pre-existing morphosyntactic properties.

3.2.1xPreservative morphosyntactic change

At the beginning of the 20th century Meillet (1958 [1918]: 70–73) pointed 
out that the Indo-European languages generally tend to replace fl exion with 
auxiliary verbs, which is caused by the interaction between grammatical 
structure and phonological demands. A logical conclusion was that the tense-
aspect-mood-negation system of verbs was tightly controlled by system-
internal considerations, and it was affected by a tendency to maintain pre-
existing categories in natural language.

In the present work I have extended the notion of a preservative change 
into a more general process in language evolution. The concept of preservative 
strategy illustrates a mechanism that has a similar importance to the ascribed 
reductive changes. However, the difference between a preservative and a 
reductive change is that a preservative one interacts with the pre-existing 
grammatical – both formal and functional – properties of a given language, 
whereas erosive change occurs independently of these. A prototypical 
preservative change is a diachronic process that decreases or eliminates the 
effect of reduction. An erosive change is basically more mechanical.

Besides preservative reanalysis, Campbell and Harris (1995: 318–
320) call attention to grammatical operations which they call prevention 
(prophylaxis) and compensation. The extended use of the term preservative 
change in the present work covers these two notions. The order of prevention 
and compensation with respect to a given change is posterioric, and they are 
both macro-level morphosyntactic processes.

Aikhenvald and Dixon (2001: 16) maintain that contact-induced changes 
may take place as system-maintaing processes as well. This claim is based 
on the view that the adoption of independent morphological stems is used to 
preserve certain functional categories. Aikhenvald and Dixon use a zoological 
analogy and call this kind of change the ‘hermit crab’ (cf. Heath 1998). 
Moreover, although there are no absolute constraints on foreign interference, 
there are a number of things that make contact-induced change linguistically 
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and socially possible (Thomason 2001: 129–153). However, given that 
endogenous changes may be functionally preservative, there is no special 
reason why a preservative change should be a characteristic of contact-induced 
changes only. The interrelation between the preservative suffi xing of a former 
postposition and pre-existing constructions will be discussed in more detail 
in chapter 5 in the light of the Veps local case system. It will be demonstrated 
that the loss of the ablative local cases was compensated by the suffi xing 
of a secondary case ending that is both morphologically and functionally 
motivated.

Although the morphologisation of syntactic units may be characterised 
as preservative, since they provide suffi xal morphology with new material, 
the majority of suffi xed postpositions in the Finnic languages do not have 
any preservative infl uence on the grammatical system. The suffi xing of the 
comitative case ending in Estonian (-ga < Old Literary Estonian kaas ~ kahs) 
and Vote (-k5a-ka-k ), for instance, added one more suffi x to the case paradigm, but 
did not prevent the loss of a former construction nor compensate for one. In 
this sense, it appears to be more coincidental that a former postpositional 
phrase [[N + GEN] + Postp] changes into a case form [[N + GEN] + cx]. Despite 
the strengthening of the suffi xal morphology the change is, after all, erosive. In 
both Estonian and Vote the suffi x is the last member of a chain of diachronic 
changes and does not share the properties of some older category that was later 
lost.

If the assumption of preservative changes is correct, these must be 
primarily language-specifi c and subject to initial morphosyntactic conditions. 
This hypothesis evokes a further assumption that the language system is not 
anarchic, but the “invisible hand” affects both the structure and functionality 
of language. This view is supported by the fact that while individual functors 
are commonly lost, the wholesale loss of a set of function words does not occur 
in practice (Spencer 1997: 46). Linguistic evolution is defi nitely a cumulative 
process (Keller 1994: 146).

3.2.2xAnalogy

The role of analogy has been widely discussed in research on synchronic 
grammar and diachronic processes. This section asserts that analogy strongly 
affects the systemacy and structural coherence of language in its evolution. As 
a matter of fact, Anttila (1977: 68) labels analogy a conservative (preservative) 
or innovative (restoring) power that has considerable importance in diachronic 
change. Emphasising the signifi cance of analogy in both synchronic and 
diachronic processes is open to some pitfalls, because the time relationship 
is different in these two linguistic orientations. However, in both contexts 
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analogy provides a possibility for fi nding explanations for regularities 
(Anttila 1977: 71–72). Considering diachronic changes, the identifi cation 
of an analogical change helps to identify various stages of a given process, 
such as the adaptation of phonological and morphosyntactic changes. In the 
neogrammarian context analogical changes were accounted for as exceptions 
in historically determined (reductive) sound changes (Anttila 1977: 66–67, 
Lass 1997: 250), although the regularity of sound change is obviously affected 
by analogy as well. However, in this context sound change is regular, even 
though it may increase irregularity, whereas analogy is irregular and yet strives 
towards regularity, simplicity and uniformity (Anttila 1989: 88, 94–98). 
Basically, an analogical form or an analogical change is posterior.

Synchronically, the nature of analogy is more ambiguous. The principal 
presupposition is that analogy is primarily concerned with the link between 
sound and meaning. The role of analogy in grammatical systems is seen in the 
manner in which it maintains this link by keeping sound structure, grammatical 
structure and semantic structure in line (McMahon 1994: 70, Vincent 1974). 
The complexity of analogy was shown by Paul Kiparsky (for literature, see 
introduction in Lahiri 2000), who pointed out that actually all forms of change 
have an effect on the grammar. The conclusion is that many changes are not 
necessarily straightforward grammatical simplifi cations nor reductive. Many 
papers published in Lahiri (2000) confi rm that seemingly capricious analogy 
is not actually random and is ruled by an entire grammatical system. The 
discussion of analogy’s omnipresence has been extended to all structural 
levels. Meillet (1958 [1912]: 130) considered all regular forms in language 
analogical, because they are based on existing models and can be recreated 
any time. 

It is noteworthy that the importance of analogy has been recognised in 
generative research as well, and there are a number of reasons for believing 
that, on the one hand, morphology is rule-governed, but on the other, it is 
driven by analogy, and both approaches are needed. The demand for analogy-
based explanation comes from two directions: fi rst, from rule-changing 
innovations of low type frequency, and second, from certain lexicalised forms. 
Bauer (2001: 75–99) concludes that the rule-governed concept of morphology 
actually equates with productivity, whereas an analogical approach corresponds 
to creativity. 

Morphological adaptation of new loanwords and adjustment to productive 
infl ectional patterns speaks for strongly integrative forces in morphology 
(van Marle 1994), which is compatible with the infl uence of analogy. The 
introduction of new loanwords into the infl ectional system takes place through 
adjustment to the morphology of a given language. In Finnish, for instance, 
this is seen in the form the stem takes in the infl ection of new loanwords: biisi
‘song; melody’ (etc.) (NOM) : biisi-n (GEN) : biisi-ä (biisi-ä (biisi-ä PART) (< English piece), 
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dokumentti (NOM) : dokumenti-n (GEN) : dokumentti-a (PART) (< document). 
In the vein of mechanically agglutinating stems such as biisi and stems that 
are adjusted to consonant gradation such as dokumentti, that represents an 
old stem alternation type, which is frequent and productive in some stem 
types. Disyllabic nouns that have an A-fi nal stem with a labial vowel in the 
fi rst syllable, for instance, lose their word-fi nal vowel in the plural (skodaVskodaV  : 
skod-i-enVskod-i-enV  (GEN) : skod-i-ssaVskod-i-ssaV  (INESS) (< skodaVskodaV  ‘Škoda’ [car]) (Terho Itkonen 
1984–85).

Metaphor, semantic roles and changes have been proclaimed for one type 
of analogy, too (Esa Itkonen 1998: 22–23, Onikki-Rantajääskö 2001). Basically, 
there need not be any triggering model or source of semantic extension which 
would correspond to analogy in phonological or morphological changes. The 
grammaticalisation of body-part nouns into adpositions, for instance, is largely 
based on metonymy (Ojutkangas 2001: 195) and the concept of analogy is not 
indispensable in the description of this process. However, it is not possible 
to avoid the conclusion that morphosyntactic change, which after all is a 
diachronic process, is strongly infl uenced by analogy (Anttila 1989: 102–103, 
Hopper & Traugott 1993: 33, Esa Itkonen 1998: 26).

As regards the topic of the current chapter, analogy is clearly preservative 
and different from reductive changes, and occasionally it may compensate 
for or eliminate the infl uence of erosion, such as phonological loss. It is 
obvious that the coherence between morphosyntactic structures, such as 
Finnic postpositional and prepositional phrases (see chapter 4), and the 
confi gurational identity between infl ectional subsystems, such as the Finnic 
local case sets (see chapter 5), resembles the regularity of analogy in many 
ways. In the current of diachronic changes and language evolution, analogy is a 
strong preservative, system-maintaining power, although certainly not the only 
one that decreases the effect of reductive changes. More generally speaking, 
analogical (diachronic) change and analogical (synchronic) form are two sides 
of the same coin. Analogical change is possible, if it is preceded by another 
change. Analogical form becomes possible if a form exists against which it can 
be projected. Hence, in linguistics analogy is always a secondary correlate and 
projection against some other property of language. In typological evolution it 
decreases diversity and increases regularity.

3.3xConclusions

In this chapter I have argued that there are two major strategies in 
morphosyntactic change: erosive and preservative. An assumption of 
unidirectionality and irreversibility in morphosyntactic change loses its 
explanatory value in the light of a multidimensional functional approach to 
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language evolution. The identifi cation of opposite powers does not necessarily 
increase the predictability of the change, although one of these may constitute 
the possibility and probability of language change on the basis of certain 
preconditions. Individual changes are probably not always as random as they 
may appear at fi rst sight.

Taking into account the impact of analogy in diachronic processes one 
may conclude that there are at least two general tendencies, an erosive and a 
preservative one, that affect linguistic evolution and are ultimately represented 
in typological divergence. If this conclusion is correct, it becomes necessary to 
consider the possibility of other preservative means. In chapter 5 I shall argue 
that the importance of preservative forces in the evolution of Veps is seen in 
the morphological interdependence between individual suffi xes. The evidence 
from infl ectional subsystems such as local cases has special signifi cance in 
determining the reasons why suffi xing is more prevalent than other affi x types 
in the world’s languages.
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4.xThe Finnic adpositional phrase

The Finnic adpositional phrase has a double character typologically, because 
both prepositions and postpositions are attested in all Finnic varieties. 
Generally speaking, mixed adpositional systems are exceptional in the world's 
languages (Koptjevskaja-Tamm & Wälchli 2001: 711). Finno-Ugric languages 
other than Finnic and Sámic languages do not have prepositions and are more 
consistent in this respect. They display the statistically expected implication 
that languages with SOV word order are almost exclusively postpositional 
(Greenberg 1963: 62, Cutler et al. 1985: 727–730, Hawkins & Gilligan 1988: 
219–220, 250–251). The Finnic languages that presumably have changed 
from a historical SOV to SVO are predominantly postpositional, while their 
prepositional phrases have clear structural and semantic restrictions. (For 
diffi culties in determining word order principles in Finnish and European 
Uralic, see Vilkuna 1989, 1998.) The number of prepositions does not exceed 
20–25% of all adpositions in Finnic. It is notable that the change in word order 
cannot be the only factor contributing to the appearance of prepositions in 
Finnic, because the case government of prepositions is, in principle, different 
from that of postpositions.

Numerous diachronic processes that are refl ected in the order of the 
constituents, the degree to which adpositions are infl ected, and the form of the 
noun complement, have affected the historical development and synchronic 
form of the Finnic adpositional phrase. This chapter suggests that the basic 
structure of the prepositional phrases and postpositional phrases is rather stable, 
because the various eroding processes do not easily corrupt the morphosyntax 
of these constructions. The adpositional system is not very sensitive to contact-
induced changes, nor to a massive implementation of borrowed adpositions 
(cf. chapter 7). I shall begin with a brief historical overview of the grammatical 
and lexical background to Finnic adpositions (sections 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3). This 
will be followed by a more detailed quantitative analysis of Finnic adposition 
classes (section 4.4) and description of the morphosyntactic structure of 
adpositional phrases with special reference to the infl ectional form of the head 
and the noun complement (section 4.5). The Livonian postpositional phrase 
(section 4.6) provides concrete evidence of an erosive diachronic change that 
affects the form of the construction but preserves the key morphosyntactic 
characteristics of the expression. Finally, it will be shown how the various 
developments affecting the infl ectional forms of the noun, particularly the 
genitive, give rise to different morphosyntactic structures (4.7). 
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4.1 The syntactic ambiguity of the adpositions

Although some adpositions are syntactically ambiguous and may be used both 
in pre- and postnominal positions, there is a restricted number of words that can 
only be used as prepositions. Here, those adpositions that may occur in both 
positions are called bipositional adpositions. The ambiguity of the adpositional 
phrase provokes a question concerning its diachronic background, because it 
suggests an eventual typological change. This is the most straightforward 
explanation for the appearance of prepositions in languages that normally use 
postpositions. There are other parallel typological differences between the 
Finnic, Sámic and other Finno-Ugric languages, such as the question of basic 
word order (SVO ~ SOV) that potentially some implications for the adposition 
type (preposition ~ postposition) likely in a language. However, questions 
involving the appearance of prepositions will not be elaborated on in detail 
here, because the focus is directed at the intertwining between adpositions and 
case infl ection.

Generally speaking, adpositions form a syntactically determined lexical 
group with no absolutely clear boundaries between them and nouns and 
adverbs. Although new adpositions are not introduced completely randomly, 
and the group of opaque adpositions changes very slowly, new members may 
basically enter the class of adpositions any time and they are characterised by 
extensive variation in meaning, and degree of lexicalisation. Adpositions are 
universally very common, and only rarely do languages not have this particular 
group (Esa Itkonen 1997: 32, 145–150). Most of those scholars (Jaakola 
1997, Karelson 1972, 1985, Ojutkangas 2001) who have analysed the Finnic 
adpositions have alleged that adpositions per se are a lexically identifi able set 
of words. Historically they originate from three main sources, namely, nouns, 
syntactically reanalysed adverbs and lexicalised denominal infi nite verbs 
(Auli Hakulinen & Fred Karlsson 1979: 154, Erkki Itkonen 1966: 230, EKG 
II: 38, Majtinskaja 1982: 38–45). As a rule noun-based adpositions are much 
more typical than verb-based ones. The claim that all Finnish adpositions are 
petrifi ed or transparent infl ectional forms of earlier nouns (Lauri Hakulinen 
1979: 501) is only slightly exaggerated.

The morphological regularity and the infl ection of adpositions have 
both synchronic and diachronic signifi cance. The clearer the morpheme 
boundaries are, the more transparent the meaning and the composition of a 
given adpositional phrase is. The vast majority of Finnic adpositions either 
display earlier infl ectional elements or share some of the same infl ectional 
properties with nouns, such as possessive suffi xes and local case endings, 
even if their etymological origin is no more transparent (cf. (Finnish) alle 
(ALL) ‘(to) below’ : alla (ADESS) ‘below’ : alta (ABL) ‘from below’ (cf. section 
4.2.1). Opaque adpositions, however, are not as numerous as those with a 
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parallel noun, which makes the distinction between nouns and adpositions 
often ambiguous. Diachronically, it is noteworthy that lexicalised adpositions 
cannot be “renominalised”, that is, in many cases it is not possible to restore 
the adposition’s synchronic state as a relational noun. Nor do they infl ect in 
number (Haukioja 2000).

An adpositional phrase consists of an adposition and a noun, including 
the case affi xes (and/or infl ectional stem alternations) of the noun and possibly 
those of an adposition. It is characteristic of Finnish adpositional phrases that 
especially prepositional phrases are exocentric, because neither of the two 
constituents can be omitted (Fred Karlsson 1994: 136–137). Postpositional 
phrases are basically exocentric as well, but postpositions are syntactically 
more fl exible than prepositions. This is based on the similarity between many 
adpositions and adverbs. The deletion of the noun is possible in certain cases, 
because the grammatical relations change simultaneously when the adposition 
is transformed into an adverb. So, in Finnish the adposition becomes an adverb 
and a dependent of the verb, if the noun complement is deleted. Another 
characteristic of adpositions is that no attribute may be attached to them (Auli 
Hakulinen & Fred Karlsson 1979: 154, Haukioja 2000: 96, Heine et al. 1991: 
96). 

Given that numerous words can be used as nouns or adverbs and 
adpositions, their close relationship poses a considerable challenge to 
grammatical description (EKG I 33–39, Auli Hakulinen & Fred Karlsson 1979: 
84–85, 154–155, Haukioja 1998, 2000, Leino 1993: 214–216, Ojutkangas 
2001: 48–49, Penttilä 1963). The main difference between adpositions and 
adverbs is a difference in syntactic status. The adposition always includes the 
morphosyntactic locus of an adpositional phrase, which is a phrasal dependent 
of a verb, whereas an adverb does not exhibit syntactic relations to any noun. 
Thus, the relationship of an adpositional phrase ([Prep + N] or [N + Postp]) 
to a verb is the same as that of an adverb alone (Erkki Itkonen 1966: 218). 
A distinction between adpositions and adverbs is not so necessary in other 
syntactic environments. 

4.2xHistorical preamble

4.2.1xThe age of old adpositional stems

Most Finnic adpositions display elements of productive noun infl ection and 
frequently apply one of the local case sets. In addition to these there are some 
lexicalised adpositions. They display affi xes that have ceased being productive 
in the given function long ago, but can be compared to reconstructed regularly 
infl ected nouns. In historical Finno-Ugric studies this has been interpreted 
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as an indication of the nominal background of lexicalised adpositions. In 
Finnish, for instance, the infl ection of taa(kse) : taka-na : taka-a (behind: to/
at/from) displays assumed former local case endings. The two latter forms (the 
locative and the ablative, which is a predecessor of the present-day partitive) 
have shifted to other functions while the fi rst (the lative) is not attested in 
the case paradigm of modern Finnish. Although the infl ectional properties of 
postpositions such as Finnish takana etc. provide concrete evidence regarding 
the morphology of prehistoric Finno-Ugric varieties, the infl ectional endings 
need not necessarily represent the same historical stage of language as the 
etymology of the word stem suggests. This is concretely shown in table 4.1, 
which presents an old Finno-Ugric adpositional/adverbal stem *al- ‘under’ and 
its descendants in six Finno-Ugric languages.

Table 4.1. The adpositional/adverbal stem *al- and its infl ection in 
six Finno-Ugric languages.

‘under (to)’
[under[Loc+]]

‘under (at)’ 
[under[Loc=]]

‘under (from)’ 
[under[Loc–]]

‘under (via)’ 
[under[PATH]]

North Sámi vuollái vuolde (vuolde) (vuoli)

Finnish alle alla alta (ali(tse))

Mordvin (E) alov alo aldo alga

Udmurt ule ul{in ul{i7sisi uleti

Mansi jolipalen5alen5 jolipalt5alt5 jolipalnel5alnel5

Hungarian alá
~ alulra

alatt
~ alul

alól
~ alulról

The table shows that the Proto Finno-Ugric (PFU) stem in question *al- (SSA 
1: 66, UEW 6) is shared by all these languages but the infl ectional affi xes differ 
considerably. This is due to the fact that infl ectional elements do not represent 
the same historical layer as the word stem and may be subsequent innovations. 
North Sámi vuol-de, Finnish al-ta and Mordvin (Erzya) al-do all share a 
historically common affi x, whereas Udmurt ul-{i7sisi , (Northern) Mansi 7 , (Northern) Mansi 7 joli-pal-5al-5
nel and Hungarian nel and Hungarian nel al-ól ~ al-ul-ról do not. This is an illustrative example of the al-ól ~ al-ul-ról do not. This is an illustrative example of the al-ól ~ al-ul-ról
disharmony between the age of the lexical stem and the affi x. 
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Although *al- has a wide distribution in the Finno-Ugric languages as a 
postposition, it has been repeatedly asserted that this particular adposition has 
a nominal background as almost all others do. The most radical restructuration 
is seen in the Mansi compound forms. Hungarian displays only suffi xal 
elements, but they cannot be derived from the same proto-forms as the Finno-
Permic adpositions. (For additional examples of the synchronisation of the 
postposition infl ection, see section 4.5.1.2.)

The traditional view on the age of postpositions in Finnic and other 
Finno-Ugric languages has been based on etymological observations, and the 
most typical conclusion has been that adpositions as a syntactic category are a 
relatively late innovation in the Finno-Ugric languages (Majtinskaja 1982: 37, 
57–69, Ravila 1953: 45, Tauli 1966: 12). This view was based on the fact that 
the vast majority of adpositions in present-day languages are etymologically 
transparent and recognisable infl ected nouns. Gheno (1975: 48) reports that 
69% of his Mordvin, 78% of Hungarian and 58% of Finnish adposition data 
consist of transparent nouns. The conclusion in earlier studies was that the 
opaque adpositions descend from earlier nouns (Ojutkangas 2001: 29, 75). 
Majtinskaja (1982: 37, 57–69) simply concluded that because the adpositions 
in the Finno-Ugric languages employ different case suffi xes, their use as 
postpositions cannot be dated back to Proto-Finno-Ugric (PFU) or Proto-
Uralic (PU).

Regardless of the point of departure, the fact that adpositions, even those 
formed from ancient stems, tend to be re-equipped with currently productive 
affi xes, suggests that their prehistoric development may have included other 
similar forms of restructuring. The differences between present-day suffi xes 
and adposition systems are no obstacle to positing adpositions as a category 
belonging to the earliest reconstructable proto-language stages. As Majtinskaja 
unintentionally points out, the conclusions concerning the age of postpositions 
in Finno-Ugric languages have been methodologically dictated by etymological 
analyses. There are only a few adpositional stems that can be reconstructed at 
a PFU / PU level, such as *ala ‘Raum unter etw. [PU], Unter-, das Untere’, 
*ededed  ‘das Vordere, Raum vor etw., Vor der’ [PFU], *pälV ‘das Innere’ [PFU], *pälV ‘das Innere’ [PFU], *pälV
*taka ‘Hinterraum; das Hintere’ [PU] and *wülä (~ *wülä (~ *wülä wilä) ‘Oberfl äche, Ober-, 
das Obere’ [PFU] (SSA 1: 66, 108, 3: 257, 490, UEW 6, 71–72, 364, 506–507, 
573–574). 

There is not much concrete evidence against the assumption that 
postpositions – not only prepositions – are a relatively late category in the 
Finno-Ugric languages. However, adpositions do appear in most of the world’s 
languages. The uniformitarian principle suggests rather that postpositions are a 
very old characteristic of the Finno-Ugric languages, in so far as such an entity 
can be reconstructed, and the assumption of a primitive proto-language without 
word classes is incorrect (cf. Laakso 1990: 157). Similarly, Schwegler (1990: 



190) emphasises that as in French and other modern Romance languages, 
analytic and synthetic tendencies have coexisted through the history of the 
IE languages, and the degree of analyticity and syntheticity as such are not 
quantifi able absolute parameters.

As regards the infl ectional forms displayed by the Finnic adpositions, the 
three-dimensionality of spatial expressions is widely shared by postpositions 
in contemporary Finno-Ugric languages. There is ample evidence to suggest 
that Finno-Ugric local cases and the infl ection of postpositions had their roots 
at the earliest identifi able proto-language stage (PU / PFU) (Korhonen 1974, 
1991, Majtinskaja 1982: 26–36, 59–69). (Section 4.5.1.2 presents an overview 
of the relevant infl ectional categories of the postpositions.)

Majtinskaja is very critical of classifying adpositions language-
internally according to the manner in which they are infl ected. She makes the 
generalisation that adpositions are not infl ected in the Finno-Ugric languages 
and words like the Finnish pää-lle ‘on’ (ALL), pää-llä (pää-llä (pää-llä ADESS), pää-ltä (pää-ltä (pää-ltä ABL) or 
Hungarian mell-é ‘beside’ (mell-é ‘beside’ (mell-é LAT), mell-ett (mell-ett (mell-ett LOC), mell-"ol "ol " (ABL) merely represent 
the infl ection of the original noun (Finnish pää ‘head’, Hungarian pää ‘head’, Hungarian pää mell ‘chest’) mell ‘chest’) mell
and concludes that the lack of infl ection is not a decisive characteristic of the 
adposition. (Note also that in Hungarian these affi xes are unproductive and the 
ablative functions have been transferred to other suffi xes (-tól, -t"ol)."ol)." ) 

Various historical changes may blur the traces that earlier adpositions left 
in living languages. Analogical morphological processes, such as the adaptation 
of old postpositions to productive morphological rules may take place, as 
can be seen, in various Finno-Ugric languages. A given morphosyntactic 
property expressed by a local case suffi x, for instance, does not imply that the 
morphosyntactic representation remains unchanged.

4.2.2xSuffixed postpositions and their morphological adaptation

The diachronic development of nouns into adpositions and eventually case 
endings is often very rectilinear. The change of status predominantly begins 
with spatial expressions that may shift to more abstract functions and less 
transparent forms (Haase 2001, Heine et al. 1991, Heine 1992, Blake 1994: 
167–168). This process can be seen in the gradual erosion of lexical items, 
relational nouns that become bound morphemes and eventually infl ectional 
elements. At the fi nal stage, suffi xed postpositions such as the Estonian 
comitative -ga (Vote -k5a-ka-k  < *kansa; the former postposition is attested as a 
free word in early Estonian literary records), do not differ at all from any 
other paradigmatic infl ectional affi x. Syntactically, the postpositional origin of 
this particular affi x can still be seen in that the adjective attribute has no case 
agreement if it precedes a noun in the comitative as in punase auto-ga red.GEN 
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car-COM ‘with a red car’. The terminative, essive and abessive suffi xes, of 
affi xal origin, are similarly constrainted in Standard Estonian (cf. Nevis 
1988).

The lack of case agreement shows that syntactic integration does not 
proceed simultaneously with morphologisation. There is no general rule 
that would determinate the speed of adaptation. The degree to which given 
case suffi xes are adapted to agreement rules is both language-specifi c and 
construction-specifi c. So, a rapid adaptation into agreement rules is possible, 
too. Veps case endings provide examples of consistent syntactic adaptation in 
the use of recently suffi xed postpositions. In Northern (1) and Central Veps 
the attribute quite frequently agrees with the noun in the comitative or one of 
the secondary (“propinquative” or “approximative” set) directional local case 
endings (Tikka 1992: 141, 159).

(1) keskmäize-nkekeskmäize-nkekeskmäiVze-nkeV 7neit7neit7 se-nkeneitse-nkeneitVse-nkeV pa7ni-he7ni-he7 magat-ta
intermediate-COM girl-COM put-REFL.SG3 sleep-INF
‘(S)he went to sleep with the middle maid.’ (MSFOu 100: 94)

The adjective attribute (keskmäize-nkekeskmäize-nkekeskmäiVze-nkeV ) and the noun (7neit7neit7 se-nkeneitse-nkeneitVse-nkeV ) have the 
same suffi x as most adjective attribute constructions. 

The transformation of a postposition into a case affi x does not necessarily 
generate any subsequent functional changes in the affi x. This is evident in the 
development of the above-mentioned Northern and Central Veps comitative 
case ending (< *kerta ‘with’). In the long run, the original order of the free and 
bound morpheme (the genitive –n) has been preserved and the last morpheme 
to have been an independent syntactic unit is located at the end of the word. 
The sole change is that a free morpheme has become bound and an analytic 
construction has become synthetic. The development of the Estonian comita-
tive is quite identical with the Veps, although the semantic properties have 
been extended to instrumental functions in Estonian.

When a postposition loses its word status and becomes a case affi x, the 
process is followed by other important changes. Firstly, the item at issue will 
probably adjust itself to the phonological properties and variants characteristic 
of its host, and secondly, it will become a member of a much more limited set 
of forms (Blake 1994: 169–170). The affi x is often semantically reanalysed 
and functional changes accompany the reduction of form.

The manner and extent to which secondary case endings have been 
adjusted to infl ectional morphology and its rules, varies considerably. A given 
construction may be a transparent descendant of an earlier postposition phrase 
or it may have lost all traces of its earlier morphosyntactic structure. Path 
‘along’, for instance, is expressed by a postposition (möto) in Northern Veps, 
while in Central Veps it has become an affi x (-(d)me). In Southern Veps (-mu) 
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it has been reanalysed as a prolative-comitative case ending without traces of 
the earlier partitive case ending (-d < *-d < *-d tA), the suffi x of the noun complement 
(Tikka 1992: 50–51, 114–117, 164–178; see also section 5.2). One of the 
clearest examples of morphonogical adaptation is the adjustment of the new 
suffi xes to vowel harmony or rather, in the case of Veps, in the neutralising of 
vowel harmony, such as by the replacement of a front vowel and also front-
vowel word stems with a back vowel (-mu << möto).

It has been proposed that in those Finno-Ugric languages in which the 
nominal complement of the postposition is in the nominative, suffi xing of 
postpositions would be more typical and structurally more motivated than in 
those in which the complement is in the genitive (Korhonen 1996 (1981): 200–
205, Ojutkangas 2001: 49–50). This assertion is incorrect as the evidence of 
Veps shows (see above on the Northern Veps comitave -nke which includes the 
historical genitive -n of the noun complement). There are examples of suffi xed 
postpositions with a noun in the genitive, partitive or one of the local cases. 
So, the suffi xing of postpositions in Veps alone indicates that the number of 
morphemes and the morphosyntactic structure is probably not at all decisive. 
If the noun is infl ected the primary case ending is likely to be incorporated into 
the suffi xed morpheme, or eventually it may become completely lost. 

Although the suffi xing of postpositions is typical of Hungarian and attested 
also in the Ob-Ugric languages Mansi and Khanty, some Ob-Ugric dialects 
that display the same basic morphosyntactic pattern [N[NOM] + Postp] in 
postpositional phrases as does Hungarian, really have minimal case paradigms 
compared to other Finno-Ugric languages. There, corresponding expressions 
have not given rise to the suffi xing of postpositions. Note that in addition 
to Veps, suffi xing of postpositions is attested also in other Finnic, Sámic 
(Korhonen 1981: 225-226, Sammallahti 1998: 69–70) and Permic languages 
(Bartens 2000: 79, Kel'makov–Saarinen 1994: 97–99; for comparative data on 
Finno-Ugric languages, see also Majtinskaja 1979: 105–113, 126–136, Tauli 
1966: 112–118). 

Consequently, the morphosyntactic structure of the adpositional phrase 
(the presence or absence of infl ectional affi xes between the noun stem and 
the adposition) does not seem to have any decisive effect on the suffi xing of 
postpositions. The causalities behind the changes in the morphological status 
of the adpositions are to be found elsewhere, if it is possible to identify them 
at all.
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4.3xAdpositions in a contact-linguistic perspective

In one of the few comparative studies on Finnic adpositions Stoebke (1968) 
provides a summary of the etymologies of various adpositions and distinguishes 
between endogenous and borrowed ones.

As noted above, there are both postpositions and prepositions in all 
Finnic languages. However, postpositions are far more frequent and play a 
more central role than prepositions even in languages like Livonian and Veps 
that have been subjected to strong foreign infl uence, and in Estonian, which 
have all been infl uenced by the attrition of infl ectional elements. Livonian, for 
instance, which has been thoroughly affected by Latvian both syntactically and 
lexically, displays only very few prepositions of Latvian origin.

Earlier studies (Majtinskaja 1982: 17, Stoebke 1968: 3, 254, 286) concluded 
curtly that the prepositions originate etymologically from two sources, fi rst 
from borrowed elements in neighboring Indo-European languages (Russian, 
Latvian), second from reanalysed adverbs and existing elements assuming a 
generally young age for adpositions in the Finno-Ugric languages. Although 
this may be true as an etymological observation, the claim that prepositions 
have been borrowed from Indo-European languages does not really explain the 
parallel existence of the word order types in the Finnic adpositional phrases, 
because it completely overlooks the role of language-internal factors. 

It is often argued that adpositions (besides pronouns) are not as likely to 
be borrowed as other word classes, the commonly assumed hierarchy being 
noun > adjective > verb > adverb > adposition (Lass 1997: 190). This view 
is strongly supported by the current analysis of Finnic adpositions. Livonian, 
despite its immense Latvian interference on the Livonian vocabulary, 
phonology (Kettunen 1938, Posti 1942, Suhonen 1973, Winkler 1994, 1999, 
2000) and syntax (de Sivers 1971), has never borrowed such a great number 
of adpositions, let alone infl ectional elements, from Latvian. The morphology 
and morphosyntax of Livonian have remained mostly intact. Similarly, 
neighbouring Indo-European languages have infl uenced the Sámic languages 
but adpositions have not been borrowed (Bartens 1974).

Nevertheless, this does not mean that there would be no prepositions of 
Latvian origin in Livonian, or respectively, prepositions of Russian origin in 
Veps. In fact, there are a couple of Latvian prepositions that have defi nitely 
intruded into the grammatical system of Livonian, namely two that are 
frequently used, bäs(s)/bäz ‘without’ and bäs(s)/bäz ‘without’ and bäs(s)/bäz pa ‘to’ (the latter will be discussed 
in more detail in section 6.3), and two infrequently used ones that are included 
in Kettunen’s (1938) vocabulary but occur in texts only randomly, namely 
lıdz‰ıdz‰  ‘until’ and ıdz ‘until’ and ıdz sp ‰ıt‰ıt‰  ‘despite’. Stoebke (1968: 3, 254, 286) suggested that ıt ‘despite’. Stoebke (1968: 3, 254, 286) suggested that ıt
Livonian lıdz ‰ıdz ‰ ‘until’ is one of the few direct borrowings from neighbouring 
Indo-European languages into Finnic (< Latvian lıdz ‰ıdz ‰ id.), but did not check 
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its frequency in text samples. Kettunen (1938: 197) does not provide the 
corresponding prepositional meaning (German ‘bis’) and in none of his phrase 
examples is Livonian lıdz ‰ıdz ‰ used as a preposition. The assumption of its use as 
a postposition is probably based on Kettunen’s reference to Salats Livonian 
(extinct from the 19th century) in which the word lıdz‰ıdz‰  is reported to be both an ıdz is reported to be both an ıdz
adverb and a preposition ‘bis’ (Sjögren 1861, Winkler 1994: 178).

Actually lıdz‰ıdz‰  occasionally occurs as a preposition in the Livonian dialects ıdz occasionally occurs as a preposition in the Livonian dialects ıdz
of Kurzeme (MSFOu 106: 91, 127), though much more randomly and not 
at all as systematically as bäs and pa, the two other prepositions of Latvian 
origin. The two latter prepositions are the only Latvian prepositions that have 
been integrated into the Livonian grammar, while lıdz‰ıdz‰  has a Livonian synonym ıdz has a Livonian synonym ıdz
(sonõ5onõ5 ) which is more frequently used than lıdz‰ıdz‰  (cf. section 6.3.6).ıdz (cf. section 6.3.6).ıdz

The resistance to Latvian prepositions is of particular interest, considering 
the hierarchies for the acceptance of foreign elements, as several Latvian 
prepositions were borrowed into Livonian as verb prefi xes (Mägiste 1937, de 
Sivers 1971), for instance, aizvieddõ ‘wegführen’, iesodõ5odõ5  ‘erlangen, erhalten’, 
uzvõttõ ‘aufnehmen’ etc. (Mägiste (1937: 82–84) reports the occasional use 
of some Russian verb prefi xes in Veps, but the infl uence is not compatible 
with Latvian infl uence on Livonian.) Like German (cf. auf dem Tisch; and 
aufschreiben) modern Estonian (cf. ta astus üle tee he/she walk-IMPF.SG3 over 
street ‘(s)he walked across the street’; üle andma over give-INF ‘give, deliver, 
transfer’, cf. Hasselblatt 1990), and many other languages, Latvian exploits 
the same lexical elements as prepositions and verb prefi xes (cf. uz ‘(up)on’ : uz ‘(up)on’ : uz
uzdot ‘give (on) to’). Livonian displays some endogenouns postpositions as uzdot ‘give (on) to’). Livonian displays some endogenouns postpositions as uzdot
verb prefi xes, but of the Latvian-originating verb prefi xes only pa is used as 
a preposition. So, there is a clear difference in the way in which these foreign 
elements are applied in Livonian. The verb prefi xes seem to be more sensitive 
to foreign infl uence than the class of adpositions as a whole.

One may interpret this not only as a characteristic of adpositions, but 
also as an indicator and preference of language-specifi c features even in 
such far-advanced bilingual communities as the last Livonian villages were 
before World War II. Indeed, the weak acceptance of Latvian prepositions 
into Livonian supports the view that some lexical and syntactic properties are 
borrowed more easily than others. 

A fairly similar situation to Livonian prevails in Veps. Stoebke (1968: 
253–254) lists Russian prepositions that she defi nes as new loans into Veps, 
e.g. pope7rok 7rok 7 ‘across’, krome ‘without’, krugom ‘around’ and posle ‘after’. 
However, these prepositions are not recorded in the largest existing, albeit not 
thoroughly reliable, Veps dictionary (Zajceva & Mullonen 1972), which does 
not include any other transparent Russian loan words either. 

Actually, at least one Russian word is commonly used as an adposition 
in Veps, viz. bok ‘side, fl ank’: bok ‘side, fl ank’: bok 7nevestan boka-späi7nevestan boka-späi7  bride side-ELAT ‘from 
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the bride’s side’ (MSFOu 100: 210–212). Interestingly, the same word has 
been borrowed into Mordvin (bokas ‘(to) beside’, bokava ‘along the side 
of’; Gheno 1976: 65–66) and Komi, in which it is used as both a noun and 
equipped with local case suffi xes to become a postposition (bok8ebokebok , bok{in, bok{i7sisi , 
bokti) in exactly the same way as in Veps (Rédei 1962: 79). In general, the 
grammaticalisation of words denoting body-parts is very common (Kovács 
2000, Ojutkangas 2001). The use of bok as a postposition is clearly a Veps 
innovation, not an indication of Russian infl uence on the Veps adposition 
system. Kettunen (1943: 538–545) provides examples of two genuine Russian 
prepositions both of which have been adjusted to the partitive-governing 
structure of a prepositional phrase: kromje händas-t except (s)he-kromje händas-t except (s)he-kromje händas-t PART ‘except 
of her/him’, mesto liha-d instead meat-mesto liha-d instead meat-mesto liha-d PART ‘instead of meat’ (one nominative-
governing: krugom vode-d around year-krugom vode-d around year-krugom vode-d PL ‘around the year’). However, the 
adoption of the Russian prepositions is not as simple as the borrowing of bok
as a noun, because the syntactic position is borrowed directly from Russian, 
but the structure corresponds to that of Veps prepositional phrases. 

More importantly, however, Russian prepositions in Veps are often used 
together with other Russian elements in cases of apparent code-switching or 
code-mixing (2).

(2) netsi-d, posl'e grazdanskoi voin, ol'-i-ba
this-PL, after civil war, be-IMPF-PL3
sa-du-d   sa-du-d   sa-du-d vintofka-d
get-PASS.PTCP.PST-PL gun-PL
‘these guns were received after the civil war’
(Virtaranta & Suhonen 1983: 44)

The Russian preposition posl'e occurs within a Russian NP, although it does 
not display the expected case government (the genitive form of Russian vojna
is vojny), a phrase-like expression in which the corresponding Veps preposition 
7gäl'ghe7gäl'ghe7  ‘after’ has not been used. One would also assume on the basis of Veps 
prepositional phrases that the noun (voin) following the preposition would be 
in the partitive (voina-d), which, however, is not the case. The strange thing voina-d), which, however, is not the case. The strange thing voina-d
is that it does not follow the genitive government of the Russian preposition, 
either. 

As Sarhimaa (1999) points out, the border between code-switching and 
code-mixing is often very ambiguous and syntactic transfer as a whole is a very 
complicated process. Bilingualism and the different phenomena involved in it, 
such as code-switching, have been the subject of many recent studies. Since 
the target of the present work is set on other issues, let it suffi ce here to refer 
to Sarhimaa’s study of Karelian-Russian bilingualism, in which it is suggested 
that bilingual native Karelians have a fl uency in not only two (Karelian 
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and Russian) separate codes but also others. This observation opens a new 
perspective on the increased divergence and lack of systemacy in adpositional 
phrases as well.

This section has briefl y examined the stability of adpositions as a 
class and demonstrated that they are not very sensitive to contact-induced 
change. In what follows, I shall not deal any further with the etymological 
background of adpositions. Before proceeding to the synchronic structure of 
the adpositional phrases and its relationship to case infl ection, I shall briefl y 
deal with the question of the relative number of adpositions in various Finnic 
languages. The different numbers given in various sources do not indicate 
actual differences between languages; rather, they indicate the incompatibility 
of applied methods.

4.4xDefining the number of adpositions in Finnic

The idea of a comprehensive and exact list of adpositions is, in principle, 
contradictory, because of their many connections with nouns, adverbs and 
grammatical affi xes, with which they interact in diachronic processes. 
However, this is the context, in which the twofold nature of adpositions 
can best be viewed: the synchronic character as the head of an adpositional 
phrase and the diachronic state after becoming a bound morpheme. Openness 
to change in the relational marking of nouns and readiness to introduce new 
nouns into adpositional usage refl ects the rich variation in noun semantics and 
grammatical potential of metaphoric expressions. However, the most abstract 
and the most clearly lexicalised adpositions, and adpositions petrifying 
into bound morphemes, provide eloquent evidence of a long diachronic 
development that begins with the loss of lexical transparency and may end up 
in becoming a suffi x.

In individual grammatical descriptions and lexical overviews the number 
of adpositions varies greatly and depends on the way they are determined. 
Moreover, the exact numbers of adpositions in the Finnic languages highly 
depend on the size of available dictionaries, how profoundly the dialects have 
been described and which language variety the compiled data represents. The 
numbers that Stoebke (1968: 257) gives are: Finnish (and Karelian) 117 stems, 
Veps 47, Vote 39, Estonian 89 and Livonian 46. Since the vast majority of these 
adpositions display infl ectional elements to a limited extent, one lexical stem 
may be used in many adpositions. It is also worthy of note that because most 
present-day adpositions are morphosemantically transparent, there is no clear 
boundary between adpositions and infl ected nouns.

A minimal list of Finnish adpositions by Fred Karlsson (1978: 218–220) 
includes 74 postpositions, of which the majority express spatial relations. The 
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diachronic nature of postpositions as a basically open and somewhat irregular 
word class is illustratively seen in the Finnish grammar by Penttilä who lists 
almost 400 modern Finnish words that follow a noun in the genitive and 
should be classifi ed as grammatical elements, i.e. postpositions (Penttilä 1963: 
337–343). This list contains only the most frequent postpositional phrase type 
[[N + GEN] + Postp]. Penttilä (op. cit. 402–403, 414, 430) also presents a few 
additional postpositions attached to nouns in one of the local cases, such as the 
elative, illative and ablative instead of the prototypical genitive. (For examples, 
see section 4.5.1.1.) However, if the list by Penttilä were to be tested according 
to those criteria that are characteristic of adpositions and will be presented 
below (see table 4.4.), the defi nition as an adposition should be reconciled. 

Tauli (1980: 113) lists 140 Estonian postpositions of which some may 
be used as prepositions as well. The dictionary of Standard Estonian (EKSS) 
gives a somewhat larger number and totals approximately 185 adpositions 
(in my data 183; see table 4.2). 135 are exclusively postpositions and 29 
exclusively prepositions. 19 adpositions are bipositional and may occur either 
as a postposition or preposition. (Note that the statistics are tentative, because 
not all of the volumes have been published yet. In order to get an extensive 
overview, I complemented the published data with the unpublished parts 
(T–Ü) of the manuscript of EKSS and used the Estonian–English dictionary 
by Saagpakk (1982) for comparative data.) 

The variation in the entries of the Standard Estonian language provides 
an illustrative example of the lexical and morphosyntactic ambivalence of 
adpositions. Some of the entries are presented and reported as adpositions, 
whereas others are presented within their historical framework as subentries of 
adverbs, nouns or denominalised verbs. In respect of the discussion concerning 
a hypothetical typological shift from a proto-language stage, postpositional 
SOV-language to a modern prepositional SVO language, it is worth noting that 
74% of the words are reported to be exclusive postpositions, 10% may occur 
both as pre- and postpositions, whereas only 16% are exclusive prepositions. 

More important for a functional description of the grammatical character 
of the adpositions is that the vast majority of adpositions express more or less 
concrete spatial relations, that is, functions and their metaphoric extensions 
that are commonly denoted by local case endings. Inspection of the column of 
postpositions in table 4.2 also illustrates the role of local case endings.

An arrow (→) indicates that the given adposition governs another case 
as well. In the main columns superscript (as in otsa2) indicates that the same 
adposition is mentioned in a previous column. The list of EKSS actually 
contains some lexemes, such as algult, alguni, manu, perra, pikku, that should 
be characterised as archaistic or dialectal (Metslang, personal communication). 
Synchronic data (EKG II: 137–139) may provide the group of adpositions with 
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words, such as abil, jooksul, näol, which are not included in lexically defi ned 
lists (EKSS).

Table 4.2 Adpositions in Standard Estonian, based on EKSS.

1.
  P

R
E

P
O

SI
T

IO
N

[Prep+
[N+GEN]]

[Prep+
[N+PART]]

[Prep+
[N+cx[other]]]

allapoole, allpool, altpoolt, eespool, 
enne, keset, kesk, piku, pikuti, põiki, 
risti, sealpool, sealtpoolt, seespool, 
sissepoole, väljaspool, ülalpool, 
ülaltpoolt, ülespoole, ülevalpool, 
ülevaltpoolt [21]ülevaltpoolt [21]ülevaltpoolt

ilma (+ABESS),
koos (+COM),
kuni (+TERM),
kõige (+COM),
käsikäes (+COM),
paitsi (+NOM),
tänu (+ALL), väljas
(+ELAT) [8]

2.
  P

O
ST

P
O

SI
T

IO
N

[[N+GEN]
+Postp]

[[N+PART]
+Postp]

[[N+cx[other]]
+Postp]

aegu, aegus, alguks, algul, algule, algult, 
alguni, all, alutsi, arvel, asemel, asemele, eel, 
ees, eest, ette, haaval, hulgas, hulgast, hulka, 
jalgu, jalus, jalust, jaoks, jooksul, juurde, 
juures, juurest, jälil, järel, järele, järelt, 
järgi, kallal, kallale, kallalt, kannul, kannule, 
kannult, kaupa, keskel, keskele, keskelt, kestel, 
kilda, killas, killast, kimpu, kimpus, kiuste, kilda, killas, killast, kimpu, kimpus, kiuste, kilda, killa
kohal, kohale, kohalt, kohta, kombel, korral, 
kukil, kukile, kukilt, kulul, kõrval, kõrvale, 
kõrvalt, käes, käest, kätte, külge, küljes, 
küljest, küüsi, küüsis, küüsist, ligidal, ligidale, 
ligidalt, lähedal, lähedale, lähedalt, manu, 
meelest, nahka, najal, najale, najalt, otsa (→), 
otsas, otsast, paigale, paiku, peal, pealt, 
perra, pihta, pool (perra, pihta, pool (perra, pihta, pool →), poolest, poolt (, poolest, poolt (, poolest, poolt →), 
puhul, põhjal, pähe, päralt, ringis, saadetusel, 
seas, sees, seest, seltsi, seltsist, sisse, suhtes, 
taga, tagant, tagatsi, takka, tarvis, teel (taga, tagant, tagatsi, takka, tarvis, teel (taga, tagant, tagatsi, takka, tarvis, teel →
), tõttu, vahel, vahele, vahelt, vahepeal, 
vahepeale, vahetsi, vastas, veerde, veeres, 
veerest, viisi, võrra, äärde, ääres, äärest [131]veerest, viisi, võrra, äärde, ääres, äärest [131]veerest, viisi, võrra, äärde, ääres, äärest

pidi,
ringi (→) 
[2]

otsa2 (+NOM), 
pool2pool2pool
(+ADESS), 
poolt2poolt2poolt  (+ABL), 
ringi2 (+NOM), 
saadik (+saadik (+saadik ELAT), 
saati (+ELAT), 
teel2teel2teel  (+ADESS) 
[7]
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3
BI
PO
SI
TI
O
N

[[N+GEN]
+Postp]

[Prep+
[N+PART]]

[Prep+
[N+cx[other]]] ~ 
[[N+cx[other]]
+Postp]

alla, alt, eel (postp;→)→)→ ,
kaudu (postp;→), läbi, peale 
(postp;→), piki (postp;→), pikku
(postp;→), pärast (postp;, pärast (postp;, pärast →),
päri (postp), seltsis (postp;→), 
vastu (postp;→), üle, ümber [14; , üle, ümber [14; , üle, ümber
8 of which govern the genitive as 
postpositions and the partitive as 
prepositions]

eel (prep),(prep),(prep
kaudu (prep), ligi, 
mööda, peale (prep), 
piki (prep),
pikku (prep),
pärast (prep),pärast (prep),pärast
päri (prep),
tagapool (prep;tagapool (prep;tagapool →), 
vastu [11; 10 of which 
may govern another 
case as well]

hoolimata
(+ELAT), seltsis
(prep+COM), 
tagapool
(postp+ELAT), 
vaatamata (+ALL) 
[4]

In the main the lists of adpositions in Veps and Livonian correspond to 
the numbers provided by Stoebke (1968: 257). The largest available Veps 
dictionary (Zajceva & Mullonen 1972), consisting of a little less than 8000 
entries, distinguishes adpositions with a special note, and altogether contains 
51 adpositions. The prepositions of Russian origin included in Stoebke’s list 
are not included in Zajceva & Mullonen (1972) and the number of adpositions 
is slightly higher in Stoebke. There are also some nouns that could well be 
classifi ed as adpositions, such as bok ‘side, fl ank’ (Zajceva & Mullonen 1972: bok ‘side, fl ank’ (Zajceva & Mullonen 1972: bok
45–46) 7gür7gür7  ‘root’ (op. cit. 91), in their local case forms. Example (3) illustrates gür ‘root’ (op. cit. 91), in their local case forms. Example (3) illustrates gür
the elusive boundary between the attribute phrase kuzon 7gürüu7gürüu7  and a typical 
postpositional phrase [[N + GEN] + [N [Rel ~ Postp] + ADESS]].

(3) iVst-taist-taiVst-taV kuzo-n 7gürü-u7gürü-u7
sit-INF spruce-GEN root-ADESS
‘sit under a spruce tree’ (Zajceva & Mullonen 1972: 91)

The etymological cognate of 7gür7gür7  ‘root’ in Finnish is represented in Penttilä’s gür ‘root’ in Finnish is represented in Penttilä’s gür
(1963) list of Finnish genitive-governing postpositions by fi ve infl ected 
forms: juuri ‘root’ – juurelle, juurella, juurelta, juureen, juuressa (the allative, 
adessive, ablative, illative, inessive).

Regardless of the classifi cation of individual words, the number of Veps 
adpositions in a corpus such as Zajceva and Mullonen’s dictionary and pub-
lished sources is limited. In general, the acceptance of several additional mem-
bers into a group of adpositions is more a question of grammatical description 
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than of classifying lexicalised and morphologised elements known as adposi-
tions.

The lexical stock of Livonian is best known from Kettunen’s (1938) work, 
which is about the same size as the Veps dictionary by Zajceva and Mullonen 
(1972). Because Kettunen’s Livonian dictionary does not note the word class 
in question, the adpositional status of an entry has to be decided on the basis 
of phrasal examples, translation and resulting etymological cognates. Totalling 
approximately 8,000 entries, the dictionary contains hardly more than 40 
adpositions (my score was 42). Some adverbs that should most likely have 
been classifi ed as adpositions, such as si„l„lõ,„lõ,„ sizzõl ‘into,sizzõl ‘into,sizzõl sizal ‘in(side)’and 
sizald ‘(from) in(side)’ (Kettunen 1938: 365–367), were not included in the sizald ‘(from) in(side)’ (Kettunen 1938: 365–367), were not included in the sizald
list because of the lack of satisfactory evidence in the given entry. This test, 
based on a text of roughly 20,000 words (MSFOu 106), provided a list which, 
although not quite the same, nevertheless, was of roughly the same size, and 
consisted of a little more than 40 adpositions, including three prepositions of 
Latvian origin, bäs, lıdz‰ıdz‰  and ıdz and ıdz pa. The percentage of prepositions (not more than 
20%) is roughly the same as in Estonian.

For the sake of comparison, modern Indo-European languages are charac-
terised by their abundance of prepositions, but postpositions are occasionally 
met in some of them. In Lithuanian and Latvian dialects the infl ectional case 
paradigm was enlargened with secondary cases having a postpositional origin 
(Stang 1966: 175–176). Standard Latvian displays one single lexicalised post-
position d5eded „l ‘because of’.l ‘because of’.l

In the case of Livonian, nouns that correspond to postpositions could be 
added to the list as in any other language. This is illustrated in (4) in which 
the construction neidzd baras is morphosyntactically similar to any Livonian 
postpositional phrase. The morphosyntactic locus is clearly located on bara-
s (heard-INESS), whereas neidzd is identical with the noun complement of a neidzd is identical with the noun complement of a neidzd
postpositional phrase. (The noun complement normally occurs in the genitive, 
but because no distinction is made between the noun and the genitive in the 
plural, the form neidzd is identical with the nominative.)neidzd is identical with the nominative.)neidzd

(4) nuo„rmiez um neidz-d bara-s
youngster is girl-PL heard-INESS
‘the youngster is among the girls’ (Kettunen 1938: 21)

The example re-evokes the question of language contact, because bara is 
actually one of numerous nouns of Latvian origin in Livonian (< Latvian bars
‘fl ock, heard, troop’). Nevertheless, the etymological origin of the noun does 
not play any role in the grammatical use of the word in Livonian just as it 
did not have any signifi cance in the case of the Veps bok above. The lexical bok above. The lexical bok
and semantic properties of the word defi ne its grammatical relation to other 
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constituents. Likewise, there are also other Livonian nouns, such as aiga ‘ufer, 
rand, gegend’, keiVzkeizkei  ‘hand’,V  ‘hand’,Vz ‘hand’,z  piera ‘boden, grund’ and r‘boden, grund’ and r‘boden, grund’ and ında‰ında‰  ‘brust’ (Kettunen 
1938), which are infl ected in the interior local cases and could quite justifi ably 
be considered adpositions. Halling (1993) shares this opinion and proposes 
that Livonian has about 80 adpositions, six of which are prepositions (about 
ten bipositional ones occurring as both pre- and postpositions). She includes 
only two prepositions of Latvian origin, bäs, lıdz‰ıdz‰ , while the third one, pa (for 
more discussion, see section 6.3), is not included in her list. The higher number 
is based on a more fl exible (although not explicitly declared) interpretation 
of postpositions and includes postpositionally used relational nouns, such as 
s jälga ‘back’, sid5amsidamsid  ‘heart’, tutk5amtutkamtutk  ‘beginning/end, point’ in the list.

There are some universal tendencies that do not support the import of 
new prepositions into Finnic languages. Namely, there is a clear implication 
between the word order of adpositional phrases and genitive constructions. 
The order of the genitive and the (possessed) noun [GEN + N] in Finnic as in 
Finnish is characteristic of postpositional SOV-languages, while the opposite 
order [N + GEN] is typical of SVO-languages and more favourable to preposi-
tions. Although this is not the only way new adpositions are created, the im-
plication is of special relevance for the development of the Finnic adpositional 
phrase, because new adpositions are commonly created from the nouns pre-
ceding or following the genitive (Hawkins 1988: 19–20). So, the order of the 
genitive and the noun in Finnic is a versatile source for new postpositions but 
not for prepositions, although the basic word order is SVO. The reason for this 
inconsistency is historical, because the Finnic languages most obviously used 
to display a word order that should rather be characterised as SOV than some-
thing else. SOV is more wide-spread in present-day Finno-Ugric languages 
(cf. Vilkuna 1998).

In sum, the list of fully grammatical adpositions in Livonian and Veps 
could be completed with examples that are not included in available dictionar-
ies. However, a clear boundary between bipositional and positionally stable 
adpositions could probably never be drawn because of the characteristics of 
this word class. The simple aim of this section is to demonstrate the quantita-
tive role of adpositions as a word class among others.

The purpose of the following sections is to discuss the grammatical 
dynamics of the adpositions with reference to the general evolution of the case 
system and noun infl ection in Finnic. At the general level, the morphosyntax 
of adpositional phrases is of special importance for two reasons. First, the 
form of the construction will presumably elucidate the importance of case 
marking as a means of distinguishing between grammatical relations. This 
aspect is especially signifi cant for the historical development of the Livonian 
dative suffi x. Second, the syntactic structure opens a new perspective on 
morphological adaptation and the adjustment of infl ectional elements into 
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grammar and morphosyntactic rules. The attrition of morphological elements 
affects the independence of suffi xes and may result in the coalescence of two 
affi xal elements, but it also contributes to the identifi cation of the noun stem 
(see section 4.7). 

4.5xThe morphosyntax and case government of adpositions

The present section will proceed with a more detailed analysis of the 
morphosyntax of the adpositional phrase and the various aspects of 
morphosyntactic change. The conclusions will be drawn predominantly on the 
evidence of postpositional phrases (PostpP), the more frequent and the oldest 
Finnic adpositional phrase type, which also illustrates the different stages of 
a diachronical process. Compared to PostpP, prepositional phrases (PrepP) 
are more limited both functionally and structurally, and less susceptible to 
morphosyntactic change other than word order. The prevailing morphosyntactic 
structure of these two construction types are presented in table 4.3, in which 
[Loc] refers to the tripartite local case sets consisting of a lative, locative and 
ablative case (for additional comments, see chapter 5).

Table 4.3. The morphosyntactic structure of Finnic adpositional 
phrases.

Adposition type Infl ection of noun Infl ection of adposition

Preposition N + PART

No infl ection (possibly 
unproductive but 
historically identifi able 
local suffi xes)

Postposition N + GEN
Commonly infl ected; 
most frequently a local 
case suffi x

There is no obvious correlation between the age of the adposition and the 
structure of the adpositional phrase. Thus the distinction between primary 
and secondary adpositions is not relevant in this respect. In what follows I 
shall distinguish between various PostpP types by labelling them according to 
the infl ectional form of the noun. The prototypical PostpP in table 4.3 will be 
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referred to as a genitive-governing PostpP or a genitive-governing postposition. 
Analogically a distinction will be made between a partitive-governing PostpP/
PrepP, nominative-governing PostpP, etc.

Although prepositions and postpositions belong to the same lexical 
group and grammatical category and the same items may in certain cases even 
be used both as prepositions and postpositions, their syntactic location and 
relation with respect to the noun differ in many ways:

1. Prepositions and postpositions have different case government rules. 
The noun complement of a prepositional phrase is predominantly in the 
partitive (occasionally in the genitive or in an instrumental case), whereas 
the noun of a postpositional phrase is predominantly in the genitive or in 
some cases some locative case (or the nominative).

2. The degree to which prepositions and postpositions are infl ected 
is different. The vast majority of adpositions express various spatial 
relations, and the importance of these functions is refl ected in those 
postpositions that commonly display either a set of productive local cases 
or earlier local case endings. These prepositions are more seldom infl ected 
like nouns; an example of the few exceptions is the Finnish construction 
keskellä metsää middle-keskellä metsää middle-keskellä metsää ADESS forest-PART ‘in the middle of the forest’, 
where the preposition keskellä is in the adessive. In Veps a local case, the keskellä is in the adessive. In Veps a local case, the keskellä
inessive, is applied to the preposition d'äl'ges in a similar way: d'äl'ges
kül'betid after-kül'betid after-kül'betid INESS sauna-PART ‘after the sauna’. 

3. In those Finnic languages that have a possessive declension (i.e. 
Finnish, Karelian and Veps) only postpositions may take possessive 
suffi xes, whereas prepositions never take them: (Finnish) sinun takana-si
your behind-SG2 ‘behind you’. Like the previous example, this refl ects 
directly the degree to which pre- and postpositions are infl ected in 
Finnic.

4. The division of Finnic adpositions into pre- and postpositions also 
refl ects functionally complementary relations. If an adposition expresses 
path (‘via, along’ etc.) or a circumspatial meaning (‘in the middle of, 
around’), then it is probably a preposition, or, at least, may be used as a 
preposition, cf. Finnish keskellä tietä (with a postposition keskellä tietä (with a postposition keskellä tietä tien keskellä), 
Estonian keset teed ‘in the middle of the road’, Veps keset teed ‘in the middle of the road’, Veps keset teed rat'k korv‰ıVs ‘through V  ‘through V
the ears’, Livonian pits riekkõ ‘along the road’. If an adposition expresses 
one of the more basic spatial relations (‘in, on, at, beside, below, under, 
upon, to, from’), it is a postposition.
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5. Only bound morphemes are allowed between a noun and a postposition 
(Finnish talo-ni takana), whereas a prepositional phrase may contain 
modifi ers of the noun and determinant deictic pronouns that occur as 
parts of the noun phrase but are located between the preposition and the 
noun. This strategy corresponds to the way these elements are treated 
in English (in that big house), Swedish (i detta stora hus id.) and other 
Indo-European languages. (However, Indo-European languages show 
considerable variation in their use of articles in adpositional phrases as 
well (Himmelmann 1998: 327–333).)

A different relationship between the adpositional phrases and more limited 
types of noun phrase is seen in examples in which a noun phrase consisting 
of a genitive attribute and a noun, for instance, is a phrasal complement of the 
adposition (EKG II: 137). This explains why an attribute or other modifi er 
may occur between a preposition and noun. Yet, the fact remains that as clause 
constituents the adjacency of prepositions and postpositions with respect to the 
noun is different and no free syntactic unit including modifi ers may intervene 
between a noun and postposition. 

This different adjacency principle in PrepP and PostpP has a great 
infl uence on the morphosyntactic development of these constructions, 
especially the possible affi xation of a given adposition. It is maintained that 
prepositions do not reduce to prefi x status because other elements intervene 
between preposition and noun (Hall 1988: 334, Kahr 1976). This is one of the 
facts that increases the quantitative superiority of suffi xes with respect to other 
affi x types in the world’s languages. 

The most salient differences between a Finnic PrepP and PostpP are 
summarised in table 4.4.
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Table 4.4. The morphosyntactic characteristics of the Finnic PrepP 
and the PostpP.

Prepositions Postpositions

predominantly partitive-
governing 

predominantly genitive-
governing 

low degree of infl ection, 
occasional case infl ection

higher degree of infl ection,
case infl ection to some extent

no possessive suffi xes
may take possessive suffi xes,
if a given language has them

prevailing semantic roles:
path, circumspatial

prevailing semantic roles: 
spatial

additional NP determiners such 
as pronouns and attributes may 
be located between the two 
components of PrepP

no free word may be added 
between the noun and the 
postposition

The morphosyntactic splitting of PrepP and PostpP is closely related to the 
properties of the Finnic genitive and partitive. The most salient characteristic 
of the genitive is to mark possessive relations. The genitive attribute phrase 
structurally resembles postpositional phrases and in many ways increases the 
frequency of genitive-governing syntactic constructions. As regards the PrepP, 
similarities can be found in the use of the partitive especially in comparative 
constructions. 

Some other Finno-Ugric languages share the characteristics of the proto-
typical Finnic PostpP and display genitive-governing postpositions, although it 
is not regularly represented in all branches. In Nenets, for instance, adpositions 
that denote spatial relations have case forms (a special set of local case suffi x-
es) and a full possessive declension, and are genitive-governing. Postpositions 
denoting other than spatial relations are not case infl ected (Salminen 1997: 
132–133, 1998a: 540). 
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Because the nominative-governing PostpP is more commonly met in 
the Finno-Ugric languages, it has been maintained that in the Finno-Ugric 
languages the PostpP with noun in the nominative represents a more natural 
and historically more original type (Alhoniemi 1988: 28, Majtinskaja 1982: 
18–22, Ravila 1941: 129). In practice, there are differences between the Finno-
Ugric languages in the form of the PostpP. In the Permic languages the noun 
is in the nominative predominantly and in the Ugric languages exclusively. 
There is a simple explanation for the morphosyntactic pattern displayed by the 
Ugric languages; they do not have a specifi c genitive case suffi x. In Permic the 
loss of the original genitive case ending has been compensated by a secondary 
genitive suffi x, whereas in Ugric possessive relations are mainly expressed by 
means of possessive suffi xes.

The pattern [[N + GEN] + Postp] also has a wide geographical distribution 
and occurs commonly in the Finno-Permic and Samoyedic languages, and it has 
also been claimed that this type already existed at the earliest reconstructible 
proto-language stage (Korhonen 1996 (1979): 176).

Given that Livonian often displays the same “nominative construction” 
[N + Ø + Postp] as do the Permic and Ugric languages, the Livonian PostpP is 
of special interest. Diachronically it is an innovation, which is illustrated by the 
fact that there are lexicalised word forms and morphological traces that give 
witness to an earlier morphosyntactic structure of the PostpP. The diachronic 
loss of the case affi x has some obvious consequences for the syntax, as will be 
shown in a detailed study of the Livonian adposition phrase in section 4.6.

As regards the PrepP, the general rule in Finnic is that prepositions need 
a complement in the partitive. Haukioja (1998) maintains that the partitive 
government of Finnish prepositions is semantically motivated given its 
semantic characteristics. The functional shift of the partitive from an earlier 
local case ending to become a grammatical case is supported by synchronic 
evidence, too; some adpositional phrases display a noun in one of the local 
cases, a group to which the partitive historically used to belong. The productive 
local cases that are occasionally governed by postpositions are the elative, 
illative, ablative and allative; more seldom the inessive and adessive. 

Naturally, not all adpositions yield themselves to the classifi cation 
presented above in table 4.4 and they form subgroups with special 
characteristics. There are some adpositions in the Finnic languages that have 
a common etymological background and syntactically much in common but 
are still not applied uniformly in the different Finnic languages. In Estonian 
enne (enne seda ‘before it’) is exclusively a preposition, but its etymological 
cognate ennen occurs both as a preposition and postposition in Finnish: ennen 
sitä / sitä ennen ‘before it’. In both cases the noun is in the partitive. In Veps 
the partitive-governing preposition ed5uedued , edel, ed5oedoed  ‘before’ is based on an 
old Finno-Ugric word stem. In Livonian the same stem forms a tripartite 
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postposition set that indicates ‘towards (in front of)’, ‘at (in front of)’ and 
‘away from (in front of)’: jõddõ , jõds, jõdst, but is genitive-governing as is to 
be expected of a postposition. 

The semantic antonym of ‘before’, namely ‘after’, shows both lexical 
and morphosyntactic dispersal between different word stems and word 
order patterns. Finnish jälkeen ‘after’ is used both as a preposition and a 
postposition, and jäljessä ‘after’ only as a postposition, but in both cases jäljessä ‘after’ only as a postposition, but in both cases jäljessä
the noun complement is in the genitive. The Veps word d'äl'gesthe noun complement is in the genitive. The Veps word d'äl'gesthe noun complement is in the genitive. The Veps word  ‘after’ that 
etymologically and semantically corresponds to a Finnish equivalent is used 
as a partitive-governing preposition. Estonian järel, järele, järelt ‘after’ järelt ‘after’ järelt
with a different nominal origin (< järg ‘order, turn’) are genitive-governing järg ‘order, turn’) are genitive-governing järg
postpositions, whereas pärast ‘after’ is a partitive-governing preposition. To pärast ‘after’ is a partitive-governing preposition. To pärast
complicate the picture even more: the Livonian cognate of the latter, pier5ast5ast5
‘because of’, is a genitive-governing postposition. So is the corresponding 
Finnish postposition perästä ‘after’.perästä ‘after’.perästä

Also some other adpositions may be used as prepositions and 
postpositions. It is possible to fi nd such adpositions in all Finnic languages, 
e.g. Livonian aldõ kät5a under-ABL händ-PART ‘(from) under the hand’  läbud 5ud 5
aldõ window-PL.NOM(-GEN) under-ABL ‘(from) under the windows’ (see also 
Halling 1993: 34). This is typologically somewhat confusing, because the vast 
majority of the world’s languages display either prepositions or postpositions 
but not both. It has been claimed that in languages exhibiting prepositions the 
genitive almost always follows the noun, while in languages with postpositions 
it almost always precedes the syntactic head (Greenberg 1963: 62, Cutler et al. 
1985: 727–730, McMahon 1994: 142–146). 

In Finnic, which principally is a SVO language, a problem arises because 
the postposition syntactically governs the genitive-marked constituent and 
may take a possessive suffi x. Especially, constructions like the Finnish sinun 
edessäsi you-GEN front-INESS-SG2 ‘in front of you’ display the order of noun 
followed by the genitive (as in Finnish sinu-n talo-si you-GEN house-SG2 ‘your 
house’) that is more characteristic of SOV languages, cf. Mari tudäqtudäqtud -n ergäq- Vze
(s)he-GEN son-SG3 ‘her/his son’.

There is no obvious explanation as to why some adpositions are 
bipositional and blur the syntactic consistency of adpositional phrases. In this 
case historical development has not led to increased coherence but rather to an 
intensifi ed syntactic alternation.

It would be tempting to explain the ambiguity between PostpP and 
PrepP as related to the general morphological characteristics of individual 
languages. However, insofar as the evidence from the Finnic languages is 
taken into account, it does not seem reasonable to look for an explanation for 
diverging syntactic mechanics solely on the basis of the degree to which a 
language displays affi xal infl ection or follows assumed word order strategies. 
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As emphasised in the introductory sections, the Finnic case and adposition 
systems provide examples of divergent and somewhat mutual controversial 
changes that may chronologically be either parallel or successive. 

A feature that seems to remain unchanged in an adpositional phrase is 
the distinction between functional and syntactic heads, to the extent that the 
adpositions maintain their position as free words. The morphosyntactic locus 
is not easily transferred from the adposition, even if it undergoes considerable 
morphological reduction. Both prepositions and postpositions are heads that 
include the morphosyntactic locus of the adpositional phrase and, consequently, 
syntactic heads of the adpositional phrase (Erkki Itkonen 1966: 294, Jaakola 
1997: 124, Penttilä 1963: 337).

In sum, there are clear morphosyntactic differences between Finnic 
prepositional and postpositional phrases not merely in the word order but 
also in the phrase structure and infl ection of the constituents. The syntactic 
relationship between the noun and adposition is clear in the prototypical 
PostpP [[N + GEN] + [Postp + cx]]. If the noun is in the partitive or a local 
case, the constituent order is more fl exible. Consequently, a partitive-
governing adpositional phrase is a construction type in which the ambiguity 
of the adpositional phrase is most authentic and sensitive to many other cross-
referential syntactic processes. In synchronic syntax this is concretely made 
manifest by the existence of prepositions and bipositional adpositions, which 
may occur as both pre- and postpositions. 

4.5.1xThe morphosyntax of postpositional phrases

The prototypical morphosyntactic representation of adpositional phrases 
was presented in the preceding section in table 4.3 and it can be concluded 
that postpositions are, in principle, genitive-governing, while prepositions 
are partitive-governing. Table 4.2 presented a morphosyntactic grouping of 
Estonian adpositional phrases according to the form of the noun complement 
and the location of the adposition. I shall now seek more extensively to 
illustrate the morphosyntax of the postpositional phrase with special reference 
to the form of the noun. This will be followed by remarks concerning the form 
of the adposition.

4.5.1.1xThe inflection of the noun complement

The statistical dominance of genitive-governing postpositions is considerable 
in Standard Estonian. 120 of the 124 listed unambiguous postpositions are 
genitive-governing and four (4) are partitive-governing. Four adpositions 
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show other kinds of case government, forming PostpP’s with a noun in some 
other case (the nominative, adessive or ablative) in addition to the expected 
genitive. One of the bipositional adpositions (seltsis) may sometimes form a 
PostpP with a noun in the comitative, another (tagapool) with a noun in the tagapool) with a noun in the tagapool
elative. The way adpositional phrases have been determined by the authors of 
the EKSS is somewhat aprioristic, because the allative that is involved in many 
syntactic and semantic restructuring processes in Finnic is never reported to 
be governed by any adposition. This is obviously due to its divergent semantic 
roles, but would deserve a more detailed analysis as the Livonian dative 
suggests in section 4.6.2. 

The real syntactic divergence between adpositional phrases and these kinds 
of constructions is often not as logical as the organisation of the data suggests. 
Other cases do play a signifi cant role in the evolution of postpositions as the 
suffi xing of adpositions in Veps indicates (see chapter 5). What is coherent and 
strict in a standard language need not be coherent in spoken varieties including 
dialects. A statistically less frequent case, say any of the local cases, may, 
nevertheless, play a very important role in the morphologisation of former 
adpositions. 

As was stated earlier, a more complete list of the morphosyntactic variants 
of the Finnic PostpP includes postpositions that govern both grammatical and 
oblique cases. The manner in which adpositions are listed in the Finnish 
grammar by Penttilä (1963) demonstrates this illustratively. The alternating 
case government of the noun complement is noted in the descriptive Estonian 
grammar as well (EKG II: 137–139). Furthermore, the forthcoming descriptive 
Finnish grammar shares the view that the structure of adpositional phrases may 
vary quite considerably. The data applied in that work provide reliable empirical 
evidence of the diffi culties of describing semantic roles by mechanically 
following the syntactic structure. Although the genitive, for instance, is 
undeniably the most frequent case for the noun complement, an evident 
conclusion of the relationship between various morphosyntactic patterns is that 
local cases are more intensively used in adpositional phrases than one would 
expect on the basis of prescriptive grammars of standard literary languages. 
It must also be noted that the same words that are used as adpositions often 
occur as adverbs that emphasise spatial relations. In particular, illuminating 
examples of this can be found in examples (5) and (6).

Livonian

(5) nadtõ   ljä-nõdlä-nõdl sie-zõ piskpiskpiVskV ‰ı-z tubbõ  sil'lõ
they.be.SG3 go-PTCP.PST it-ILL little-ILL room.ILL into
‘they have gone into that little room’ (MSFOu 106: 67)
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Finnish

(6) he o-vat men-nee-t  men-nee-t  men-nee-t sii-hen piene-en tupa-an sisä-lle
they be-PL3 go-PTCP.PST-PL it-ILL  little-ILL room-ILL in-ALL
‘they have gone into that little room’ (MSFOu 106: 67)

In (5) Livonian sil'lõ and in (6) Finnish sisälle is used as an adverb that 
repeats the morphosyntactic information of the illative case ending of the 
preceding noun phrase. Both words are used as postpositions in other contexts 
and the adpositional status of the word is based on the genitive form of the 
noun elsewhere (cf. Finnish tuvan sisälle room-GEN inside). So, there are 
many interacting and partly overlapping ways of expressing the same spatial 
relations: case endings, postpositions, infl ected postpositions, the choice of 
which may depend on stylistic or regional variation, textual or discourse 
strategies, etc.

In Finnish the postpositional stem sisä- ‘in’ is infl ected in all six local 
cases consisting of both the interior sisään (7) and exterior sisälle (8) local 
case set. There is no rule that forces the use of an exterior local case ending 
instead of an interior one (sisään in-ILL ‘into’), agreeing in case with the noun 
tupaan, in the Finnish translation (5) for the Livonian example above.

(7) He men-i-vät sisä-än.
they go-IMPF-SG3 in-ILL
‘They went in.’

(8) He men-i-vät sisä-lle.
they go-IMPF-SG3 in-ALL
‘They went in.’

The corresponding Estonian word sisse ‘in’ has a considerable infl ectional 
handicap with respect to its Finnish cognate, because it is infl ected in one 
(interior) local case set only and does not decline in both local case sets 
(interior and exterior). In (9) sisse ‘into’ formally agrees in case with the 
preceding noun tuppa.

(9) nad on läi-nud sinna väikese-sse tuppa si-sse
they are go-PTCP.PST there(to) little-ILL room.ILL in-ILL
‘they have gone into that little room’

The Livonian postposition sil'lõ ‘into’ (~ sizzõl id. MSFOu 106: 75) has lost sizzõl id. MSFOu 106: 75) has lost sizzõl
its compatibility with synchronic noun infl ection, since the former exterior 
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local cases (the l-set) are not a productive category. The Finnish (6) translation 
drawn from the Livonian text source and the Estonian (9) translation are both 
somewhat artifi cial, because the sentence-fi nal adverb (sisälle, sisse) would be 
omitted in a normal declarative sentence that does not need additional elements 
for focusing a given action. Rather, their purpose is to illustrate the different 
degrees of infl ection and the way infl ection affects syntactic cross-reference. 
An unfocused Finnish and Estonian clause would not need the sentence-
fi nal adverb (Finnish sisälle, Estonian sisse), unless the “inside” property is 
specifi cally emphasised. 

The next examples illustrate the use of various cases in adpositional phrases 
and demonstrate the variation in the case-government of the postpositions. 
The list includes the nominative (10), partitive (11–13), comitative (14–15) 
and various local cases (16-21). Note that although according to the Standard 
Estonian dictionary there are only two adpositions that may alternatively 
be used as elative-governing postpositions (läbi, tagapool), Penttilä (1963: tagapool), Penttilä (1963: tagapool
402–403) presents around twenty constructions consisting of a noun in the 
elative and a postposition or a postposition-like element. Laanest (1956: 160–
161) points out the importance of the illative and elative in Veps adpositional 
phrases. Finnish päin may take the ablative and emphasises the direction of 
a given action. We shall return to the development of this postposition into a 
case affi x in Veps in chapter 5. Section 4.6 discusses the various aspects of the 
genitive-governed PostpP and its relationship to the dative in Livonian, and the 
translative in the PostpP is the subject of section 6.3.

Estonian

(10) Öö otsa sada-s vihma.
night end.ILL rain-IMPF.SG3 rain.PART
‘It rained all the night.’ (EKSS 4: 74)

Finnish

(11) kaikk-i-a lapsi-a varten
all-PL-PART child.PL-PART for
‘for all children’

Northern Veps

(12) käu-skat'-heVskat'-heV    päl'itVsipäl'itsipäl'itVsiV Ä7niÄniÄ7ni7 Vze-snize-sni silda-d möto.
walk-INCH.IMPF-PL3 over Onega-INESS bridge-PART along
‘They walked over lake Onega across the bridge.’ (MSFOu 100: 12)
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Estonian

(13) Vet-t pidi on sinna paar kilomeetri-t.
water-PART along is there(to) couple kilometer-PART
‘The way there is two kilometers by the water.’ (EKSS 4: 293)

Estonian

(14) Pid-i-n  teis-te-ga  seltsi-s  mine-ma.
must-IMPF-SG1 other-PL-COM company-INESS go-INF
‘I had to go with the others.’ (EKSS 5: 409)

Estonian

(15) Pid-i-n teis-te seltsi-s mine-ma.
must-IMPF-SG1 other-PL.GEN company-INESS go-INF
‘I had to go with the others.’

Note that the adverb seltsis and the comitative case ending of the noun teistega
actually exhibit the same morphosyntactic information in (14). The comitative 
ending, making the adverb seltsis functionally redundant, pushes it into the role 
of a verb-dependent adverb and keeps it more distant from the stem than the 
genitive-governing postposition. The morphological effect of the comitative 
suffi x (teiste-ga) is concretely seen in the alternative morphosyntactic 
pattern with the same noun in the genitive teiste seltsis (15). Here, there is 
no affi x between the stem and the postposition. As in (5) and (6) above, the 
morphosyntactic alternation between teistega seltsis in (14) and teiste seltsis
in (15) provides the variation needed for expressing different semantic shades 
or information structures, but does not change the basic meaning of the 
utterance.

Examples of the use of various local cases in the noun complement in 
postpositional phrases follow below and include the illative (16), elative (17–
19), allative (20) and ablative (21).

Finnish

 (16) Poika juoks-i koti-in asti.
boy run-IMPF.SG3 home-ILL until
‘The boy ran all the way home.’
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Finnish

(17) Ään-i-ä    kuuluu  ranna-sta päin.
voice.PL-PART sound.SG3 shore-ELAT from
‘Voices can be heard from the shore.’ (Penttilä 1963: 403)

Estonian

(18) Suve-st    saadik pole  te-da    näi-nud.
summer-ELAT since  is.NEG (s)he-PART see-PTCP.PST
‘[X] has/have not seen her/him since summer.’ (EKSS V: 253)

Livonian

(19) ta vaj-iz    vaj-iz    vaj-iz puolast   s 5a7niz7niz7 m 5a sizzõ
(s)he sink-IMPF.SG3 knee-ELAT from earth into
‘(S)he sank up to her/his knees into the earth.’ (MSFOu 106: 311)

Finnish

(20) 1990-luvu-lle   men-ne-ssä
1990-number-ALL go-INF-INESS
‘By the 1990s’

Finnish

(21) Linnu-t lens-i-vät   lens-i-vät   lens-i-vät kirko-lta   päin.
bird-PL fl y-IMPF-PL3 church-ABL from
‘The birds fl ew from the direction of the church.’

Through this morphosyntactic panorama I will endeavour to illustrate the 
wide spectrum of case marking in the Finnic PostpP, although it has already 
repeatedly been stressed that the genitive-governing PostpP is the most typical 
and most widespread. The variation in case marking is especially engaging 
viewed over a long diachronic period as indicated by the intensive suffi xing 
of postpositions into case affi xes in Veps (Kettunen 1943: 279–293, 331–333, 
359–370, 1960: 18, 46–47, Felix Oinas 1961, Tikka 1992). Evidence from Veps 
suggests that the choice of case in the PostpP is after all not quite so essential 
for the suffi xing of postpositions. Earlier morphosyntactic properties may be 
represented in traces of a former partitive, illative or a marker of an interior 
(-s-) or exterior (-l-) local case set. Obviously, the suffi xing of the postposition 
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is not triggered nor accelerated by the morphosyntactic structure but by other 
causes (cf. chapter 3).

I shall not analyse the spectrum of morphosyntactic variation in any 
further detail. Introducing this issue provides the necessary background 
for further consideration of the morphosyntactic change and the diachronic 
relationship between case suffi xes and the adpositional system as will be 
demonstrated in chapters 5 and 6. The next section summarises the infl ectional 
properties of the postpositions. 

4.5.1.2xThe inflection of postpositions

Given that the vast majority of adpositions express some kind of spatial relation, 
it is only logical that inside the most frequent morphosyntactic pattern [[N + 
GEN] + Postp] the most frequent subtype is [[N + GEN] + [Postp + cx [Loc]]]. 
Typically, the pattern [Postp + cx [Loc]] adheres to the model of regular noun 
infl ection, but there are also some adpositions that show historical [cx [Loc]] 
forms instead of synchronically productive morphology.

As can be seen from table 4.2 above 83% of unambiguously genitive-
governing Standard Estonian postpositions (101 out of 120) carry a productive 
local case ending. The percentage is even higher if lexicalised irregular or 
marginal case-like forms (alutsi, tagant, tagatsi, takka, vahetsi) are taken 
into account. The existence of lexicalised postpositions that display earlier 
noun infl ection (for instance, Livonian tag5an ‘behind’ that corresponds to the 
Finnish takana id., both showing the old Uralic local case suffi x *nA) partly 
contradicts Stolz’s (1992: 75) contention that nouns must share the infl ectional 
properties of postpositions. That conclusion is correct diachronically but not 
synchronically. Correspondencies can be found, but they are restricted to 
lexicalised items (Finnish koto-na home-ESS ‘at home’) and the affi xes are not 
productive in the given function. Considering the fact that the interior local 
cases (illative, inessive and elative) denote more concrete spatial relations 
than the exterior ones (for evidence from Veps, cf. chapter 5), it is somewhat 
surprising that Estonian postpositions most commonly display the adessive 
(28/120). However, this would appear logical in the light of the diachronic 
change that has infl uenced the exterior local cases in a number of Finnic 
languages.

In Livonian the basic corpus is much smaller (see, section 4.4). Yet, it 
includes postpositions such as aigõ (ILL), aig 5a-s (INESS), aig5a-st5a-st5  (a-st (a-st ELAT) (aig5a
‘shore, coast, edge’), käddõ (ILL), käd-s (INESS), käd-st (käd-st (käd-st ELAT) (keiVzkeizkei  ‘hand’), V  ‘hand’), Vz ‘hand’), z
etc., that show how important noun infl ection and the local case system are in 
producing material for new adpositions. As noted above, it is also characteristic 
of the close relationship between nouns and postpositions that the infl ection of 
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postpositions may be synchronised according to the changes that have taken 
place in noun infl ection, and earlier suffi xes become replaced by productive 
ones (cf. table 4.1). The use of the same marker (-päi) as an ablative/elative 
local case ending demonstrates this process in examples (22) and (23).

(22) stola-n taga-päi  l'ibu-taz8e kaik VseiVseiV VstseistseiVstV VsistsistVsiV … 
table-GEN behind-[DIR] rise-PASS all standing
‘All are standing up behind the table.’ (MSFOu 100: 114)

(23) 7netse7netse7 prihäi7ne  pätVsin  pätsin  pätVsin V alpäi hüppäst'
this boy stove-GEN under-ABL jump-IMPF.SG3
‘The boy jumped out from under the stove.’ (MSFOu 100: 86)

In languages like Estonian, Finnish and Veps that have either preserved or 
recovered the tripartite local case system, adpositions most commonly display 
the same local case endings as nouns. The semantic, lexical, diachronic 
and general grammatical proximity of adpositions and nouns can be seen 
here. Adpositions follow changes in noun infl ection quite rigorously. The 
morphosyntactic locus of the ablative case (alpäi) and the corresponding forms 
(tagapäi) in examples (22) and (23) shift to an innovation in noun infl ection 
and infl ectional endings of adpositions. 

Stolz (1992: 107) argues that the infl ection of many local postpositions 
in three case forms is also motivated by the fact that it is more economic 
than grammaticalising specialised relational nouns. In my view the infl ection 
of postpositions is supported more by the structure of a language and the 
conservative powers in a language than by principles of economy. By applying 
morphological innovations they participate in maintaining the language system 
and inherent characteristics such as the existing infl ectional categories, even 
though the form may change. The conclusion is that postpositions are clearly 
sensitive to the synchronic properties of nouns, a fact, which is also evidenced 
by diachronic development. This tendency lessens the infl uence of reductive 
evolutional changes such as mechanical, unobstructed erosion of form and 
change of meaning. In general, the tripartite local case system appears to be 
resistant to reductive phonological change and if such change does occur, the 
former pattern can be re-established.
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4.5.2xThe morphosyntax of prepositional phrases and 
bipositional adpositions

Compared with postpositional phrases, Finnic prepositional phrases are 
more uniform. A prototypical PrepP consists of a preposition and a noun 
in the partitive form [Prep + [N + PART]]. As in the case of postpositions, 
there are some individual prepositions that may govern other cases, thereby 
increasing the structural diversity of the prepositional phrase. Instrumentality 
(both the affi rmative “with” and negative “without”) tends to trigger double 
marking. This is also seen in the case government of Estonian prepositions 
expressing comitative relations (table 4.2). In addition to the partitive case, 
some Veps prepositions denoting path, circumspatial or comparative relation 
govern a local case. The preposition edemba ‘in (more) front (than)’ is the 
only preposition in Veps that contains the comparative suffi x -mb- (24) and is 
elative-governing. 

(24) iVsttaisttaiVsttaV ede-mba päVciVciV VspäicispäiciVspäiV
sit-INF front-CMPR stove-ELAT
‘to sit further from the stove’ (Zajceva & Mullonen 1972: 73)

This particular construction may be diachronically symptomatic, since it 
provokes the question of whether the morphosyntax of a PrepP has developed 
in conjunction with the comparative construction, cf. (Finnish) hiirtä suure-
mpi mouse-PART big-CMPR ‘bigger than a mouse’ ~CMPR ‘bigger than a mouse’ ~CMPR  *hiirestä suurempi mouse-
ELAT big-CMPR id. ~CMPR id. ~CMPR  *suurempi hiirestä big- *suurempi hiirestä big- *suurempi hiirestä CMPR mouse-CMPR mouse-CMPR ELAT id. ~ suurempi 
hiirtä big-CMPR mouse-CMPR mouse-CMPR PART id. Unfortunately it is not possible to devote more 
attention to this tempting issue here. It must suffi ce here to refer to table 4.2 
and those prepositions (läbi, väljas) that govern or may govern a local case. 

Table 4.5 presents a summary of the case government of Veps prepositions. 
The partitive dominates here, too, but the proportion of prepositions governing 
a local case is relatively high. It is noteworthy that many prepositions, that 
historically may represent the elative as well, govern the inessive. As regards 
the infl ectional productivity of the prepositions, quite a number of them 
display local case affi xes (ed5uedued  front-ADESS ‘before’, d'äl'ges print-INESS
‘after’, d'äl'ghe print-ILL ‘after’, keskäu middle-ADESS ‘in the middle of’, 
poikheze across-ILL ‘across’).
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Table 4.5. The case government of Veps prepositions according to 
Zajceva & Mullonen (1972) supplemented with data drawn from 
MSFOu 100 and Marija Zajceva (2001: 35–36).

[Prep+[N+PART]] [Prep+[N+cx[other]]]

ed5uedued  (edel, ed5oedoed ), d'äl'ges (jäl'ges (jäl'ges ( ,
7gäl'ges7gäl'ges7 ), d'äl'ghe (jäl'ghe (jäl'ghe ( , 
7gäukhe7gäukhe7 ), kesk, kesked (kesk, kesked (kesk, kesked kesküu), 
l'äz, (l'äzn), pidust', poikest, 
poikheze (poik (poik ( ),poik),poik  ümb 7ri7ri7  [9]

edemba (+ELAT), ilma
(+ABESS), l'äbi (+INESS), 
[pidust'[pidust'[ 2pidust'2pidust'  (+INESS),] pit'kin 
(+INESS), poikpol'i (+INESS), 
rat'k (+rat'k (+rat'k INESS), ümb 7ri7ri7  (+INESS) 
[7]

The word päl'iVciVciV  ‘over, across’ should be added to the list in the non-partitive 
governing preposition column in table 4.5. It had been claimed to be bipositional 
(Zajceva & Mullonen 1972: 452), although in my data it occurs very rarely as 
a postposition. As a preposition it governs a local case (synchronically the 
inessive that historically coincided with the elative) in texts collections. The 
noun complement 7göge-s7göge-s7  river-INESS ‘in the river’ of the preposition päl'iVciVciV  is 
in the inessive in (25).

(25) l'äk-s päl'iVciVciV 7göge-s7göge-s7 aja-ma-ha
leave-IMPF.SG3 over river-INESS drive-INF-ILL
‘(S)he began to cross the river.’ (MSFOu 100: 261)

The use of the noun in the inessive is diffi cult to explain in the light of other 
Finnic languages and Kettunen (1943: 295), for instance, calls it an elative on 
historical grounds. 

Although historically prepositions themselves have an adverbal or a 
nominal background, just as postpositions do, they are a more specifi c subgroup 
than postpositions. The degree to which they share the characteristics of noun 
infl ection is lower, although some Veps prepositions do display case suffi xes. 
Estonian prepositions based on the word pool ‘half’ are an exception as well, pool ‘half’ are an exception as well, pool
because they are infl ected in (some of) the local cases. However, most Finnic 
prepositions cannot be identifi ed as infl ected forms of nouns. One must also 
recall that the number of prepositions is considerably smaller than the number 
of postpositions.

Semantically, the Finnic PrepP can be grouped into three main types. 
These three characteristic functions are: path (‘along, across, through’), 
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circumspatial (‘around’, also special types of spatiality such as ‘in front 
of’, ‘after’), instrumental (‘with’) and the negative instrumental (‘without’). 
The term circumspatial emphasises the distinction between principal spatial 
relations, such as ‘in, on, under, at’, and more distant spatial expressions 
especially denoting ‘path’, such as ‘along, across, through, around, against, in 
the middle of’, etc. 

The geographical distribution of constructions marking path gives a 
possible clue to the context in which an adposition could have fi rst been posited 
in front of a noun complement. Other Finno-Ugric languages do not possess 
prepositions and many of them (Mordvin, Permic, Samoyedic) express path 
with a special case suffi x, whereas the Finnic languages frequently express it 
with a PrepP. 

In Veps path is indicated by prepositions such as l'äbi ‘through’, pidust' 
‘along’, pit'kin id., poikest ‘across’, poikest ‘across’, poikest poikheze id., poikpol'i id., rat'k id. The rat'k id. The rat'k
word päl'iVci Vci V ‘across, over’ may occur as both a pre- or postposition, but as 
stated it is actually much more frequent as a preposition than as a postposition. 
One example was given above in (12) in section 4.5.1.1. The only (Northern) 
Veps partitive-governing postposition möto ‘along’ denotes path also (on the 
suffi xing and reanalysis of this postposition see section 6.2). 

Semantically and even morphosyntactically, but not necessarily 
etymologically, corresponding prepositions such as Livonian il' ‘across, over’, il' ‘across, over’, il'
pits ‘along’‚ are found in other Finnic languages, too. Estonian mööda ‘along’,
piki, ‘along’, päri ‘along’ and Finnish pitkin ‘along’ are partitive-governing 
prepositions. In Finnish, kautta ‘through, by, via’ is a genitive-governing and 
myöten ‘along’ a partitive-governing postposition (Penttilä 1963: 370–371), 
and Estonian kaudu id. is predominantly a postposition although reported as 
bipositional (cf. table 4.2). Finnish halki ‘across, athwart’ and poikki id. are 
genitive-governing bipositional adpositions, Estonian põiki ‘across, athwart’ 
and risti id. (< rist ‘cross’) partitive-governing prepositions. (EKSS, Penttilä rist ‘cross’) partitive-governing prepositions. (EKSS, Penttilä rist
1963: 337–342, 370–371.)

Interestingly, Livonian aldõ ‘from under’, historically belonging to a 
widely spread adpositional stem in the Finno-Ugric languages (see table 4.1, 
section 4.2.1), has become bipositional, partly detached from an old set of 
spatial postpositions and is often used as a preposition. Likewise, Estonian 
alt ‘from under’) is occasionally used as a preposition. Note that Livonian alt ‘from under’) is occasionally used as a preposition. Note that Livonian alt
aldõ ‘from under’ like other postpositions and variants of the same stem is 
genitive-governing, but as a preposition has become partitive-governing and 
displays the prototypical morphosyntactic pattern [Prep [Path] + [N + PART]] 
of constructions expressing path (26). 
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(26) täm5a rad'l'iz eiVzmis-teizmis-teiVzmis-tV kõrd a-ldõ kä-t5a, 
(s)he hit-IMPF.SG3 fi rst-PART time under-ABL hand-PART
kakVskakskak kõrd per ‰ı7n kä-t5a
two time along hand-PART
‘(S)he struck once below the hand, twice across the hand.’
(MSFOu 106: 110)

As far as other Finnic prepositions denoting path are concerned Livonian leb
‘through’ (Estonian läbi, Finnish läpi id.) is bipositional and genitive-governing 
regardless of its syntactic position. Similar to the Veps päl'iVciVciV  ‘across, over’, 
this functionally corresponding adposition is bipositional and genitive-
governing in Finnish (yli ~ ylitsegoverning in Finnish (yli ~ ylitsegoverning in Finnish ( ), Estonian (üle) and Livonian (il') ‘across, il') ‘across, il'
over’, although they are no etymological cognates at all for the Veps word. 
As regards suffi xes, the Veps (- VciVciV ) and Finnish (-tse) adpositions and some 
nouns have an unproductive suffi x that denotes path [!], traditionally called 
the prolative (quasi-) case, whereas Estonian and Livonian do not display any 
infl ectional elements that have the same meaning (Suoniemi-Taipale 1994).

The term circumspatial illustrates many characteristics of individual 
prepositions that can be presented under the same title. This is illustrated in 
table 4.6. 
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Table 4.6. Finnic prepositions expressing circumspatial relations. 
(Bipositional adpositions indicated by *.)

Livonian Estonian Veps Finnish

‘before’, 
‘ahead of’

jedtsõ,
jõdmõl

enne ed5uedued  (edel, 
ed5oedoed )

ennen*, 
edellä*

‘in the 
middle 
of’

keset, kesk
kesk, kesked
(kesküu)

keskelle*,
keskellä*,
keskeltä*,
kesken*

‘around’ immõr ümber* ümb 7ri7ri7 ympäri*

‘near’
l'äz, (l'äzn)

lähelle*,
lähellä*,
läheltä*

‘behind’, 
‘after’

pier,
pierrõ,
pier5ast5ast5

pärast*, 
tagapool*

d'äl'ges
(jäl'ges(jäl'ges( , 
7gäl'ges7gäl'ges7 ), 
d'äl'ghe
(jäl'ghe(jäl'ghe( , 
7gäukhe7gäukhe7 )

‘against’ vast(õ) vastu*
vasten*, 
vastoin*

The list is far from exhaustive and could be complemented with additional 
examples or synonyms. Hopefully, it succeeds in illustrating the circumspatial 
adpositions and pointing out the functional parallelisms, which I consider a 
generally important aspect in the historical development of the prepositions. 
The wide distribution of prepositions that share the same functional 
properties and conceptual space suggests that the tendency to express the 
same functions with prepositional phrases are deeply rooted in the history 
of the Finnic languages. Convergent development is obviously not caused by 
random factors, if one recalls the relatively low percentage of prepositions. 
(Interestingly, some Sámic dialects display a circumspatial adposition in both 
a pre- and postnominal position as Lule Sámi tjårråka pirra heard.GEN around 
‘around the heard’ and pirra kuolpee around fl oor.GEN ‘around the fl oor’ 
testify (Bartens 1974: 157).
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A special group still to be mentioned is formed by Estonian prepositions 
that consist of an adverbal/adpositional element and the word pool ‘side’. As a pool ‘side’. As a pool
rule they denote a relational direction and often distinguish between three states 
‘to’, ‘at’ and ‘from’: allapoole ‘downwards’, allpool id., allpool id., allpool  altpoolt id., eespool 
‘further’, sealpool ‘on the other side of etc.’, sealtpoolt id., seespool ‘inside, 
within’, sissepoole id., tagapool (bipositional) ‘behind’, tagapool (bipositional) ‘behind’, tagapool  väljaspool ‘outside 
of’, ülalpool ‘above’, ülaltpoolt id., ülespoole id., ülevalpool id., ülevaltpoolt 
id. The infl ection of the end component of a compound adposition is striking, 
because Finnic prepositions are often not infl ected. Likewise, the Livonian 
ullõpedõn5edõn5  ‘outside of’ consists of two word stems, the second of which has an 
(original) infl ectional suffi x and corresponding adverbal constructions are also 
found, such as sizal(t)-ped'i, -ped'd' 5ed'i, -ped'd' 5 ‘inner, inwendig’, sizal(t)-ped'õn, -p5ed'õn, -p5 ed'in, 5ed'in, 5
-p 5e7n ‘von innen; innerhalb, inwendig’, tagant-ped'õn5ed'õn5  ‘von hinten her’, taga-
ped'd'i, u¬ldõ-ped'õn5ed'õn5  ‘von der äusseren Seite’ (Kettunen 1938: 367, 406, 450).

In addition to the principal morphosyntactic structure [Prep + [N + 
PART]], there is a uniform expression for ‘without’ denoting the lack of 
something, which will be called “the negative instrumental” as opposed to 
the instrumental ‘with’. This is a third type of PrepP shared by several Finnic 
languages in which the interaction of form and function is decisive to the order 
of the constituents.

The infl ectional paradigms show a special case ending, the abessive, 
denoting ‘without’. In spite of the existence of an infl ectional abessive case 
ending, the meaning ‘without’ is frequently expressed by a double-marking 
construction [Prep + [N + ABESS]]. This construction occurs throughout 
Finnic, although in Livonian and Finnish it is partly being pushed aside by the 
partitive-governing morphosyntactic characteristic of the PrepP. In Livonian, 
this has been due to the fact that the abessive does not belong to the case 
system any more, and abessive forms have mostly merged with the partitive or 
been replaced by a PrepP (Halling 1993: 40, Kettunen 1947: 71). Traces of the 
older abessive affi x can be detected only in some petrifi ed forms such as those 
mentioned below. 

The following list provides an overview of consistently uniform 
expressions for the negative instrumental in Finnic. Although the Estonian 
abessive can appear together with the preposition ilma ‘without’ (EKG I: 
60, 66–67) and thus has wider syntactic use than its Finnish counterpart, it is 
basically one of the most infrequent case endings in Finnic. However, it plays 
an important role in the construction at issue (Ariste 1968: 109, Riho Grünthal 
2000: 49, Ikola 1996, Kettunen 1947: 71, Penttilä 1963: 436, Nina Zajceva 
1981: 87, Zajceva & Mullonen 1972: 147).
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Table 4.7. The negative instrumental in Finnic

‘without’ Livonian Estonian Vote Veps Finnish

Prep + 
[N+ABESS]

bäs ro-tõ5o-tõ5 ilma 
raha-ta

ilm5a 
raha-tta

ilma 
minu-ta

ilman 
raha-tta
(dial.)

without 
money-
ABESS

without 
money-
ABESS

without 
money-
ABESS

without 
I-
ABESS

without 
money-
ABESS

‘without 
money’

‘without 
money’

‘without 
money’

‘without 
me’

‘without 
money’

In Finnish, the [Prep + [N + ABESS]] construction has been deemed 
“pleonastic” by language planners and thus rejected in the standard language, 
but it is common in the Finnish dialects (Ikola 1996). As the Livonian example 
indicates, however, this morphosyntactic pattern is so characteristic in 
expressing the negative instrumental in Finnic that the preposition ilm5a with 
cognates in other Finnic languages has simply been replaced by a new loanword 
bäs, bäz withouth changing the case marking of the noun. Consequently, bäz withouth changing the case marking of the noun. Consequently, bäz
morphosyntactic adaptation has been so strong that the borrowed preposition 
has become accepted into the preexisting morphosyntactic pattern, and no 
morphosyntactic borrowing has taken place.

As the abessive in Livonian has mainly merged with the partitive, the 
[Prep + [N + ABESS]] construction is of crucial importance for the status 
of the abessive in Livonian grammar. Posti (1942: 269) considered that the 
abessive might have analogically spread to some other more commonly 
partitive-governing prepositional phrases, such as jedtsõ broutVsõmõtjedtsõ broutsõmõtjedtsõ broutVsõmõtV  before sõmõt before sõmõt
driving/riding-ABESS ‘before driving’, pierrõ mımtõmõt‰ımtõmõt‰  ‘after the distributing ımtõmõt ‘after the distributing ımtõmõt
the bride’s gifts’. However, the morphosyntactic properties of the partitive and 
abessive in this particular verbal noun form are not so relevant that there would 
be any reason to defi ne the forms as abessive. 

In general, nouns tend to eliminate the distinction between the partitive 
and the abessive in Livonian, and the two examples are more a sign of 
morphosyntactic change in the given constructions. Many nouns that might 
eventually distinguish between the partitive and the abessive actually cannot 
make a morphological distinction between them: pied5agpiedagpied  ‘pine’ (ag ‘pine’ (ag NOM) : 
piedak-t ~ piedpiedak-t ~ piedpied5ak-t ~ pied5 ak-tõak-t ~ piedak-tõak-t ~ pied5ak-tõ5  pine-PART : bäs piedak-tõbäs piedak-tõbäs pied5ak-tõ5  without pine-ABESS(-PART), 
kındõks‰ındõks‰  ‘threshold’ (NOM) : kındõks-t ~ k‰ındõks-t ~ k‰ ındõks-tõ‰ındõks-tõ‰ PART : bäs kındõks-tõ‰ındõks-tõ‰
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threshold-ABESS(-PART) (Kettunen 1938: LVII–LVIII). The word rotõ5otõ5  money-
ABESS represents an infrequent noun type that is still able to distinguish 
between the abessive and partitive. Most nouns do not make this distinction.

Givón (1995: 60) notes that recently grammaticalised and morphologically 
special expressions are often structurally “over-marked”. The negative 
instrumental in Finnic [‘without’ + [N + ABESS]] is obviously over-marked 
which raises the question of whether it is a “recent” innovation. However, 
the wide distribution of this construction and the replacement of the earlier 
preposition with the Latvian loanword bäs suggests that the innovation is not 
new, especially if compared to postpositions with a considerably narrower 
geographical distribution and a transparent nominal origin. 

It is interesting to note that the antonymic expression for the negative 
instrumental, ‘with’, is often similarly double-marked in corresponding 
prepositional phrases in Estonian and Vote: (Vote) kasa tämkasa tämk5asa täm5 jä-k5aä-kaä-k  with (s)he-
COM ‘with her/him’, üheza lahs-ı-k‰ı-k‰ 5aı-kaı-k  together child-PL-COM ‘together with 
the children’, (Estonian) koos tema-ga together (s)he-COM ‘together with 
her/him’. This is extended to other instrumental prepositions, too, such as 
(Estonian) kõige ‘(with) all’ and käsikäes ‘together’ (literally ‘hand in hand’) 
(table 4.2). The cited prepositional phrases double-mark their morphosyntactic 
information just as the negative instrumental does. The syntactic use and 
position of adpositions, such as in the examples above, probably do not so 
much refl ect the exceptionality of syntactic rules as construction-specifi c 
features.

In the same vein as the prepositional phrases denoting ‘with’ in Estonian, 
the sole Estonian preposition which governs the terminative kuni ‘until’ (con-
sisting of an interrogative pronoun stem ku- and a terminative ending -ni) 
agrees in case with the noun: kuni hommikuni until morning-TERM. (For the 
suffi xal background to the terminative case in Estonian see Alvre 1971. A 
semantically corresponding terminative case denoting ‘until’ originating from 
a postposition exists in Vote and Veps.)

In sum, the Finnic PrepP shows a strong tendency to favour the partitive 
case. The renovator of Standard Estonian, Johannes Aavik, proposed in the 
early 20th century that fl exive genitive possessive relations could in addition 
be expressed by using a completely artifi cial preposition no (tingimusel 
no täieline alistumine ‘in terms of a complete resignation’). However, this 
proposed artifi cial preposition could never enter the language system (Ehala 
1999, Erelt & Metslang 1998: 658–659). The reasons for rejecting the proposed 
construction are obvious from a typological viewpoint, the suggested structure 
violating the morphosyntactic rules of Estonian. In the fi rst place, prepositions 
normally require the partitive form of the noun (*no täieli-st alistumi-st), and 
in the second, the modifi er (täieline alistumine) was placed after the noun and 
not vice versa (**no täieli-st alistumi-st tingimusel). Ehala (1999: 32–34) **no täieli-st alistumi-st tingimusel). Ehala (1999: 32–34) **no täieli-st alistumi-st tingimusel
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emphasises that the word order of Estonian was also unfavourable to the 
adoption of the suggested prepositional gentive.

The central role of the partitive case in many diachronic processes is 
illustratively seen in the structure of the PrepP and in the morphosyntactic 
alternation of bipositional adpositions. Estonian bipositional adpositions, 
for instance, provide concrete evidence of syntagmatic adjustment of the 
adpositional phrase depending on the constituent order: as postpositions they 
are genitive-governing, whereas the change into prepositions renders them 
partitive-governing (cf. table 4.2). The noun complement of the postpositions 
kaudu and vastu is in the genitive in a PostpP as in sõbra kaudu friend.GEN
through ‘from a friend’ and ukse vastu door.GEN against ‘against the door’. 
In a PrepP the same adposition governs the partitive as in kaudu seinu along 
wall.PART.PL ‘along the wall’ and vastu us-t against door-vastu us-t against door-vastu us-t PART ‘against the 
door’. However, morphosyntactic alternation does not imply change in 
the position of the adposition. There are several examples of bipositional 
adpositions that govern the same case, regardless of their position, for instance, 
läbi ‘through’ as in ukse läbi and läbi ukse ‘through the door’. Consequently, 
the morphosyntactic structure of adpositional phrases may also be caused by 
a secondary adaptation into the constituent order. It is therefore likely that 
adpositions fi rst became bipositional and only then began to make a more 
concrete morphosyntactic distinction that is synchronically characteristic of 
the Finnic PrepP and PostpP.

In summing up the characteristics of the Finnic PrepP it can be stated that 
a more detailed survey would reveal a more complicated picture of the various 
morphosyntactic patterns that occur in prepositional phrases. As in the case of 
the PostpP, the local cases also open up a noteworthy aspect for the study of the 
PrepP, which although statistically marginal is functionally signifi cant.

4.6xMorphosyntactic change in the Livonian postpositional phrase

In the introductory sections (cf. tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3 in chapter 2) of this work 
it was noted that Livonian has undergone thorough infl ectional reduction. This 
section aims at illustrating the connection between phonological reduction, 
particularly the loss of the genitive suffi x (-n), and morphological changes 
in morphosyntactic processes, in the light of the Livonian PostpP. Section 
4.5.1 discussed the morphosyntactic characteristics of the Finnic PostpP and 
it was found that the most prototypical construction is [[N + GEN] + [PostP 
+ cx [Loc]]]. This pattern is the most characteristic of all in Finnic languages, 
although in Estonian and especially in Livonian the morphophonological 
nature of the genitive diverges fundamentally from the northern Finnic 
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languages because Estonian and Livonian no longer display a genitive suffi x. 
As Estonian and Livonian have both lost their original genitive(-accusative) 
suffi x, this case is only marked by means of stem alternation, and this can be 
assumed to have consequences for the analysis of those syntactic constructions 
in which the genitive is involved.

The Livonian prepositions (aldõ, bäs, il', immõr, jõdmõl, jõdmõl, , leb, per‰ı7n, pier5ast5ast5 ,
pits, puolstõ, ullõped'õn5ed'õn5 , vast(õ)) will not be analysed in any more detail in this 
connection, because they also consistently display the [Prep + [N + PART]] 
pattern also typical of other Finnic languages. Only two of the prepositions 
(leb ‘through’ and vast(õ) ‘towards; against’) share case government with the 
PostpP and precede a noun that is in the genitive (leb jalga5alga5  ‘through the foot’). 
The word aldõ may be used as both a preposition and a postposition, although 
as a preposition it is partitive-governing (aldõ kät5a ‘(from) below the hand’), 
while the genitive is used only if it occurs as a postposition.

4.6.1xRemarks on the Livonian genitive-accusative

4.6.1.1xThe paradigmatic and syntagmatic genitive-accusative

Although the present section focuses on the Livonian postpositional phrase, I 
shall fi rst elucidate the character of the genitive(-accusative). Discussion of its 
role as a form of noun complement in the PostpP will therefore be preceded 
by some remarks on its importance as the object case. In considering the 
diachronic development of the Livonian PostpP, my point of departure is that 
like its language relatives, Livonian also used to have a genitive suffi x (-n).

Forms that are mainly recorded in texts as compound words, such as 
lova-n-al5a-n-al5 5aa-n-alaa-n-al  bed-GEN-under.ALL ‘(to) under the bed’, lova-n-all5a-n-all5  bed-a-n-all bed-a-n-all GEN-
under.ABL ‘from under the bed’, p jä-n-allõ head-GEN-under.ADESS ‘under 
the head’ are evidence that Livonian noun infl ection used to have a suffi xal 
genitive(-accusative) case suffi x, as indeed most of the Finnic languages still 
do, cf. Finnish genitive(-accusative) -n. Synchronically, the genitive often 
merges with other cases in both Estonian and Livonian, although in Estonian 
the syncretism is far less systematic, infl uences several case endings and is 
often made syntactically unambiguous (Riho Grünthal 2001; cf. table 2.2 
in chapter 2). In Livonian the syncretism between the nominative and the 
genitive(-accusative) is more widespread (cf. Boiko 2000), systematic in the 
plural and does not extend to other cases. Although its paradigmatic status is 
clear, merging with the nominative considerably decreases its applicability in 
a syntactic context.

Looking at the larger grammatical framework it turns out that Livonian 
has not merely lost this particular suffi x. The change in the infl ectional system 
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has infl uenced the argument structure as well and it has considerably blurred 
the morphological distinction between the main nominal constituents. The 
loss of the affi x evokes the question of whether or not it has affected the 
relationship between the syntactic and functional heads, although the Livonian 
postpositional phrase suggests that morphological marking is not as important 
as the constituent order for headedness. The loss of the genitive(-accusative) 
suffi x (-n) in the noun, which functionally governs the postpositional phrase has 
eventually led to a situation in which there is no morphological justifi cation for 
describing the postposition as the syntactic head by referring to the infl ectional 
properties of the noun complement. The genitive attribute is affi xally marked 
in all Finnic languages except Estonian and Livonian. The loss of the affi xal 
marker of the genitive attribute is intriguing from a typological viewpoint, 
because the merging of two important grammatical cases can potentially have 
syntactic consequences. 

A more detailed analysis of the Livonian PostpP below collates synchronic 
state and diachronic processes. It may be assumed that the loss of the genitive(-
accusative) suffi x affects a word order in Livonian that should basically 
become more important and rigid. This hypothesis seems to be supported 
in Livonian object-marking, for which the genitive(-accusative) is used in 
Finnic. Because the most important nominal clause constituents, the subject 
and the object may be identical, it is obvious that other means must be applied 
to distinguish between the nominal constituents, i.e. shifting to a more rigid 
word order and morphological marking of those constituents that appear in 
another semantic role and are sometimes lower in the marking hierarchy. Like 
Estonian, Livonian does not have a suffi xal genitive case ending, but unlike 
Estonian, the noun infl ection shows only sporadic traces of this characteristic. 
In Estonian the complicated morphonological stem alternation of noun 
infl ection is quite remarkable, in that it distinguishes between the nominative, 
genitive(-accusative) and partitive.

The lack of an affi xal marker for the Livonian subject and object is 
illustrated in (27), the use of a partitive object in a typical context in a negative 
clause in (28).

(27) tam sotõ-n5otõ-n5 sie puoga tõrg pjäl
(s)he.is send-PTCP.PST it boy(NOM-GEN(-ACC)) market (up)on
‘(S)he sent the boy to market.’ (MSFOu 106: 122)

(28) mikVsmiksmik ta nais-ta5ais-ta5 äb vut5a
why (s)he wife-PART NEG take
‘Why does he not take a wife?’ (MSFOu 106: 335)
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Constituent marking in the Livonian transitive clause is more complicated, 
because Livonian has preserved the partitive (28), the other object-marking 
case similar to the other Finnic languages. So, as reported by Tveite (2001), 
unaffi xal object forms affect only a limited object type with high transitivity 
(~ telicity), whereas forms of “reduced transitivity” (Sands & Campbell 2001) 
are not affected by the loss of the genitive-accusative affi x. Unlike other 
Finnic languages, Livonian in certain cases allows objects in a nominative(-
genitive-accusative) total object form instead of the otherwise dominating 
partitive (Tveite 2001: 27–28). This is due to the fact that verb-semantically 
and contextually dependent parameters of high transitivity may trigger a 
nominative(-genitive-accusative) object instead of the expected partitive 
object. Note also that in Estonian the verb particle ära is often used as 
syntactic compensation of morphological erosion (the use of Livonian jar5a, 
jer5a is a parallel to Estonian). The basic function of Estonian ära is to indicate 
the perfective aspect, just like the genitive-accusative (Villem Grünthal 1941: 
L–LIII, Metslang 1997, 2001).

However, more generally speaking, there is nothing very striking about 
Livonian object marking, because regardless of whether the subject and object 
are marked in a different or in the same way, both morphological marking 
and unmarking of the object are common in human language (Onishi 2001: 
6). In fact, the unmarking of a subject and object is more likely to occur than 
the unmarking of semantic roles that are lower in the hierarchy (Givón 1991: 
353). More exceptional is the oblique case marking of core arguments (Onishi 
2001: 43), although the development of oblique argument marking into core 
argument marking is possible as well (Haspelmath 2001). This can be seen 
illustratively in the development of the Finnic partitive from a historical local 
case suffi x to the case of object. It has been maintained conclusively that those 
things that at fi rst glance look non-canonical should possibly not be taken 
as non-canonical, but as a more complicated grammatical cross-reference 
(Sands & Campbell 2001: 296–297). So, constituents that do not formally 
correspond to the properties of an object or subject may well display their role 
functionally.

In sum Livonian object-marking does not deviate from universal 
tendencies as much as from related languages that are morphologically 
more conservative. A transitive clause may display both case-marking and 
confi gurational strategies (word order) in distinguishing core constituents. 
These two patterns are the most common in the so-called “Standard Average 
European” languages (Haspelmath 2001: 53–56). In addition to fi tting neatly 
into universal tendencies, Livonian displays in many ways a grammatical 
system that may be characterised as a system in transition. Traces of an earlier 
system can be found in synchronic data, but the examples speak together for a 
notably changed system.
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Givón (1991: 337, 1995: 28) lists three major criteria for distinguishing 
a marked category from an unmarked one: structural complexity, frequency 
of distribution and cognitive complexity. It is obvious that the morphological 
erosion that has taken place in Livonian has affected the structural complexity, 
but its infl uence on distribution and cognitive complexity is not as evident. 
The loss of infl ectional elements, such as the genitive(-accusative) *-n, has 
infl uenced many grammatical phenomena and constructions, most notably 
subject and object marking, and the expressing of possessive relations and 
other kinds of functions. Nevertheless, unmarking of both subject and object (in 
the so-called nominative languages) does not directly corrupt the grammatical 
system. As in numerous other languages, in Livonian they are separated by the 
verb so that in a basic clause two nominative forms are not even likely to occur 
together.

The question of whether a language is to be termed predominantly SVO 
or predominantly SOV has been a frequently raised issue in typological 
considerations ever since the modern typological tradition launched by 
Greenberg began to gain a greater foothold. Word order and syntax in general 
are probably one of the best-developed areas of linguistic typology (van der 
Auwera 1998a, McMahon 1994: 140–161, Song 2001: 49–137). It has been 
maintained that a shift from SOV to SVO word order is often triggered by the 
loss of case markers and, thus, is a consequence of phonological reduction and 
caused by cliticisation and ambiguity of information fl ow (Campbell & Harris 
1995: 215–220, Newmeyer 1998: 251). 

Delsing (2000) and Trosterud (2001) outline a periodised gradual shift 
in the development of Swedish. The time limits and corresponding structural 
stage Delsing gives for the changes are (a) the period of OV imposed grammar 
(–1300), (b) variation grammar (1300–1600), and (c) VO imposed grammar 
(1600–). Similarly, Old Icelandic shows considerable variation in its word 
order patterns (Hróarsdóttir 2000). Further observations have followed the 
establishment of language universals and their implicational relationships. 
Besides endogenous change, language contact has been reported to trigger 
changes in word order patterns (Campbell & Harris 1995: 136–141, Comrie 
1981: 200–203). 

Both endogenous and contact-induced explanations are possible general 
grounds for the development of Livonian, but as the morphosyntax of 
adpositional phrases shows (see sections 4.4 and 4.5 above) it is hardly likely 
that a change in word order would have taken place without changes in cross-
referential grammatical relations. The three grammatical features discussed, 
word order, object marking and the adoption of prepositions in Livonian seem 
to correspond to generalisations on typological shifts and drift. A common text 
book assumption in Finnic studies is that the SVO word order has been caused 
by foreign infl uence. 
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However, there is little to support an assumption that the word order 
(SVO) typical of Livonian, other Finnic languages and Sámic, would have 
been caused by language contact. Nor is a mechanical comparison with the 
basic word order of the neighboring Baltic languages or prehistoric Germanic 
languages any better for that purpose, because the Scandinavian SVO word 
order, for instance, must be considered to have resulted from a relatively 
late syntactic change (Delsing 2000, Trosterud 2001). Recent developments 
in Livonian demonstrate illustratively that word order and object-marking 
strategies are strongly infl uenced by language-specifi c conditions. 

Despite a SVO word order that is favourable for prepositions, the role of 
prepositions is very limited. The rise of prepositions clearly has not been due 
solely, if at all, to contact infl uence, which is also indicated by the fact that as a 
rule Livonian prepositions are endogenous words that follow morphosyntactic 
rules characteristic of a given category. Livonian has imported many lexical 
items needed for a more full-scale shift towards becoming a prepositional 
language, because it has borrowed them from Latvian in the form of verb 
prefi xes. However, as was emphasised in section 4.3 most of these elements 
are not in use as prepositions in Livonian.

Consequently, the prevalent changes presumably refl ect more complicated 
syntactic processes than mechanical shifts from one type to another or the 
general adoption of a foreign model. I shall now proceed by discussing those 
constructions in which the Livonian genitive(-accusative) and the loss of the 
genitive suffi x have a more concrete signifi cance.

4.6.1.2xGenitive attribute and word order

Before entering into a morphosyntactic analysis of the Livonian postpositional 
phrase it is worth paying some attention to the genitive attribute phrase typically 
consisting of a possessor and a possessed. Given that the postpositional phrase 
structurally corresponds to a genitive attribute phrase and the latter may 
eventually be the historical source of the prototypical PostP, one may presume 
that they are infl uenced by the same morphosyntactic processes, especially the 
relationship between infl ection and word order. The genitive attribute phrase 
and the prototypical PostpP provide illustrative examples of the effect of the 
loss of the infl ectional affi x and its consequences for the whole construction.

Finnish (29) represents the most conservative Finnic variety 
morphologically and has an affi xally marked attribute (kuninkaa-n king-GEN(-
ACC)), while Estonian (30) is somewhere in between the other two with its 
fl exive genitive(-accusative) (kuningas (NOM) : kuninga (GEN(-ACC)) ‘king’). 
Finally, Livonian (31) does not show any traces of the earlier genitive marking 
and the genitive attribute k5ekek 7nig 7nig 7 is identical with the nominative form.
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(29) ne kuninkaa-n tyttäre-t näk-i-vät Antsi-n
they king-GEN(-ACC) daughter-PL see-IMPF-PL3 Ants-GEN(-ACC)
‘The king’s daughters saw Ants.’ (MSFOu 106: 111)

(30) need kuninga tütre-d näg-i-d Antsu
these king.GEN(-ACC) daughter-PL see-IMPF-PL3 Ants.GEN(-ACC)
‘The king’s daughters saw Ants.’

(31) ne k5ekek 7nig7nig7   nig  nig tidar-dtidar-dtid5ar-d5 ne-is-tõ ants
they king(-NOM-GEN(-ACC)) daughter-PL see-IMPF-PL3 Ants
‘The king’s daughters saw Ants.’ (MSFOu 106: 111)

Compared with some other Finno-Ugric languages, Finnish and Estonian are 
not the most consistent either, because the genitive(-accusative) case ending 
may mark both the genitive attribute (Finnish kuninkaan, Estonian kuninga) 
and the object (Finnish Antsin, Estonian Antsu) in the same sentence. A more 
ideal case can be found in Mari, for instance, in which the retained genitive-
accusative distinction keeps the possessor attributes morphologically distinct 
from the objects (32). The genitive marks the attribute (student-äqn student-
GEN), the accusative marks the object ( VsinVsinV Vcäqma Vsmasma äqV äqV - Vz äqV äqV -m knowledge-SG3-ACC) 
and the dative, that in general may express such semantic roles as the agent, 
experiencer, benefactive and a whole range of the kind of roles (Alhoniemi 
1985: 52–54), marks a quantoral adverbial (jat1985: 52–54), marks a quantoral adverbial (jat1985: 52–54), marks a quantoral adverbial ( äqr-lan lot-DAT) in the example. 
Finnish and Estonian do not distinguish between the genitive and the 
accusative, and they do not have a corresponding dative.

(32) Vcäqla tide student-äqn käqzäqzäq äqt-se mari jäqlme
all this student-GEN modern-ADJR Mari language
nergen sinVcäq-ma Vs-mas-ma äqV äqV - Vz äqV äqV -m   jatäqr-lan kumdanda.
about  about  about know-NMLR-SG3-ACC lot-DAT enlargen-SG3
‘All this enlarges considerably the student’s knowledge of the
present-day Mari language.’

The Livonian example above (31) points out the most extreme consequences 
of infl ectional reduction in a syntactic context. The grammatical relationship 
between the constituents is based on juxtaposition and word order only. The 
contrasting example from Mari (32) indicates that the number of cases is not 
always decisive for the use of the genitive(-accusative) in the other Finnic 
languages either, since Finnish and Estonian have to mark different functions, 
such as object and genitive attribute with only one form, as well.
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When considering the diachronic development of word order in Livonian 
or any other Finnic language it must be borne in mind that word order in the 
Finno-Ugric languages cannot be reconstructed in the same way as in the 
Germanic languages, because of the lack of historical records. What makes 
word order vitally important in Livonian is the distinguishing of subject and 
object. Both subject and total object (although paradigmatically genitive-
accusative) may occur in the nominative in Livonian. Just as in English, 
French, Swedish or other languages with no morphologically marked subject 
or object, it is simply logical that they should be located on different sides of the 
verb. Given that the eventual merging of subject and object forms demarcates 
or at least affects the basic syntactic structure, the following demand deals 
with the differentiation of those clause constituents that cannot be separated 
by a verb. Thus, the question is how other arguments such as the experiencer, 
recipient, source, path, goal, etc., are marked, if those most salient are not 
morphologically marked. This issue is especially crucial for the interpretation 
of the grammatical impact of the eroded genitive-accusative and the dative in 
Livonian, which will be discussed in more detail in section 4.6.2.

Regardless of the subsequent order and historical age of changes, the 
innovative grammatical features, including the basic word order SVO, have 
created favourable conditions for subsequent innovations in Livonian. This is 
seen in the attribute phrase, too, in which the fi xed order of the constituents 
diminishes the importance of case marking.

Like the most widespread modern Indo-European languages Livonian 
is a SVO-language, but word order alone does not necessarily cause large-
scale losses in the morphological elements as the other Finnic languages 
demonstrate. The more distantly related Finno-Ugric languages with a 
considerably richer infl ectional system than Livonian – often including more 
cases and a paradigm of possessive suffi xes which may mark the number of 
both possessors and possessed items – actually show extensive fl exibility in 
word order. Many of them seem to argue against the idea that SOV and SVO 
would be a rigid criterion of language types. Almost all European Finno-Ugric 
languages allow permutations of the three major clausal constituents. The two 
alternative word orders, SOV and SVO, are often perceived to be unmarked 
(Vilkuna 1998). However, given the petrifi cation of word order and loss of 
infl ectional affi xes Livonian seems to support an assumption that a favourable 
word order cooperates with infl ectional reduction if this is phonologically 
inclined to take place. 

I shall now proceed by analysing the Livonian PostpP. Like the attribute 
phrase above (31), the postpositional phrase forms a concrete syntactic context 
for discussing the effect of the loss of an affi xal genitive(-accusative).
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4.6.2xThe morphosyntactic structure of the Livonian    
postpositional phrase

A description of the Livonian postpositional phrase reintroduces the question 
of the relationship between adpositions and adverbs, because adverbs 
and adpositions are often formally identical and their syntactic position is 
very similar. The grammatical relationship between adpositions and noun 
constituents is based on case infl ection and diachronically connected with 
changes in the case system. Consequently, the morphological status of the 
genitive(-accusative) in Livonian directly infl uences the syntactic structure 
of the postpositional phrase. This section will mainly concentrate on the form 
of the noun complement in the Livonian PostpP, whereas the infl ection of the 
adposition will not as such be discussed. 

In addition to providing a description of grammatical relations, the 
Livonian PostpP furnishes an example from which to view noun morphology 
and the interpretation of the genitive(-accusative). Although two views have 
been expressed on the existence (Boiko 2000, Halling 1999, Tveite 2001) or 
non-existence (Kettunen 1938, 1947, de Sievers 2001) of a morphological 
distinction between the nominative and the genitive(-accusative), there should 
be no doubt about the independence of the genitive(-accusative) case from a 
morphological viewpoint despite a widespread syncretism with the nominative. 
Following this concept Halling (1993, 1999) describes the morphosyntax of 
the Livonian PostpP as [[N + GEN] + Postp], which is supported by evidence 
from other Finnic languages. Here, the syntactic context is quite decisive for 
the morphological interpretation of the genitive, because many nouns do not 
show traces of the earlier genitive case at all. 

Following this principle both a genitive attribute and a noun complement 
of a postpositional phrase may be interpreted as a genitive form on the basis 
of the syntactic context regardless of whether they are morphologically 
distinguishable or not. This interpretation is based on the paradigmatic 
status of the genitive(-accusative), but such an interpretation is not always 
syntagmatically necessary, because of the frequent merging of the genitive(-
accusative) and the nominative. From a typological viewpoint this ambiguity 
indicates a structural dispersal and notable morphosyntactic variation in 
the constructions at issue: what is reported to be [[N + GEN] + Postp] often 
corresponds to [[N + [Ø [NOM] +] Postp]. Diachronically the alternation may 
be interpreted as indicative of syntactic change in the Livonian PostpP and 
attribute phrase as suggested by the mechanical juxtaposition of k5ekek 7nig tid7nig tid7 ard nig tidard nig tid5ard 5
in (31).

The relationship between the Livonian PostpP and morphology is 
not restricted to the genitive(-accusative), alone. A noteworthy synchronic 
difference with respect to the grammar of other Finnic languages is the 
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existence of a dative case (-n), which has enormous grammatical importance 
and is formally identical with the lost genitive suffi x. The importance of the 
dative is especially noteworthy, because a dative-marked constituent often 
precedes a postposition or an adverb that may be used as a postposition. The 
syntactic dependence of this constituent directly affects the interpretation of 
the Livonian PostpP, as well, because adpositions can easily be transformed 
into adverbs by means of a change in the dependency relationship.

There are, broadly speaking, two alternative morphosyntactic structures 
that must be discussed in connection with postpositional phrases, or clauses 
that structurally resemble postpositional phrases. The fi rst represents the 
prototypical Finnic postpositional phrase, except for merger of genitive and 
nominative. The second type includes a dative-marked noun and an adposition 
or an adverb (table 4.8). 

Table 4.8. Morphosyntactic alternation in the Livonian PostpP.

[[N+[NOM-]GEN] + [Postp]]
[[N + DAT] + [Postp [~ Adv]]

These constructions are illustrated in the following examples. The fi rst three 
shed light on the discussion of the genitive(-accusative). The three latter seek 
to contrast the various interpretations of the dative-marked constituent. 

(33) provides an example of the merger of the genitive and nominative 
forms of the noun k5uzkuzk  ‘spruce’ (uz ‘spruce’ (uz kuz alkuz alk5uz al5 5auz alauz al  ‘under the spruce’). In the plural the 
infl ectional homonymy between the nominative and the genitive is systematic 
throughout the paradigm as illustated by the word rattõd ‘carts‘ in (34). The rattõd ‘carts‘ in (34). The rattõd
paradigmatic independence of the genitive is indicated by the pronoun täm in 
(35). 

(33) k5ukuk Vzuzu mies-tõ – –  mies-tõ – –  mies-tõ – – tie-nd     tie-nd     tie-nd tul s ‰ı,nõ‰ nõ‰
six man-PART – – make-PTCP.PST fi re there
sie k5uzkuzk            uz           uz al5aalaal
that spruce(NOM-GEN-ACC) under-LAT
‘Six men [have] made a fi re there under the spruce.’
(MSFOu 106: 135)

(34) tam   istõ-n    nänt   nänt   nänt rattõ-d   rattõ-d   rattõ-d sillõ
(s)he.is sit-PTCP.PST they.GEN cart-PL(NOM-GEN) into
‘(S)he has sat on their cart.’ (MSFOu 106: 103)
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(35) kui min5a ni so-ks5o-ks5 täm jurõ5urõ5
how I now get-COND (s)he.GEN to
‘How shall I get to him/her now.’ (MSFOu 106: 112)

Examples (36) and (37) show that basically the dative-marked constituent is 
not bound to the following noun, but a dependent of the verb. Consequently 
õbızõn‰ızõn‰  ‘to/for the horse’ in (36) is not (necessarily) an attribute of the noun 
‘back’ but a dependent of the verb, semantically an experiencer like übızõn ‰ızõn ‰ (the 
same word form in another dialect) (37). (For additional comparative evidence 
on the use of the dative see also (43) below.) The interpretation of (36) is not 
as obvious as that of (37), since in the latter example the noun in the dative 
has been placed in front of the verb, while in the fi rst case the dative-marked 
constituent occurs in the position of noun complement to a PostpP. So, the 
interpretation of õbızõn‰ızõn‰  in (36) can be understood in the same way that übızõn ‰ızõn ‰
is interpreted in (37).

(36) ants ast‰ız e,nt'Vsnt'snt' õbızõ-n‰ızõ-n‰ sälgõ
Ants step-IMPF.SG3 own horse-DAT back-ILL
‘Ants climbed on the back of his horse.’ (MSFOu 106: 111)

(37) übızõ-n‰ızõ-n‰ pan-d-õd saddõl sälgõ
horse-DAT put-PASS-PTCP.PST saddle back-ILL
‘The horse has been saddled.’ (MSFOu 106: 193)

In (38), which is an intransitive clause, the dative-marked constituent jIn (38), which is an intransitive clause, the dative-marked constituent jIn (38), which is an intransitive clause, the dative-marked constituent ärgan järgan j
is bound to the adposition j5us and this construction corresponds syntactically 
to a postpositional phrase. The difference compared to (37) is that neither 
transitivity nor valence determines the function of the constituents and järgan 
j5us evidently has to be interpreted as a dative-governing PostpP.

(38) tam maggõ-n se järga-n j5us
(s)he.is sleep-PTCP.PST this ox-DAT at
‘(S)he slept with the ox.’ (MSFOu 106: 104)

I shall return to the question of the dative below. The point here is whether the 
dative-marked constituent is obligatory (38) or not (37) and what its syntactic 
head is. Basically, the word that follows the dative-marked constituent is 
functionally similar to any postposition as are many other body-part nouns in 
the Finnic languages (cf. Ojutkangas 2001).

As assumed by Alvre (1967: 173) there are, indeed, constructions such 
as (38) in which a noun in the dative case is undeniably a complement of 
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the PostpP. However, the dative case of the noun is not determined by the 
adposition at issue and jus(õ)5us(õ)5  (respectively jur(õ)5ur(õ)5  ‘to’) occurs more typically 
with a noun in the genitive (respectively genitive-nominative) like other 
postpositions, whereas dative-marking refl ects primarily other relations. 
Compared to the other prototypical Finnic PostpP construction types with a 
noun in the genitive, the dative-marked postpositional phrase is much less 
frequent and more marginal. I shall make some additional comments on this in 
section 4.6.2.2, after having fi rst dealt with the basic construction.

4.6.2.1xThe form of the complement: nominative vs. genitive

The starting point for and the end of the diachronic development represented 
in the Livonian postpositional phrase are the historically original [[N+ 
GEN] + Postp] and the synchronically frequent [N + [Ø [NOM] +] Postp]. A 
somewhat similar development can be observed in Estonian, in which the 
possible syncretism between nominative and genitive is sometimes seen in 
a similar way. Like Livonian, some noun types do not differentiate between 
the nominative and the genitive (39), which affects the interpretation of the 
postpositional phrase.

(39) Mees maga-s maja taga.
man sleep-IMPF.SG3 house(NOM-GEN(-ACC)) behind
‘The man was sleeping behind the house.’

In principle, the PostpP maja taga can be interpreted as both [[N + GEN] + 
Postp] and [N [NOM] + Postp], although other examples on the use show that 
the postposition taga regularly governs a noun in the genitive (cf. table 4.2). 
The merger of the two cases in Estonian is not as frequent as in Livonian, 
either. Moreover, infl ectional homonymy is not always limited to the merging 
of nominative and genitive(-accusative), but spreads eventually to other cases. 
What cases are involved in infl ectional homonymy depends on the stem type 
at issue. The importance of paradigmatic merging decreases in the syntactic 
context, because merged cases often lose their ambiguity because of other 
constituents and syntactic factors. In Standard Estonian newspaper texts only 
some 10–15% of syncretic forms remain ambiguous in their context, while 
others can be interpreted morphologically on the basis of syntactic rules 
concerning agreement, negative verb form, etc. (Riho Grünthal 2001, Viks 
1984). So, infl ectional homonymy is disambiguated in an attribute phrase such 
as (40) 
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(40) Ma otsin punas-t maja.
I search-SG1 red-PART house.
‘I am looking for a red house.’

Morphologically maja remains unchanged in the nominative, genitive and 
partitive. However, the case suffi x of the attribute punas-t determinates the punas-t determinates the punas-t
morphological interpretation of the head. The case agreement between the 
attribute and the noun suggests that maja in (40) is in the partitive.

In Livonian the genitive(-accusative) can be identical with the nominative 
only, while the oblique cases are not involved in the syncretism. The 
grammatical impact of merged forms is seen in sentences in which one would 
expect a genitive(-accusative) form on contextual grounds or on the evidence 
of other Finnic languages, such as the form of the attribute and the noun 
complement of the postpositional phrase. In (41) both the genitive attribute 
izand5and5  and the noun complement and and the noun complement and p5uoga of the PostpP display a form that is 
identical with the nominative.

(41) un siz se izand5and5   and  and iz5a kıt-iz ‰ıt-iz ‰
  and then this master(NOM-GEN(-ACC)) father say-IMPF.SG3
  se puoga  pjäl
  it son(NOM-GEN(-ACC)) (up)on

  ‘And then the master’s father said to that son/boy.’
  (MSFOu 106: 82)

The above example illustrates the most extreme consequences of infl ectional 
reduction. The argument structure and the distinction between grammatical 
relations are based solely on word order in such cases as the one above. Since 
the merger of the nominative and the genitive is rather widespread, sentences 
with the same structure as (41) are quite common.

In contrast to other Finnic languages the morphosyntax of postpositional 
phrases in Livonian shows systematic simplifi cation. However, in comparison 
to many other Finno-Ugric languages the fact that in Livonian a PostpP consists 
of a noun in the nominative(-genitive) and possibly an infl ected postposition is 
not very remarkable, because many of the Uralic languages actually do display 
the pattern [[N + Ø [NOM]] + [Postp + cx]] (Alhoniemi 1988: 28, Majtinskaja 
1982: 18–22). The frequence of the Finnic and Sámic prototypical pattern 
[[N + GEN] + [Postp + cx]] fades away gradually towards the more eastern 
Finno-Ugric languages. Mordvin, for instance, displays both patterns [N + Ø 
[NOM] + Postp], Erzya cuvto alo Vcuvto alo V tree-Ø under ‘under a tree’, and [[N + GEN] 
+ Postp]: vi7re-7nt' pa7nt' pa7 ckVckV  forest-ck forest-ck GEN.DEF through ‘through the forest’ (Bartens 
1999: 163–166, Erzyan' kel' 2000: 249–254, GMJa 378–381). Likewise, 
both morphosyntactic patterns occur in the Mari language (Alhoniemi 1985: 
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48–49), whereas a noun of a PostpP in any other case than the nominative in 
the Permic languages is exceptional (Bartens 2000: 298–300). The nominative 
is unmarked in all Finno-Ugric languages.

So far I have summarised the grounds on which earlier research on 
historical Finno-Ugric syntax maintained that postpositions were (later 
infl ected) former compound words (Ravila 1945: 319). The conclusion then 
was that adpositions must be a relatively young category in the Finno-Ugric 
languages. Nevertheless, as the Livonian data and evidence from other Finno-
Ugric languages, and modern typological studies also suggest, the low degree 
of infl ection or morphological reduction of the adpositional phrases do not 
verify the assumption that the lexical and grammatical category of adpositions 
is a secondary one and a result of recent innovation. Rather, the methodical 
constraints of etymology and sound history did not make it possible to draw 
any other conclusion about the historical state of affairs. As comparative 
typology and language universals show, adpositions are a very wide-spread 
category in the world’s languages. There is no indication that adpositions only 
belong to a certain stage in a language’s evolution.

Although Livonian has lost an affi xal genitive and in many noun types 
the paradigmatic distinction between the genitive and the nominative does not 
exist any more, this does not seem to be decisive in the PostpP, because the 
change seems to re-establish a construction that is common in other Finno-
Ugric languages. In comparison to those languages, Livonian uses other 
morphological categories, such as possessive suffi xes, marking of number 
of possessor and possessees much less, but the degree to which a given 
language displays infl ectional affi xes does not directly affect the structure of 
the PostpP.

However, as stated the merging of the genitive and the nominative 
infl uences the making of a distinction between many syntactic constituents, 
not only those of a PostpP, and generates a further need for maintaining the 
syntactic hierarchy between the constituents. This hypothetically increases the 
importance of the verb as a mechanism for separating nominal constituents 
and deserves further elaboration. The dominating role of the predicate and the 
subject is best illustrated by a sentence in which the number of constituents is 
minimal (42).

(42) siz lıb‰ıb‰ kur 5e jusõ5usõ5
then is devil at-INESS
‘The devil will be present, then.’ (MSFOu 106: 71)

Here, the subject (kur 5e) is located on the right of the verb, although it should 
normally be posited on the left. The construction kure j5e j5 usõ5usõ5  is identical with a 
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postpositional phrase consisting of a noun and postposition (“with the devil”, 
“at the devil’s place”). However, in this example kur 5e has to be interpreted as 5  has to be interpreted as 5
the subject of the clause, because otherwise there would be no subject. This 
eliminates the possibility of interpreting kure j5e j5 usõ5usõ5  as a PostpP and shows the 
primacy of the subject with respect to adverbial constituents. That kur 5e is the 
subject is indicated by the context, as well. So the postposition-like particle 
jusõ must be analysed as an adverb and complement of the verb.

Interpretation of the constituents depends on their mutual hierarchy 
even if the number of constituents increases (43). If the valency of the verb 
demands both subject and object, the adjacent constituent that otherwise could 
be interpreted as a postposition (käddõ) must be analysed as an adverb.

(43) las ta an-dag5an-dag5   an-dag  an-dag sie bumb käddõ tämmõ-n
let (s)he give-IMP this ball hand.ILL (s)he-DAT
‘Let her/him give the ball to her/him.’ (MSFOu 106: 62)

Because bumb is the object of the clause, it cannot be interpreted as noun 
complement of a PostpP (bumb käddõ), which would otherwise be quite 
possible as in (44).

(44) tam andõ-n jõm5a käddõ nänt rontõ-d5ontõ-d5
(s)he.is give-PTCP.PST mother hand.ILL they.GEN letter-PL
‘(S)he has given the letter to the mother.’ (MSFOu 106: 95)

As with the corresponding body-part noun käsi ‘hand’ in Estonian and Finnish 
and Mordvin, Livonian keiVzkeizkei  ‘hand’ is commonly used as postposition (Erzyan' V  ‘hand’ is commonly used as postposition (Erzyan' Vz ‘hand’ is commonly used as postposition (Erzyan' z
kel' 2000: 249–254, Ojutkangas 2000, 2001: 83–188, Wälchli 2000: 217–
218).

Example (42) above illustrated a sentence with a minimal number of 
constituents, which affected the interpretation of the construction kure j5e j5 usõ5usõ5 . 
(45) provides an example with more constituents that leads to a different 
interpretation of the grammatical relations. As a consequence the corresponding 
construction kure j5e j5 urõ5urõ5  gets another interpretation, too, and becomes a PostpP.

(45) ne adtõ ljä-nõdlä-nõdl teg‰ıVz sie kur 5e jurõ5urõ5
they are go--PTCP.PST back this devil to
‘They have gone back to the devil.’ (MSFOu 106: 72)

In (45) the subject of the sentence is ne and the PostpP kure j5e j5 urõ5urõ5  is an adverbial 
complement of the verb. Likewise the syntactic hierarchy between clause 
constituents is seen in the interpretation of the attribute phrases and the kind 
of construction. In the most extreme cases the distinctions between clause 
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constituents are based only on word order and their “invisible” interdependence. 
In (46), for instance, in principle, two interpretations are possible:

(46) siz ailõ-b k5ezarkezark frintsess jurõ5urõ5
then rush-SG3 emperor princess to
a. ‘Then the emperor rushes to the princess.’
b. ‘Then the emperor’s princess rushes there.’ (MSFOu 106: 147)

This example shows the consequences to which morphological loss can 
lead. No overt segmental marker is used for relating the two nominals to one 
another and the word order is crucial. The juxtaposition of the two nouns 
does not differ from compounding or the simple contiguity of two nouns. 
The correctness of the two alternatives depends on the interpretation of the 
syntagm kezar frintsesskezar frintsessk5ezar frintsess5  and, more precisely, whether k5ezar kezar k is the subject and 
frintsess the noun complement of a PostpP, or whether kezar frintsesskezar frintsessk5ezar frintsess5  is an 
attribute phrase.

In this case the context is decisive for the grammatical interpretation 
of the constituents, and shows that alternative b. is the correct one, since the 
attribute phrase (kezar frintsesskezar frintsessk5ezar frintsess5 ) is one of the repeated topics. So, jurõ5urõ5  is an 
adverb as is jusõ5usõ5  in (42) above. Similarly, any interpretation of the adverbial 
constituent, whether it is a postposition or an adverb, must take a noun in the 
dative into consideration. Most likely, the loss of the genitive(-accusative) 
suffi x of the PostpP noun complement has pushed the language towards 
distinguishing clause constituents by other means. This is concretely illustrated 
in the syntactic dependency of the dative-marked constituent, which will be the 
subject of the next section.

4.6.2.2xThe form of the complement: dative

The previous section demonstrated that although the Livonian PostpP is, in 
principle, identical with the prototypical Finnic PostpP [[N + GEN] + Postp], 
the widespread merging of the genitive(-accusative) and the nominative forms 
affects the interpretation of various clause constituents. It has been shown that 
the paradigmatic status of the genitive(-accusative) is not always refl ected in a 
syntactic context. It was also stated that the nominative-genitive(-accusative) 
syncretism has obvious consequences for grammatical interrelations between 
various syntactic constituents. The ambiguity arising from reduced affi xal 
marking affects the syntactic dependence of both the noun and adposition of 
the potential PostpP.

However, this ambivalence is not limited to constituents marked by the 
genitive(-accusative) and its syncretism with the nominative. Although the 
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dative is regularly marked with a suffi x (-n), the role of the dative-marked 
constituent depends in many ways on similar considerations that have been 
discussed above. The problems concerning the interpretation of a dative-
marked constituent were introduced at the beginning of section 4.6.2 in 
examples (36), (37) and (38). The complexity in identifying the relationships 
of (dative-)marked or unmarked constituents shows how dominant the role of 
the verb is in Livonian syntax.

The dative-marked constituents are in some cases (see example (38) 
above) undeniably constituents of a PostpP. However, there is no indication 
that any of the Livonian postpositions are regularly dative-governing, although 
it has been suggested (Halling 1993: 37, Wälchli 2001: 430–432) that the 
dative is very commonly used with postpositions. Posti (1942: 73) made a 
passing remark that the postposition sizal ‘in, inside’ requires a preceding noun sizal ‘in, inside’ requires a preceding noun sizal
to be in the dative, but he did not elaborate his observation with a syntactic 
analysis. In fact, his claim is incorrect, because there are many examples in 
which sizal follows a noun in the genitive. In general, the hypothesis that the sizal follows a noun in the genitive. In general, the hypothesis that the sizal
dative is commonly used in connection with postpositions seems to be based 
on insuffi cient evidence. It appears that the dative-like affi x -n in constructions 
such as loda-n allõ5oda-n allõ5  table-DAT under ‘(to) under the table’ is not an analogical 
dative but an old genitive(-accusative) ending. 

The unstable relationship in dative-marking and genitive-marking of a 
noun complement of a PostpP is illustrated by the position of the word vastõ
in (47).

(47) ni tun-nõd ama-d5a-d5 rous-t tämmõn vastõ
now come-PTCP.PST all-PL people-PL (s)he-DAT towards
‘Now all the people [have] come to meet her/him.’
(MSFOu 106: 139)

In addition to the argument structure this example (as in (42) above) illustrates 
those word order permutations which are characteristic of Finnic and other 
Finno-Ugric languages. The subject (amad roust5ad roust5 ) should normally be placed 
on the left of the verb, but in this example it has shifted to the right to become 
new or rhematic information.

Given that a dative-marked constituent may occur in a PostpP, two 
alternative interpretations should be given for (47). Either, vastõ can be 
accounted for as an adverb (tunnõd – – vastõ), or one may assume that it 
belongs to a PostpP (tämmõn vastõ). Presupposing that the Livonian dative 
originates from the Finnic genitive -n (Wälchli 2000: 214–215, 2001: 430–432), 
which I consider, in principle, a correct hypothesis (cf. Inaba’s (2000a, 2000b) 
convincing analysis of the genitive(-accusative) in Old Literary Finnish), it 
would appear that vastõ belongs to a PostpP. However, this interpretation is 
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confronted with syntactic functions of the dative that will be elaborated on in 
more detail in section 4.6.2.3. Given the semantic roles characteristic of the 
dative, tämmõn turns out to be the nominal clause argument next to a subject 
in an intransitive clause. It commonly marks the patient/experiencer of the 
clause. So, the assumption that tämmõn marks the experiencer and not the noun 
complement of a PostpP appears to be correct and a more exact translation 
would therefore be ‘(s)he has met many people’ (!). As is often the case, things 
are more complicated than this, as will be shown in the next section and by the 
parallel examples that will be introduced for (47).

4.6.2.3xDative and adverb

Problems with interpreting and illustrating (45) cannot be solved on the evidence 
of one individual sentence alone. Because no postposition automatically 
triggers the dative, for the most part it does not have grammatically decisive 
importance in the PostpP in Livonian. The following description merely aims 
at pointing out various functions that the dative and PostpP are involved in. 
The morphosyntactic ambiguity of the PostpP and the interpretation of the 
dative-marked constituent appears in a different light when compared to a 
corresponding construction. In (48) the same lexical item vastõ occurs as an 
unambiguous postposition.

(48) ni se ve„lınai‰ınai‰ tu-nd täm vastõ
now this brotherwife come-PTCP.PST (s)he.GEN(-ACC) towards
‘Now the sister-in-law has come to meet her/him.’
(MSFOu 106: 139)

Compared to (47), the grammatical relations in (48) are unambiguous and täm 
vastõ is a PostpP, since the two units are juxtaposed and cannot be separated 
from one another. The noun (täm) cannot be omitted without making the 
sentence grammatically elliptic, whereas in (47) the position of tämmõn is not 
as fi xed.

The more ambiguous relationship between a PostpP and a nominal 
argument preceding an adverb is further evidenced in connection with other 
postpositional elements, such as tag5an in the next examples. The structure 
of (49) corresponds to a prototypical PostpP with a noun in the genitive: uks
‘door’ does not make any infl ectional distinction between the two, nominative 
and genitive(-accusative). Examples (50) and (51) shed additional light on the 
syntactic use of the dative.
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(49) mikVsmiksmik sa va,nk„lõ-dnklõ-dnk uks tag5an
why you look-SG2 door behind
‘Why are you looking behind the door’? (MSFOu 106: 141–142)

(50) kur 5e um – – ailõn teg‰ıVz näntõ-n tag5an
devil is – – run-PTCP.PST again they-DAT behind
‘The devil has been running after them again.’ (~ ‘following them’)
(MSFOu 106: 73)

(51) täm5a um ljä-ndlä-ndl   ä-nd  ä-nd järga-n tag5an  surõ-z5urõ-z5 mõizõ-z
(s)he is go-PTCP.PST ox-DAT behind big-ILL manor-ILL
‘(S)he has gone to a big manor after the ox.’

  (~ ‘(S)he has gone to a big manor to fetch the ox’.)
(MSFOu 106: 104)

The two latter sentences, (50) and (51), are involved with other grammatical 
aspects, too, namely verb semantics and the use of tag5an as a verb particle. 
The Finnish translation (‘härän perässä’) published in the original print (1953 
= MSFOu 106) assumes a concrete spatial relation of the dative-marked 
constituent and the following particle and, consequentely, interpretes järgan 
tag5an as a PostpP ‘behind the ox’. This, however, appears to be wrong, 
because tag5an is used as a verb particle as in many other adverbs in Livonian 
and the geographically adjacent languages, Estonian, Latvian, Lithuanian and 
historically German (cf. Wälchli 2001: 413–430). The way Kettunen (1938: 
406) translates a corresponding structure refl ects more accurately the meaning 
of the sentence: poiskist vopoiskist vopoiVskist voV „lttõ ibis tag„lttõ ibis tag„ an mõts5an mõts5 5as ‘die Knaben holten das Pferd 
aus dem Walde’. The semantic alternation ‘follow, go after; fetch’ is similarly 
based on the cooperation of a verb, and a verbal prefi x in other languages 
shares these characteristics, cf. German nachholen, nachgehen, Russian id-ti 
za knigoi go-INF after book ‘fetch a book’ and Estonian järele minema ‘go 
after, follow; fetch’. 

The use of the same particles as adpositions and verb particles may 
occasionally lead to expressions in which two particles follow one another as 
in Estonian. In (52) the adjacency of an Estonian PostpP selle üle and a verb 
construction järele mõtlema determines the semantic roles.

(52) Ma hakka-n otsekohe selle üle järe-le mõtle-ma.
I begin-SG1 at once this.GEN over after-ALL think-INF
‘I shall begin to consider it at once.’
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The fi rst of the particles üle is a postposition that in more concrete spatial 
expressions is used as a preposition (üle tänava ‘over the street’). The latter 
(järele(järele( ) is used as a verb particle but may occur as a postposition in another 
context.

The ambiguity in Livonian, such as in the examples (47), (50) and (51), 
is caused by the fact that a dative-marked noun often precedes an adverb that 
in a more spefi cic context is a postposition just like in the Estonian example 
(52) above. The following two examples open up some additional relevant 
viewpoints on the functions of the dative.

(53) tam pa-nd  pa-nd  pa-nd se lapsõn i„l pjä
(s)he.is put-PTCP.PST it child-DAT over head(NOM-GEN(-ACC))
(S)he has put it [the stone] over the child’s head.’
(MSFOu 106: 126)

This transitive clause (53) includes the core arguments and an obligatory 
adverbial, namely the PrepP (i„lp„lp„ jä). The word il' occurs both as an adverb and il' occurs both as an adverb and il'
a preposition (Halling 1999), but unlike its cognate word in Finnish (ylia preposition (Halling 1999), but unlike its cognate word in Finnish (ylia preposition (Halling 1999), but unlike its cognate word in Finnish (  : yli 
tien ~ tien yli ‘over the street’), only as a preposition in Livonian. The subject 
(ta[m]) and the object (se) are unmarked, the dative-marked constituent lapsõn
is an adverbial argument. The hierarchy of the constituents is refl ected in their 
mutual order (subject (tam) < object (se) < adverbial 1 (i„lp„lp„ jä) < adverbial 2 
(lapsõn)), although it must be noted that lapsõn is the only constituent in this 
particular example that can be omitted.

The mobility of the dative-marked constituent is better seen in clauses in 
which the adverb is separated from adpositional elements. This test proves that 
the dative-marked constituent does not as a rule belong to a PostpP, because no 
free word can be placed between the noun and the postposition. In (54) there 
are many constituents between the dative-marked sinnõn and the adverb vastõ
(cf. (47) and (48) above).

(54) ta lıb‰ıb‰   teVztezte sinnõn s jäl läbu-d5u-d5
(s)he be(FUT)-SG3 again you-DAT there window-PL
pjäl vastõ
upon towards
‘(S)he will be at the window to meet you again.’
(MSFOu 106: 146)

Hence, the conclusion that can be drawn on the evidence of (54) is that because 
the dative-marked constituent (sinnõn) and the adpositional word (vastõ) may 
be detached from one another, they are arguments of a verb phrase and do not 
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form a PostpP. The data discussed (48–54) also justifi es the way in which (47) 
has been interpreted.

The above analysis suggests that if a dative-marked noun precedes an 
adpositional element, the constituents are, as a rule, both dependents of the 
verb, although individual exceptions do occur as in (38) above. The analysis of 
the dative can be compared to Estonian, in which the exterior local cases have 
been infl uenced by semantic change, especially the adessive. The exterior local 
cases display spatial relations to a very limited extent, whereas the expression 
of various possessive relations is more common. As a result, the adessive has 
tended to become a general marker of the experiencer (Huumo 1997b: 88–90, 
Matsumura 1994, 1996a, Zsuzsanna Oinas 1993: 537–542). However, it was 
stressed above that in certain cases like (38) the use of the dative cannot be 
explained through verb semantics and the syntactically dominating role of 
the verb. This is most transparent in neutral adverbial clauses such as (55), in 
which the PostpP indicates a concrete location. 

(55) m jõk um võ-nd näntõ-n vail5ail5
sword is be-PTCP.PST they-DAT between
‘The sword was between them.’ (MSFOu 106: 140)

This parallel verifi es the assumption that in (38) järgan j 5us is a PostpP. The 
sentence would lose its coherence if any of the two constituents were removed, 
just as in the case of näntõn vail5ail5  in (55). The adpositional phrase is clearly ail in (55). The adpositional phrase is clearly ail
exocentric in these examples as it often is, and the phrase becomes elliptic if 
näntõn is omitted. 

It has been established that fi rst, as a rule Livonian postpositions follow a 
noun in the genitive, although the paradigmatic distinction between the genitive 
and the nominative is often not attestable in a syntactic context. Second, 
although basically the dative-marked constituents are adverbial arguments, 
they may occasionally belong to a PostpP. The morphosyntactic pattern of 
the Livonian PostpP is ambiguous in the sense that besides the prototypical 
genitive-governing structure some dative-governing constructions occur as 
well.

Three different patterns are applied in the Livonian PostpP: 1. The 
PostpP displays an uninfl ected noun (the merger of the nominative and the 
genitive-accusative). 2. The PostpP displays a noun in the genitive. 3. The 
PostpP displays a noun in the dative. Because the nominative and the genitive 
are distinguished only in certain noun types and never in the plural, one may 
conclude that the fi rst type is the prevailing one, whereas the third is only 
marginal. Consequently, a notable syntactic change seems to be taking place 
in the Livonian PostpP. Since Livonian is on the verge of extinction, any 
predictions about future development may appear as irrelevant or incorrect.
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4.6.3xGrammatical heads and morphosyntactic change

Having outlined the characteristics of the Livonian postpositional phrase I shall 
now return to some more general aspects, and the diachronic processes that are 
represented in the divergence between the Livonian PostpP and corresponding 
constructions in other Finnic languages. Before drawing fi nal conclusions 
on the Finnic adpositional phrase, I shall proceed with a brief account of the 
relationship between the constituents of the Livonian PostpP and the question 
of grammatical heads.

The grammatical hierarchy of the prototypical Finnic PostpP is bicuspid, 
because the noun is syntactically a complement of the adposition, which thus is 
the syntactic head. The key question is: how do the loss of infl ectional affi xes 
and the subsequent increase of structural complexity affect the relationship 
between the constituents of PostpP? Does phonological reduction affect the 
status of the syntactic head, does Givón’s ”cognitive complexity” remain 
unaffected and does structural complexity simply disappear?

The following considerations are mainly based on papers published in 
Corbett et al. (1993) continuing a discussion initiated by Zwicky (1985, 1993) 
and Nichols (1986). Although the traditional generative concept assumed a 
single head for the noun phrase, the noun (Payne 1993: 114), the concept 
of head has been split according to diverse criteria for describing syntactic 
hierarchy that lead us to an assumption of many heads. 

This is illustratively seen in the prototypical Finnic PostpP in which the 
functional and syntactic heads do not coincide. The noun in the genitive(-
accusative) is a modifi er and a syntactic complement, but also the functional 
head. The postposition, infl ected or not, is the morphosyntactic locus and the 
core argument of the PostpP. It is obligatory, lexical, and characteristic of the 
construction and selects other items, and thus corresponds formally to the 
requirements of a syntactic head (Bauer 1994: 9). Moreover, in most cases 
the postposition shows properties identical to the PostpP as a whole and is 
endocentric to a certain extent. The morphosyntactic information of the phrase 
is most typically expressed in the infl ectional form of the adposition as in 
Finnish (56). 

(56) talo-n   ede-ssä
house-GEN front-INESS
‘in front of the house’

One of the key criteria for the identifi cation of a syntactic head is the 
distinguishing of the morphosyntactic locus (edessä), the constituent that is 
decisive to the relationship between the construction and other syntactic units. 
Zwicky’s (1985: 10, 16–18) conclusion that the morphosyntactic locus should 
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be identifi ed as the syntactic head of the construction is generally accepted. 
Another subject that is especially important from the semantic viewpoint 
is the functor of the clause, the semantic argument (Zwicky 1985, 1993). 
Distinguishing between these properties is not always clear-cut and it may 
occur that in some cases the properties of the head appear to be shared between 
different elements. In Russian numeral expressions, for instance, the head-like 
characteristics, such as the morphosyntactic realisation of grammatical gender, 
are distributed between the numeral and the noun (Corbett 1993). Moreover, it 
is evident that what in one language may be marked within a construction may 
be signalled with a complement in another (Vincent 1993: 153). Semantically, 
modifi ers, such as the nouns in a postpositional phrase, are functors in Zwicky’s 
(1993) terminology, while arguments, such as the postpositions, are obligatory 
within the constructions.

The consequence of such conclusions as this is that other postpositions 
have to be interpreted as syntactic heads, too. Regardless of the degree to 
which they display infl ectional elements they do contain the morphosyntactic 
locus and are decisive for the construction. Thus, words that do not display 
productive morphological rules or show traces of earlier infl ection are the 
morphosyntactic locus of the clause in a similar fashion to the Finnish yli in 
example (57). 

(57) talo-n   yli
house-GEN over
‘over the house’

Distinguishing between functional and syntactic heads cannot be mechanically 
based on the infl ectional form either, because the noun and the adposition may 
share the same infl ectional properties. So, in Finnish and Estonian, for instance, 
there are some postpositions, albeit not very typical, that require a noun in one 
of the local cases. Penttilä (1963: 278–279) notes that the elative case ending 
is common in postpositions that indicate spatial relations as in (58).

(58) Talo-sta  eteenpäin men-tä-es-sä tul-laan
house-ELAT further go-PASS-INF-INESS come-PASS
järve-n  ranta-an.
lake-GEN  shore-ILL
‘After the house we come to the shore of the lake.’

However, he correctly adds that most elative-governing postpositions actually 
have not completely reached the status of a postposition, yet, because they 
may take additional complement. In this particular case the classifi cation of 
eteenpäin as a postposition is ambiguous, because quantifi ers, such as viisi 
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kilometriä ‘fi ve kilometers’ and kilometriä ‘fi ve kilometers’ and kilometriä vähän ‘a little’, can be added between the 
two constituents. This suggests that eteenpäin, in the strictest sense, is not a 
postposition. A more appropriate example of an elative-governing PostpP in 
Estonian is presented in (59).

(59) Suve-st saadik pole  te-da  näi-nud.
summer-ELAT since NEG  her/him-PART see-PTCP.PST

  ‘I haven’t seen her/him since the summer.’ (EKSS V: 253)

In general, it is characteristic of the modifi er to take additional complements, 
such as an adjective or genitive attribute, or a determiner, but even in those 
cases the relationship between the functor and the syntactic head remains 
unchanged. The Finnish attribute phrase sen punaisen talon illustrates this in 
(60).

(60) se-n punaise-n talo-n ede-ssä
it-GEN red-GEN house-GEN front-INESS
‘in front of the red house’

Both the determiner (sen) and the adjective attribute (punaisen) and the adjective attribute (punaisen) and the adjective attribute ( ) agree in case 
with the noun (talon). The relationship between the determiner (sen) and the 
functor, the attributal phrase (punaisen talonfunctor, the attributal phrase (punaisen talonfunctor, the attributal phrase ( ), is more complex, because any 
of the two can be deleted without corrupting the structure of the postpositional 
phrase.

The syntactic dominance of the postposition is so evident that in clauses 
with numerous complements and more complex syntactic cross-references it 
is the postposition that does not have to be repeated. Similarly, ellipsis of the 
syntactic head, which makes extensive use of head-removing operations, is 
very frequent in Russian (Nichols 1993: 167–171). The fact that the adposition 
need not be repeated after all nouns raises the question of how correct it is to 
describe the noun as optional, although it is the modifi er and not the argument 
(cf. Zwicky 1993: 295–296). Although the postposition is the syntactic head, 
the noun complement turns out to be obligatory as well. 

It is most typical for the infl ectional form of the noun, the semantic 
argument, to show its syntactic dependence on the postposition by case 
marking in the Finnic PostpP. The other end of the continuum is represented 
by the Livonian PostpP, which may even consist of a completely unmarked 
noun and postposition. The questions that arise from the changes in Livonian 
morphology is whether and how it affects the semantic and syntactic argument 
structure. 
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The analysed data indicates clearly that the syntactic change strongly 
affects the noun complement of the PostpP, whereas the postposition maintains 
its morphosyntactic locus even if it does not display productive case suffi xes. 
This is illustrated in (61) and by many examples in the previous sections.

(61) täm5a lek-Vs leb n‰ın tar5a e7nt'7nt'7 Vsnt'snt' järga j5ur
(s)he go-IMPF.SG3 through town park own ox to
‘(S)he went through the town park to her/his own ox.’ 
(MSFOu 106: 111)

Neither of the two words in the PostpP järga j5ur displays infl ectional elements. ur displays infl ectional elements. ur
The noun (järga) does not distinguish between nominative and genitive(-
accusative) which would otherwise render it an explicit syntactic modifi er. 
However, there is no indication that the morphosyntactic locus would be 
removed from the adposition that ultimately does not have morphological 
indicia connected with its syntactic status, either. It is obvious that the 
reduction, in other respects actively involved in the Livonian PostpP, does not 
affect the role of the syntactic and functional heads.

The relationship between the noun and adposition is clear, because as a 
rule they do not exhibit the same grammatical categories. So, the constituent 
order seems to be more decisive for the question of functional and syntactic 
heads than for the infl ectional categories displayed. The genitive(-accusative) 
form of the noun of a prototypical Finnic PostpP makes it easy to identify the 
head and the complement, but is not as decisive as the syntactic and semantic 
liaisons with which the postposition is involved.

It is interesting to note that in Livonian the morphosyntactic function of 
the constituents has occasionally been strengthened by other changes. The 
postpositions indicating such spatial relations as ‘(up)on’ (ppostpositions indicating such spatial relations as ‘(up)on’ (ppostpositions indicating such spatial relations as ‘(up)on’ ( jä-lõ (to), pjä-l (at), ä-l (at), ä-l
pjä-ldõ (from)), for instance, have been strengthened by productive elements, 
and an analogical illative (pand an analogical illative (pand an analogical illative ( jä-lõ-z) and elative (p) and elative (p) and elative ( jä-ldõ-st) suffi x have been 
attached to distinguish them from the earlier adessive (pattached to distinguish them from the earlier adessive (pattached to distinguish them from the earlier adessive ( jäl(õ)) and ablative 
(Kettunen 1938: 325). The duplicating of affi xal elements emphasises the role 
of the adposition as the morphosyntactic locus. 

The role of the postposition as the morphosyntactic locus appears to 
be one of the reasons why this category is not easily affected by the various 
changes that otherwise have a great infl uence on the language. It also reveals 
one further reason why Livonian is quite resistant to prepositions and mainly 
employs postpositions like other Finnic languages.
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4.7xThe morphosyntax of adpositional phrases in comparison to 
case inflection

This lengthy chapter has mainly concentrated on various aspects concerning the 
morphosyntax of the Finnic adpositional phrase. The last aspect remaining to 
be discussed concerns the form of the noun complement and its importance for 
morphology. Prepositions do not have any special importance in this section, 
because their syntactic position differs so fundamentally from postpositions 
and case endings. So, the discussion that follows will concentrate on the 
relationship between the latter two.

The hypothesis to be discussed is that regardless of the interaction 
between the noun complement of a PostpP and other constituents, the identical 
constituent order in a NP consisting either of a noun and a postposition or of 
a noun and a case ending opens up a considerable area for the analysis of the 
evolution of noun morphology. The evidence of the Estonian NP suggests 
that contrasting postpositions with case endings reveals an integrating 
morphosyntactic synchronic mechanism and not only the historical processes 
of suffi xing postpositions. The loss of the suffi xal genitive(-accusative) has led 
to a situation in which there is no segmental constituent between the word stem 
and the case suffi x or the postposition in which the morphosyntactic locus is 
located. However, instead of adapting the word-fi nal element, Estonian seems 
to be decreasing morphophonological alternation by adapting the word-initial 
sequence, the word stem, into productive morphological rules.

The diachronic relation between postpositions and case endings is 
obvious. If postpositions easily become suffi xed case endings as indicated 
by many languages and observed by many linguist generations, then they 
probably must share some high-ranking properties. The adjacency and 
exclusion of additional free morphemes between the noun and the postposition 
(enclitic and possessive suffi xes are allowed if they occur in a particular Finnic 
language) underlines the density between the constituents of the PostpP. This 
feature resembles the attaching of a case suffi x to a word stem and obviously 
increases suffi xing preference. 

In the most integrated type of noun phrase, as the Estonian example 
indicates (for details see below), the case endings and adpositions are 
syntactically completely compatible, the morphosyntactic pattern of oblique 
cases and postpositional phrases being [N + GEN] + [cx/Postp]], while 
segrating languages such as Finnish with its affi xal genitive display two 
patterns: [N + cx] for case infl ection (note the role of consonant gradation 
and other morphophonological alternations) and [[N + GEN] + Postp] for 
postpositional phrases. In Estonian the case suffi x is attached to the genitive 
form of the noun in all the oblique cases in both singular and plural. It must be 
noted that in Standard Estonian the singular (pikknoted that in Standard Estonian the singular (pikknoted that in Standard Estonian the singular (  : pikk : pikk pika ‘long’, sõber :  sõber :  sõber sõbra
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‘friend’ [NOM : GEN]) and plural genitive (pikka-de]) and plural genitive (pikka-de]) and plural genitive (  long-PL.GEN, sõpra-de
friend-PL.GEN) have different stems, because the plural genitive is, in general, 
formed by means of the singular partitive stem (pikkaformed by means of the singular partitive stem (pikkaformed by means of the singular partitive stem (  long-PART, sõpra friend-
PART) (Remes 1983: 58–65). However, this is of only minor importance for 
the integration that takes place between noun infl ection and postpositional 
phrases, because in both cases the genitive is its basic form. The tendency to 
use the genitive stem as the unmarked one is also illustrated in Estonian place 
names that often occur as syntactically elliptic proper nouns formally in the 
genitive case (Kallasmaa 2000, Kettunen 1955, Pall 1969–1977).

What is important in this discussion is that in other Finnic languages the 
two constructions referred to above are not syntactically compatible, whereas 
in Estonian their morphosyntactic pattern is more uniform. This is illustrated 
in the inessive form of kirikus in (62) and the postpositional phrase kiriku sees 
in (63).

(62) Ta tööta-s kiriku-s.
(s)he work-IMPF.SG3 church[.GEN]-INESS
‘(S)he worked in/for the church.’

(63) Ta tööta-s kiriku sees.
(s)he work-IMPF.SG3 church.GEN inside
‘(S)he worked in(side) the church.’

It must be noted that the postposition sees actually includes one additional 
element, the inessive case ending -s, but this does not affect the morphosyntactic 
relationship between the two constructions with respect to the noun kirik-u. 
The concrete spatiality as in (60) can be reinforced as in (61) by including both 
the case suffi x and the postposition in the sentence. However, the syntactic 
status of sees is different, and in (61) it is an adverb that can be omitted without 
changing the grammatical relations and making the sentence impossible.

(64) Ta tööta-s kiriku-s sees.
(s)he work-IMPF.SG3 church[.GEN]-INESS inside
‘(S)he worked in(side) the church.’

The semantic difference between (59) and (61) is thus refl ected in the difference 
in syntactic structure. However, the point here is the morphosyntactic similarity 
between (59) and (60). Consequently, two different diachronic strategies 
illustrate the morphosyntactic relationship between Finnic case infl ection 
and the PostpP. In table 4.9 these are termed integrating and segregating and segregating and
strategies.
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Table 4.9. The noun stem as a constituent of the infl ected oblique 
case forms and postpositional phrase.

segregation
1. [N + cx] Finnish, Vote, Veps 

(Livonian)2. [[N + GEN] + Postp]

integration
1. [[N + GEN] + cx [obl]]

Estonian (Livonian)
2. [[N + GEN] + Postp]

The integration of case infl ection and postpositional phrases is mainly 
characteristic of Estonian. The Estonian genitive appears to be the unmarked 
case in the sense that the genitive is the general basis for the formation of oblique 
cases. Table 4.10 demonstrates the similarity between the morphosyntactic 
pattern of infl ected local cases and postpositional phrases in Estonian.

Table 4.10. Morphosyntactic integration between infl ected local case 
forms and postpositional phrases in Estonian.

laud ‘table’ laud ‘table’ laud + cx

laud + Postp (sisse ‘into’, sees
‘inside’, seest ‘(from) inside’, seest ‘(from) inside’, seest
peale ‘on (to)’, peal ‘upon’, peal ‘upon’, peal
pealt ‘(from) upon’)pealt ‘(from) upon’)pealt

singular plural singular plural

GEN laua lauda-de

ILL lauda lauda-de-sse laua sisse lauda-de sisse

INESS laua-s lauda-de-s laua sees lauda-de sees

ELAT laua-st lauda-de-st laua seest lauda-de seest

ALL laua-le lauda-de-le laua peale lauda-de peale

ADESS laua-l lauda-de-l laua peal lauda-de peal

ABL laua-lt lauda-de-lt laua pealt lauda-de pealt
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The illative singular lauda is the only form that diverges from the 
morphologically uniform paradigm. However, there are some considerable 
differences between different infl ection types that affect the relationship 
between the illative singular and other cases, because some nouns and 
adjectives do not display a “short” illative corresponding to lauda at all. 
Instead of a a fl exive form they have a suffi xal form, for instance the word 
terav ‘sharp’ : terava-sse sharp[.GEN]-ILL. 

The diachronic development of the oblique case forms and postpositional 
phrases does not affect the morphosyntactic realisation of the relational marker 
(case suffi x or postposition) only, but has considerable signifi cance for the 
morphological nature of the word itself. This integration may be characterised 
as predominantly a morphological process, initially launched by phonological 
reduction. More generally speaking, this process is very natural, because it 
decreases superfl uous allomorphism and increases regularity. This conclusion 
supports Ehala’s (1998) presumption that Estonian morphology will undergo a 
considerable simplifi cation in the future. Although here this claim is based on 
the similarities between case infl ection and postpositional phrases it obviously 
does not imply a general integration of relational marking as much as the 
systematisation of noun infl ection. The loss of the genitive suffi x just happens 
to be involved in both processes.

Other Finnic languages seem to be more resilient to the kind of 
morphological restructuration that is going on in Estonian. Vote shares many 
morphological innovations with Estonian but displays the Finnish type of 
noun infl ection and segregating system in relational marking. Livonian 
represents a mixed type, partly because noun infl ection is strongly blurred 
by the widespread merger of the nominative and genitive(-accusative), 
and complicated morphonological alternation that affects both the vowels 
and consonants of all affi xal case forms. Given the extensive merger of the 
nominative and genitive in Livonian as described in section 4.6.2, Livonian 
often shows a similar integration as Estonian but based more on the reinforcing 
of the nominative than the extension of the genitive. The displayed pattern is 
frequently (always in the plural) [N + cx/Postp], while the older pattern [N + 
cx] / [[N + GEN] + Postp] is still attested in the singular.

The difference in the manner in which the Finnic languages integrate the 
PostpP with morphological rules is illustratively seen in the way possessive 
relations are encoded. Estonian and Livonian do not have any possessive 
suffi xes at all except for lexicalised forms, whereas Finnish and Veps do. In 
Vote, possessive suffi xes are only reported in folk songs (Laanest 1982: 181–
185). Although Finnic possessive marking as a whole is simpler compared 
to the genetically more remote Finno-Ugric languages (Riho Grünthal 
2000: 44–46), the existence of possessive suffi xes in particular affects the 
morphosyntax of postpositional phrases. The lack of possessive suffi xes brings 
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the postpositional phrases closer with case infl ection. The segregating Finnic 
languages may add a possessive suffi x between noun and adposition, whereas 
the integrative type (Estonian, Livonian) does not share this capacity.

In Estonian and Livonian the indication of the subject in possessive 
constructions is based on the use of an obligatory pronominal marker. The 
position of the pronoun is the same in the PostpP sinu laua all in (65) as in sinu laua all in (65) as in sinu laua all
infl ected case form sinu laual in (66). 

(65) Raamat on sinu laua all.
book is you.GEN table.GEN under
‘The book is under your table.’

(66) Raamat on sinu laua-l.
book is you.GEN table[.GEN]-ADESS
‘The book is on your table.’

Integration is obvious since both constructions display the same morpheme 
order: [Pron [Poss] + [N + cx/Postp]]. Standard Finnish, in turn, always 
attaches the possessive suffi x to the noun, which is the semantic head as 
indicated by the corresponding constructions (67) and (68).

(67) Kirja on (sinu-n) pöytä-si alla.
book is (you-GEN) table-(GEN.)SG2 under
‘The book is under your table.’

(68) Kirja on (sinu-n) pöydä-llä-si.
book is (you-GEN) table-ADESS-SG2
‘The book is on your table.’

Colloquial Finnish has not been discussed in this work. Suffi ce it to note that it 
shares many reductional characteristics with the more eroded Finnic varieties 
such as Estonian. One of them is the loss of suffi xally marked possessive 
constructions as in (69) and (70) below. The latter example represents exactly 
the same construction as in Estonian (66) above.

(69) Kirja on su-n pöydä-llä-s.
book is you-GEN table-ADESS-SG2
‘The book is on your table.’

(70) (Se) kirja on su-n pöydällä.
(it) book is you-GEN table-ADESS
‘The book is on your table.’
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Although possessive constructions seem to support the integration hypothesis 
and increase systemacy it is probable that morphosyntactic uniformity between 
case infl ection and postpositional phrases is rather a result than a motivation for 
the illustrated process. The frequently reported need for therapeutic syntactic 
means for replacing phonological erosion and morphological loss seems to be 
important here, too. The attrition of infl ectional suffi xes was so intensive that 
it strongly infl uenced distinctions between grammatical relations. Therefore, 
compensation is a more likely explanation for the causalities that led to the 
similarity between these constructions. It appears that instead of striving 
towards morphosyntactic systemacy in the relational marking of the noun, 
these examples demonstrate a change that is ultimately part of a process 
eliminating complicated allomorphism.

4.8xConclusions

Numerous problems are connected with the morphosyntactic structure of 
the adpositional phrase. The analysis of Finnic adpositions reveals both 
language-specifi c and general perspectives regarding morphosyntactic 
change and structural evolution. One of the most salient features is that 
all Finnic languages display both prepositions and postpositions. Some of 
the adpositions are bipositional and may occur in a pre- and postnominal 
position. From a geographical viewpoint it would be very tempting to explain 
the splitting of this particular word class as a contact-induced typological 
change. However, adpositions are lexically quite unlikely to be borrowed 
from neighboring languages as the examples of Livonian and Veps show. 
The morphosyntactic and constructional properties appear to be much more 
important to the development of the adpositional phrases than the word 
order SVO, which unlike SOV basically supports the use of prepositions. 
The case government of adpositions appears to be most signifi cant for the 
development of the system. Consequently, no contact-based explanation 
accounts exhaustively for the processes in the Finnic adpositional phrase, if 
language-specifi c morphosyntactic processes are left out of the discussion. 
Language-internal processes are obviously most decisive in the evolution of 
adpositional phrases.

The emergence of prepositions in the Finnic languages has not been 
discussed in detail. Suffi ce it to say in conclusion here that the morphosyntactic 
properties of prepositional phrases suggest that both syntax and semantics are 
strongly involved in the diachronic development of prepositions. This is seen 
in the fact that prepositional phrases are limited to semantically restricted 
expressions. Most commonly the noun complement of a prepositional phrase 
is in the partitive and the prepositional phrase expresses path, circumspatial or 
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instrumental (including negative instrumental) relations. However, it cannot be 
excluded that the same grammatical relations may later become expressed by 
postpositional phrases, too.

The ambivalence of the Finnic adpositional system is typologically 
remarkable and prepositions are an innovation that refl ects a considerable 
change in the system. However, as a rule, postpositions are much more frequent 
in all Finnic varieties. A prototypical Finnic postpositional phrase consists of 
a noun in the genitive and a postposition. The vast majority of postpositions 
express spatial relations and share some characteristics with synchronic noun 
infl ection. Together with this, postpositions may contain infl ectional affi xes 
that have lost their productivity and are represented in forms that are more or 
less lexicalised.

The interrelation between reductive changes, syntactic cross-reference 
and constituent marking is illustratively seen in the morphosyntax of the 
Livonian postpositional phrase. The intensive phonological attrition that has 
deeply affected infl ectional affi xes provides concrete evidence of a shift from 
affi xal marking to a more rigid word order. However, the development of the 
Livonian postpositional phrase clearly shows that a fundamental property of 
postpositions, the morphosyntactic locus, is not removed even if the form of a 
given postposition erodes. The postposition preserves its status as the syntactic 
head, although its syntactic dependence is no more based on morphology 
than on juxtaposition. More generally speaking, the Livonian postpositional 
phrase does not differ considerably from postpositional phrases in other Finno-
Ugric languages, although the loss of the genitive(-accusative) case suffi x has 
infl uenced its morphosyntactic representation. 

The loss of the affi xal genitive(-accusative) is one of the generators of 
morphosyntactic change in Estonian, too. This is illustrated by the structural 
similarities between case infl ection and the postpositional phrase, which 
shows intensive integration. The integration and order of constituents provides 
a subject for a discussion of the prerequisites for possible morphosyntactic 
changes in the future. Yet, it appears that morphosyntactic integration refl ects 
morphological simplifi cation rather than the prediction of future processes in 
the relational marking of the noun. 
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5. xThe evolution of the Veps local case system

5.1xIntroduction

This chapter discusses morphosyntactic change in the light of the Veps local 
case system and aims above all at explaining the interaction between form and 
function in diachronic processes. The two infl ectional local case sets that the 
Finnic languages share, an interior and exterior set each consisting of three 
cases, have been partly reorganised in Veps. Given that certain infl ectional 
categories (the elative and ablative) have been temporarily lost, this particular 
chapter is, to a large extent, about the diachronic development of morphology. 
This process seeks to illustrate the complexity of the development of 
infl ectional suffi xes. Basically, this is a typical example of a simple gradual 
reduction from syntax to morphology. 

The introduction will be followed by a historical preamble in section 
5.2. Section 5.3 provides an overview of the functional characteristics of 
the Veps local cases. This will be followed in section 5.4 by a discussion of 
the interaction between form and function as well as the elimination of case 
syncretism in the development of the Veps interior and exterior local case sets. 
Some general questions to be deliberated on are:

(a) What morphosyntactic aspects have been the most salient in the 
development of the Veps local cases?

(b) How are synchronic features transferred diachronically?

(c) How is the morphological encoding of various morphosyntactic 
properties reorganised when the form of the suffi xes is infl uenced by 
gradual erosion?

(d) What has been the relationship between language-specifi c and 
universal mechanisms in the development of the Veps local case system?

There are two major systemic changes that have interacted in the development 
of the Veps local case system. The fi rst is the suffi xing of a postposition onto a 
secondary elative and ablative suffi x. The second is the reanalysis of exterior 
local cases, especially the adessive. Here, my main emphasis is laid on the 
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former one and the analysis aims at uncovering the various diachronic details 
of the suffi xing with special emphasis on the difference between change in 
form and function. The correlation between the reanalysis of the Veps exterior 
local cases and phonological reduction will be discussed in section 5.3.5. These 
two processes correspond to more general observations on linguistic evolution, 
namely, the observation that spatial relations are commonly expressed by 
suffi xed case morphemes of nominal origin. The change from free morphemes 
to bound morphemes and from free words to affi xes is one of the most typical. 
Furthermore, local case endings have been frequently reported to express more 
abstract and grammatical functions (Blake 1994: 166–168, Heine 1997, 2001, 
Huumo 1997, Kilby 1983: 48, Onikki-Rantajääskö 2001).

A historical analysis of the Veps case system has to account for, among 
other things, the causalities behind the secondary case affi xes. A mechanical 
suffi xing of many former postpositions has been observed in several studies 
(Kettunen 1943: 279–293, 331–333, 1960: 18, 46–47, Felix Oinas 1961, 
Ojutkangas 2001: 45, 69, Tikka 1992). These studies, however, do not discuss 
all the aspects involved in the change. Hämäläinen (1958: 86–87, 1961: 
92–94) points out that the suffi xation of secondary local cases by means of an 
earlier postposition (cf. Finnish päin ‘towards; from’) has obvious functional 
constraints and concludes that it took place only in the domain of spatial 
relations, and after the merger of the inessive and elative and, respectively, the 
adessive and ablative. 

This chapter shares the position of Hämäläinen and assumes the primacy 
of spatial relations in the diachronic change. The process itself is an illustrative 
example of old infl ectional forms that may reproduce their morphosemantic 
transparency (Wurzel 1995: 81). Furthermore, the data analysis casts 
additional light on diachronic morphosyntactic changes such as the suffi xing 
of postpositions and the importance of morphology that infl uence the 
development of local cases. The Veps example also elaborates on the reasons 
for suffi xing preference in the domain of local cases.

The suffi xing of postpositions is universally common and the process in 
Veps has parallels in numerous languages with rich local cases, and various 
languages have been reported to have succesfully protected their local case 
system against erosion (Stolz 1992: 27). Kilby (1983: 65–66) points out a 
process similar to Veps in Orok, a Turkic language. An original free word 
päin with a transparent nominal background (< pä(ä) ‘head’, cf. Finnish 
pää, Estonian pea) could no longer occur as a free form in this function, and 
gradually became obligatory and semantically less transparent. The change 
to a bound morpheme limited the syntactic mobility of the given unit, which 
fi nally became phonologically integrated and morphologically adapted.

The text records show some divergence in the way the given grammatical 
unit is manifested. Whether pai/päi is written together (2) with the word 
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stem or not (1) probably partly refl ects the uncertainty of the collectors in the 
transcription of the phenomenon at issue. However, it is more important that 
in both examples the front vowel shape -päiin both examples the front vowel shape -päiin both examples the front vowel shape -  of the morpheme implies that the 
word has still preserved its phonological autonomy to some extent, while in 
(3) the retreat to back vowel position speaks for phonological adaptation and 
rejection of front vowels in word-fi nal syllables. (In Southern Veps the front 
vowel is always preserved in the suffi x -p jä).

(1) 7ned7ned7 mets 7nika-d7nika-d7 tVsura-s päitsura-s päitVsura-s päiV katsu-taz8e.
those hunter-PL side-ELAT look-PASS
‘The hunters are looking from a distance.’ (MSFOu 100: 2)

(2) läk-7s hil'l'äVsthil'l'ästhil'l'äVstV VsistsistVsiV duba-späi
leave-IMPF.SG3 silently oak-ELAT
‘(S)he moved away from the oak silently.’ (MSFOu 100: 165)

(3) läk7si-läksi-läk7si-7 ska-t'iheVska-t'iheV tserkva-spai
leave-INCH-PASS.IMPF church-ELAT
‘They began to depart from the church.’ (MSFOu 100: 51)

Given that the suffi xing of the postposition is almost complete in all dialects 
and that the morpheme is unambiguously bound in all contexts, the current 
work approaches this process from a predominantly morphological angle. No 
special effort has been made to elaborate on the stages in the development of 
the former postposition that led to it becoming case affi x. So, the point is not in 
the process itself so much as in the various causalities behind it.

The loss of the former elative and ablative cases and the re-establishing of 
these categories raises the question of how functional properties are transferred 
in the evolution of form. The changes characteristic of the Veps local cases are 
illustrated in fi gure 5.1.

Figure 5.1. Diachronic change of form (cx) and function (Fc
1
… Fc

6
) 

in the Veps local cases.
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The local cases are an especially multifarious target for the discussion of 
language change, because in addition to expressing spatial relations they are 
closely involved with other semantic aspects. The morphosyntactic description 
and historical development of local cases provide ample evidence of the 
interrelations between spatial, instrumental, possessive, temporal and other 
expressions, and the intertwining of form and function.

The suffi xing of a postposition suggests that either the general conditions, 
such as the tendency to import affi xes from syntactic units, universal suffi xing 
preference in cross-linguistic data (see section 3.1), and the typology of Veps 
are favorable to this, or earlier changes in morphology make further changes 
possible (Hämäläinen 1958: 86–87, 1961: 92–94), or both. The Veps case 
paradigm, which contains numerous innovations and subsystems such as 
various sets of local cases, are illustrative examples of the interdependence 
between morphological units. 

A closer survey of the diachronic development of the local cases has 
largely been motivated by the same idea that Stolz (1992: 9–15) proposes for 
his study of local cases: the locality in a noun phrase consisting either of a 
noun and a case suffi x or a noun and an adposition forms a subsystem within 
its own limits. The assumption to be discussed here is that many changes in 
the local case system are functionally motivated and actually serve as system-
maintenance operators. The applied data gives evidence of the priority of 
spatial relations with respect to the semantic extension of local cases in the 
course of historical change. 

The difference between various morphosyntactic changes is clearly seen 
in the manner in which the case syncretism between the two locative (inessive 
and adessive) and ablative cases (elative and ablative) is disambiguated. The 
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way the process has taken place in two Veps local case sets, the interior and the 
exterior local cases with correspondencies in other Finnic languages, is often 
not identical. 

Geographically, the suffi xing of the given postposition (cf. Finnish päin) 
is not limited to Veps only, since the geographically nearest and genetically 
closest varieties, Lude and Olonetsian share this feature (Kettunen 1960: 
18, 46). The details of this process in these two languages are not discussed 
in detail, because it would completely turn this study into a dialectological 
analysis. Finnic varieties other than Veps will mainly be left out of the 
following discussion.

There would appear to be independent evidence for the assumption that 
constructions are inherited like phonemes, morphemes or other elements of 
language (Lass 1997: 265). It has turned out to be diffi cult to account for cross-
linguistic divergence without fi rst accepting the existence of idiosyncrasy. For 
this reason recent linguistic programmes, such as constructional grammar that 
attempts to pair form and function, have claimed that while construction is 
language-specifi c the cognitive basis of language is universal (Croft 2001: 93). 
The consequence is that if constructions are language-specifi c, a given language 
must obviously have a grammatical basis that is quite resistant to mechanical 
diachronic erosion. The morphosyntactic analysis of the Finnic adpositional 
phrase in chapter 4 supports this view in many ways. The postpositional 
phrases, for instance, seem to be a prevalent resistant adpositional phrase type 
that maintains the morphosyntactic locus in spite of a strong erosion of affi xes. 
The change to a SVO basic word order in an early stage of Finnic has not led to 
a massive implementation of prepositions. Rather a specifi c construction type, 
the partitive-governing adposition, has been sensitive to change in the order of 
the adposition and its noun complement.

The development of the Veps local case system was based on the 
interaction of several favourable preconditions: local cases are affi xal 
(morphology), they express spatial relations (semantics) and they belong to a 
tripartite set of local cases (systemacy). Naturally, all suffi xes are infl ectional 
but the point is that they are often innovations and independent of pre-existing 
categories, and refl ect a universal tendency for suffi xing preference. The 
development of various instrumental and comitative cases in Finnic, for 
instance, shows how heterogenous the background to these categories often 
is. In this sense the suffi xed comitative in Estonian (-ga: poja-ga son-with 
‘with the son’) and the reanalysed translative-comitative in Livonian (-ks; see 
section 6.2) are not inherited categories, although they are affi xal. Yet, there 
are important factors that favour the maintenance of infl ectional elements in 
these languages, namely the generally rich morphology and the preference for 
postpositions over prepositions. So, inherent characteristics are considered here 
to be represented in synchronic features that are resistant to diachronic change, 
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for instance, in the development of a grammatical property that reinforces a 
pre-existing one or is being reinforced. 

The depiction of phonological change will not require any detailed 
attention, because earlier works (Felix Oinas 1961, Tikka 1992) have 
been devoted to a description of suffi xed Veps postpositions in the light of 
phonological change. More generally speaking, it is maintained that languages 
do not normally take prophylactic measures to restrain the eroding effects of 
phonological change on a case system and they simply employ alternative 
means such as adpositions to replace former case suffi xes (Blake 1994: 171). 
However, it has long been obvious that phonological methods and sound history 
are not adequate for revealing the various dimensions of those processes that 
affect a considerably wider array of grammatical phenomena. The evolution 
of the Veps local case system is an additional example that contradicts the 
earlier assumption of circular development in language type from an isolative 
language towards agglutinating and from an agglutinating language towards 
fl exive etc. The balance between grammatical relations appears to be relevant 
for reinforcing existing categories and the compensation and eliminating of 
phonological reduction.

Stolz (1992) investigates in detail the typology of local case systems 
on the basis of cross-linguistic data. Many of his arguments are based on the 
evidence of the Finno-Ugric languages, and one of his main conclusions is 
an implicational hierarchy between local cases. The lative and ablative cases, 
for instance, are not likely to merge. This accords with Kilby (1983: 55) who 
claims that if only some locational relations are expressed, simple locations 
are always included. More generally speaking, the local case systems may 
vary a lot across languages and it is not easy to outline any universal for local 
case confi gurations. Nevertheless, many of Stolz’s conclusions fi nd support in 
historical changes that can be shown, and in the diachronic interdependency 
between grammatical subsystems, which forms the core of the present study. 
To put it briefl y, local expressions and spatial relations belong to those 
fundamental elements that a language is supposed to possess (Ojutkangas 
2001: 42–43, Stolz 1992: 9). Stolz (1992: 79, 83, 93, 100) actually succeeds in 
proving a hypothesis according to which structural evolution does not always 
undergo a strict mechanical reduction and its compensation when he points 
out that there is no single implicational pattern which causes the local case 
confi gurations of different languages. 

The current work discusses both language-specifi c development and 
general assumptions about locality and spatial relations in language. On the 
one hand, the analysis of the Veps local case system aims at pointing out 
general rules that are shared by Veps. On the other hand, the purpose will be to 
discuss even if this means casting doubt on the validity of some generalisations, 
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and to point out some additional aspects that infl uence the given infl ectional 
subsystem.

5.2xA review of the historical roots of the Veps local cases

The number of local cases in the Finnic languages can be seen from the 
summary of case paradigms in table 2.2 in section 2.4. Livonian has only one 
productive local case set, which historically corresponds to the interior local 
cases of the other Finnic languages. Veps displays three complete sets, whereas 
the majority of the Finnic languages have two sets, namely the interior and 
exterior local cases. A complete set of local cases consists of three elements: a 
lative, locative and ablative case that distinguish between ‘in/on/to’, ‘in/on/at’ 
and ‘out of/off/from’. 

In order to avoid misunderstandings concerning terminology, such as 
the ablative, which is used to refer to one particular infl ectional case and a 
determined morphosyntactic property, I shall use encoded abbreviations to 
distinguish between the affi xes and their functions. In general, one abbreviation 
corresponds to one form and infl ectional case, but it should be noted that a 
given affi x may display several functions, as will be seen in the functional 
description of the Veps local cases in section 5.3. The encoded abbreviations 
of the Finnic local cases are presented in table 5.1.

Table 5.1. Encoding of interior and exterior local cases.

LocI+
illative

LocI=
inessive

LocI–
elative

LocE+
allative

LocE=
adessive

LocE–
ablative

The interior local cases (illative, inessive and elative) will be abbreviated 
as LocI and the tripartite set of interior local cases that distinguish ‘to’, ‘at’ 
and ‘from’ as LocI+, LocI= and LocI–. Likewise, the exterior local cases 
(allative, adessive and ablative) will be encoded LocE+, LocE= and LocE–. 
The notions Loc+, Loc= and Loc– will be used if a feature such as the suffi xing 
of the postposition päin in present-day elative and ablative forms is shared 
between several local case sets. The approximative set of directional local 
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cases (approximative (propinquative), approximative-locative and egressive; 
for a discussion of terminology, see Tikka 1992: 47–48, Nina Zajceva 1981: 
140–150) could be abbreviated LocD+, LocD= and LocD–, but this particular 
set will not be discussed in this study to the same extent as the other two, 
because it is of recent Veps innovation and the marker of a local case type 
originating from a suffi xed postpositional phrase (-nno- < -nlo- < -n + *l5o, 
cf. Finnish talo-n luona house at ‘next to the house’). Note also that what is 
synchronically Loc= may historically originate from Loc= and Loc–. This is 
testifi ed to especially in the development of the exterior local cases as will be 
seen in sections 5.3.3, 5.3.4 and 5.3.5.

Each case belonging to the Veps exterior (LocE) and in certain dialects the 
directional “approximative” (LocD) set has a common marker (-l- respectively 
-n-), while the interior set is not as coherent. The illative case (pert-he), while the interior set is not as coherent. The illative case (pert-he), while the interior set is not as coherent. The illative case (  house-
ILL) does not display the same sibilant (-s-) as the inessive and elative. 
However, historically the illative is descended from an affi x (*-sen) with the 
same morpheme -s- as the other interior local cases.

Table 5.2. The local cases in new Standard Veps.

LocI LocE LocD

pert-he
‘in(to) a house’

perti-le
‘for a house’

pertin-noks
‘to a house’

perti-Vs
‘in a house’

perti-l
‘on a house’

pertin-no
‘at a house’

perti-VspäiVspäiV
‘out of a house

perti-lpäi
‘off a house’

pertin-no-späi
‘from a house’

Historically, the local case suffi xes consist of two morphemes that indicate the 
type of local case (interior/exterior/directional) and morphosyntactic property 
(to/at/from) at issue. The type is indicated by the fi rst affi x that allows one to 
distinguish between s-, l- and n-sets in Veps, whereas the property is marked 
by the last morpheme. In the elative, ablative and egressive, for instance, it is 
the suffi xed -pAi that displays the function ‘from’. Naturally, this is a rough 
generalisation of the Veps local case morphology. However, this distinguishing 
between type of local case and morphosyntactic property illustrates the 
morphosyntactic information that the local case endings contain. 
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The synchronic state of the Veps local case system is not completely 
unambiguous, which is obvious if one recalls the recent suffi xing of the 
postposition päin and its morphological adaptation in the elative (pät and its morphological adaptation in the elative (pät and its morphological adaptation in the elative ( Vsi-speipätsi-speipätVsi-speiV
stove-ELAT ‘from the stove’), ablative (kive-lpei stone-ABL ‘from the stone’) 
and egressive (perti-nno-späiand egressive (perti-nno-späiand egressive (  ‘from a house’, tserkva-nnopai church-EGR
‘from (outside) the church’), which is still unfi nished. Similar to many other 
morphological innovations, the ambiguity of the suffi xed päin is caused by a 
relatively late change from free word to affi x and the transparency resulting 
from its unstable morphological behaviour. The three secondary ‘from’-cases 
that contain the afore-mentioned postposition päin may become discontinuous 
when a possessive suffi x is inserted between the marker of the local case type 
and the marker of the morphosyntactic property and they are detached from 
one another. In this case the dyadic origin of the case ending is refl ected in the 
order of the constituents: tata-s-ei7n-pei tuli-7n-pei tuli-7 7n father-ELAT1-SG1-ELAT2 come-
IMPF-SG1 ‘I came from my father’s (=home)’ (Marija Zajceva 1981: 188–189). 
That construction, which otherwise consists of a noun and a case suffi x [N + 
cx [Loc [Abl]]] is more complicated, because the affi x is split into two: [N + 
cx [Loc] + px + cx [Abl]].

The variation of the ‘from’-cases is increased by the fact that occasionally 
the same suffi xed adpositional element is attested in one of the lative cases and, 
thus, becomes a general marker of directional spatiality instead of expressing 
‘from’ and the kind of morphosyntactic property (Hämäläinen 1958: 85, 1961: 
92–93, Kettunen 1943: 366–367, Marija Zajceva 1981: 188, Nina Zajceva 
1981: 150–151). Given the functions of päin in Finnish and its etymological 
background, this can be understood as the older meaning of the word. Example 
(4) drawn from Southern Veps illustrates this characteristic.

(4) eht-ha-pjä jo-m 5a tVsaju-ntsaju-ntVsaju-nV
evening-ILL-DIR drink-PL1 tea-GEN(-ACC)
‘We shall drink tea later in the evening.’ (Kettunen 1943: 366)

Generally speaking, the construction in which päin has been suffi xed to 
a lative form (‘to’) is much less frequent, although it originates from a 
phonological reduction similar to the suffi xed secondary ablative. The priority 
of constructions that display ablative spatial functions, typically marked by 
the elative or ablative, is supported by the fact that some postpositions display 
the suffi xed ablative forms with the historical postposition päin. This is seen 
in postpositions that have a morphological marker for the type of spatiality, 
i.e. a suffi x that indicates membership in the interior (-s-) or exterior (-l-) local 
case set: al-päi ‘from under’, boka-späi ‘from beside’, möda-späi ‘(from) 
past, along’, pole-späi ‘from the side of’, pä-lpai ‘from upon’, si7re-späi 7re-späi 7
‘from beside’. Occasionally, the element -pAi denoting ‘from’ may occur in 
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postpositions that have lost all trace of earlier infl ectional elements such as 
tagapai ‘(from)behind’ (cf. Estonian taga-nt id.). The suffi xed element taga-nt id.). The suffi xed element taga-nt päin
is much more common in those adverbs that display the meaning ‘from’, such 
as edahanpäi ~ edahaspäi ~ edelpai ~ edupäi edupäi ed5upäi5  ‘from in front of’, nakkapäi
‘from there’, sespäi ‘from inside’, sıdpäi‰ıdpäi‰  ‘from there’, sigoupäi ~ sigapai
id., t'ägapäi ‘from here’, ül'ahanpai ‘from upon’ than those denoting ‘to’ 
edel'ezepai ‘further’, sinapjä ‘(to) there’, ä ‘(to) there’, ä tagazepai ‘(to) behind’, ül'ahakspai
‘(to) upon’. 

It is common for local case suffi xes to originate from two elements 
(Kilby 1983: 56–66, Stolz 1992: 42) as the Veps local cases do. The two Proto-
Finnic local case sets, the interior and the exterior local cases, are traditionally 
explained as dyadic, and it is maintained that two affi xal elements have merged 
into a locative (inessive and adessive) and ablative (elative and ablative) 
forms. They, too, consist of a marker of the local case set and a marker of a 
morphosyntactic property. The Finnic inessive, for instance, is traditionally 
reconstructed *s + nA, the adessive, respectively, < *l + l + l nA, the Finnic elative 
*s + tA, the ablative < *l + l + l tA (Erkki Itkonen 1961: 71–78, Korhonen 1981: 
210–211).

Given that the local case system in the Finnic languages can historically 
be derived from a similar scheme displayed by Standard Finnish and Standard 
Estonian, two different opinions have been expressed on the present state of 
the Veps local cases. A more historical viewpoint (Larjavaara 1986, Marija 
Zajceva 1981, Zajceva & Mullonen 1972) suggests that the interior and 
exterior local case sets consist of two cases only, a lative case and a syncretic 
one, namely the inessive-elative, respectively, adessive-ablative. However, 
the empirical evidence, which is neatly summarised in the conclusions of 
Kettunen (1943) and Nina Zajceva (1981; applied in Kährik 1988) supports 
a paradigmatic distinction between the locative and ablative cases as can be 
observed in table 5.2. 

Comparative evidence from the Finnic languages proves that at a common 
proto-language stage the local case system consisted of two sets, i.e. interior 
and exterior as illustrated in table 5.1. Livonian, which has only one productive 
local case set, has preserved traces of the earlier state. The relics of the exterior 
local case set can be seen in petrifi ed adpositions (ald(õ) ‘from under’, p jä-l
‘upon’, pjä-ld(õ) ‘(from) upon’, siza-l5a-l5  ‘in(side)’, a-l ‘in(side)’, a-l vai-l5ai-l5  ‘between’) and some ai-l ‘between’) and some ai-l
lexicalised adverbial expressions, such as temporal adverbs (uo7ndzõ-l 7ndzõ-l 7 ‘in the 
morning’) or lexicalised spatial expressions. The latter case is illustrated by 
lovalt 5alt 5 in (5).

(5) jõt5a sie jalga5alga5 lova-lt5a-lt5 uldz
leave.IMP this foot bed-ABL out
‘Leave this foot outside the bed.’ (MSFOu 106: 112)
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As stated, Standard Finnish and Standard Estonian display broadly speaking 
the same pattern as that from which the Proto-Finnic local case system can 
be derived. The most consistent type consists of an unbroken tripartite set. 
Table 5.3 shows the infl ection of the local cases in Standard Finnish (Fi) and 
Standard Estonian (Es). (Cf. also tables 2.2 and 2.3 in section 2.4.)

Table 5.3. The local case forms in Standard Finnish (Fi) and Standard 
Estonian (Es).

Interior local cases
ʻhouse  ̓Fi/Es

Exterior local cases 
ʻtable  ̓Fi/Es

Loc+ ILL
talo-on / maja-sse 
~ majja ~ majja 

ALL pöydä-lle / laua-le

Loc= INESS talo-ssa / maja-s ADESS pöydä-llä /laua-l

Loc– ELAT talo-sta / maja-st ABL pöydä-ltä / laua-lt

Descriptions of the Finnish local case system commonly refer to three sets 
instead of two (Lauri Hakulinen 1979: 100–102, Huumo 1997b: 75, Leino 
1993: 174–177, Siro 1964: 29–32). These sets are the expected exterior and 
interior local cases and a set of “general local cases”, which contrary to the 
other two sets supposedly consists of only two cases, the essive and translative. 
However, this view is more based on historical assumptions than present-day 
grammatical status (cf. Riho Grünthal 2000: 47). In synchronic grammar 
they frequently mark the nominal predicate (see section 6.3.3). In fact, it has 
not been demonstrated that the Standard Finnish essive and translative case 
endings are descended from the same local case set of some proto-language 
stage. Although plausible evidence can be found for a locative background to 
the essive case, the history of the translative is much more complicated. In the 
light of the more distantly related Finno-Ugric languages, any assumption of 
a third local case set in Standard Finnish and other Finnic languages with the 
same structure can be dispensed with.

There are several languages that have one, two or more sets of local cases. 
With a few exceptions almost all Finno-Ugric languages and dialects have at 
least one complete set of local cases. The Permic languages and Hungarian 
have the richest case paradigms and they display two to three (some dialects 
even four) complete sets of local cases, or thereabouts, and additional case-like 
but less frequently occurring suffi xes that express spatial relations.
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The difference between the Finnic interior (LocI) and exterior (LocE) 
cases can be seen in both form and function. This will be demonstrated below 
in section 5.3. As a rule, the internal s-set is more concrete and spatial relations 
are more predominant than in the exterior local case set in most Finnic 
languages. They have been characterised as the dominating local expressions 
(Alhoniemi 1979: 90–91, Onikki-Rantajääskö 2001: 120). The functional 
characteristics and grammatical relations expressed by local cases also show 
considerable variation between individual languages. This is mainly due to 
the degree to which they have shifted from spatiality towards more abstract 
semantic roles. Alhoniemi maintains that the Finnic s-set (LocI) has apparently 
not undergone any essential morphosyntactic changes during its history. In 
addition to the evidence of the Finnic languages, this view is based on the fact 
that also Sámic and both Volgaic languages, Mordvin and Mari, have a more 
or less similar s-set of local cases that display predominantly spatial relations. 
South Estonian is an exception to this rule, because there the interior local 
cases have eroded more than the exterior, which have preserved their historical 
shape better (Keem 1997: 24–36).

A frequently held view is that the interior local cases (“s-cases”) are 
probably somewhat older than the exterior (“l-cases”) (Alhoniemi 1979: 90, 
Bartens 1978: 176, L. Hakulinen 1979: 103–105, Ojutkangas 2001: 70, 120). 
This view is based on the fact that the l-cases, while occurring in Finnic and 
Permic, are not found in the intermediate Finno-Ugric branches, i.e. Sámic, 
Mordvin and Mari, whereas they all have the s-cases Finnic has. It would thus 
seem that the l-cases are the result of a later convergent development. 

Methodologically, however, we cannot exclude the possibility of 
an old age for the l-cases. Actually, with the present-day knowledge of 
morphosyntactic change, historical morphosyntax, extension and reanalysis 
we might even venture to argue that if the l-cases are more abstract and more 
grammaticalised, they may have reached a later stage of development than 
the s-cases and, consequently, may be older than the s-cases. The relationship 
between the Finno-Permic l-cases and a similar element (l) in the case system l) in the case system l
of the Ugric languages is one of the issues in historical Finno-Ugric linguistics 
that demands further investigation as the observations of Alhoniemi (2001) 
and Korhonen (1991: 172–174) show. The present state of research leads one 
to remember that the morphological evolution of insuffi ciently documentated 
languages such as the Finno-Ugric languages, for which there are only random 
documents extant from before the late Middle Ages and no literary records 
prior to the second millennium A.D., need not be as black-and-white as data 
from some modern languages suggest. It is most likely that morphological 
categories, grammatical systems and subsystems have been lost and re-created 
many times (Erkki Itkonen 1966: 296, Bartens 2000: 79, Korhonen 1996, Tauli 
1956, 1966).
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A more detailed discussion of the various historical perspectives of the 
Finno-Ugric case system would take us too far from our original theme. The 
next section opens up a functional perspective on the development of the 
Veps local case system and introduces the most important morphosyntactic 
properties with which the local cases are involved.

5.3xThe functional domains of local cases

The prevalence of spatial relations in the local cases is emphasised in the name 
of the category. However, the semantic roles of the local cases are much more 
complicated than a one-to-one correspondence of form to function. Local 
cases often express other grammatical relations as well. Instrumental and 
possessive relations are the most frequent, although the mutual relationship 
between the various semantic nuances is far from unambiguous. Both spatial 
and other relations are synchronically common, but diachronically non-spatial 
relations may be taken as an indication of semantic extension. The degree to 
which metaphoric extensions are displayed depends on the local case system 
in question.

Synchronically the Finnic local cases are used in a wide range of adverbial 
expressions, of which temporal adverbials are probably most frequent. The local 
cases are also frequent in constructions that include a body-part noun such as 
‘hand’ or ‘head’. The metaphoric extensions of spatial relations are semantically 
complicated and they form a possible context in which transferring from one 
of the more basic grammatical relations to another may take place. Given that 
the goal of this chapter is the discussion of more fundamental changes in the 
local case system only little attention has been paid to the synchronic diversity 
of adverbial constructions with which the local cases are involved. The point 
is that lexical nuances are much more important for the description of various 
types of adverbial expressions, while there is a considerably smaller number 
of grammatical relations that infl uence the functional properties and the 
diachronic change of the local cases as grammatical entities.

Linguists generally share the opinion that local cases can change to 
become grammatical. There is also a general tendency that if a language 
displays infl ected nominal case forms in connection with spatial relations, 
the case is very likely to be that expressing possession (Stolz 1992: 74, Heine 
1997, 2001, Koptjevskaja-Tamm & Wälchli 2001: 675–679). 

Local cases generally form an entity that is extremely prone to reanalysis 
and morphosyntactic change. In a recent study on the semantics of the Finnish 
local cases Onikki-Rantajääskö (2001) argues that as a whole the polysemy of 
the Finnish local cases cannot be accounted for solely by the extension of spatial 
relations. She proposes that the paradigmatic group of local cases displays a 
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continuum of meanings that are located in adjacent cognitive domains. Onikki-
Rantajääskö’s criticism is directed especially at the “localist hypothesis”, the 
assumption that spatial relations come before other properties expressed by 
local cases. The point is that local cases charaterised by metaphors, form a 
long semantic continuum in which the case ending defi nes the limits of a given 
expression. She maintains (op. cit. 291), on the basis of the uniformitarian 
principle, that it is unlikely that at some diachronic stage a given case ending 
expressed exclusively concrete and not abstract relations. 

Onikki-Rantajääskö is certainly right, in principle, in many of her 
observations. Nevertheless, the assumption that spatial relations do not 
dominate the local cases can be critisised. There seems to be both synchronic 
and diachronic evidence that in fact spatial relations are the most prevailing 
semantic feature of the local cases (cf. Kilby 1983). The fact that the LocI 
most typically express spatial relations as affi xes of nouns and postpositions, 
whereas the LocE are used to express grammatical instead of adverbial 
properties also speaks for the important role of spatial relations, because the 
LocI and LocE are functionally far from identical. If the localist hypothesis 
is not true, why should a diachronic change, such as the one illustrated in this 
chapter, affect almost exclusively spatial relations.

Example (6), Estonian/Finnish, is a typical illustration of the functional 
ambivalence of the local cases. The argument (mul/minulla) marked by the 
adessive is in the position of subject and semantically the experiencer of the 
clause.

(6) Mu-l on külm. / Minu-lla on kylmä.
I-ADESS is cold.
‘I am cold.’

In Finnish (Alhoniemi 1979: 93, Huumo 1997b: 77) and Estonian (EKG 
II 73–74) the adessive is basically used with the meaning “on (top of) 
something” only if the noun denotes an object, such as a table or a chair, that 
supports another object. The basic rule is that otherwise an adpositional phrase 
consisting of a noun + postposition (Finnish) päälle : päällä : päältä ‘upon’ päälle : päällä : päältä ‘upon’ päälle : päällä : päältä
(to/on/from), (Estonian) peale : peal : pealt id. will be used.peale : peal : pealt id. will be used.peale : peal : pealt

The following characterisation of the Veps local cases is based on a 
rather rough grouping of various functions. The relations to be discussed are 
1) spatial, 2) temporal, 3) possessive, 4) instrumental, 5) reanalysis of the local 
cases and 6) other relations. These properties form a typical semantic spectrum 
of local categories. Note that tense is a property of the verb, although temporal 
expressions are listed among the functions of the local cases. The local cases 
and corresponding adpositions in different languages are commonly used in 
connection with temporal adverbs and corresponding adverbial constructions. 
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Here, the term temporal refers to a particular construction type characteristic 
of local cases.

The data on Veps was drawn from texts collected at the beginning of 20th

century (MSFOu 100, NEV 1–2). The analysis focuses on the relationship 
between the Loc= and Loc– that is strongly infl uenced by the merger of the 
two categories, reanalysis and morphosyntactic change. Loc+ forms (the 
illative and the allative) are not elaborated in detail, although, in principle, 
their functional properties should be discussed in connection with the two 
other forms. Note also that the current work is not a corpus-based study and 
the tentative statistics to be presented only serve to explain diachronic process 
from one further perspective.

The following two tables 5.4 and 5.5 sum up the functions of the Loc= 
and Loc–. There is no doubt that it would be possible to closely examine the 
interpretation of many individual cases. Hopefully, the division into several 
functional domains will succeed in pointing out the interdependence between 
the horizontal (synchronic grammatical relations) and vertical (infl ectional 
form and diachronic changes) dimensions. The tables apply the encoding 
system for local cases that was summarised in table 5.1.

The high number in the column “other” functions in table 5.4. is caused 
by the fact that this group includes local case forms of body-part nouns as in 
kädes hand-INESS ‘in the hand’ and päspäi head-ELAT ‘from the head’. These 
examples total 121 out of the 160 LocI= forms in the column “other”, but 
only 38 out of the 258 LocI– forms. (For further examples and discussion 
see sections 5.3.6 and 5.4.) The column in the middle indicates the assumed 
historical origin of the present-day Loc= as the attribute korktas that agrees 
with the noun kod'iVzespaikod'izespaikod'iVzespaiV  in (7) only in the type of local case (LocI interior, 
s-set), but not in morphosyntactic property (Loc–). 

(7) lad'-i-d sina mindai erigoit-ta itVse-iitse-iitVse-iV Vz – – se-iz – – se-i
intend-IMPF-SG2you me separate-INF own-SG2 – –
korkta-s kod'i-Vze-spaiVze-spaiV
high-INESS home-DIM-ELAT
‘You intended to cut me off from your high home.’
(MSFOu 100: 312)

Thus, historically the Loc= may originate from both a former Loc= or a 
*Loc– as indicated by the numbers. In table 5.4, 31 out of the 336 LocI= forms 
are historically Loc–, whereas 121 out of the 160 Loc= forms denoting “other” 
grammatical relations are historically Loc–, that is the elative forms postulated 
on the evidence of syntactic context and other Finnic languages.
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Table 5.4. The functions of the inessive (LocI=) and elative (LocI–) in 
Veps. *Loc= and *Loc– distinguish between the historical form of the 
present-day LocI=.

FUNCTION

SPA
T

T
E

M
P

IN
ST

 PO
SS

O
T

H
E

R

T
O

TA
L

FO
R

M

LocI= 336 12 2 7 160 = 517

*Loc=/
*Loc–

305/
31

12 /
0

0/
2

7 /
0

39/
121

LocI– 210 10 38 = 258

TOTAL
546 12 2 17 198 = 775

70,45% 1,55% 0,26% 2,19% 25,5% = 100%

Table 5.5. The functions of the adessive (LocE=) and ablative (LocE–) 
in Veps. *Loc= and *Loc– distinguish between the historical form of 
the present-day LocE=.

FUNCTION

SPA
T

T
E

M
P

IN
ST

 PO
SS

R
E

A
N

O
T

H
E

R

T
O

TA
L

FO
R

M

LocE= 137 232 267 137 209 3 = 985

*Loc=/
*Loc–

129/
8

232/
0

267/
0

137 /
0

1/
2

13.91% 23,55% 27,11% 13,91% 21,22% 0,30% = 100%

LocE– 64 0 0 8 1 4 = 73

TOTAL
201 232 267 145 209 4 = 1058

19,00% 21,93% 25,24% 13,71% 19,75 0,4% = 100% 
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In table 5.5 the abbreviation “rean” denotes a special type of reanalysed 
LocE= (see section 5.3.5) that affects the use of the LocE and deserves special 
attention. Note that LocI= (table 5.4.) does not share this change with LocE=, 
for which reason table 5.4 does not include a corresponding column.

The statistics in these two tables confi rm the assumption that the LocI 
are more commonly used to express spatial relations than the LocE in Veps. 
The functional division of the exterior local cases is refl ected in the diachronic 
development of the infl ectional paradigms: although the exterior local cases 
clearly form a tripartite system just like the interior ones, this is valid only in 
the domain of spatial relations. The instrumental use of the local cases affects 
only the Loc= forms, whereas the opposition between the Loc+ and Loc=, 
respectively, Loc= and Loc–, is not relevant if the affi x displays instrumental 
relations. 

As regards the possessive functions, the tripartite system is more 
important. This is indicated by the fact that one may occasionally encounter 
constructions such as Loc–[Poss]. Nevertheless, expressing possessive 
relations is clearly less prevalent than expressing spatial relations. On the one 
hand, this is to be expected considering the assumed shift from more concrete 
towards more abstract functions. On the other hand, the re-establishing of the 
Loc–[Spat] in Veps provides concrete evidence of the importance of spatial 
relations for the diachronic processes of local cases. The localist hypothesis 
seems well motivated. 

It is worth emphasising that the superfi cially neat classifi cation of the 
functions of the local cases above is based on a relatively rough generalisation. 
The numbers will therefore have to be interpreted prudently, because the 
distinctions between various categories are often shallow. I shall continue by 
deciphering the various types that were summarised in tables 5.4 and 5.5.

5.3.1xLocal cases and spatial relations

The paradigmatically complementary relations of the tripartite local case 
systems is illustratively seen in spatial expressions, such as adverbials that 
denote a concrete location and display alternatively Loc+, Loc= and Loc–. 
The principal difference between the interior and the exterior local case set 
is that the former indicates a location inside a given entity, whereas the latter 
denotes location upon a given entity, on top of something. In practice the 
border between these two types is often ambiguous. The three interior local 
cases marking spatial relations are illustrated by LocI+ in (8), LocI= in (9) and 
LocI– in (10).
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(8) hö män-d'he lageda-ha 7pöud-ho7pöud-ho7
they go-PASS.IMPF flat-ILL field-ILL
‘They went to an open field…’ (MSFOu 100: 8)

(9) hö sanu-t'ihe m ‰ıs8e lageda-s 7poudo-s7poudo-s7
they say-PASS.IMPF that flat-INESS field-INESS
‘They said that on an open field.’ (MSFOu 100: 8)

(10) tul'-dhe vel'l'e-d metsa-spai
come-PASS.IMPF brother-PL forest-ELAT
‘The brothers came out of the forest.’ (MSFOu 100: 11)

In the case of the exterior local cases a tripartite distinction is similarly made 
with special suffi xes. The LocE+ is illustrated in (11), LocE= in (12) and 
LocE– in (13). (Note that the long vowel in mägupäi5upäi5  has been caused by the 
assimilation of the marker (-l-) of the exterior local case set. The vocalisation 
of -l- depends on the phonological context and quality of the preceding vowel. 
The affi x at issue has been preserved in the position after i as in pätsilpaipätsilpaipätVsilpaiV  ‘from 
(upon) the stove’.)

(11) made-i-d l'üka-iVzl'üka-izl'üka-i ul'itsa-l'e5ul'itsa-l'e5
worm-PL-PART push-IMPF.SG3 street-ALL
‘(S)he pushed the worms into the street.’ (MSFOu 100: 10)

(12) doroga-l l'öuz-i-n lujas s 5u7re-n 7reb7reb7 8ei-n
road-ADESS find-IMPF-SG1 rather big-GEN(-ACC)fox-GEN(-ACC)
‘I found a rather big fox on the road.’ (MSFOu 100: 187)

(13) mina mäg-upäi5upäi5 7gokse-n7gokse-n7
I hill-ABL run-SG1
‘I am running downhill.’ (MSFOu 100: 223)

As noted, expressing the Loc– in both sets is based on the affi xation of -pAi. 
As demonstrated in tables 5.4 and 5.5 Loc– forms occur much more regularly 
in spatial expressions than in other semantic extensions of local cases. A 
consistent conclusion concerning the development of the Loc– is that this 
category is re-instated when a case ending is used to denote spatial relations. 

There are individual cases in which the Loc– is not marked by -pAi, but 
is identical to Loc=, although one would expect to fi nd a Loc–. These are 
included in the Loc= column in the two cited tables. These occurrences are 
illustrated in the next three examples. In (14) the inessive form of the attribute
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7net7net7 7sinetsinet7si7 Vssissi  originates from the historical LocI–. If the suffi x is morphologically V  originates from the historical LocI–. If the suffi x is morphologically V
fully adjusted to productive morphological rules, one would expect the result 
to be case concord between the attribute and the noun trubaspai. The lack of 
case agreement indicates a relatively weak morphological adaptation of the 
suffi xed elative case suffi x -spai. 

(14) razbai 7nik7nik7 7net7net7 7si-netsi-net7si-7 Vs truba-spai l'itse-i-hel'itse-i-hel'itVse-i-heV
bandit this-INESS chimney-ELAT force-IMPF-REFL.SG3
pätsi-l'epätsi-l'epätVsi-l'eV
stove-ALL
‘The bandit forced his way onto the stove through this chimney.’
(MSFOu 100: 163)

In section 5.2 it was shown that there are infl ectional asymmetries, such as 
the discontinuity of the two affi xes of the Loc– if a possessive suffi x is added, 
which shows that the suffi x is not yet morphologically fully adapted. A similar 
example of the lack of case agreement between constituents of an attribute 
phrase is seen in the use of LocE= (hural) and LocE– (hural) and LocE– (hural t'esaralpäi) forms in 
(15).

(15) hura-l t'esara-lpäi kond'i kidosta-bVsta-bV
left-ADESS crossroad-ABL bear shout-SG3
‘A bear is growling from the left-hand side of the road.’
(MSFOu 100: 155)

In (16) the situation is considerably different, because the LocI= 
(perti(perti( Vspertisperti ) does not occur in an attribute phrase in which the head would reveal V ) does not occur in an attribute phrase in which the head would reveal V
the historical form of the modifi er. pertis pert'he pertis pert'he pertiVs pert'he V appears to be a phrasal 
construction with special structural characteristics.

(16) l'ähto-ba küla-d möto,perti-Vspert'-heV pert'-heVspert'-hes käu-taze
  go-PL3 village-PART along house-INESS house-ILL go-PASS 
  ‘They are beginning to wander through the village
  from house to house.’ (MSFOu 100: 105)

In general, the Loc=[spat] forms, such as in (14–16) unlike an expected Loc– 
are not particularly frequent. Their statistical importance is diminished by the 
fact that they often occur in attribute phrases. This is the most characteristic 
reason for a lack of case agreement between the attribute and the noun as 
indicated above in (14) and (15), although case agreement is normally very 
regular in attribute phrases. Some recently suffi xed case affi xes, such as the 
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approximative (propinquative) and comitative in Northern and Central Veps 
may display case concord (Tikka 1992: 141, 159). An example of the case 
concord of the Northern Veps secondary comitative is presented in (17).

(17) keskmäize-nkekeskmäize-nkekeskmäiVze-nkeV 7neit7neit7 se-nkeneitse-nkeneitVse-nkeV pa7n-i-he7n-i-he7    magat-ta
  middle-COM maid-COM put-IMPF-REFL.SG3 sleep-INF
  ‘(S)he went to sleep with the middle maid.’ (MSFOu 100: 94)

Although the attributes 7net7net7 7sinetsinet7si7 Vs sis si in (14) and hural in (15) above do not correspond 
to the expected form an agreeing attribute would take, they are not completely 
in disagreement, either. Following the assumption (cf. section 5.2) that the 
local cases display two important morphosyntactic features by indicating both 
type of local case and morphosyntactic property, we may conclude that the 
given attributes actually do agree to some extent. Here, too, the dyadic origin 
of the Loc– case affi xes is refl ected in that form of the attribute that agrees 
in type [LocI], respectively, [LocE] of local case set, but does not agree in 
property [Loc–].

5.3.2xLocal cases and temporal adverbials

The expressing of temporal adverbials by means of local cases and suchlike 
is very frequent in both Finno-Ugric and in the world’s languages in general 
(Bartens 2000: 105, Ojutkangas 2001: 155). In the Finnic languages, this is 
characteristic of both the LocI and especially the LocE, although the use of the 
LocI in temporal adverbials must be considered quite marginal. An example 
of both the LocI= 7nedalis 7nedalis 7 in (18) and the LocE= öl in (19) illustrates this  öl in (19) illustrates this  öl
characteristic.

(18) neiVzneiznei 7ne 7ni7ni7 sö-skeVskeV 7ni7ni7 jo-skeVskeV ‰ı kahte-s
girl NEG eat-FREQ NEG drink-FREQ NEG two-INESS
7nedali-s 7nedali-s 7
week-INESS
‘The girl neither ate nor drank for two weeks.’ (NEV 1: 90)

(19) tul'-i-ba  üht'5uüht'uüht'   ö-l
come-IMPF-PL3 one.ADESS night-ADESS
‘They came one night.’ (MSFOu 100: 224)
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Note that here temporality is a lexical feature of the noun (7nedalis7nedalis7  ‘in a week’, 
öl ‘at night’) and not a property of the case affi x as suggested by some earlier öl ‘at night’) and not a property of the case affi x as suggested by some earlier öl
descriptions of local cases in various Finnic languages.

Diachronically and from the viewpoint of the present chapter, the use 
of local cases in temporal adverbials is not very relevant and does not have 
any wider importance, although temporal adverbials are reported to form a 
considerable percentage of all the LocE occurrences in table 5.5.

5.3.3xLocal cases and possessive relations

Compared to concrete spatial relations involved with various expressions of 
space and place, possessive relations are much more abstract, more grammatical 
and often more diffi cult to illustrate, because their morphosyntactic information 
is not as concrete as that of spatial expressions. Although in Standard Estonian 
and Standard Finnish extension to include possessive relations is very 
characteristic of the exterior local cases (EKG II 63–64, Auli Hakulinen & 
Fred Karlsson 1979: 96–97, Huumo 1997b: 74, 1998, Koptjevskaja-Tamm & 
Wälchli 2001: 675–679, Vainik 1995, Vilkuna 1989: 169–175), the interior 
local cases tend not to express possession in Finnic. 

The use of local case endings as markers of possessive relations is not 
restricted in Finnic languages only, but occurs in other Finno-Ugric languages, 
too (Inaba 1998). This way of expressing external possession that is formally 
identical with the expression of spatial relations is universally frequent (Heine 
1997). The diachronic implication is that possessive constructions often 
originate from spatial expressions. The semantic motivation for the metaphoric 
extension of spatial expressions is based on a cognitive process in which the 
possessor is conceptualised as the location of the possessed (Heine 1997, 
Huumo 1997b: 78). Heine claims that possession as such is not an independent 
and self-contained domain, but exhibits a number of systematic relationships 
with other domains of human conceptualisation.

It is common that if the allative (LocE+), for instance, starts to lose its 
local denotation, it will take functions typical of the dative (Stolz 1992: 90). 
This is illustratively seen in the use of the adessive in Estonian, although it 
occurs sometimes in spatial and temporal constructions, as well. It has been 
assumed that the reanalysis of the adessive has been supported by loss of 
the genitive case ending and that the adessive has taken over functions that 
were earlier expressed by the genitive (EKG II 63–64, Huumo 1995: 72–75, 
Klaas 1994, 1996, Zsuzsanna Oinas 1993: 537–542, Ojutkangas 1998: 74–75, 
2001: 86).
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The expressing of possessive relations, etc., by means of the local cases is 
characteristic of the Veps exterior local cases as well. Example (20) is a typical 
illustration of this characteristic of the LocE=. 

(20) uk5uukuuk da ako-u ol'-i
[old] man.ADESS and [old] woman-ADESS be-SG3
koum 8e poiga-d
three son-PART
‘An old man and an old woman had three sons.’
(MSFOu 100: 360)

Veps does not diverge considerably from the other Finnic languages in the 
expression of possessive relations by means of local cases, because they are 
much more common in the LocE than LocI. However, it is possible on occasion 
to run into examples in which that relation which is more characteristic of the 
LocE– is expressed by the LocI– as ozandVzandV 8eizandeizand Vspäi eispäi eiVspäi V in (21). This example also 
illustrates the conceptual adjacency of possessive and spatial relations, in that 
the local-case-marked constituent is the source.

(21) saldat ot't' ozandVzandV 8e-i-zande-i-zand VspäiVspäiV d'enga-d
soldier take.IMPF.SG3 host-PL-ELAT money-PL
‘The soldier took money from his hosts.’ (MSFOu 100: 159)

The similarity between spatial and possessive constructions can also be seen in 
the manner in which the exterior local cases distinguish between the properties 
Loc+, Loc= and Loc– when they exhibit exclusively possessive relations. 
Instrumental relations, for instance, do not share this characteristic. In (22) the 
ablative exhibits the LocE–[Poss] as one would expect of a complete LocE 
set.

(22) tarbis sa-da kol'mik tsar- ‰ıpjä
need get-INF three-rouble tsar-ABL
‘need to get three roubles from the tsar’ (NEV 1: 28)

The diachronic restoration of the local case paradigm and disambiguation 
of the merger of the historical Loc= and Loc– does not occur as regularly in 
possessive constructions as in spatial expressions. Very frequently one fi nds 
a LocE= where one would expect a LocE– as in (22). This is seen in (23) in 
which the Loc= (the adessive) papil' is used, although one would presume that papil' is used, although one would presume that papil'
the source would be marked with the Loc–. That the ablative is also expected 
in the given construction is indicated by the Finnish translation in example (24) 
(papi-lta(papi-lta( ).
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(23) tat  tat  tat hän8e-s-az papi-l' ot'
father  father  father he-INESS-SG3 priest-ADESS take.IMPF.SG3
koume sada-d
three hundred-PART
‘The father took three hundred off the priest as the price for him.’
(MSFOu 100: 222)

(24) Isä ott-i häne-stä papi-lta kolme sata-a.
father take-IMPF.SG3 he-ELAT pope-ABL three hundred-PART
‘The father took three hundred off the priest for him.’ 
(MSFOu 100: 222)

Several questions arise from the diachronic change illustrated in the two latter 
examples. Should the form papi-l' be interpreted as an adessive on synchronic papi-l' be interpreted as an adessive on synchronic papi-l'
grounds or an ablative on historical grounds? If it is interpreted as an adessive, 
does it imply a reanalysis of the case ending? Is the change in form refl ected 
in its use?

The reanalysed LocE= column in table 5.5 indicates that a historical 
LocE– (corresponding to the Finnish ablative) is often represented in a 
synchronic LocE=. A typical example is presented in (23) above which shows 
that LocE= in papil' denotes the source (from whom) of the money. The Finnish 
translation papilta in (24) discloses the structure that obviously used to display 
the LocE–[Poss] in Veps, as well. It is obvious that the form has changed 
notably, while the previous function has been preserved and transmitted by the 
eroding affi x. However, the use of the LocE= in this position is synchronically 
motivated, too, as will be demonstrated below in section 5.3.5. So, there is no 
reason to believe that in every single case, such as (23), the LocE= originates 
from the LocE–. Instead of this a reanalysis affects the use of the adessive.

Synchronic LocE–[Poss] forms, such as tsar ‰ıpjä in example (20), occur ä in example (20), occur ä
much more randomly in possessive expressions and are statistically irrelevant 
(see table 5.5). It is noteworthy that in some studies on Finnish grammar the 
two Loc– cases are reported to be less frequent than Loc+ and Loc= (Göran 
Karlsson 1957: 94, 142–143, Onikki-Rantajääskö 2001: 200, Ojutkangas 2001: 
200). However, as the reestablishment of a tripartite system distinguishing the 
Loc+, Loc= and Loc– indicates, the vitality of the Loc– depends more on 
general morphosyntactic strategies than statistical frequency.

The described divergence leads us to two conclusions. First, the 
semantic context considerably infl uences the use of the synchronic LocE–. 
Ultimately, it is infrequent in possessive constructions. Hence, possessive 
relations are probably not very important for the suffi xing of the postposition 
and the reestablishing of a productive LocE– (–lpäi). Second, the merger of 
two historical LocE cases, the adessive (LocE=) and the ablative (LocE–), 
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obviously affects the argument structure in one way or another, which is 
refl ected in the reanalysis of the adessive. Consequently, forms such as papil'
(LocE=) in (23) above evoke the assumption that some other grammatical 
relation is more important for the form than its historical starting-point (LocE–
). The hypothesis to be discussed below in section 5.3.5 is that marking the 
experiencer with the LocE= has led to a reanalysis that decreases the effect of 
the merger of the two historically distinct cases. 

After uncovering historical reasons for the shift from spatial to possessive 
relations, Huumo (1995, 1997b) suggested that actually the Finnish and 
especially Estonian exterior local case sets have taken over the functions of an 
early Proto Finno-Ugric lative (later genetive) *-n. This conclusion is probably 
oversimplifi ed, and the development of the adessive and a proto-language-
stage lative are not compatible (cf. Leino 1998: 122). The reanalysis of the 
Veps LocE= is more likely to have been caused by endogenous development 
in Veps than by the taking over of proto-language stage functions. Huumo’s 
(1997b: 72, 89) conclusion actually supports this view, as he states that in 
Estonian the l-cases seem to be losing their directional properties.

The above analysis of the Veps local cases and possessive relations 
demonstrates that morphosyntactic change and the shift of functional properties 
do not occur simultaneously in all circumstances. Functional properties of a 
historical form, such as the LocE– in Veps, are not transferred automatically. 
The analysis of the Veps local cases expressing external possession lends 
support to the assumption (Hämäläinen 1958: 86–87, 1961: 92–94) that the 
recovering of a tripartite local case system does not take place systematically 
in domains other than spatial relations. 

5.3.4xLocal cases and instrumental relations

Not only possessive relations, but also instrumentality is frequently reported 
to be a semantic extension of local cases (Heine et al. 1991: 52–53). Huumo 
(1997b: 83) outlines the semantic process that modifi es expressions of 
spatial relations into instrumental ones by stating that a local case enters an 
anthropocentric system and begins to indicate the participant of the action. 
Displaying instrumental relations by means of local case affi xes is attested 
in numerous languages and is common to the Finno-Ugric languages as are 
the previously mentioned extensions of spatial relations. I shall fi rst present 
some examples of the instrumental use of local cases in other Finno-Ugric 
languages.

In general, the morphosyntax of instrumental relations and the kind of 
syntax shows considerable divergence. The instrumental and comitative may 
be expressed by the same case affi x, different affi xes or adpositional phrases 
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(see chapter 6). It is common for instrumentality (‘with; by’) to be expressed 
by the Loc= in various Finno-Ugric languages (Bartens 2000: 84). In Mordvin, 
for instance, instrumentality is regularly expressed by the locative case 
(Al'amkin 2000: 66, Erzya7n kel' 2000: 85, GMJa: 166–168) as 7n kel' 2000: 85, GMJa: 166–168) as 7 alaVsasoalasasoala  in (25) 
from Erzya Mordvin.

(25) 7net'7net'7 Vcuvt-neVcuvt-neV usk- 7se 7zsezse t'e-ste kolhozo-7n
these tree-PL.DEF drive-IMPF.PL3/PL3 this-ELAT kolkhoz-GEN
alaVsa-soalasa-soala
horse-INESS
‘These trees were conveyed by the horses of the kolkhoz.’
(GmdJaz 1980: 166)

Similarly to Mordvin, the Samoyedic languages express instrumental relations 
regularly with the Loc= (TereVscenko 1973: 256–258). Although it is the Vcenko 1973: 256–258). Although it is the V
prevailing form applied, the use of the local cases in an instrumental function 
is not restricted to the Loc= only. In Mari dialects instrumental relations may 
be expressed by the Loc+ (Alhoniemi 1969) as is seen in (26), in which a lative 
form (im7nie7nie7 Vs) denotes instrumentality.V ) denotes instrumentality.V

(26) mare-wlä im7ni-e7ni-e7 s kejä-tVs kejä-tV
man-PL horse-LAT go-PL3
‘The men are driving a horse.’ (Alhoniemi 1969: 344)

In Veps instrumental use is typical only of the LocE=, just as in Finnish 
in which it is similarly a productive characteristic of the adessive (Göran 
Karlsson 1995) (cf. tables 5.4 and 5.5). Example (27) is a indication of the 
lucrative productivity of the LocE=[Inst].

(27) d'o-t-taz8e tsaju-l,tsaju-l,tVsaju-l,V kofia-l, votka-l i
drink-CAUS-PASS tea-ADESS coffee-ADESS vodka-ADESS and
kaike-l i 7so-t-taz7so-t-taz7 8e leiba-l i sola-l 
all-ADESS and eat-CAUS-PASS bread-ADESS and salt-ADESS
‘They are giving tea, coffee, vodka and everything to
drink and bread and salt to eat.’ (MSFOu 100: 108)

Given the sensitivity of local cases to semantic extensions, one may 
occasionally run into examples of the Veps LocI= that clearly display an 
instrumental function. An example of the instrumental use of the LocI= 
oruzdeioruzdeioru VzdeiV Vszdeiszdei  is presented in (28). Yet, as table 5.4 above indicates, this kind of use V  is presented in (28). Yet, as table 5.4 above indicates, this kind of use V
of the LocI is very rare.
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(28) ambu-taz 8e oruzde-i-oruzde-i-oru Vzde-i-V Vs
shoot-PASS gun-PL-INESS
‘They are shooting with a gun.’ (MSFOu 100: 119, 128)

Generally speaking, the boundaries of instrumental relations are not quite clear, 
as those of possessive relations are not clear either. In Veps instrumentality is 
a property of a limited category, namely the LocE= that unlike the LocE[Poss] 
displays only the LocE=. This appears to be the most important difference 
between the possessive and instrumental use of the LocE. The three directions 
of the local cases have a considerable role in possessive relations, whereas 
instrumentality is a restricted semantic feature of the adessive. Consequently, 
other morphosyntactic properties typical of local cases are not relevant in 
expressing instrumental relations. However, as in the case of possessive 
relations, the interpretation of instrumental relations expressed by the LocE= 
is blurred by the fact that many historical LocE– forms have merged with the 
LocE=. The consequence of this merger is the subject of the next section. The 
transferrance of earlier functional properties, and the reanalysis of the LocE= 
are the key questions. The assumption to be discussed is that a reanalysis is 
motivated from the viewpoint of endogenous change, but the possible infl uence 
of language contact must also be taken into consideration.

5.3.5xExterior local cases and morphosyntactic reanalysis

The reanalysis of the adessive (LocE=) is most evident in cases in which 
the adessive is the experiencer marker as will be demonstrated below in this 
section. Furthermore, it is used to indicate the agent in certain constructions. 
Diachronically both of the earlier LocE= and LocE– forms are involved in this 
process. However, it is not possible to derive all individual synchronic adessive 
forms from a historical LocE= or LocE–. The historical distinction appears to 
be irrelevant for synchronic relations. Consequently, the main emphasis will be 
laid here on the discussion of the properties of the LocE=. 

As has been noted in the two previous sections, the identifi cation of a 
reanalysis of the LocE= directly affects the way instrumental and possessive 
relations can be distinguished from one another and other semantic extensions 
of LocE=. On the one hand, a reanalysis appears to have been almost forced 
by the erosion of the suffi x. On the other, the shift from adverbial functions 
towards more grammatical ones corresponds to more universal tendencies and 
gradual abandoning of spatial relations. 

When comparing with other Finnic languages, the marking of the 
experiencer in Veps with the LocE= corresponds to what has been reported 
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on the use of the adessive in Estonian and its differences with respect to 
Finnish (Klaas 1994, 1996, Ojutkangas 1998: 74–75, 2001: 86; for data on 
Estonian dialects see Evald Pajusalu 1958: 255–257). In Karelian a similar 
adessive-marked (or more precisely, allative-adessive) experiencer occurs in 
a syntactically more special context (Sarhimaa 1999: 108, 113, 284). More 
generally speaking, the experiencer is commonly marked by the dative case 
in many languages (van Belle & van Langendonck 1996–1998, van Valin 
2001: 27). As Matsumura (1996a) emphasises the Estonian adessive fulfi ls the 
classifi cation requirements of the dative to a great extent. However, also other 
cases such as the genitive, partitive and allative in Old Literary Finnish may 
share functions characteristic of the dative (Inaba 2000a, 2000b, 2001, Leino 
& al. 2001).

The marking of the experiencer with the adessive in Estonian is indicated 
in (29). A corresponding Finnish construction is presented in (30).

(29) Ema-l valuta-b pea.
mother-ADESS hurt-SG3 head
‘Mother has a headache.’ (Klaas 1994: 38)

(30) Äidi-llä särke-e pää-tä.
mother-ADESS hurt-SG3 head-PART
‘Mother has a headache.’ (Klaas 1994: 38)

The morphosyntactic information in these constructions recalls the way 
external possession is expressed in Veps (31) (cf. also (20) and section 5.3.3).

(31) uko-l  uko-l  uko-l da aka-l ol'-i
(old) man-ADESS and (old) woman-ADESS be-IMPF.SG3
koume t'üt'ar-t
three daughter-PART
‘An old man and an old woman had three daughters.’
 (MSFOu 100: 39)

However, there are clear constraints on the use of the adessive (LocE=) in 
certain conditions in some of the cited languages. The difference between the 
use of the adessive in Estonian and Finnish is transparent in those sentences 
in which Standard Finnish does not allow the use of the adessive. In (32) the 
Estonian adessive laste-l marks the experiencer, whereas in Finnish, in (33) the laste-l marks the experiencer, whereas in Finnish, in (33) the laste-l
LocE= is not possible, because it could also mark instrumentality. 
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(32) Ema pes-i õhtu-l las-te-l
mother wash-IMPF.SG3 evening-ADESS child-PL-ADESS
jalgu.
foot.PL.PART
‘The mother washed the children’s feet in the evening.’
(Klaas 1994: 38)

(33) Äiti pes-i illa-lla las-te-nsa
mother wash-IMPF.SG3 evening-ADESS child-PL.GEN-SG3
jala-t.
foot-PL
‘The mother washed her children’s feet in the evening.’ 
(Klaas 1994: 38)

In (32) two separate arguments marked by the adessive follow one another, 
the fi rst in a temporal noun (õhtu-l), the second as a marker of the experiencer õhtu-l), the second as a marker of the experiencer õhtu-l
(laste-l). This is possible, because the Estonian adessive almost never expresses laste-l). This is possible, because the Estonian adessive almost never expresses laste-l
instrumental relations that are regularly marked by the recently suffi xed 
comitative case ending (-ga) as in laste-ga children-COM ‘with the children’. 
There are only few exceptions to this generalisation, such as mängis viiuli-l
‘played the violin’. In Finnish the adessive form (laps-i-lla child-PL-ADESS) 
basically allows the interpretation [child + cx[LocE=[Inst]]], but the animacy 
of the experiencer ‘children’ is an obvious constraint to this interpretation. This 
is more concretely understood if a test is made with the word saippualla soap-
ADESS ‘with the soap’ (34) added to the sentence.

(34) Äiti pes-i illa-lla saippua-lla 
mother wash-IMPF.SG3 evening-ADESS soap-ADESS 
[las-te-nsa] jala-t.
[child-PL.GEN-SG3] foot-PL
 ‘The mother washed the children’s feet with soap in the evening.’

Unlike Finnish the Estonian adessive almost never expresses the LocE=[Inst], 
and this constraint interacts with the triggering of the Estonian adessive as in 
(32). 

In Veps two characteristics of the LocE intertwine in the description of 
the process at issue. First, as we have seen that the adessive expresses both 
possessive and instrumental relations. Second, the merging of a historical 
LocE– with an LocE= integrates some semantic properties of the Loc– with 
the LocE=. Considering the functions of LocE=, the synchronic viewpoint is 
decisive as far as current properties are concerned. The historical development 
demonstrates a certain diachronic drift towards the use of the Veps LocE= as a 
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marker of the experiencer. This is most illustratively seen in the marking of the 
experiencer with the adessive (35) as in the Estonian example (32) above.

(35) bat'a-z8e i mama-z 8e küzu-taz 8e Masa-lMasa-lMa Vsa-lV
father-SG3 and mother-SG3 ask-PASS Masha-ADESS
‘Masha’s father and mother are asking her.’ (MSFOu 100: 166)

The different diachronic background implies some notable differences in the 
historical explanation of the Veps LocE=[Inst]. In (35) the adessive (Masa-lMasa-lMa Vsa-lV )sa-l)sa-l
could, in principle, originate from a historical LocE–. Here, the compensation 
of phonological reduction appears to be unnecessary: the relationship to other 
constituents is indicated by a reanalysed LocE=, as clearly as a LocE– would 
be. As noted, it is not always necessary or even possible to derive a synchronic 
LocE= from a historical LocE–. This can be seen illustratively in (36) in which 
a suffi xed ablative (LocE–) rat7shilpairatshilpairat7shilpai7  follows an adessive (LocE=) heb5u. 
There is not suffi cient evidence that heb5u has originated historically from an 
LocE– in this context, in which two LocE– forms would have followed one 
another without being agreeing constituents of an attribute phrase.

(36) laski-hezoi heb5u rat7shi-lpairatshi-lpairat7shi-lpai7
dismount-IMPF.REFL.PL3 horse.ADESS horseback-ABL
‘They got off the horse.’ (MSFOu 100: 275)

The difference between the reanalysed Veps adessive and the Estonian adessive 
is also evident in the sense that in Veps the LocE= may occasionally mark the 
agent in all three dialects, Northern, Central and Southern Veps, although in 
general, passive forms with an overt agent they are not very common in the 
Finnic languages. Example (37) is drawn from Northern Veps, while (38) 
represents Central Veps.

(37) hebo 7sö-dud7sö-dud7 kond'ija-l da händ'ikaha-l
horse eat-PASS.PTCP.PST bear-ADESS and wolf-ADESSwolf-ADESSwolf
da d'änise-l.d'änise-l.d'äniVse-l.V
and hare-ADESS
The horse [was] eaten by the bear, wolf and hare.’
(MSFOu 100: 152)

(38) 7sö-du7sö-du7 om hi7r-i-l' 7r-i-l' 7
eat-PASS.PTCP.PST is  mouse-PL-ADESS
‘eaten by mice’ (MSFOu 100: 282)
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In both sentences the LocE= (kond'ijal, händ'ikahal, d'äniselkond'ijal, händ'ikahal, d'äniselkond'ijal, händ'ikahal, d'äniVselV  in (37),sel in (37),sel  hi 7ril'7ril'7  in ril' in ril'
(38)) marks the agent of a passive construction. The use of the LocE– as the 
marker of the agent has some parallels in Finnish. The ablative-marked agent 
was rejected in Standard Finnish because of conscious language planning 
as also was discouraged the use of other agent constructions (Lindén 1964). 
However, in Old Literary Finnish the ablative agent was a common feature, 
which possibly did not corrupt the grammar as fundamentally as is feared 
in language planning (Lauri Hakulinen in Lauri Hakulinen & Rapola 1963: 
94–95). It was believed to have been caused by Swedish infl uence (Lauri 
Hakulinen 1979: 586) and would not therefore be an endogenous characteristic 
of the language.

In a wider perspective the marking of agent and instrument with the same 
grammatical element is quite common (Luraghi 2001, Palancar 2002: 164–
174, 203–204, Stolz 2001a). So, language contact is a further aspect to be dealt 
with in the case of Veps. Although there seems to be suffi cient endogenous 
evidence for the use of the Veps LocE= in the described function, foreign 
infl uence, i.e. Russian interference, has to be considered, as well. Here, too, it 
is not easy to distinguish between the various functional characteristics of the 
LocE, because there are examples (39) in which the syntactic context of the 
LocE= is ambiguous and the structure corresponds to external possession. 

(39) Ol'i  tsa7ri-l7ri-l7 sauba-tud t'ürm-ha
be-IMPF.SG3 tsar-ADESS bolt-PASS.PTCP.PST prison-ILL
zmei ulan.
snake Ulan
‘The snake Ulan had been imprisoned by the tsar.’
(MSFOu 100: 175)

The Finnish translation (oli keisarilla was czar-ADESS ‘the czar had’) for (39) 
in the text collection assumes that the construction in which the LocE= occurs 
should be defi ned as external possession. However, the passive participle form 
saubatud speaks for another interpretation, because it is in the role of the saubatud speaks for another interpretation, because it is in the role of the saubatud
predicate and not an attribute of a noun or something else. Here, the LocE= 
undeniably marks the agent (tsa7ril7ril7 ). The use of the LocE= as the agent marker ril). The use of the LocE= as the agent marker ril
has already been observed by Kettunen (1943: 147–148, 194–195), but the 
issue has not been elaborated on since then. Kettunen pointed out that an 
agent may sometimes be marked by an elative, too, although in his opinion 
the historical ablative is the prevalent marker. The use of the elative (LocI–) as 
the marker of the agent is illustrated in (40). However, this appears to be quite 
infrequent and untypical of the LocI.
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(40) le7sk7sk7 om  muzika-spei muzika-spei mu Vzika-speiV jät-tut
widow is husband-ELAT leave-PASS.PTCP.PST
‘The widow has been left by her husband.’ (Kettunen 1943: 195)

Because passive forms with an overt agent are not very typical of Finnic 
languages, one might assume that the use of the LocE= in constructions like 
(37) and (38) above has been caused by the ubiquitous Russian infl uence on 
Veps. What makes this assumption especially tempting, is the fact, that Russian 
uses the instrumental case to mark the agent as in (41).

(41) Vetr-om sorva-lo kryVs-u.krys-u.kry
wind-INST tear-PRET roof-ACCroof-ACCroof
‘The roof was torn away by the wind.’

It would be logical to conclude that the Russian instrumental suffi x is the 
functional source for the Veps agent-marking LocE=[Inst] in (37), (38) and 
(39) above. As a matter of fact, it is not possible to exclude the possibility of 
Russian infl uence in this special case, as Mullonen (1967: 41–42) maintains. 
Accordingly, Markianova (1981: 30–31) suggests that in certain circumstances 
even the use of the re-established Loc– forms is due to Russian infl uence, but 
this claim is incorrect in the light of the ascribed language-internal processes.

North-western Russian dialects display another construction (42) that is 
also similar to the Veps examples above, and the contrastive examples of the 
use of the Estonian adessive that Pihlak (1993: 26) presented for the Russian 
sentences resembles Veps even more (43).

(42) U nego svoja izba postav-lena.
at him own.F cottage build-PASS.PTCP.PST.F
‘He has a self-made house.’ (Pihlak 1993: 26)

(43) Ta-l on oma tare ehitatud.
(s)he-ADESS is own cottage build-PASS.PTCP.PST
‘He has a house of his own.’ (Pihlak 1993: 26)

The functional correspondence to the Veps adessive is obvious. Nevertheless, 
the use of the Veps adessive [LocE=] (note, including historical Loc–) should 
rather be dealt with in a larger framework set out from the morphosyntax of the 
Veps adessive. The reanalysis of the adessive is evident and it has obviously 
taken place as a part of an extensive language-internal systemic change or 
at least have been infl uenced and supported by it. Although the Russian 
instrumental and the way to express external possession are a parallel to Veps 
as an agent marker, it must be noted that local cases such as the locative and 
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the ablative frequently express agent in cross-linguistic data (Palancar 2002: 
155–164, 205–208). Consequently, it is not likely that Russian would be the 
sole catalyst of all the subsequent changes including phonological attrition 
of case suffi xes. The possibility of an endogenous change must be left open 
for further investigation, also. This view is also supported by the fact that the 
Loc– is more or less regularly used to mark the agent in some other Finnic 
languages, such as the elative in Livonian as in example (44) and in Estonian 
as indicated by example (45). 

(44) s jäl um võ-nd ikVsiksik kur 5e-st5e-st5 aps jäs-tõd
there is be-PTCP.PST one devil-ELAT possess-PASS.PTCP.PST
neitst 
maid
‘There was a maid who was possessed by the devil.’ (MSFOu 106: 101)

(45) Puu-d ol-i-d tormi-st mur-tud.
tree-PL be-IMPF-PL3 storm-ELAT break-PASS.PTCP.PST
‘The trees were damaged in the storm.’ (Klaas 1996: 48)

Standard Estonian uses the elative for a given purpose as in (44), but South 
Estonian dialects mark the same relation with the ablative (Kettunen 1924: 
64). In the case of Livonian, Russian infl uence is quite out of the question. In 
the case of Estonian a direct comparison with the neighboring Indo-European 
languages, especially German, must be considered. However, there is another 
alternative in Estonian that is syntactically closer to the German way of 
marking the agent with the preposition von (von mir gemacht ‘made by me’), von mir gemacht ‘made by me’), von mir gemacht
namely the postposition poolt (poolt (poolt minu poolt tehtud ‘made by me’) (EKG II minu poolt tehtud ‘made by me’) (EKG II minu poolt tehtud
65–66, 138). So, the occurrence of the elative-marked agent has to be based on 
a further consideration of grammatical interrelations, which would take us too 
far from the original subject. 

Generally speaking, the fact that the LocE is used to express a wide 
range of semantic roles makes the picture quite complicated. However, this 
divergence takes a more logical shape in the light of the diachronic changes 
described. The illustrated examples have aimed at showing the manner in 
which the Veps LocE= has changed and evolved typologically.

5.3.6xOther semantic roles of the Veps local cases

In table 5.4 a considerable number of LocI are reported which express “other” 
than one of the major grammatical relations characteristic of the local cases 
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that have been described above. The column “other” mainly represents two 
construction types. The fi rst is compatible with the use of the local case 
endings in temporal adverbials, since it represents a lexically conditioned 
use of the local cases. The lexical category at issue consists of body-part 
nouns denoting entities such as ‘hand’, ‘head’ and ‘side’. The difference with 
respect to temporal adverbials is that the LocI[~ body-part] may alternate 
between Loc+, Loc= and Loc– just as in the case of spatial relations and, thus, 
is not restricted to solely one property of the LocI. However, the picture is 
diachronically more complicated here, because an assumed historical LocI– 
has merged for the most part with the LocI= (121 occurrences in the data). A 
secondary LocI– occurs much more seldom, but too often to be an exception or 
the result of slips in coding errors (38 occurrences in the data). The body-part 
nouns have special importance in the diachronic development, because they 
frequently become adpositions, which has happened in some Finnic languages, 
too (Ojutkangas 2000, 2001; see table 4.2 and section 4.5.1.6). For this reason, 
body-part nouns are presented in the column of “other” functions in table 5.5. 
However, basically the task of local cases attached to body-part nouns often 
does not differ much from those that simply indicate a concrete spatial relation. 
Examples will be listed below.

The use of the inessive (LocI=), historical elative (LocI= < LocI–) and 
synchronic elative (LocI–) in connection with body-part nouns is illustrated 
in the next three examples. The fi rst (46) illustrates the LocI= (toizes kädtoizes kädtoiVzes kädV 8eszes kädeszes käd ), 
the second (47) represents the merger of a former LocI– with LocI= (käd8eskädeskäd ), 
whilst the third (48) presents an example of a secondary LocI– (päspäiwhilst the third (48) presents an example of a secondary LocI– (päspäiwhilst the third (48) presents an example of a secondary LocI– ( ).

(46) toiVze-stoize-stoi käd8e-skäde-skäd pida-b – – leiba-n
other-INESS hand-INESS hold-SG3 – – bread-GEN(-ACC)
‘[(S)he] is holding bread in the other hand.’
(MSFOu 100: 115–116)

(47) perv8ej dru8ej dru8 skVskV otta-b Vze 7niho-n7niho-n7 i
matchmaker take-SG3 bridegroom-GEN and
7nevesta-n7nevesta-n7 käd8e-skäde-skäd
bride-GEN hand-INESS
‘The matchmaker is taking the bridegroom and the bride
by the hand.’ (MSFOu 100: 115–116)

(48) 7netse7netse7 d'evotska-ine 7segla-n7segla-n7 pä-späi heit'. 
this girl-DIM riddle-GEN(-ACC) head-ELAT throw.IMPF.SG3
‘This girl emptied her head of the riddle.’ (MSFOu 100: 248)
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The way LocI= is used in (46) toize-s käd toize-s käd toiVze-s kädV 8e-sze-s käde-sze-s käd  ‘in the other hand’ is actually 
completely compatible with those constructions expressing a concrete spatial 
relation. Similarly, other concrete body-parts, such as ‘back’ (selga-s back-
INESS ‘at the back’) (49) or ‘neck’ (7ni7ni7 ska-s niska-s niVska-s V neck-INESS ‘at the neck’) (50) often 
use LocI= to indicate a concrete location. Yet, in texts ‘hand’ and ‘head’ occur 
more frequently than others such as ‘back’ and ‘neck’.

(49) kasal'kasal'kaVsal'V selga-s, dubin üht'e-s käd8e-skäde-skäd
knapsack back-INESS staff one-INESS hand-INESS
‘a knapsack on the back, a staff in one hand’ (MSFOu 100: 257)

(50) nets8e mur 7zei – –murzei – –mur 7zei – –7 homaitVshomaitshomait  hän5u 7ni7ni7 ska-sniska-sniVska-sV
this bride – – notice.IMPF.SG3 (s)he.ADESS neck-INESS
rana-n
wound-GEN(-ACC)
‘The bride noticed a wound in his neck.’ (MSFOu 100: 226)

As regards the diachronic development of the local cases, the body-part nouns 
do not display secondary Loc– forms as is the case with more basic spatial 
relations. Example (47) illustrates the change that occurs in the way that the 
body-part noun käd8e-skäde-skäd  ‘in hand’ is related to other arguments, if the secondary 
elative (LocI–) is not used. The local case-marked constituent is actually 
in the position of an object, which decreases the importance of the earlier 
morphosyntactic information marked by LocI–. However, in (51) displaying 
a LocI= sel'ga-s and (52) displaying a LocI– sel'g-i-VspaiVspaiV  the alternation is 
probably partly caused by the fact that the morphosyntactic change is still in 
transition and LocI– forms that synchronically correspond to LocI= have not 
completely lost their earlier morphosyntactic properties, yet.

(51) ota-n sel'ga-s 7rem 7ni-n7ni-n7
take-SG1 back-INESS strap-GEN(-ACC)
‘I am taking the strap from the back.’ (MSFOu 100: 273)

(52) sel'g-i-VspaiVspaiV 7rem 7ni-d7ni-d7 ando-i-tai
back-PL-ELAT strap-PL give-IMPF-PL2
‘You gave the strap off your back.’ (MSFOu 100 278)

Adverbial constructions that equate the value (‘x is worth y’) or capacity (‘x 
made of y’) of two nominal constituents form another important way to use 
local cases, or more precisely, the inessive (LocI=), that has been presented in 
the column of “other” functions in table 5.4. The LocI= which is descended 
from the historical merger of LocI= and LocI–, and that is prevalent in the 
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synchronic LocI=[other] forms in table 5.4 (121 out of 160) is often used 
in constructions that equate two nominal constituents, in addition to being 
attached to body-part nouns as in (46–52).

In (53) the LocI= form (tsolkovia-s) is a equated with the object ( 7gäni) is a equated with the object (gäni) is a equated with the object ( 7gäni7 Vsangänisangäni ) 
“the hare is worth a ruble”. (Cf. also (23) above.) In other words, the LocI= 
marked form tsolkovia-s is semantically comparable (“is worth”) with the 
object 7gäni7gäni7 Vsangänisangäni . The Southern Veps example (54) illustrates the type “is made 
of” (‘becomes’) as exemplifi ed with pakitVseja-sppakitseja-sppakitVseja-spV jä. The latter type (54) is 
semantically closer to the basic spatial relations than the previous one (53).

(53) nets8e-n  mina 7gäni7gäni7 Vsa-ngänisa-ngäni riko-n  kiv5u
this-GEN(-ACC) I hare-GEN(-ACC) kill-SG1 stone.ADESS
i mö-n  tsolkovia-s
and sell-SG1 [silver] ruble-INESS
‘I shall kill that hare with a stone and sell it for a silver ruble.’
(MSFOu 100: 254)

(54) nügüt te7g-heteg-hete7g-he7 mug 5o7ne bohat pakitVseja-sppakitseja-sppakitVseja-spV jä
now do-REFL.SG3 such rich beggar-ELAT
‘Now the beggar became such a rich [man].’ (NEV 1: 56)

If the development of the local cases is considered as a whole, it is obvious 
that the use of these in various functions can plausibly be accounted for 
diachronically as extensions of spatial relations. As some examples, such as 
(48), (52) and (54) show, the suffi xed and secondary LocI– has begun to spread 
analogically especially in Southern Veps, but it is quite irregular in other than 
spatial expressions as is to be expected of a newly grammaticalised entity. The 
synchronic LocI– in these three examples is better understood as an analogical 
extension of the LocI–[Spat] than a diachronic complementing of the merger 
of the LocI= and LocI– in these particular constructions.

Many of the questions emerging from the data have been discussed in 
section 5.3. What is presented above in this section sums up the infl uence 
of two effective reductive changes that have strongly affected the evolution 
of the typology of spatial relations and especially the local case system in 
Finnic. First, the phonological reduction has led to syncretism between forms 
that belong to the same domain (spatial relations) and infl ectional subsystem 
(local cases). Second, the attested attrition triggers a syntactic reanalysis of the 
eroded form, a typical shift towards more abstract meanings and expressing 
semantically those relations that are more grammatical. These two processes 
are illustratively seen in the development of the Veps local case system. Third, 
I shall seek to outline the evolution of the Veps local case system briefl y from a 
more theoretical perspective. The following section focuses on the diachronic 
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interdependence between the Loc= and Loc–, their merger and the recovering 
of the distinction between the two categories that was established in the 
preceding analysis.

5.4xThe merger of case suffi xes and compensation

Each local case has its individual characteristics, but the systemic nature of 
this category is seen in the re-establishing of the tripartite system in both the 
interior and exterior local cases. Though frequent in languages that display 
local cases, the merger of two cases seems to corrupt the systematicness of 
the local cases in some way. The semantic grounds for re-establishing the 
opposition are obvious and lend considerable support to the assumption of the 
primacy of spatial relations with respect to others. 

It is still necessary to discuss the importance of syncretism and the identity 
between two forms, i.e., the historical merger of the Loc= and Loc–. The merger 
of the Veps inessive and elative, respectively, adessive and ablative, was caused 
by apocope and the resulting syncretism obviously increased morphosyntactic 
cumulating on the merged form, although syncretism between various local 
cases is universally common. In Veps, however, the loss of the Loc– was 
compensated by a secondary Loc– case affi x. 

The question that then arises is what it is that ultimately triggers the 
compensation for the loss. In languages with SVO and SOV basic word 
order, which are the most relevant to Veps, suffi xes are statistically frequent 
and much more common than are other affi x types. The suffi xing of a former 
postposition also corresponds to the assumption that morphological units have a 
syntactic background. The third motivation reported for suffi xing preference is 
psycholinguistic, i.e. the naturalness of the constituent order. The development 
of the Loc– in Veps suggests that systematicness plays a signifi cant role in 
the diachronic process. The change is morphologically motivated, because it 
reinforces the distinction between morphosyntactic properties typical of spatial 
relations characteristic of local cases. From a morphological perspective the 
establishing of a secondary Loc– is compensation for a lost category rather 
than a therapeutic operation that transfers certain pieces of morphosyntactic 
information to other grammatical units.

Basically, the syncretism between two cases corrupts the harmony 
between form and function, because the ideal morphological pattern in which 
one function corresponds to one form is broken. Although the assumption of a 
language with a morphological system based on an ideal situation is unrealistic 
(Heath 1991, Winfred Lehmann 1991: 3), it is obvious that syncretism evokes 
confusion in a language system by accumulating too much morphosyntactic 
information on one form (Carstairs 1987: 124). If syncretism between adjacent 
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categories, such as two local case suffi xes, is likely to occur, it will probably 
affect those grammatical relations typically marked by the given affi xes. 
Consequently, syncretism may become a catalyst or is at least a contributor to 
subsequent change. It has been suggested that the ultimate result of syncretism 
is that grammatical categories no longer become morphologically marked 
(Bussman 1996: 470). However, this is not always the case as clearly indicated 
by the changes in the Veps local case system: the property Loc– ceased to be 
marked for a while, because no distinction was made between the Loc= and 
Loc–. At the same time, the local case type (LocI resp. LocE) marker was 
never lost.

Given the tendency to avoid superfl uous morphosyntactic cumulating 
on primary suffi xes, case syncretism is not very widespread in the Finnic 
languages. Nor is infl ectional homonymy in general, i.e., the complete 
similarity of two forms that may infl uence many infl ectional categories. As 
an exception infl ectional homonymy is very common in Estonian, in which 
an intensive reduction of the most frequent case affi xes led to the merger 
of many infl ectional forms. There are 14 different overlap patterns where 
infl ectional homonymy eliminates the distinction between two Estonian 
case forms (Viitso 1990: 460–461). This kind of infl ectional homonymy is 
typically unsystematic (alternatively called accidental or random infl ectional 
homonymy). However, the eroding of individual case suffi xes, which above 
all infl uences the nominative, genitive, partitive and illative, has not led to 
consistent syncretism between these forms in the case paradigm of Estonian 
either, because the confi guration of infl ectional homonymy depends, to a 
great extent, on the declension type. A closer survey of Standard Estonian 
data reveals that a language can cope with large-scale infl ectional handicaps, 
such as the merger between two and, in the most extreme case, three object 
marking cases (the nominative, genitive-accusative and partitive) by relying 
on compensating pre-existing syntactic means such as case agreement and 
case government that often eliminate the consequences of the merger of cases 
(Riho Grünthal 2001, Viks 1984). Compared to most other languages, Estonian 
is, nevertheless, an exception. A language is not very likely to accept such 
a widespread infl ectional homonymy without special restrictions (Carstairs 
1987, Johnston 1997), because the merger of forms would ultimately lead to 
complete grammatical confusion. In the most extreme case, a given language 
would considerably weaken its morphological means of relational marking.

The synchronic Veps local case paradigms are not infl uenced by 
syncretism and forms are neatly kept apart from one another. However, 
infl ectional homonymy closely touches upon the historical development of the 
Veps local cases as illustrated in table 5.2 at the beginning of this chapter (cf. 
also table 2.3 in section 2.4). The role of syncretism is especially interesting, 
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because it compels us to discuss both the reasons why it is not allowed and the 
constraints that make it possible.

This identity of forms appears to work differently in synchronic systems 
than in diachronic change. This is demonstrated by two facts. First, syncretism 
and infl ectional homonymy are widely attested in different languages and as 
such belong to grammar and morphology. But second, one may assume for 
good reason that syncretism is not likely to arise just everywhere one would 
expect it, although it would seem to be the logical result of subsequent change. 
This could be assumed because of the historical development of the Estonian 
case system. As noted, in certain noun types phonological reduction has led to 
the merger of the nominative, genitive-accusative and partitive. Ultimately, the 
illative should have merged with all three others, but this has been prevented 
by the spread of analogical illative affi xes (Riho Grünthal 2002: 28–29, 
Kettunen 1962 (1929): 92–93, 217). Paunonen (2003: 217–221) shows that the 
threat of syncretism has clearly infl uenced the diachronic development of noun 
infl ection in South-west Finnish dialects and is compatible with Estonian. Like 
Estonian, these dialects even display some fl exive forms that, fi nally, have 
contributed in avoiding syncretism. 

Generally speaking, it seems necessary to distinguish diachronically 
between a realisational and a realisational and a realisational non-realisational type of syncretism. The former 
is represented in the synchronic identity intertwined in two or more case forms 
(for examples and discussion, see section 4.6.2.1). The latter, the syncretism 
that one would expect on the basis of phonological development, is rejected for 
some reason. Non-realisational syncretism is one of those invisible modules in 
diachronic change that affect morphosyntactic change.

The appearance of syncretism is unpredictable, because it typically 
results from phonological erosion. Realisational syncretism and synchronic 
infl ectional homonymy always infl uence the making of distinctions between 
various units and reduce the functionality of affi xal marking. This process 
extends to grammatical relations marked by these units as well as the semantic 
interpretation of clause arguments.

Infl etional homonymy and the relationship between two identical case 
endings and the polysemy of one affi x will be discussed in chapter 6, too, 
in connection with the Southern Veps prolative-comitative and Livonian 
translative-comitative. The development of these affi xes illustrates the 
diffi culties in distinguishing between syncretism and reanalysis, that is, the 
semantic extension of case affi xes. The next section returns to aspects involved 
in the evolution of the Veps local case system. The key question, here, is 
whether and when case syncretism provokes subsequent morphosyntactic 
changes.
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5.4.1xSyncretism between local cases

If infl ectional homonymy occurs in a language, then a hypothesis must be 
established showing how the language can develop non-morphological means 
in order to express those morphosyntactic properties that are mostly affected by 
the identity of forms (Carstairs 1987: 124). Veps provides evidence concerning 
how the effect of syncretism can be disambiguated by morphological means. 
The recovery of pre-existing categories supports its infl ectional structure and 
decreases the effect and speed of reductive changes, although it externally 
resembles the mechanic morphologisation of a syntactic unit with no evident 
interdependence linked to other changes.

As languages do not always follow the most logical and systematic course 
of development, it is common for a tripartite local case set to be incomplete 
and a language to display only two local cases (Stolz 1992: 77–104). Korhonen 
(1996 (1975): 145–152) discusses the mutual hierarchy of the Finno-Ugric 
local cases in terms of markedness and maintains that the lative is unmarked 
compared to other local cases. However, as a rule, there is no general concept 
that would universally explain what local case is prior to the other local 
cases. The clearest typological implication is that a language tends to avoid 
syncretism between the lative and the ablative cases (Stolz 1992: 89), i.e. the 
merger of the Loc+ and Loc–, the two edges of an ideal tripartite system, while 
the locative cases are more stable. If anything, the locative should therefore be 
classifi ed as the core of local cases. As Kilby (1983: 55) puts it: if only a few 
locational relations are expressed in a case system, they will always include 
simple location.

It is maintained that the fewer the morphosyntactic properties, such as 
case, number, gender, person, etc., are included in the morphological affi xes, 
the more unlikely systematic homonymy becomes. The more cumulative the 
infl ectional forms are, the more likely systematic homonymy will be to occur 
(Carstairs 1987, Haugen 1982: 88, Plank 1991a, 1991b, Johnston 1997). 
Carstairs (Carstairs 1987, Carstairs-McCarthy 1992: 204–205) concludes that 
a) cumulative homonymies are much commoner than non-cumulative ones, b) 
in non-cumulative homonymies, the realisation of the homonymous properties 
nearly always looks like that which is usual for just one of these properties 
in other contexts, and c) in non-cumulative homonymies, at least one of the 
contextual, or dominant, properties is less relevant than the homonymous 
properties. This may be verifi ed easily by empirical morphological data. 
Languages with morphosyntactically cumulative forms such as object 
conjugation in Mordvin and Tundra Nenets display systematically infl ectional 
homonymy (Keresztes 1999, Tapani Salminen 1997). The Erzya Mordvin 
present tense form pala-tadi7zpala-tadizpala-tadi  of the verb 7  of the verb 7z of the verb z palams ‘kiss’, for instance, may get 
six different interpretations depending on the context (subject/object): kiss-
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PL1/SG2 ‘we kiss you (one)’, kiss-PL3/SG2 ‘they kiss you (one)’, kiss-SG1/PL2 ‘I 
kiss you (many)’, kiss-SG3/PL2 ‘(s)he kisses you (many)’, kiss-PL1/PL2 ‘we kiss 
you (many)’ and kiss-PL3/PL2 ‘they kiss you (many)’ (Keresztets 1999: 18).

The merger of the former Loc= and Loc– in Veps was reviewed in section 
5.3, as well as the semantic characteristics involved in the rise of syncretism 
and accidental homonymy. This merger took place most consistently where the 
local cases expressed other than spatial relations. 

Since apocope is a relatively common phenomenon in various Finnic 
dialects, individual examples of case syncretism have been reported from 
many parts of this language area (cf. table 2.2 in section 2), and Sámic 
(Kettunen 1960: 17–18, Korhonen 1981: 222–223, Sammallahti 1998: 66–69, 
Tikka 1988: 82–83). The confi guration of local case patterns may alternate 
in adjacent varieties. Karelian proper and Olonetsian, for instance, do not 
distinguish between the LocE+ and LocE=. The fi rst uses a historical LocE= to 
denote both Loc+ and Loc=, whereas the latter displays a historical LocE+ for 
the same purpose (Kettunen 1960: 17–18). In the vein of this case syncretism, 
Olonetsian displays a similar secondary Loc– as do Veps and Lude (Kettunen 
1960: 18).

In North Sámi and the more eastern Sámic languages the Loc= and 
Loc– have merged, whereas the Loc+ is distinguished from them. The more 
western/southern Sámic varieties display a complete tripartite system (Bartens 
1972, Erkki Itkonen 1966: 263, Korhonen 1981: 221–224, Sammallahti 
1998: 66–67). In North Sámi the merger of the Loc= and Loc– is evident 
in postpositions, too, although they may display different suffi xes that were 
originally unaffected by the development that brought about the syncretism 
in the local cases, for instance, (n)ala ‘on(to)’, (n)alde ‘on, off’, vuollái ‘(to) 
under’, vuolde ‘under, from under’ (cf. table 4.1 in chapter 4). North Sámi 
adpositions have thus adopted the confi guration characteristic of local cases, 
although they need not display the same affi xes.

Considering local case marking strategies in Finnic and more remote 
related languages, the local cases in the Finno-Permic languages have much 
in common (Alhoniemi 1985, 2001, Bartens 1999, 2000, Rédei 1996). It is 
probably Mari that deviates most, because the inessive (the only Loc= in 
Mari) is historically derived from a form that corresponds to the Finno-Volgaic 
elative (*-stA). (The proposal that the Permic elative descends (cf. Udmurt 
gurt{gurt{gurti-7st-7st-7 {im village-ELAT-SG1 ‘from my village’) from the same proto-form as 
the Finnic elative has been rejected on phonological grounds (Bartens 2000: 
85).) Attempts to explain the Mari inessive simply as a descendant of a Loc= 
are not plausible. As Rédei (1996: 258) and Alhoniemi (2001: 98) suggest, it is 
more likely that the two local cases have merged.

The reconstructed development in the Mari local case system corresponds 
to what has been reported from other languages and actually corresponds to 
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the merger of the Loc= and Loc– in North Sámi and the more eastern Sámic 
languages. Unlike Sámic, Mari has undergone additional changes to fi ll the gap 
in the tripartite local case set. Finally, the original Loc– was reanalysed as a 
Loc= and further study led towards a secondary distinguishing of the Loc– by 
syntactic means (Alhoniemi 2001). This development in Mari corresponds 
exactly to the morphosyntactic change in the Veps local case system, although 
the morphological adaptation and adjustment of the morphologised item is not 
as clear in all its details as Veps.

In Veps the merger of two cases is visible in some present-day forms, 
too, as demonstrated by various examples in section 5.3. Non-spatial relations 
are of special importance in this respect. Other Finno-Ugric languages and 
cross-linguistic evidence on local case systems show that a bipartite local case 
system would have been entirely possible in Veps. Yet, it has re-established 
the distinction between the Loc+, Loc= and Loc– as summarised in tables 
5.4 and 5.5 above. Obviously, the development of the Veps local case system 
provides an example of the elimination of case syncretism that has preserved 
a confi guration very characteristic of local cases. The next section sums up the 
processes illustrated and provides evidence concerning the localist hypothesis 
and the primacy of spatial relations. 

5.4.2.xFunctional constraints in recovering the local case system

The development illustrated so far appears to result from close cooperation 
between form and function. Various modules that affect the morphosyntax and 
the morphosyntactic representation of grammatical information are involved 
in this. The course of development of the LocI and LocE in Veps is summed 
up in fi gure 5.2, which focuses on diachronic change, not the actual state of 
language.

Figure 5.2. The development of the LocI and LocE in Veps.

1 2 3
Loc + Loc + Loc +
Loc= Loc= Loc=
Loc- Loc- Loc-
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An important systemic change that took place during stage two concerns 
the merger of the Loc= and Loc–, which simultaneously ended the tripartite 
local case system and brought about infl ectional homonymy between the two 
adjacent categories. Although the formal distinction is reestablished in stage 
3, the actual morphosyntactic state does not completely correspond to stage 
1. The syntactic reanalysis of the Veps LocE=, for instance, as explained in 
section 5.3.5 followed stage 1, but preceded stage 3. Consequently, the re-
creation of the formal opposition between the Loc= and Loc– is not completely 
compatible with stage 1.

As has been repeatedly emphasised, the evident conclusion is that the 
Loc– has been reestablished, when it denotes spatial relations. This corresponds 
to the view that morphological rules are attached to preexisting categories 
in language (Anderson 1992: 362), and shows how the morphosemantic 
transparency of a given suffi x increases in a diachronic change that re-
establishes a temporarily lost infl ectional category (Wurzel 1995: 77–87). In 
the process illustrated the exact morphosyntactic information of a pre-existing 
category is the Loc–[Spat]. Relations other than spatial displayed by the 
former Loc– merged with the Loc= and participated in a reanalysis of LocE=. 
This diachronic process is presented in the schematisation of the development 
of the LocE in table 5.5.

Table 5.6. The development of form and function in the Veps exterior 
local cases (LocE).

FUNCTION

FO
R

M

1. LocE+ spat Ø poss Ø

2a. LocE= spat instr poss reanal

2b. (LocE–) Ø Ø Ø

3. LocE– spat Ø Ø/poss Ø

The fi rst LocE– row (2b) indicates the historical LocE– that merged with 
LocE=. The lower LocE– (3) shows the syncronic state, in which the re-
establishing of the LocE– has taken place but only in the vertical column 
of spatial relations. The percentage of non-spatial relations expressed by the 
Loc–, such as LocI–[Poss] and LocE–[Poss] is so marginal with respect to the 
LocI–[Spat] that they are undeniably hierarchically secondary to the latter. 
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Diachronically, the use of the Loc– in other than spatial relations is based on 
the semantic extension of the Loc–[Spat]. 

This assumption is supported by the use of secondary Loc– forms in 
other forms that express spatial relations, such as newly suffi xed cases like 
the egressive e.g. d'edaze-nnupai in (55) and postpositions e.g. alpäi in (56) 
and tagapäiand tagapäiand  in (57) below. The third Veps set of local cases, the approximative 
set (LocD) illustrated in (48) displays mainly spatial relations as well, but is 
functionally more limited compared with the two other local case sets.

(55) i siga-pai hä7ne-n vel'l' ol-i  tul-nu
and there-DIR (s)he-GEN brother be-IMPF.SG3  come-PTCP.PST
muga Vzno mugazno muga voin-ha d'eda-ze-nnupai
also   war-ILL uncle-SG3-EGR
‘And her/his brother had similarly come to the war from there,
her/his uncle’s [place].’ (MSFOu 100: 8)

(56) h‰ırut‰ırut‰ i tul'-i pätVsi-npätsi-npätVsi-nV al-päi…  
mouse also come-IMPF.SG3 stove-GEN under-DIR
‘The mouse came out from under the stove.’ (MSFOu 100: 75)

(57) ot't' l'ub{i-i sunduga-n taga-päi  i
take.IMPF.SG3 rise-IMPF.SG3 trunk-GEN behind-DIR and 
l'äk-s lava-l'e
go-IMPF.SG3 floor-ALL
‘[Masha] stood up behind the trunk and went to the floor.’ 
(MSFOu 100: 165)

In sigapai in (55) and tagapäi in (57) -pAi marks the Loc– as expected, while 
there is no marker of type for the local case. The third postposition alpäi in 
(56) actually corresponds to the ablative form in case paradigms (cf. tables 2.3 
and 4.1).

It has been proposed that rule-governed morphological productivity may 
better account for the morphological processes than analogy (Bauer 2001: 
97). On the basis of the diachronic evidence of the Veps local case system, it 
seems that analogy accounts for the functional diffusion better than generative 
rule-based explanations. The suffi xed Loc– marker occurs regularly in spatial 
constructions and more randomly in semantic extensions. The irregularity and 
gradual diffusion of the Loc– affi x support an analogical explanation of the 
process. Meillet (1958 [1912]: 130–133) distinguished between analogical 
forms and analogical innovation. This distinction seems adequate for the 
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described process, as well, because the innovation based on the suffi xing of a 
secondary Loc– has spread analogically to various expressions of spatiality.

In comparison to the LocE, the interior local cases (LocI) are more 
consistent in a way, because they display spatial relations much more 
exclusively as the statistics indicate. Possible non-spatial relations expressed 
by the LocI are metaphoric extensions here, too, while in the case of the LocE 
the changes interact with more systematic grammatical variation.

The following conclusions can be drawn on the diachronic development 
of the Veps local cases and especially that of the Loc–:

(a) The Loc– is marked in all three local case sets by the same suffi x -pAi
(Southern Veps -p jä). 

(b) The marker of the Loc– displays synchronic morphological rules, but 
the adaptation is not yet quite complete.

(c) The divergence in the form of the Loc– is seen in syntactic structures, 
such as attribute phrases and refl ects the young age of the suffi xing.

(d) The same marker of the Loc– is used in various constructions, 
including infl ectional suffi xes, postpositions and adverbs.

(e) The compensating for the loss of the former suffi x Loc– has semantic 
constraints (+spatial).

(f) The reestablishing of the infl ectional suffi x Loc– did not imply a 
parallel reestablishing of all functional properties. So, the suffi xing of the 
secondary Loc– did not generate a take-over of functions, but rather re-
established the core properties of the Loc–.

(g) The phonological reduction of the former LocE– and the merger 
between the LocE= and LocE– evoked a reanalysis of LocE=.

Givón (1991: 335) distinguishes between the communicative, socio-
cultural, cognitive and neuro-biological background to markedness and 
formal complexity in grammar. He argues that a language structure must 
be functionally motivated. The re-establishing of the Loc–[Spat] in Veps is 
an illustrative example of a functionally motivated structure in a diachronic 
process. 

The development of the Veps local case system suggests an interdependence 
based on the general evolutionary strategy of language: a preservative change 
that may eliminate or compensate for the effect of a reductive change. The 
way in which the tripartite opposition between local cases is re-established 
emphasises the signifi cance of language-specifi c features, and the importance 
of this morphological category for the Finnic languages. 
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6.xLanguage contact and morphosyntactic change

The two previous empirical chapters have mainly concentrated on examples 
of language change that illustrate endogenous development. This chapter 
will consider the infl uence of language contact on morphosyntactic change 
and the reanalysis of case suffi xes. Two studies will seek to cast more 
light on the interaction between neighbouring languages and the structural 
premises of foreign interference. The development of the prolative-comitative 
(PROLCOM) case in Southern Veps shows illustratively how the suffi xing and 
the morphologisation of a former postposition preceded a contact-induced 
reanalysis of the prolative case. The second issue, the previously suggested 
translative-comitative (TRANSLCOM) case syncretism in Livonian can be 
accounted for as a result of contact-induced morphosyntactic change and 
reanalysis.

6.1xHistorical impact of language contacts on Finnic

The impact of language contacts on the development of the Finnic languages 
both as a group and as individual languages has traditionally been regarded as 
remarkable (Tauli 1955). Recent studies of Finnic languages have emphasised 
the need to analyse the intertwining of endogenous and contact-induced 
development, “native and borrowed” (Laakso 2001b, Sarhimaa 2000). As 
Wälchli (2000: 211) phrases it, “If one looks more closely, there is nearly 
always a delicate intertwining of language contact, a continuation of inherited 
tendencies and new independent developments.” The necessity of paying more 
attention on the intertwining of different forces in language change is well 
motivated for various reasons that are rooted in long prehistoric contacts and 
that have resulted in the recent gradual assimilation of minor Finnic languages 
under the pressure of socially dominating neighbouring languages. The more 
or less constant fl ow of early Indo-European loan-words began in Proto-Finno-
Ugric and has continued through various stages of Finnic and other Finno-
Ugric languages until now. 

Until very recently research had mainly concentrated on tracing those 
loan-words that originate from various Indo-European sources, beginning with 
the earliest proto-language stages, and the closest present day neighbouring 
languages, i.e. Latvian, Baltic German, Russian and Swedish. Late emigrant 
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Finnic groups in other parts of the world have had contacts with some more 
distant languages, such as English and Norwegian, that are not spoken in the 
immediate vicinity of the Finnic core area.

The oldest commonly known observations of foreign infl uence on Finnic 
date back to at least the works of H. G. Porthan at the end of the 18th century. A 
more systematic tradition in this fi eld was not created until the second half of the 
19th century when August Ahlqvist and especially Vilhelm Thomsen published 
their pioneering works. The identifi cation and layered nature of contacts at 
the proto-language stage are in evidence in works that were published after 
Thomsen which laid the foundations for the traditional approach to loan-word 
research in the Finno-Ugric languages (for literature sources, see Joki 1973). 
The orientation of Finnic loan-word research and its progress during the 
past three decades owes a debt especially to the works by Jorma Koivulehto 
(1999a, 1999b), Lembit Vaba (1990, 1997), and the research group working on 
the dictionary of Germanic loan-words in Finnic (LÄGLOS). 

Knowledge of recent and language-specifi c contacts between Finnic and 
neighbouring Indo-Europeans has advanced during the past decades as well. 
There is ample detailed information available on the Indo-European infl uence 
on the vocabulary of individual Finnic languages. However, Finnish is the 
sole Finnic language that has a systematically edited etymological dictionary 
(SKES, SSA). The intensive infl uence of contacts is vividly illustrated by 
the development of Estonian and its dialects, since these have adopted new 
vocabulary from a whole array of different sources: Russian to the east (Mägiste 
1962, Koponen 1998, Must 2000), Latvian to the south (Vaba 1977, 1997), 
Swedish to the west (Ariste 1933, Raimo Raag 1982), Finnish to the north 
(Must 1987, Söderman 1996), and the local German dialects (Hinderling 1981, 
Hasselblatt 1990). Suhonen (1973) gives a detailed overview of Latvian loan-
words in Livonian. Latvian infl uence is clearly seen in Livonian phonology, 
whereas morphology and syntax are considerably less close to Latvian (Ariste 
1954: 293–300, Matthews 1956: 313–314). The strong Russian infl uence 
on Karelian, Olonetsian, Lude and Veps is most strongly evidenced by their 
vocabulary. (Note, that in the largest published Veps vocabulary (Mullonen & 
Zajceva 1972) Russian words have been left out of the data.)

Mutual interference between the Finnic languages has historically 
been especially noticeable in those languages and dialects spoken in 
Ingermanland. However, intra-Finnic contacts have also played an important 
role in the development of eastern Finnic varieties, that is, dialects of Karelian, 
Olonetsian, Lude and Northern Veps (Terho Itkonen 1971). Likewise, various 
aspects of intra-Finnic contacts can be discerned in the development of South 
Estonian (Karl Pajusalu 1996), and in the many dialects of various other Finnic 
languages. 
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Morphosyntactic Indo-European interference in Finnic has been the 
subject of very little research, although passing remarks have been made 
and several scholars have assumed that such interference has taken place. In 
practice though, only a little attention has been paid to this. Sarhimaa’s (1999, 
2000) studies on Russian syntactic infl uence in Karelian are seminal in their 
fi eld, and also elaborate illustratively the signifi cance of social factors in a 
language contact situation.

Conclusively, co-existence with genetically different Indo-European 
languages has been a part of the development of the Finnic languages since pre-
historic times. This chapter seeks to contribute to research on contact-induced 
morphosyntactic change in Finnic through a discussion of the premises that 
have to be fulfi lled before interference from a neighboring language is possible. 
Language contact is in both ascribed processes the decisive factor explaining 
the divergence of constructions in comparisons of the Finnic languages.

6.2xSouthern Veps prolative-comitative

In Southern Veps the interaction between endogenous change and language 
contact has led to a semantic extension of a secondary prolative case suffi x 
-mu. Southern Veps diverges considerably from other Veps dialects and other 
Finnic languages by displaying a suffi xed postposition in prolative relations 
(denoting path and meaning ‘along, across, via’, etc.), and the same suffi x 
is used in a comitative (sociative ‘with’) function. Although Veps typically 
expresses instrumental relations with the adessive (cf. table 5.5 and section 
5.3.4), the prolative-comitative is related to instrumentality as well; many 
languages do not distinguish morphologically between these two functions. 
One such language is Russian, and the Russian instrumental is here assumed 
to have had a decisive signifi cance for the functions of the Southern Veps 
prolative-comitative. In the following discussion the prolative-comitative 
suffi x -mu will be encoded PROLCOM.

From a synchronic viewpoint the PROLCOM has been morphologically 
adapted to the infl ectional case paradigm and adjusted to morphophonological 
alternation where it occurs. So, lambha-mu sheep-PROLCOM (the nominative 
is lambaz) exemplifi es the infl ection of this particular word type (cf. lambh5a-
z-i-l'eVz-i-l'eV  sheep-DIM-PL-ALL ‘to the sheep’ NEV 1: 76). The morphosyntactic 
structure of the previous postpositional phrase is no longer seen. Words ending 
in a vowel in the nominative with less morphophonological alternation such as 
be7roga : be 7roga-mu coast-PROLCOM, d'er5ona : d'er5ona-mu village-PROLCOM
show a more mechanical agglutinating of the suffi x at the stem.

In text data both of the semantic types of the PROLCOM occur regularly. 
The examples below are drawn from the text records of Kettunen (NEV 1). 
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Example (1) is typical of most occurrences (69 out of 111 in the test data) of 
the comitative function, whereas the prolative function (2) is less frequent but 
still common (42 out of 111).

(1) naku-s muzikmuzikmu VzikV o-d'ziko-d'zik5o-d'5 om koir‰ı-mu
there-INESS man.PL-PART is dog.PL-PROLCOM
da oru Vzioruzioru VziV 5o-mu
and gun.PL-PROLCOM
‘Over there, there are men with dogs and guns.’ (NEV 1: 49)

(2) astu-bad be7roga-mu se
tread-PL3 coast-PROLCOM it
‘They are treading along the shore.’ (NEV 1: 32)

The two examples illustratively show why it is that the few observations 
dealing with PROLCOM have distinguished between two different cases, that is, 
the prolative and the comitative (cf. Felix Oinas 1961: 78–107). The prolative 
construction (as in be7rogamu in (2)) is genetically related to some adpositional 
phrases in Northern and Central Veps (see below). In (1) the constituents 
(koirımu da oru‰ımu da oru‰ Vziımu da oruziımu da oru VziV 5omu) marked with the PROLCOM display a typical comitative 
function, while those prolative constructions as in (2) marked with the 
PROLCOM (be7rogamu) represent a subtype of spatial relations that is typical 
of local cases. The morphosyntactic information and semantic role of the two 
types of PROLCOM in the preceding examples differ so fundamentally that 
occasionally the PROLCOM may occur as a marker of two entirely different 
constituents in one and the same sentence. This is illustrated in example (3). 

(3) lambha-mu hän mösten veda-se d'er5ona-mu
sheep-PROLCOM he/she again drag-REFL.SG3 village-PROLCOM
‘He/she is idling through the village again with the sheep’ 
(NEV 1: 76)

Like some other recently suffi xed cases (cf. section 5.3.1) the case agreement 
of the PROLCOM differs in an attribute phrase to that with only a primary case 
ending. This is seen in a lack of case agreement between the modifi er ( 7netida7netida7 ) 
and the noun (proand the noun (proand the noun ( Vs Vse 7nd'a-mu7nd'a-mu7 ) in (4).

(4) 7neti-da7neti-da7 pro Vs Vse 7nd'a-mu7nd'a-mu7 mä 7n tsari-lost
this-PART appeal-PROLCOM go.IMPF.SG3 tsar-APPR
‘With this appeal (s)he went to the tsar.’ (NEV 1: 30)
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In this particular case the modifi er ( 7neti-da7neti-da7 ) exhibits the partitive, that was 
governed by the postposition that later became the suffi xed PROLCOM. 
However, the data applied here is not suffi cient to draw conclusions on the 
syntactic details of the PROLCOM. The functional ambivalence of the PROLCOM
blurs its syntactic use even more, because occasionally it is possible to fi nd 
examples where two constituents seem to agree in case and number as in (5), 
but actually express different grammatical relations.

(5) be7sed7sed7 5asedased läväntag5uVzuzu ‰V ‰V ı-mu
party.ADESS cowhouse[backpart].PL-PROLCOM
prih5o-mu jokse-ndo-b
boy-PL-PROLCOM run-FREQ-SG3
‘During the party (s)he will be running behind the cowshed
with the boys.’ (NEV 2: 4)

The point is that as in (3) the two constituents marked by the PROLCOM are 
functionally incompatible, and the fi rst (läväntag5uVzuzu ‰V ‰V ı-mu) displays a prolative, 
whereas the latter (prihwhereas the latter (prihwhereas the latter ( 5o-mu) expresses a comitative relation. Consequently, 
despite the adjacency and identity of the infl ectional forms of the two 
constituents, they do not agree in case with one another.

The suffi xed prolative -mu, -me, -mö is found to some extent in the Central 
Veps area (Tikka 1992: 160–169), but its syntactic use differs from Southern 
Veps. In Central Veps the same suffi x is used only in prolative constructions 
and it does not display comitative relations. In Northern Veps the postposition 
möto ‘along, around, via’ is in use instead of suffi xed infl ectional elements 
(6). 

(6) i l'ähto-ba küla-d möto
and leave-PL3 village-PART along
‘And they are going through the village.’ (MSFOu 100: 105)

In Northern Veps the postposition möto occurs exclusively in the prolative 
meaning denoting path. The few exceptions in which the same element 
does occur with a somewhat modifi ed meaning as in (7) show the semantic 
connection and conceptual proximity between spatial and comitative 
(instrumental) expressions. 
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(7) Kut vaise pasta-dpasta-dpaVsta-dV l'äma-d plotu-d muga mil'ei, 
if only fry-SG2 warm-PL pie-PL so we.ALL, 
Masa-dMasa-dMa Vsa-dV möto ougota
Masha-PART along send.SG2.IMP
‘If you bake warm pies for me, send [me] them with Masha!’
(MSFOu 100: 153)

The usual and expected suffi xed comitative polotı-d'ke‰ı-d'ke‰  occurs in Northern 
Veps in the same text (8) almost immediately after möto has been used to 
denote comitative relations, which suggests a very basic difference between the 
comitative and prolative function in Veps. Furthermore, example (8) illustrates 
the fact that Northern and Central Veps distinguish between two forms and 
functions (exemplifi ed by polotı-d'ke ‰ı-d'ke ‰ and dorogad möto), while Southern Veps 
has one form (PROLCOM) for two functions.

(8) [ak] 7sel'gi-t'7sel'gi-t'7 Masa-dMasa-dMa Vsa-dV polotı-d'ke‰ı-d'ke‰
[old woman] send-IMPF.SG3 Masha-PART pie.PL-COM
doroga-d möto.
road-PART along
‘[The old woman] sent Masha along the road with the pies. 
(MSFOu 100: 153)

Although Southern Veps has not preserved the postposition möto, the example 
above represents the morphosyntactic pattern and partitive-governing 
postpositional phrase that (dorogad möto) presumably preceded the suffi xing 
of the PROLCOM.

6.2.1xProlative in Finnic and Veps

Studies reviewing the newly suffi xed case endings in Veps uniformly confi rm 
that the Central and Southern Veps prolative suffi x -mu(d), -me originates from 
the same postposition that has been maintained in Northern Veps möto and 
occasionally in Central Veps (Kettunen 1943: 359–362, Felix Oinas 1961: 78–
107, Tikka 1992: 160–169). Because these studies strictly keep the prolative 
and comitative functions apart, the latter is not mentioned in the same place in 
the cited literature. A dialectal analysis of the prolative in Veps by Tikka (1992: 
160–169) shows that suffi xing of the postposition probably began in Central 
Veps as late as the 19th century. This postposition is a descendant of an old stem 
(Proto-Finnic *m jö- < *me-) with cognates in Finnic, Sámic, Mordvin, Mari, 
Komi, Mansi and Hungarian (UEW 276–277, SSA 2: 190). 
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As far as the case system of the other Finnic languages is concerned, 
an infl ectional prolative is not as inseparable a part of noun infl ection as are 
the diachronically more stable sets of interior and exterior local cases. In 
Finnish, for instance, there is an unproductive suffi xal prolative -tse (meritse
‘by sea’) which occurs only in some semantically limited groups of lexemes 
(Lauri Hakulinen 1979: 108, Suoniemi-Taipale 1994) and has considerable 
infl ectional restrictions. For this reason, some scholars have preferred to 
describe the prolative in terms of a derivational rather than infl ectional feature 
(NK 113). Path and the kind of functions that are typical of the prolative cases 
are most commonly expressed by adpositions in Finnic, very frequently by 
prepositions rather than postpositions (cf. section 4.5.2). The examples below 
are drawn from Finnish (9), Estonian (10–11) and Livonian (12).

(9) Hän matka-si pitkin mer-i-ä.
(s)he travel-IMPF-SG3 along sea-PL-PART
‘(S)he travelled over the seas.

(10) Jänes jooksis mööda tee-d edasi.
Hare run-IMPF-SG3 along road-PART further.
‘The hare ran further along the road.’

(11) Tõtta-si-me piki kõnnitee-d.
rush-IMPF-PL1 along pavement-PART
‘We hurried along the pavement.’

(12) se pi,n um ailõn – – pits riekkõ
that dog is run-PTCP.PST – – along road.PART
‘The dog ran along the road.’ (MSFOu 106: 117)

In Northern Veps (6)–(8) the PostpP corresponds to a PrepP in other cited 
Finnic languages. It must be noted that although the constituent order is 
different, the Northern Veps PostpP is partitive-governing like the PrepP in 
other Finnic examples and not genitive-governing as would be expected (for 
the morphosyntactic structure of Finnic adpositional phrases, cf. section 4.5).

More generally speaking, languages with a rich case infl ection often have 
local cases and a prolative case. The terminology varies a lot in grammatical 
descriptions and the terms prosecutive, pergressive and perlative, among 
others, have been used in grammatical descriptions of various languages (Stolz 
1992: 93–96). As the development of the Southern Veps PROLCOM indicates, 
there is no obvious reason why an infl ected prolative should not occur in the 
morphology of the Finnic languages as well, although analytic constructions 
like (9)–(12) are more common. But it is also true that no universal implication 
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insists on the existence of an infl ectional prolative, and in comparison to other 
local cases, and the Finno-Ugric languages often form special subsystems, the 
prolative is more independent than others. As regards the more remote Finno-
Ugric languages, a suffi xal prolative exists in Mordvin (Erzya vi7rga ‘along the 
forest’; Al'amkin 2000 48–61, Bartens 1999: 97–98, EK 2000: 76–81, 95–100) 
and the Permic languages (Udmurt bak7caetibakcaetibak7caeti7  ‘along the fi eld’; Kel'makov 
& Hännikäinen 1999: 143–144), and also in Samoyedic (Salminen 1997: 
118–123). In comparison to Southern Veps PROLCOM the most signifi cant 
difference in the syntactic use of the prolative is that Mordvin and the Permic 
languages use it only as a “basic prolative” denoting path and relations of that 
kind.

Given the evidence from other Finnic and Finno-Ugric languages the 
ambiguity of the PROLCOM appears be peculiar to Southern Veps. Felix Oinas 
(1961: 101) concluded that the suffi x -mu(d) must have descended from at least 
two different sources. According to Oinas, two different derivations of one 
stem (*m jö-) would later have remerged in Southern Veps. However, he did not 
elaborate in detail on his assumption. So, it has remained a hypothesis, and is 
not adequately justifi ed in the light of the present analysis. 

The structrural development and postpositional origin of this suffi x can 
occasionally be seen through the Southern Veps data, as well, although analytic 
forms do not occur any longer. In (13) the morphosyntactic structure of the 
earlier partitive-governing PostpP has not yet been completely lost.

(13) sid aig aja-b bajar t'e-dmud
then time drive-SG3 lord road-PROLCOM
‘Meanwhile the lord is driving along the road’ (NEV 1: 44)

The suffi xed PROLCOM t'e-d-mud includes the former partitive ending t'e-d-mud includes the former partitive ending t'e-d-mud -d-
and shows the earlier case government of the adposition (cf. Northern Veps 
doroga-d möto road-PART along). In Central Veps the forms with traces of the 
former partitive ending -d- are much more frequent (Tikka 1992: 160–169). In 
Southern Veps the morphologically more integrated variant -mu  (lambhamu
‘with the sheep’, be7rogamu ‘along the shore’, d'er5onamu ‘through the village’) 
withouht any remnants of the earlier morphosyntactic structure [[N + PART] + 
Postp] is prevalent. The loss of the former partitive is a transparent result of 
gradual phonological attrition and was obviously supported by the lack of a 
functional need to use it any more. 

As noted above, the Southern Veps PROLCOM expresses both prolative 
and comitative relations, whereas Northern and Central Veps have another 
suffi xed comitative case (-ke). There are several isoglosses illustrating how 
these relations are manifested in Veps dialects. First, Northern Veps displays 
a postposition to denote path, whereas Central Veps mainly and Southern 
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: 1.  Prolative expressed by a postposition 

(Northern Veps möto, Central Veps möte ~ 

mede, etc.).

: 2. Suffi xed prolative case (Central Veps -

mö(d), -mu, -me, Southern Veps -(d)mu(d)).

: 3. Suffi xed comitative case (Central and 

Northern Veps -ke).

: 4.  Prolative and comitative expressed by a 

suffi x (Southern Veps -(d)mu(d)).

Veps exclusively have a newly suffi xed secondary case for the same purpose. 
Northern and Central Veps express comitative relations with another suffi xed 
postposition, whereas Southern Veps expresses it with the same suffi x that is 
used to denote path. These isoglosses are illustrated in fi gure 6.1, based on a 
dialectal analysis by Tikka (1992: 160–169).

Figure 6.1. Dialectal isoglosses for prolative and comitative in 
Veps.

This fi gure demonstrates the complete difference in these constructions 
between Northern and Southern Veps. Central Veps shares some characteristics 
of both other dialects. The distribution of the suffi xed comitative covers both 
Northern and Central Veps. The latter one displays the suffi xed prolative to 

Central Veps

Southern Veps

Northern Veps
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some extent. Although the distribution of the suffi xed prolative extends almost 
to the whole territory of Central Veps, it expresses only path.

6.2.2xFrom prolative towards comitative and instrumental   
functions

In the most comprehensive study available on Veps syntax, Kettunen concludes 
that there is nothing strange in the way the original prolative function 
developed into comitative functions. He proposes that the morphosyntax of 
the Northern Veps postposition in prolative constructions and its suffi xed 
cognates in Central and Southern Veps have probably been infl uenced by the 
functions of the Russian preposition po (Kettunen 1943: 362, 545). Neither 
of these assumptions has been elaborated on in more detail in later works that 
have dealt with the same question (Oinas 1961, Tikka 1992).

Because the intertwining of endogenous change and language contact 
is the basic hypothesis of the current study, it is necessary to pay additional 
attention on the connection between prolative and comitative functions. Given 
that Russian does not distinguish between the comitative and the instrumental, 
the discussion here is extended to instrumental relations. 

The interrelations between spatial and instrumental functions in the Veps 
local case system were elucidated in section 5.3.4. It was stated that local 
cases, most notably the adessive, commonly display instrumental relations. 
As a rule those Finnic varieties, such as Finnish, Karelian, Lude and Veps 
that commonly express instrumentality by means of the adessive display 
some other strategy for comitative relations. Other varieties, such as Estonian, 
Livonian and Vote, that have a productive and frequent comitative suffi x apply 
the same element to instrumental relations as well. In the wider cross-linguistic 
scope the syncretism between comitative and instrumental categories is not 
as frequent universally as is sometimes assumed (Stolz 2001b). In the data 
analysed by Stolz and others, less than 25% of the sample languages display 
instrumental-comitative syncretism.

The two strategies, distinguishing between instrumental and comitative 
or integrating these, occur in northern European languages. In Udmurt, for 
instance, the same instrumental suffi x (traktor-en) marks both the instrument 
(14) and the sociative (director-en-{iz) (15) that is typical of the comitative 
case, cf. the Southern Veps PROLCOM in (1) above. 

(14) traktor-en uVza-nuza-nu {i
tractor-INST work-INF
‘to work with a tractor’
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(15) F.S. tolon MTS-len direktor-en-{iz ta 7sar {i7sisi
F.S. yesterday MTS-GEN director-INST-SG3 this about
vera7sk-i-zverask-i-zvera7sk-i-z7
talk-PRET-SG3
‘F.S. talked about it yesterday with the director of the MTS’

The way instrumental relations are manifested is different in Komi (Zyryan), 
the most closely related language to Udmurt. Contrary to Udmurt, Komi makes 
an infl ectional distinction between instrumental and comitative (sociative) 
functions, although occasionally the instrumental case in Komi may be used 
to denote the comitative (sociative) function as in Udmurt. (Bartens 2000: 
98–102, Kel'makov & Hännikäinen 1999: 150–153.)

The different syntactic behaviour of the Udmurt instrumental in comitative 
constructions is illustratively demonstrated in the number agreement between 
the predicate (vam {iVstizistiziVstizV {) and the subjects ({) and the subjects ({ Takjan kenak Pet'aj-en) coordinated 
by the instrumental case (16). 

(16) noVs Takjan kenak Pet'a-jen bus {i-je{i-je{ vam {iVst-i-zist-i-ziVst-i-zV {i 
but Takjan aunt Pet'a-INST field-ILL walk-PRET-PL3
‘But aunt Takjan and Pet'a were walking to the field.’ 
(Bartens 2000: 99–100)

The nominative subject (Takjan) is in the singular but the predicate (vam {iVstizistiziVstizV {i) 
is in the plural, and the number agreement is triggered by the coordinative 
comitative (in infl ectional paradigms represented by the instrumental). In 
Estonian the comitative may trigger similar number agreement between the 
predicate and subject-like constituents, but allows a lack of number agreement, 
as well (Mihkla et al. 1974: 124). (Bartens (2000: 98-102) claims that in some 
cases the Udmurt instrumental does not display any comitative (sociative) 
function and is, consequently, used merely as a syntactic conjunctive affi x. In 
the earlier version of his Syntax Givón (1984–90: 495) actually characterises 
the comitative as a conjunction morpheme, but he does not mention the 
syntactic difference between comitative and instrumental expressions and 
coordinating and subordinating strategy (cf. Stassen 2000, who distinguishes 
between a coordinating and a comitative strategy).) Mordvin and Mari express 
comitative relations with a postposition which may trigger similar number 
agreement between the predicate (plural) and subject as the case suffi x triggers 
in example (16) (Erkki Itkonen 1966: 315).

In Veps there is a clear distinction between the comitative (Northern and 
Central Veps -ke, Southern Veps -mu), and instrumental relations (expressed 
by the adessive, cf. section 5.3). Although the comitative suffi x is not the 
same, all Veps dialects distinguish morphologically between the comitative 
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and instrumental, which is expressed by the adessive. The fact that the two 
infl ectional categories can co-occur in the same sentence (17) underlines their 
mutual difference. 

(17) hän oz 5a-s silma-mu da silma-n
(s)he hit-IMPF.SG3 eye-PROLCOM and eye-GEN(-ACC) 

hän5o  puhk5a-puhka-puhk Vz, kunut5a   se
(s)he.ADESS prick-IMPF.SG3 whip.ADESS  it
‘(S)he hit the eye and punctured her/his eye with the whip’
(NEV 1: 33)

Comitative relations (silma-mu) have a special suffi x, while the adessive (*-lla) 
is used to mark both the experiencer (hän5o) and the instrument (kunut5a). 

Kettunen’s (1943: 359–362) assumption that the comitative use of 
the PROLCOM is endogenous and simply an expected result seems to fi nd 
some support in the semantic variation of the use of a (etymologically and 
functionally) corresponding postposition myöten in Finnish. Besides a more 
prototypical prolative function (18) the same element is seldom used to denote 
comitative relations (19). However, the latter type is practically never attested 
in modern Standard Finnish.

(18) Kulje-n joke-a myöten.
walk-SG1 river-PART along
‘I am walking along the river bank.’

(19) ole-n laitta-nut häne-lle Jussi-a  myöten terveis-i-ä
be-SG1 put-PTCP.PST (s)he-ALL Jussi-PART along greeting-PL-PART
‘I have sent her/him greetings through Jussi.’ (NS II 593)

In modern Standard Finnish traces of the comitative/instrumental use of 
myöten ‘along, across’ are found mainly in connection with pronouns in some 
adverbial constructions, as in (20).

(20) asia ol-i si-tä myöten selvä
thing be-IMPF.SG3 it-PART along clear
that made the matter clear’. (SKP 2: 263)

The conclusion that an endogenous extension of the prolative to the comitative 
is possible seems to make efforts to fi nd other solutions unnecessary. However, 
if it is assumed that various semantic features of the PROLCOM were caused by 
a more or less mechanical endogenous semantic extension, one has to explain 
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why this change has occurred in Southern Veps, where attrition has reached 
the furthest stage, and not in other dialects where morphological adaptation is 
still taking place.

At the beginning of this chapter a hypothesis was introduced according 
to which the functional idiosyncrasies of the Southern Veps PROLCOM have 
been caused by language contact, which is also the assumed reason why other 
Veps dialects do not share this characteristic. Suffi xing and an almost complete 
morphological adaptation of the given postposition appear to be crucial in this 
process. Instead of the infl uence of a single postposition (poprocess. Instead of the infl uence of a single postposition (poprocess. Instead of the infl uence of a single postposition ( ) as assumed by 
Kettunen, the morphosyntax of the PROLCOM has presumably been affected by 
the morphosyntax of the Russian instrumental case. 

Since Russian does not distinguish between comitative and instrumental, 
this comparison is bicuspid at fi rst glance. However, given that the Russian 
instrumental is also a way of expressing comitative relations, the connection 
between the Russian instrumental and the PROLCOM becomes more logical. 
Recall that the suffi xed comitative that exists in Northern and Central Veps 
does not occur in Southern Veps. So, the need to express comitative relations 
has presumably infl uenced and corroborated a reanalysis of the suffi xed 
postposition.

6.2.3xPreliminary conclusions on the development of the   
prolative-comitative

So far, the following conclusions can be made about the character and 
development of the PROLCOM: 1. The Southern Veps PROLCOM -mu originates 
from a partitive-governing local adposition möto that has been preserved in 
Northern Veps. 2. This suffi x exhibits two clearly distinct semantic roles that 
are characteristic of Southern Veps only, while the corresponding suffi x in 
Central Veps occurs solely in the prolative meaning. 3. The shift of a local 
case function (path) towards a comitative/instrumental one may be caused 
by an endogenous metaphoric extension. 4. The occurrence of a given suffi x 
in a comitative function in one dialect raises the question of whether the 
semantic reanalysis has been caused by language contact. 5. Russian is the 
most likely source of foreign infl uence. 6. Veps distinguishes consistently 
between comitative and instrumental relations by expressing the former with a 
secondary suffi x and the latter with the adessive. 

Not one of these observations alone explains the morphosyntactic change, 
although they do cast some light on the preconditions under which change 
was possible and fi nally took place. Conclusion 3, which is otherwise logical 
and corresponds to the general concepts of morphosyntactic change should 
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be scrutinised, because the prolative and comitative functions have clear 
isoglosses in the Veps dialects. In principle, this is not an insurmountable 
obstacle, because there are numerous examples of areal isoglosses that separate 
dialects from one another in the world’s languages. However, given the recent 
suffi xing of the PROLCOM it is necessary to consider the possible impact of 
language contact, because that would shed additional light on areal differences. 
Kettunen (1943: 432, 545), Felix Oinas (1956: 232–234) and Tikka (1992: 50) 
all noted the probability or possibility of Russian infl uence on Veps comitative 
constructions, although none of them elaborated a hypothesis in more detail. 
Oinas, a specialist in Finnic-Russian cultural and language contacts, listed 
obvious co-occurrences of some sporadic sentences rather than pointing out 
general morphosyntactic equalities between Southern Veps and Russian (Felix 
Oinas 1956: 232–234). In his study of suffi xed postpositions the target was 
set on phonological development (Felix Oinas 1961: 78–107). Unable to fi nd 
an adequate solution to explain the functional dispersion of the PROLCOM, he 
assumed the merger of two adpositional affi xes deriving from the Late Proto-
Finnic *m jö without paying suffi cient attention to possible semantic shifts in 
grammatical elements.

As stated, the hypothesis concerning the Russian impact on Southern 
Veps PROLCOM morphosyntax is based on the functional and morphosyntactic 
correspondences between the PROLCOM and the Russian instrumental suffi x. 
This assumption is rather similar to Suoniemi-Taipale’s (1994: 225–227) 
assumption concerning the unproductive Finnic prolative suffi x -tse. She 
curtly notes some functional similarities between the unproductive Northern 
and Central Veps infl ectional prolative suffi x (the Veps - VciVciV  with more or less 
unproductive cognates in other Finnic languages) and the Russian instrumental, 
but does not analyse this parallelism in the light of linguistic data. By the 
prolative she only means the unproductive prolative suffi x - VciVciV . The primary 
aim of her study is dialectological, and in general, typological aspects such 
as morphosyntactic characteristics are not elaborated on. Moreover, she does 
not give any consideration to the target of the current work, the Southern Veps 
PROLCOM. 
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6.2.4xThe instrumental in Russian

Compared to the Southern Veps PROLCOM that has two clear semantic edges, 
the Russian instrumental has a wider spectrum of interrelated functions. 
As an infl ectional category it is much older than the suffi xed Veps case and 
participates in various morphological processes. For instance, the infl ection 
of the Russian instrumental varies according to the gender at issue, whereas 
the Southern Veps PROLCOM form is stable. This refl ects one of the most 
fundamental differences between Russian and Veps noun infl ection, the lack of 
grammatical gender in Veps. The way in which feminine, masculine and neuter 
forms are manifested in Russian varies widely. 

The prevailing functions of the Russian instrumental are, marking 
the instrument as in karanda Vsomkarandasomkaranda  (21), expressing comitative relations in 
connection with the preposition s(o) as in so vsemi svoimi protivnikami (22), 
and denoting the agent as in studentami (23).

(21) ona piVs-et pis-et piVs-et V karanda Vs-omkarandas-omkaranda
she write-SG3 pencil-INST
‘She is writing with a pencil.’

(22) Švecija vskore zakljuci-laVci-laV mir so vse-mi 
Sweden soon close-PST.SG3 peace with all-INST.PL
svo-imi protivnik-ami
own-INST.PL opponent-INST.PL
‘Soon Sweden was to make a peace treaty with all its enemies.’

(23) Zdanie vypolnja-et-sja student-ami ezednevno.ezednevno.eVzednevno.V
building fill-SG3-REFL student-PL-INST everyday
‘The building is full of students every day.’

In Russian dialects, both northern and southern, comitative relations as in (22) 
are much more commonly expressed by the case suffi x only than in the literary 
language, in which the preposition s(o) is frequent (Russkaja dialektologija 
234–235, 248–249). 

One of the less prevalent functions of the instrumental in Russian is 
to denote path. Although less frequent compared with the more portraying 
functions, Russian grammars consistently emphasise that the instrumental can 
be used alternatively with the prepositional phrase po ‘along’ (+ dative) to 
denote an action taking place via something, e.g. polem in place of po polju in 
(24), a more or less rectilinear passing by, through, across or over a given object 
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(KRG 164, RG 1982: 482, SRJa 196). In other words, besides the dominating 
functions, it may display the same meaning ‘across, along, via’ that is often 
expressed by prepositions in the Finnic languages and that is characteristic of 
the Southern Veps PROLCOM and the Northern Veps postposition möto.

(24) Zajac vy-skoci-lVci-lV iz les-a i
  hare ASP-jump-PRET from forest-GEN and
  pobeza-lpobeza-lpobeVza-lV pol-em (= po pol'-u)
  flee-PRET field-INST (= along field-DAT)

‘The hare jumped out of the forest and fled across the field.’

Although the prepositional phrase in brackets is reported to be more typical 
than the use of the instrumental for prolative functions, it is clear that Russian 
has such a morphosyntactic pattern. The cited Russian examples, especially 
(22) and (24), demonstrate the similarity between the Southern Veps PROLCOM
(cf. (1)–(5) above) and the Russian instrumental. Example (24) exhibits the 
crucial morphosyntactic property (prolative) of the Russian instrumental 
that connects it to the Veps PROLCOM. Instead of borrowing a morphological 
element, Southern Veps has borrowed a function, or rather a restricted 
morphosyntactic property from the Russian instrumental: a way to express 
comitative relations by means of the same element used in instrumental and 
comitative constructions.

As in the case of lexical borrowing, not all features are transferred. 
Rather, the language under foreign infl uence borrows a restricted semantic 
feature belonging to a certain infl ectional category. It is noteworthy that the 
preposition so (22), which actually marks comitative relations in Standard 
Russian, is not borrowed. (Note that I have used Standard Russian data 
because of a lack of data from adjacent Russian dialects.) Consequently, the 
alleged Russian infl uence on the Southern Veps PROLCOM presupposes that 
the Russian preposition so and the instrumental case suffi x together express 
comitative relations, and the morphosyntactic locus is shared between these 
two units. Similarly, it has been assumed that the morphosyntactic locus is 
located on more than one constituent in Russian adjective-noun combinations 
(Corbett 1993: 22). I would thus argue that the properties of the case category 
evoked a reanalysis and that the borrowing of the preposition would have 
been functionally superfl uous. Moreover the development of the Livonian 
translative-comitative suggests that borrowing a preposition would have 
initiated essential changes in the entire morphosyntactic pattern (cf. section 
6.3).

The Russian instrumental has a long pre-history and a well-researched 
background. So, it is not even theoretically possible to assume that Veps or 
some other Finnic variety would have infl uenced Russian. The instrumental 
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is common to all Slavic languages and it even existed in their earliest proto-
language stages. This category is a direct descendant of the old Proto-Indo-
European instrumental infl ecting for three genders and originally in three 
numbers (Beekes 1995: 173–194, Kurylowicz 1964: 196–197). In Old Russian 
and Slavic texts the instrumental occurs almost exclusively in instrumental 
(including comitative) functions. Early written data show that the instrumental 
and such kind of relations were expressed earlier merely by infl ectional 
means, whereas it is only later that prepositional phrases gained greater 
foothold (Stanisheva 1958: 42–44). The difference between the instrumental 
and the prolative use of the Slavic instrumental is based, not on infl ection, 
but on the semantics of the context and the predicate (Bulygina 1958: 246). 
Although modern Slavic languages display a variety of prepositions to denote 
instrumental or to distinguish between instrumental and comitative functions 
(Bulygina 1958, Tihomirova 1958: 360–362), the infl ectional (prolative-
)instrumental(-comitative) is wide-spread in the Slavic languages.

The Slavic instrumental has a historical cognate in the Baltic languages. 
Lithuanian has preserved the old Indo-European infl ectional instrumental, 
whereas in Standard Latvian the category has no longer any overt affi xal 
marker and instrumental relations are expressed by means of the preposition 
ar ‘with’ (Eckert et al. 1994: 115ff., 367–369). However, in Latvian, too, the ar ‘with’ (Eckert et al. 1994: 115ff., 367–369). However, in Latvian, too, the ar
preposition ar governs the instrumental case, which shows that diachronic ar governs the instrumental case, which shows that diachronic ar
processes and the actual synchronic state are also complicated in Latvian.

Many Slavic languages have extended the instrumental to express 
spatial relations and path (TPSJa; for Polish see Tihomirova 1958: 327–333). 
It is maintained that the direction of semantic change in this case is opposite 
(instrumental > local) to what (local > instrumental) is generally assumed for 
the local cases (cf. section 5.3.4). In this particular case, the prolative seems to 
differ considerably from the other local cases. 

Finally, the functional ambiguity of the Russian instrumental is an old 
and inherent characteristic. The relationship between Russian and Southern 
Veps and the direction of foreign syntactic interference is obvious in the 
evidence from other Slavic languages. Finnic infl uence on Russian is out of 
the question, whereas Russian infl uence on Southern Veps would explain both 
the semantic characteristics of the Southern Veps PROLCOM and its difference 
with respect to other Veps dialects. 

The diachronic development of the Southern Veps PROLCOM provides 
a concrete example of the mechanics of how reductive morphosyntactic changes 
such as the suffi xing of a former postposition connect with the evolutional 
forces of language. This outlined explanation proposes that language-specifi c 
changes gradually proceeded to a stage in which contact-induced reanalysis 
was possible. Both endogenous erosion and contact-induced reanalysis are 
necessary for explaining exhaustively the development of the given infl ectional 
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category and its morphosyntactic properties. The diachronic chain consists of 
the suffi xing of the former postposition, its morphological adaptation and a 
functionally motivated projection to a corresponding infl ectional element in 
Russian, which fi nally led to the reanalysis of the suffi x at issue.

The gradual development of the various changes shows the diachronic 
dependence between subsequent stages. Before presenting the theoretical 
conclusions, I shall deal in the next section with another morphosyntactic 
change that is comparable with the Southern Veps prolative-comitative in 
its preconditions and theoretical premises, namely the development of the 
translative-comitative in Livonian.

6.3xContact-induced reanalysis in Livonian

The functional ambiguity of the Livonian translative-comitative (TRANSLCOM) 
suffi x -ks resembles that of the Southern Veps PROLCOM in many ways. One 
infl ectional morpheme displays two clearly different functions, a characteristic 
which is unknown in other Finnic varieties. Some scholars have even 
distinguished between two cases on functional grounds and assumed divergent 
historical sources. The restriction of the given feature to a limited area provokes 
the question of whether foreign interference has affected Livonian. 

The present study assumes that because the TRANSLCOM is 
synchronically one form, an assumption of syncretism is not correct and 
morphosyntactic idiosyncrasy has been caused by a contact-induced 
reanalysis of one suffi x rather than being the result of a merger of two distinct 
cases. In addition to the morphosyntactic properties of the suffi x itself, the 
diachronic analysis of the TRANSLCOM has to account for the morphosyntax 
of the preposition pa of Latvian origin, most notably its case government that 
differs considerably from the Finnic adposition system. (See section 4.3 for 
details on the lexical borrowing of adpositions into Finnic.) The hypothesis 
to be discussed in more detail below is that the synchronic morphosyntactic 
properties of the Livonian TRANSLCOM can be explained most plausibly on the 
basis of the Latvian prepositional phrase that corresponds to Livonian [pabasis of the Latvian prepositional phrase that corresponds to Livonian [pabasis of the Latvian prepositional phrase that corresponds to Livonian [  + [N 
+ TRANSLCOM]].

In what follows the focus will be on showing that the ultimate 
source of the functional splitting of the Livonian TRANSLCOM is the Latvian 
instrumental, and that a special contact-induced constructional analogy 
triggered a reanalysis of the Livonian case suffi x. The primary goal is not 
as much a syntactic description of the Livonian TRANSLCOM as a discussion 
of its typological and diachronic development. The description will start by 
demonstrating the differences between Livonian and other Finnic (respectively 
Finno-Ugric) languages.
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The main types of -ks TRANSLCOM use are illustrated in the following 
examples. This particular case is used as a subject complement (a predicative 
adverbial), which may occur with the Latvian-originating preposition pa as in 
pa riVstpa ristpa riVstV ıngõks‰ıngõks‰  (25) or without it as in povarõks5arõks5  (26). 

(25) se iz5a um tie-nd tjända pa riVstristriVstV ıngõ-ks‰ıngõ-ks‰
it father is make-PTCP.PST him/her to man-TRANSLCOM
teg‰ıVz
back
‘the father has made him a human being again’ (MSFOu 106: 117)

(26) sin5a  lı-d‰ı-d‰ s jäl povarõ-ks5arõ-ks5
you become-SG2 there cook-TRANSLCOM
‘you will become the cook there’ (MSFOu 106: 106)

In addition to the predicative adverbial, the TRANSLCOM displays various 
instrumental roles, including both the instrumental proper as in suolõks (27) 
and the comitative as in järgadõks (28).

(27) tam piel5o∏tõ-n∏tõ-n∏ suolõ-ks – – sie revolmar
(s)he.is load-PTCP.PST salt-TRANSLCOM – – this revolver
‘(s)he loaded the revolver with salt’ (MSFOu 106: 95)

(28) ikVsiksik k5orakorak papnpnp „t tula-btula-btul5a-b5 järgadõ-ks
one herd herdsman come-SG3 ox-PL-TRANSLCOM
‘a herdsman is coming with oxes’ (MSFOu 106: 99)

Example (29) shows a special syntactic coordinating use of the TRANSLCOM
(kikkõks) characteristic of the comitative case and attested in several languages, 
also in northern Europe that have been erroneously claimed to lack comitative 
conjunction. Cross-linguistically both comitative adpositions and case suffi xes, 
i.e. elements that express accompaniment, are used as syntactic coordinators 
(Haspelmath, forthcoming). 

(29) kan5a kikkõ-ks adtõ ljä-nõdlä-nõdl võrd pjäl
hen cock-COM be.PL3 go-PTCP.PST roost upon
‘the hen and the cock went on the roost’ (MSFOu 106: 83)

The structural and functional edges of TRANSLCOM constructions are 
predicative sentences that use the preposition pa (25) and comitative 
constructions (28)–(29) that have an entirely different function and no 
preposition. As (26) indicates the preposition pa may also be omitted in non-
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comitative constructions in certain conditions, which corresponds to the use 
of the translative in other Finnic languages. The semantic information of the 
TRANSLCOM is the same in (25) and (26), although the latter does not have the 
preposition pa. The difference is that in the former the preposition manifests 
the same property by double marking it, while the latter is affected by verb 
semantics. A closer survey of the syntax of the TRANSLCOM demonstrates that 
in those constructions in which the suffi x -ks is attached to the predicative 
adverbial (translative relations; i.e. “becoming/turning into something”), the 
preposition pa may be omitted, if the verb expresses a change in the state 
of a given entity. In practice, verbs such as iedõ ‘stay; become’, nuttõ ‘call’, 
sodõ5odõ5  ‘get; become’, võttõ ‘take’, are very frequent in those sentences in which 
the TRANSLCOM marks the predicative adverbial and the preposition pa is 
omitted.

The conceptual space of the TRANSLCOM is illustrated in fi gure 6.2.

Figure 6.2. The conceptual space of the Livonian TRANSLCOM.
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displays translative-governing adpositions. It is noteworthy that Livonian 
occasionally displays another translative-governing preposition of Latvian 
origin lıdz(õ)‰ıdz(õ)‰  ‘up to, until’, although with much less regularity and frequency 
compared to pa. 

(30) se mu „lki – – abbnd pa-nd tämm-iz klutVsklutsklut vail 
it fool – – beard put-PTCP.PST oak-ADJR.GEN block between
lıdzõ‰ıdzõ‰ ki,n,ni-dõ-ks
until chin-PL-TRANSLCOM
‘the foolish one [has] put his beard up to his chin
on an oak block’ (MSFOu 106: 91)

The relation expressed by lıdzõ‰ıdzõ‰  in (30) is more commonly expressed by the 
postposition son(i)5on(i)5 , sonõ5onõ5  id. rather than lıdz(õ)‰ıdz(õ)‰ . However, constructions like 
(30) are of special importance for a diachronic analysis of the TRANSLCOM, 
because they provide additional evidence of its assumed development and 
support the hypothesis that the morphosyntactic change has been caused by 
the intertwining of morphosyntactic patterns in language contact.

6.3.1xPrevious conceptions of the history of the Livonian 
translative-comitative

It has been traditionally maintained that Livonian used to distinguish between 
the translative and comitative cases, which later merged. This view was based 
on an assumption that the comitative originates from the same postposition as 
the Estonian comitative suffi x (-ga), which has preserved its status as a free 
word in the Estonian adverb kaasa ‘with’ and, as a postposition in Finnish 
kanssa id. (Kettunen 1938: XLII–XLIII, Kettunen 1947: 60–61, Laanest 1982: 
167, 173, Viitso 1998: 111). However, Kettunen (op.cit.), for instance, clearly 
distinguished the synchronic state and diachronic development by postulating 
one common form for the TRANSLCOM in the infl ectional paradigm. The 
allomorphic TRANSLCOM forms are identical as well, and do not support the 
assertion that the suffi x would have descended from two distinct historical 
sources: puks ~ p5uks ~ p5 ukkõks5ukkõks5  wood-TRANSLCOM, pjäks ~ pjäkkõks head-TRANSLCOM, 
sug : suguks ~ sukkõks family-TRANSLCOM etc. 

In Estonian the development of the suffi xed comitative can be plausibly 
reconstructed by means of those written sources in which the two elements of 
the NP are still kept apart. This can be seen in records from the 16th century, 
such as Koell (1535) sen Issan kaes it-GEN father-GEN with ‘with the Father’ 
(EKVT 66). Livonian does not have corresponding historical records which 
would lend support to this hypothesis. Kettunen, an outstanding specialist in 
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Finnic, who carried out extensive fi eld work on Livonian and other Finnic 
languages, suggested that the suffi xing would have taken place through gradual 
phonological reduction, presumably following the path: *kansa >> *k5askask  > *-
kas > *-käqsäqsäq  > -ks. This hypothesis has been cited in some other works as well 
(Kahr 1976: 117, Felix Oinas 1961: 14).

This assumption can be criticised for several reasons. The traditional 
view is even not very plausible from a sound historical viewpoint, that is, the 
methodological framework into which it was fi rst fi tted. Although Livonian is 
the most eroded Finnic language in many ways and the attrition of word-fi nal 
elements has been intensive, the assumption that the original stressed fi rst-
syllable a would have been dropped is simply very unlikely to be true. First, 
in nouns such as jalga5alga5  ‘foot’ with a long fi rst syllable, the word-fi nal -a has 
been preserved. Second, the change from a free word to a bound morpheme 
does not improve the hypothesis, because the assumed intermediate form -kas
is preserved in other context. This is identical with the historical ending of a 
certain noun type, cf. Livonian k5angazkangazk  ‘cloth, stuff’, angaz ‘cloth, stuff’, angaz rikkaz ‘rich’. These words rikkaz ‘rich’. These words rikkaz
have maintained the same sequence *-kas that according to Kettunen was lost in 
the development determined by sound history. Moreover, infl ectional elements 
do not necessarily undergo the same phonological changes as grammatically 
less signifi cant elements. Hence, one might assume that a case morpheme 
would rather have been more resistant to erosion than affected by stronger 
attrition. Third, a possible syncretism and merger with the translative suffi x 
would presumably have constituted a possible constraint for sound historical 
development, if this assumption were correct.

Consequently, if indeed the TRANSLCOM refl ected infl ectional 
homonymy and case syncretism, further explanation would still be necessary. 
In the light of morphological theory and infl ectional homonymy it is unlikely 
that the TRANSLCOM would represent case syncretism, especially since the 
cumulative exponence, the number of distinctive morphosyntactic properties, 
is low. Systematic infl ectional homonymy and the merger of different 
morphosyntactic properties, such as case, number or person, etc., in one affi x, 
is unlikely to occur if the affi x exhibits only one category such as case as does 
the Livonian TRANSLCOM (Carstairs 1987, Johnston 1997, Plank 1991). So, in 
principle, this kind of cumulation of morphosyntactic information on one affi x 
is a burden to the morphological system.

The previously assumed case syncretism may be compared to the 
widespread infl ectional homonymy in Estonian, in which the genitive-
accusative and the partitive, two object-marking cases that occasionally 
merge, eventually become (ortographically) identical even with the short 
illative in some infl ectional types (kool-i school.GEN(-ACC-PART-ILL), rong-i
train.GEN(-ACC-PART-ILL). The identicalness of the illative, an adverbial case, 
and the object marking cases, is grammatically less fatal, because the syntactic 
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status and morphosyntactic information contained in the illative and the 
object-marking cases is different and depends on the transitivity of the verb. 
Furthermore, there are other important syntactic means crucial to distinguishing 
between the two homonymous object marking cases, the genitive-accusative 
and the partitive (for details see Riho Grünthal 2001).

The pertinent role of the preposition pa suggests that there is a 
functional explanation for the semantic idiosyncrasies of the TRANSLCOM. 
As stated above, the distinction between the predicative adverbial (i.e., the 
translative) and the comitative (including instrumental) use of the TRANSLCOM
is emphasised by an additional syntactic element, the preposition pa as in (25) 
above, or verb semantics as in (26). These two points show that the semantic 
aspect has strongly infl uenced the development of the TRANSLCOM and the 
process itself is predominantly syntactic rather than phonological.

In sum, there is not suffi cient evidence concerning endogenous diachronic 
change to explain the synchronic morphosyntactic properties of the Livonian 
TRANSLCOM. Given its semantic ambiguity and its unexpected syntactic use 
in certain prepositional phrases, one may hypothesise that language contact is 
the primary motivation for the functional idiosyncracies of the suffi x at issue. 
The next section will elaborate in more detail on the intertwining of form and 
function in the morphosyntax of the TRANSLCOM.

6.3.2xThe functional distribution of the translative-comitative

The functional splitting of the TRANSLCOM is refl ected in its alternating 
syntactic use: the PrepP [pasyntactic use: the PrepP [pasyntactic use: the PrepP [  + [N + TRANSLCOM]] never expresses comitative 
(instrumental) relations, but exhibits exclusively a predicative adverbial. 
However, the intertwining of the two constructions is seen in the predicative 
adverbial TRANSLCOM that is not governed by a preposition as illustrated in 
(26) above. 

The case government of the preposition pa is almost always the 
TRANSLCOM, although one may occasionally fi nd examples such as (31) in 
which pa is followed by the nominative s 5u7r. 

(31) pe7rinais7rinais7 tidarõ-n jalga5alga5 um pa s 5u7r
housewife.GEN daughter-DAT foot is about big
‘the foot of the housewife’s daughter is too big’ (Mägiste 1964: 64)

However, this particular case is not compatible with the predicative adverbial 
use of the TRANSLCOM, which does not make any distinction between nouns 
and adjectives. Both nouns and adjectives occur as predicative adverbials 
that display the morphosyntactic pattern [pathat display the morphosyntactic pattern [pathat display the morphosyntactic pattern [  + TRANSLCOM]. The apparent 
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difference in the morphosyntactic pattern results from the fact that the 
meaning of (31) does not correspond to the predicative adverbial use of the 
TRANSLCOM and pa is not used as a preposition but as the modifi er of an 
adjective. Consequently, this example cannot be directly compared with the 
case government of the preposition pa. 

It is noteworthy that in some examples, albeit very few, may the two types 
of TRANSLCOM, couching different grammatical relations, co-occur as with 
suolõks [TRANSLCOM[INST]] and tjädõks [TRANSLCOM[PRED.ADV]] in (32). 
Generally speaking though, this is quite an exception to the rule.

(32) tam piel5o„tõ-n suolõ-ks tjädõ-ks
(s)he load-PTCP.PST salt-TRANSLCOM full-TRANSLCOM
sie revolmar
this revolver
‘she/he has loaded the revolver full of salt’ (MSFOu 106: 95)

A tentative statistical test was carried out in order to shed additional light on the 
functional divergence of the TRANSLCOM. The data was drawn from the MSFOu 
106 and Mägiste (1964). The third published collection of Livonian speech 
texts (Suhonen 1975) differs notably from the two earlier text collections. The 
data from the MSFOu 106 and the Mägiste data were collected considerably 
earlier and represent the speech of a more numerous sample, whereas the latter 
are based solely on the speech of one informant. It is most notable that pa 
never occurs in the transliterated speech of Suhonen’s informant. Accordingly, 
it could be taken as a sign of a morphosyntactic change in Livonian occurring 
in the interval between the recordings. However, a more likely reason for the 
complete lack of pa in Suhonen (1975) is the idiosyncrasy of the informant 
and his conscious, sociolinguistically determined choices (cf. Hint 1987). The 
informant consistently avoids the preposition pa, because he is well aware of 
the ubiquitous infl uence of Latvian on Livonian. Moreover, being informed 
of the grammar of Estonian, he obviously used translative constructions that 
were more desirable and original for the informant without exposing the 
Latvian-originating preposition pa. The assertion that the rejection of pa is 
an idiosyncratic feature can also be supported by the fact that it occurs in the 
speech of his contemporaries. The question of Estonian infl uence on Livonian 
has not been elaborated in detail, although it is known that the connections 
between Livonian villages and the Estonian island Saaremaa used to be very 
close. At the end of the 1930s Kettunen (1940: 102) wrote that the older 
generation of Livonians was used to hearing Estonian and even spoke it as 
children.

The data (drawn from the MSFOu 106 and Mägiste (1964)) was 
organised in such a way (table 6.1) as to demonstrate the syntactic ambivalence 
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of the TRANSLCOM in predicative adverbial constructions, and the semantic 
ambiguity of the TRANSLCOM.

Table 6.1. The functional and syntactic distribution of the Livonian 
TRANSLCOM.

FUNCTION
COMITATIVE

(& INSTRUMENTAL)
TRANSLATIVE
 (PRED.ADV)

FORM Ø + N + -ks Ø + N + -ks pa + N + -ks

TOTAL
129 (≈ 56%) 50 (≈ 22%) 51 (≈ 22%)

Total (comitative & translative columns) = 230 (100%)

The division into comitative (instrumental) and translative (predicative 
adverbial) classes is consistent. The column on the left indicates the comitative 
or the instrumental use of the TRANSLCOM. The column on the extreme right 
indicates the construction in which the TRANSLCOM follows the preposition 
pa in predicative adverbials. The middle column represents the construction in 
which the Livonian -ks is used for the translative in other Finnic languages.

These statistics do not provide much additional information on the 
details of the diachronic development of the TRANSLCOM. The percentage of 
comitative (instrumental) constructions is slightly higher, but the difference 
probably simply refl ects the frequency of the given semantic roles. Moreover 
the data are not adequate for quantitative conclusions. It is noteworthy that the 
shift from suffi xal to adpositional marking does not exclude other possibilities 
either, and the alleged original morphosyntactic pattern has been preserved. In 
the applied data the percentage for the two translative constructions ([Ø + [N 
+ TRANSLCOM]], respectively, [pa]], respectively, [pa]], respectively, [  + [N + TRANSLCOM]]) is approximately the 
same. Compared to the comitative (instrumental) use of the TRANSLCOM, both 
translative constructions are more marked and emphasise the morphosyntactic 
information either with a preposition or verb semantics. This, however, 
must not be taken as evidence for the primacy of comitative relations. The 
comparative evidence of other Finnic languages and in particular Mordvin 
must be taken into consideration.
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The TRANSLCOM never marks one of the nominal main clause constituents 
(subject and object) regardless of which functional characteristic is considered. 
In languages with a versatile infl ectional case system, such as are the Finnic 
languages the syntactic position of adverbial constituents is relatively free. This 
is also typical of the TRANSLCOM, although the Livonian noun morphology is 
more eroded than that of other Finnic languages (cf. table 2.3, chapter 2). 

6.3.3xThe Finnic-Mordvin translative

In comparison to the translative of the other Finnic languages the Livonian 
TRANSLCOM is somewhat different. Presumably, these differences were 
caused by Livonian innovations, and those properties shared with other related 
languages are historically more original. The most striking distinctions are 
found in the expression of comitative (instrumental) relations using the same 
suffi x that marks the predicative adverbial, and that occurs regularly in a 
PrepP. 

The translative (predicative adverbial) use of the TRANSLCOM as the 
subject complement was introduced in (25) and (26) above. This corresponds 
to the use of the translative in other Finnic languages as indicated by the 
examples drawn from Finnish (33) and Estonian (34). Like Finnic, the Mordvin 
translative displays the same grammatical relations, as in (35) and (36) (drawn 
from Erzya Mordvin), and displays a suffi x that is historically related to the 
Livonian TRANSLCOM -ks.

(33) Kissa muuttu-i hiire-ksi.
cat change-IMPF.SG3 mouse-TRANSL
‘The cat turned into a mouse.’

(34) Ta ol-i se-l aja-l õpetaja-ks.
(s)he be-IMPF.SG3 it-ADESS time-ADESS teacher-TRANSL
‘(S)he was a teacher then.’

(35) Son robot-i vraco-ks.Vco-ks.V
(s)he work-SG3 doctor-TRANSL
‘(S)he works as a doctor.’

(36) EkVse-Ekse-Ek 7s vel'a-vt-7s kel'me-ks.
weather-DEF change-REFL.PASS-IMPF.SG3 cold-TRANSL
‘The weather became cold’
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No other Finnic language, nor Mordvin, expresses comitative (instrumental) 
relations with the same suffi x that denotes translative (predicative adverbial) 
relations. There is either another suffi x for the comitative (Estonian -ga) or 
the same relation is marked by a postposition (Estonian kaasa, Finnish kanssa
‘with’, Erzya marto, Moksha marta). The use as a subject complement is a 
very characteristic feature of the translative, but as Matsumura’s (1996b) 
Estonian sample indicates, it occurs repeatedly in some other positions such as 
object complement and sentence adverbial.

Riese (1992, 1993) demonstrates that actually the majority of the Finno-
Ugric languages display translative suffi xes, which, however, are secondary. 
The rise of the translative case is closely connected with the functions of 
lative cases. In evidence from comparative data the most plausible explanation 
appears to be that the Finnic-Mordvin translative *-ksi descends from earlier 
lative suffi xes (*-k and *-k and *-k -s) as well.

Alongside the translative, there is another case that is frequently used in 
predicative sentences in the Finnic languages, namely, the essive (see e.g. Kont 
1955) as in Finnish (37).

(37) Äiti-ni työ-skentele-e sairaalan lääkärinä.
mother-SG1 work-FREQ-SG3 hospital-GENdoctor-ESS
‘My mother works in a hospital as a doctor.’

Some scholars maintain that those Finnic varieties such as Standard Estonian 
and Standard Finnish that display both an essive and a translative, actually 
distinguish between two types of predicative, namely a dynamic and a static 
predicative adverbial, because they form two separate cases (Kont 1955, Pai 
2001). This distinction is seen in the Finnish examples (33) and (37). However, 
in Standard Estonian the division between two forms and functions is not as 
clear, and it appears that both the translative and the essive can be used as a 
dynamic and a stative predicative adverbial in the Finno-Ugric languages in 
the given classifi cation. In some instances in Estonian they may replace one 
another and also behave as alternatives as in (38) (Pai 2001: 232):

(38) Othello-ks / Othello-na on täna X .
Othello-TRANSL / Othello-ESS is today X
‘X will be playing Othello tonight.’
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Consequently, classifi cation based on a morphological distinction is often not 
valid in Estonian, although both forms have their special morphosyntactic 
and semantic characteristics. There is a logical historical explanation for the 
confusion between the two forms and their use in Estonian, in that Finnish has 
infl uenced the relatively late reintroduction of the essive in Standard Estonian. 
The essive used to have a very marginal role in spoken varieties of Estonian and 
its rediscovery was the result of conscious language planning at the beginning 
of the 20th century. The re-establishing of a category that had been practically 
lost was based on its existence in the North-East coastal dialects of Estonia, 
and the model of the Finnish language that had often great infl uence during 
the most intensive years of Estonian language planning (Pai 2001: 235, Raimo 
Raag 1999: 128–130, 270, 276, Rätsep 1979: 71). As regards the translative, it 
had not shifted autonomously to less performative and more stative functions 
in Standard Estonian by the time the essive was launched. This increased 
diversity in the same functional domain as is illustrated in (38). 

In practice, the translative is much more frequently used than the essive 
in Standard Estonian, and it covers a wide range of functions that express both 
a state of affairs and a change in it. Compared to the Livonian TRANSLCOM
it is most notable that despite the illustrated ambiguity in expressing the 
predicative adverbial in Estonian, neither of the two suffi xes has extended 
to include comitative relations. The referential relation typically depends 
on the semantics of the predicate (Pai 2001). It is also worth noting that 
the prototypical non-verbal predicate in Estonian is, however, a noun or an 
adjective in the nominative (Erelt & Metslang, forthcoming).

The Sámic languages provide another illustrative comparative example 
of the relationship between the two predicative cases in the Finnic languages, 
the essive and the translative. In the Sámic languages, the same essive 
that historically corresponds to the Finnic marks the predicative adverbial. 
Alongside this, an interesting point is that the suffi x occurs only in the singular, 
while the plural displays another suffi x (Bartens 1972: 155, Korhonen 1981: 
227–228, Lehtiranta 1992: 112). Examples (39) and (40) are drawn from North 
Sámi. 

(39) …gii doaimma-i Anár márkani-s oahpahe-addji-n
who act-IMPF.SG3 Inari parish-LOC teach-NMLR-ESS
‘…who worked as a teacher in the parish of Inari’

(40) …go le-dje-n sadda-nVsadda-nV ollesolmmáji-n
when be-IMPF-SG1 become-PRTC.PAST grown-up-ESS
‘…when I had grown-up’
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The North Sámi essive then (oahpaheaddji-n in (39) and ollesolmmáji-n in (39) and ollesolmmáji-n in (39) and  (40)) 
expresses the same relations as the Finnic-Mordvin translative (33)-(36). 
Like Sámic (the essive historically originates from a local case), several other 
Finno-Ugric (Uralic) languages use the lative or locative case to mark the 
predicative adverbial (Bartens 2000: 100, 104, Riese 1992, 1993). The parallel 
between the two predicative forms and the lack of a distinction between a 
stative and a dynamic predicative adverbial in Sámic corresponds to Livonian, 
in which there is no essive. Considering the development of the TRANSLCOM, 
it is interesting to note that the Russian instrumental often corresponds to 
the Finnish translative and essive, i.e. those cases that are used to denote the 
predicative adverbial (Tommola 1986: 201–203).

Other Finno-Ugric languages do not provide evidence that the 
morphosyntactic properties of the translative and comitative are closely 
connected. The point is that the Livonian TRANSLCOM was originally a 
subject complement and marked different predicative adverbial types that are 
commonly expressed by a special case in Sámic and Finnic languages, and 
Mordvin. The functional characteristics of the TRANSLCOM and its regular use 
in prepositional constructions are typical only of Livonian. The PrepP [pain prepositional constructions are typical only of Livonian. The PrepP [pain prepositional constructions are typical only of Livonian. The PrepP [  + 
[N+TRANSLCOM]] that covers roughly 20–25% of the occurrences of the given 
suffi x is that which deviates most from the syntax of the Finnic languages. The 
next two sections will elaborate on the form and functions of pa in Latvian, 
which is the supposed key to the use of the TRANSLCOM in the PrepP.

6.3.4xpa and par in Standard Latvianpar in Standard Latvianpar

Given the gradual ethnic and linguistic assimilation of the Livonians into 
Latvians, language contact is one of the major premises for any analysis of 
diachronic processes in Livonian. The intensive Latvian infl uence on Livonian 
vocabulary and phonology testifi es to language contact that has presumably 
had great importance for other changes that have occurred in Livonian. Thus, 
it is quite logical to assume that the infl uence of the neighbouring language and 
bilingualism have had a considerable impact on Livonian syntax.

The simplest explanation for double marking the predicative adverbial 
with [pawith [pawith [  + TRANSLCOM] in Livonian is a mechanical morphosyntactic take-
over from Latvian. As will be demonstrated below, this hypothesis on Latvian 
infl uence is based on the assumption that a reanalysis of the TRANSLCOM
emerged from analogy with a corresponding prepositional phrase in Latvian. 
However, the corresponding construction is manifested in a considerably 
different way in Standard Latvian and the fi nal answer can be established only 
on the basis of Latvian dialects. Here, Standard Latvian is used to provide 
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comparative evidence from a more profoundly analysed variety than the 
dialects.

There is one detail concerning Standard Latvian that must be eliminated 
before any attempt to draw conclusions about the Latvian infl uence on the 
Livonian TRANSLCOM can be made. Namely, the problem can not be solved 
on the basis of the identical preposition pa in Standard Latvian, because its 
meaning does not correspond to that of the Livonian pa ‘to, about, like’. The 
primary function of the Standard Latvian pa ‘along, around, at, by’ is to denote 
path as in braukt pa ce „lu ‘drive along the street’ (LLVV 6: 77). It expresses 
prolative relations (cf. section 6.2), and in limited cases temporal and other 
extensions of spatial relations. The data in the largest Latvian vocabularies do 
not indicate any occurrences in which it could be used similarly to the Finnic-
Mordvin translative (ME III: 1–3, LLVV 6: 77–79).

Moreover, the case government of the Latvian preposition is different 
and alternates between the accusative (pa meand alternates between the accusative (pa meand alternates between the accusative ( Vzupa mezupa me  ‘by the forest’) and the dative 
(pa sp(pa sp( ekam5ekam5  ‘according to one’s strength’) in the singular. Neither of these can 
be compared to the Livonian TRANSLCOM. The question is why the Livonian 
TRANSLCOM replaces the Latvian dative, when Livonian has a frequently used 
dative as well. The accusative in turn displays entirely different morphosyntactic 
properties as the case of the object. However, note that those features that are 
relevant in a transitive clause are not as crucial in an adpositional phrase.

There is another preposition par in Standard Latvian that is illustrated in par in Standard Latvian that is illustrated in par
(41) and corresponds functionally to the Livonian pa. This PrepP marks the 
predicative adverbial in a similar way to the TRANSLCOM, and alternatively in 
a PrepP, as in (25) above (um tiend – – pa riVstum tiend – – pa ristum tiend – – pa riVstV ıngõks‰ıngõks‰  to man- TRANSLCOM ‘has 
made [him] a man’).

(41) m 5asa jau ir man par saimnieci
sister already is I-DAT to houskeeper-ACC
‘The sister is already my houskeeper.’ (ME III: 85)

I thus assume an intertwining of Latvian and Livonian morphosyntax in the 
given prepositional phrase type and argue that in this predicative sentence the 
morphosyntax and semantic information in the Standard Latvian par saimnieci
corresponds to those in the Livonian pa ri Vst pa rist pa ri VstV ıngõks‰ıngõks‰ . Although the phonological 
difference is clear and at fi rst sight the morphosyntactic structure does not 
match between the Livonian and Standard Latvian prepositional phrases, the 
Latvian preposition and its case government is the clue to understanding the 
diachronic background of the Livonian TRANSLCOM. 

As a morphological case the Latvian accusative does not bring us any 
closer to a solution. Nor does and the case government of par. However, in 
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the prepositional phrase those properties that otherwise are primary for the 
case of object (the accusative) or a case such as the dative that commonly 
marks constituents next to core arguments in argument hierarchy, become less 
relevant. Thus, the most salient object marking characteristics of the accusative 
are realised in a transitive clause, not in a PrepP. Consequently, the non-object 
marking properties of an accusative(-instrumental) emerge in the PrepP.

The alleged contact-induced development of the TRANSLCOM was 
continued with a further hypothesis purporting that its ambiguity derives from 
the construction [pathe construction [pathe construction [  + [N + TRANSLCOM]] and that Latvian constructions 
corresponding to Standard Latvian [parcorresponding to Standard Latvian [parcorresponding to Standard Latvian [  + [N + ACC]] explain its morphosyntax. par + [N + ACC]] explain its morphosyntax. par
The formal difference between Standard Latvian prepositions pa and par is par is par
irrelevant in the light of the Latvian dialects in which they have merged, as will 
be shown in section 6.3.5. In fact, the difference between Standard Latvian pa
and par became fi xed only in the 20par became fi xed only in the 20par th century. In earlier literary texts and the 
language of the Dainas, pa and par often express the same thing. Furthermore, 
Latvian dialects commonly express the same relations with either pa or par
and do not make a distinction between them (N‰ıti‰ıti‰ ,na 1978: 113–125).,na 1978: 113–125).,

Standard Latvian par has a great variety of meanings that are categorised par has a great variety of meanings that are categorised par
into 13 types in Mühlenbach’s and Endzel ‰ın’s Latvian-German dictionary (ME ‰ın’s Latvian-German dictionary (ME ‰
II: 84–86) and into 16 types in the dictionary of Standard Latvian (LLVV 6: 
279–281). In addition to its use as a preposition it displays several adverbial 
functions. One of the most typical functions of parfunctions. One of the most typical functions of parfunctions. One of the most typical functions of  is quite different from those par is quite different from those par
of the Livonian pa, that is, its typical use as a comparative particle (42).

(42) brali-s5ali-s5 ir vec-ak-s5ak-s5 par m 5as-u
brother-NOM is old-CMPR-NOM than sister-ACC
‘The brother is older than the sister.’ (LLVV 6: 279)

Furthermore, Standard Latvian par is typically used as a predicative preposition par is typically used as a predicative preposition par
as seen in (41) above and is here compared to the Livonian TRANSLCOM. The 
Standard Latvian Dictionary emphasises the importance of par in predicative par in predicative par
constructions as in (41) and argues that the primary function of par is “to refer par is “to refer par
to a profession or state”, that is, to mark the predicative adverbial.

The view represented in the fi rst large Latvian dictionary by Mühlenbach 
and Endzel‰ın published in the 1930s (ME III: 85) is more historical and ‰ın published in the 1930s (ME III: 85) is more historical and ‰
asserts that par expresses the “predicative instrumental” (cf. also Gpar expresses the “predicative instrumental” (cf. also Gpar aters 5aters 5
1993: 179–181). Less attention is paid to other functions. This defi nition is 
interesting in view of the hypothesis of the current work, because it focuses on 
the concept of instrumentality. The way in which par is described in the ME par is described in the ME par
lends considerable support to this hypothesis concerning the development of 
the Livonian TRANSLCOM. 
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Although the instrumental does not have an overt independent affi xal 
marker in the synchronic Latvian grammar and its existence has to be defi ned by 
other means, grammatical descriptions consistently claim that the instrumental 
belongs to the Latvian case system. Comparative Baltic, Balto-Slavic and 
Indo-European studies show that historically the instrumental has belonged to 
the morphology of earlier stages of Latvian. As a rule instrumental relations are 
indicated by the preposition ar in Standard Latvian, although the instrumental ar in Standard Latvian, although the instrumental ar
as an infl ectional category is identical to the accusative in the singular and 
dative in the plural, regardless of the declension type and gender. However, 
in Latvian folklore texts and in the language of the Dainas instrumentality is 
mainly expressed without the preposition ar, whereas in comitative (sociative) 
constructions ar is used much more often. Nevertheless, the adnominal use ar is used much more often. Nevertheless, the adnominal use ar
of the instrumental case (comitative-sociative function) is based only on the 
infl ectional form without a preposition (Gaters 1993: 162–177).5aters 1993: 162–177).5

The morphological status of the Latvian instrumental is of vital 
importance to the current work. Although the Latvian instrumental is 
morphologically non-autonomous, it has been traditionally added to the case 
inventory on semantic grounds and because of the morphosyntactic properties 
that determine the given case. The syntactic context is decisive for the 
morphological interpretation of the instrumental as shown in (43), in which 
the instrumental is the case of a predicative adverbial, not the accusative.

(43) Ga-ju5a-ju5 kalp-u,
go-IMPF.SG1 farm labourer-ACC(-INST)
ga-ju5a-ju5 v5arg-u. 
go-IMPF.SG1slave-ACC(-INST)
‘I worked as a farm labourer, I worked as a slave.’
(Gaters 1993: 180)5aters 1993: 180)5

This principle of internal autonomy of cases (Mel'cuk 1986: 66–67), which Vcuk 1986: 66–67), which V
is also refl ected in the allomorphism of singular and plural forms, connects 
the Latvian instrumental to the Livonian TRANSLCOM. The functional 
characteristics of the Latvian instrumental are more decisive for its infl uence on 
Livonian than its paradigmatic status. The hypothesis concerning the Latvian 
infl uence on the Livonian TRANSLCOM can now be extended by assuming 
that it has been affected by those morphosyntactic properties of the Latvian 
(accusative-)instrumental that are relevant to prepositional phrases.
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6.3.5xMerger of pa Merger of pa Merger of and par in Latvian dialectspar in Latvian dialectspar

Although Latvian has largely preserved those old Indo-European word fi nal 
consonants that survived in Proto-Baltic, a strong phonological erosion of 
word-internal and word-fi nal elements, such as the loss of word-fi nal r, is 
common in Latvian dialects. The loss of word-fi nal r (also r (also r d, n and z) is 
systematic in monosyllabic words like ku ‘where’ (< kur) and pa ‘to, as’ (< 
par) (Gaters 1977: 54, ME III: 86, Rudz5aters 1977: 54, ME III: 86, Rudz5 ‰ıte 1964: 189–193, 1993: 300–302).‰ıte 1964: 189–193, 1993: 300–302).‰

Those dialects in North Kurzeme that were most adjacent to the historical 
Livonian-speaking areas, are called the Tamian or Livonian dialects in Latvian 
dialectology (German tahmisch; Gaters 1977, Rudz5aters 1977, Rudz5 ‰ıte 1964, Zeps 1962), cf. ‰ıte 1964, Zeps 1962), cf. ‰
(Latvian) run 5at t5at t5 amiski5amiski5  ‘speak Tamian’ [the Latvian dialects of North-West 
Churonia]. Short vowels in non-initial syllables are commonly dropped in 
these dialects. It has even been maintained that the apocope of word-fi nal 
vowels in the Latvian dialects at issue originates from a Livonian substrate. 
As regards the opposite direction, that is, Latvian infl uence on Livonian, 
Livonian nouns of Latvian origin often correspond exactly to the phonological 
form of the Latvian dialect around Dundaga (Suhonen 1973: 56, 62). The two 
prepositions pa and par have merged in this dialect and are represented as pa. 
The loss of r occurs in some other words as well (Bezzenberger 1885: 53–58, r occurs in some other words as well (Bezzenberger 1885: 53–58, r
Dravi,ns & RVs & RV 5us & Rus & R ,ke 1955: 114, Dravi,ke 1955: 114, Dravi, ,ns & RVs & RV 5us & Rus & R ,ke 1958: 77–79). The use of Latvian ,ke 1958: 77–79). The use of Latvian ,
(dial.) pa in a similar predicative construction as Standard Latvian par in (41) par in (41) par
above is shown in (44).

(44) pa maspu ˜ıs dziva-t
to farm labourer.ACC(-INST) work-INF
‘work as a farm labourer’ (Dravi ,ns & RVs & RV 5us & Rus & R ,ke 1958: 78),ke 1958: 78),

The German translation in the original source is ‘als (ein jüngerer, für die 
leichteren Arbeiten bestimmter) Knecht arbeiten’. The noun maspu ˜ıs is 
basically similar to the nominative form, but it lacks the masculine nominative 
suffi x -s. (See the end of section 6.3.4. for the discussion of the Latvian 
instrumental.) 

The merger of pa and par in those Latvian dialects that were spoken par in those Latvian dialects that were spoken par
adjacently to Livonian explains the pa form in Livonian. As regards its 
morphosyntax, the morphosyntactic characteristics of the instrumental in 
Latvian dialects are basically the same as in Standard Latvian. This is the case 
in the Tamian dialects as well. So, in the singular the instrumental form is 
identical with the accusative, and in the plural with the dative (Dravi,ns & RVs & RV 5us & Rus & R ,ke 
1956: 48–72, Rudz‰ıte 1964: 204–222).‰ıte 1964: 204–222).‰

As noted above (see (30)), the case government of lıdz(õ)‰ıdz(õ)‰  ‘until’ [lıdz‰ıdz‰  + ıdz + ıdz
[N + TRANSLCOM]] that has been reported as another preposition of Latvian 
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origin in Livonian, corresponds to that of pa: lıdzõ ki‰ıdzõ ki‰ ,n,nidõks until chin-
TRANSLCOM ‘up to the chin’. Although lıdz(õ)‰ıdz(õ)‰  occurs very seldom in Livonian 
texts and there is a Livonian postposition (s 5o,n(õ(z)), s,n(õ(z)), s, 5o,ni(z),ni(z),  ‘until’) that as a 
rule displays the same function, the emergence of the TRANSLCOM in the case 
government of two prepositions of Latvian origin is symptomatic of the role 
of language contact in these particular constructions: the Latvian-originating 
prepositions pa and lıdz(õ)‰ıdz(õ)‰  trigger the TRANSLCOM in the Livonian PrepP.

In Latvian the case government of lıdz‰ıdz‰  is more ambiguous than that ıdz is more ambiguous than that ıdz
of pa(r). It is commonly reported to require the dative but, similarly to pa
(Standard Latvian par), it may govern the accusative(-instrumental) and 
occasionally even the genitive, as well. The variation in the accusative and the 
dative can be seen in (45). 

(45) a. lıdz‰ıdz‰ Vsi-mVsi-mV laik-am 
a. until this-DAT time-DAT
b. lıdz‰ıdz‰ Vsuo laik-u
b. until this.ACC time-ACC
‘until this time’ (ME 478)

Phonological erosion in Latvian dialects has infl uenced the grammatical 
categories and case government of adpositions as well. Rudz ‰ıte argues that ‰ıte argues that ‰
as a result the accusative-instrumental has gained much more space than the 
case government of prepositions (Rudz‰ıte 1964: 250–251). Assuming that ‰ıte 1964: 250–251). Assuming that ‰
the adjacent Latvian dialects have displayed an accusative(-instrumental)-
governing lıdz‰ıdz‰ , Livonian would appear to have transferred the relevant 
morphosyntactic properties of the preposition simultaneously with the lexical 
borrowing here, as in the case of pa. 

6.3.6xDevelopment of the translative-comitative

Given that the morphosyntax of the Finnic translative does not explain why 
the prepositions of Latvian origin lıdz(õ)‰ıdz(õ)‰  and pa govern the TRANSLCOM in 
Livonian, the most plausible reason must be an analogy to the corresponding 
Latvian construction. The evident conclusion is that the case government of pa 
in the Livonian PrepP refl ects that of the corresponding Latvian PrepP, and that 
the morphosyntactic properties of the TRANSLCOM refl ect those of the Latvian 
accusative-instrumental that are realised in the PrepP. In addition to being the 
object case, it is also the case that participates in the marking of the predicative 
adverbial and instrumental (comitative) relations.

The preceding analysis suggested that the synchronic morphosyntactic 
properties of the Livonian TRANSLCOM developed in quite similar conditions 
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to those of the Southern Veps PROLCOM. The properties of an infl ectional case 
affi x were extended by a contact-induced reanalysis, which in turn was based 
on the similarity between the morphosyntactic patterns. The semantic change 
would not have been possible, if the construction had not been morphologically 
the same (infl ectional case) in both of the languages that contributed to the 
change.

The semantics of a limited set of verbs such as ‘become’ and ‘call’ 
denoting a change in the state of a given entity, is, besides the preposition pa,
the only restriction to eliminate the functional ambiguity of the TRANSLCOM. 
The way in which the Livonian and Latvian constructions correspond to one 
another is illustrated in Figure 6.3.

Figure 6.3. The morphosyntactic properties of the preposition pa and 
TRANSLCOM in Livonian and their correspondences in Latvian.

Livonian    Latvian

PrepP pa + [TRANSLCOM]   PrepP = pa + [(ACC-)INST]
Case 1. TRANSL [PRED.ADV] Case = INST [COM, PRED.ADV] 
   2. COM(INST)

The implication to be made from a comparison of Livonian and Latvian is 
that the prepositional phrase [pathat the prepositional phrase [pathat the prepositional phrase [  + [N + TRANSLCOM]] is actually the context 
in which the Livonian TRANSLCOM was reanalysed and acquired properties 
characteristic of the Latvian (accusative-)instrumental. The morphosyntactic 
properties of the TRANSLCOM are not the result of metaphoric extension, but of 
a contact-induced analogical change. The object-marking characteristics of the 
Latvian (accusative-)instrumental were not transferred in the contact situation, 
because they were not relevant in the given construction. The property that is 
most salient in the Latvian PrepP, that is, instrumentality, was borrowed from 
the array of various functional characteristics. This was obviously based on 
the fact that instrumentality is related to many phenomena that infl uence the 
marking of nominal constituents, while the accusative is much more limited as 
the case of object. As in the case of the PROLCOM, and characteristic of lexical 
borrowing, not all features are transferred but only a limited one. 

{Livonian

PrepPPrepPPrepPPrepPPrepPxPrepPPrepP=PrepPPrepPxPrepPPrepPpaPrepPPrepPxPrepPpaPrepPxPrepP + [TRANSLCOM]PrepP + [TRANSLCOM]PrepP = + [TRANSLCOM]= pa +  + [TRANSLCOM]pa + [ + [TRANSLCOM][TRANSLCOM + [TRANSLCOM]TRANSLCOM
CasexxCasexxCaseCase=Casex1. TRANSL [PRED.ADV]Case1. TRANSL [PRED.ADV]Case =1. TRANSL [PRED.ADV]= 1. 1. TRANSL [PRED.ADV]1. TRANSL1. TRANSL [PRED.ADV]TRANSL [1. TRANSL [PRED.ADV] [PRED.ADV1. TRANSL [PRED.ADV]PRED.ADV
xxxxxxxx2. COM(INST)2. 2. COM(INST)2. COM2. COM(INST)COM

{Latvian

PrepP = PrepPPrepP = xPrepP = xPrepP = =pa + =pa + pa + xpa + papa + papa + pa + xpa + papa + xpa +  + [(ACC-)INST]pa +  + [(ACC-)INST]pa + [( + [(ACC-)INST][(ACC + [(ACC-)INST]ACC-) + [(ACC-)INST]-)INST + [(ACC-)INST]INST] + [(ACC-)INST]]
CaseCase = CaseCase = xxCase = xxCase = INSTxxINSTINST=INSTINSTxINSTINST [COM, PRED.ADV]INSTINST [COM, PRED.ADV]INST [INST [COM, PRED.ADV] [COMINST [COM, PRED.ADV]COM, INST [COM, PRED.ADV], PRED.ADVINST [COM, PRED.ADV]PRED.ADV] INST [COM, PRED.ADV]] 

={ {
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The claim that object-marking properties are not relevant to an adpositional 
phrase is supported by the morphosyntactic structure of Finnic adpositional 
phrases. In section 4.5 it was concluded that two morphosyntactic patterns 
dominate the structure of Finnic adpositional phrases: the postpositions are 
predominantly genitive(-accusative)-governing, while prepositions are 
partitive-governing. Both cases are object-marking in transitive clauses, as 
is the Latvian accusative(-instrumental). However, in a postpositional phrase 
the Finnic genitive(-accusative) is compatible with a genitive attribute and 
possessive constructions, while the partitive can be compared to comparative 
constructions, for which the ablative cases are important in the Finno-Ugric 
languages. Nor are the object-marking properties of the cases relevant to the 
Finnic PostpP and PrepP, either. This parallel makes it easier to understand why 
it is that a whole range of functions from the Latvian accusative(-instrumental) 
were not borrowed, but only a limited non-transitive part of them.

This description of the Livonian TRANSLCOM has reached the same 
stage as the analysis of the Southern Veps PROLCOM in section 6.2. The last 
section of this chapter outlines the general mechanics of the intertwining of 
endogenous processes and contact-induced change, with special reference to 
the preconditions of Russian infl uence on the Southern Veps PROLCOM and 
Latvian infl uence on the Livonian TRANSLCOM.

6.4xInteraction between endogenous and contact-induced change

The development of the Southern Veps PROLCOM illustratively shows a 
gradual phonological and structural reduction that led to a semantic extension 
through reanalysis. This happened when the former postposition became 
completely adapted to the morphological system and the affi xal traces of the 
morphosyntactic structure of the earlier PostpP were lost. The synchronic 
morphosyntactic properties of the Livonian TRANSLCOM were accounted for as 
a reanalysis of a case suffi x. In both cases language contact was considered to 
be the decisive push towards change. However, this change was only possible 
because the element under the infl uence of language contact was infl ectional 
and displayed certain functions.

The different stages of evolution are obvious in both cases. It must be 
emphasised that the changes started from a simple mechanical process and 
were followed by a chain of subsequent reductive shifts. The functional aspect 
is crucial to understanding the intertwining of the morphosyntax with that 
of the neighbouring language. Correspondence between the constructions is 
represented at the morphological level before contact-induced change can 
actualise. In addition to a special morphosyntactic pattern Livonian borrowed a 
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lexical element, whereas in Southern Veps no structural units were transferred 
from Russian. 

The order of the constituents of the adpositional phrase was not borrowed 
into Livonian from Latvian, because all Finnic languages display prepositions 
to some extent. The preposition pa is a lexical borrowing, on the one hand, but 
on the other hand, it is a part of a larger process wherein phrasal properties are 
imported from a foreign language. What has resulted from the introduction 
of the Finnic translative into a prepositional phrase is indeed a considerable 
morphosyntactic change, because the translative never occurs in adpositional 
phrases in the Finnic languages. 

6.4.1xAnalogy in reanalysis

The contact-based morphosyntactic change in the two analysed cases did not 
take place through a mechanical borrowing of constructions, but by means of 
an analogical extension, which is evidenced in the role of inherent features. In 
both illustrated cases the suffi x under foreign interference displayed certain 
functions that were the basis for a reanalysis. The parallels with Russian and 
Latvian are quite transparent and demonstrate how the analogy works. The 
ascribed diachronic processes support the view that reanalysis as linguistic 
change is based on analogy (Esa Itkonen 1998: 15–21).

Morphologically, a reanalysis of the Southern Veps PROLCOM and 
Livonian TRANSLCOM is actually uneconomical, because new semantic 
features have accumulated onto the suffi xes. In a language contact situation 
this does not appear to be a burden as much as a reorganisation of functions. 
In these conditions the grammatical relations of a given construction are 
restructured.

The reanalysis of the Southern Veps PROLCOM is more straightforward, 
because in this case foreign interference affects only the functions of the 
suffi x and the semantic change is not accompanied by structural change. 
In other words, the analogy of the Russian instrumental does not affect the 
morphosyntactic structure as much as the semantics. Figure 6.4 sums up the 
intertwining of the morphosyntactic properties of the Russian instrumental 
(abbreviated INST/PATH) and the PROLCOM, as described in section 6.2.3.
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Figure 6.4. The Russian instrumental as an analogy catalyst for the 
reanalysis of the Southern Veps PROLCOM.

Southern Veps  Russian

INST ≠ PATH  INST/PATH

–––––––––––
 X 

  INST/PATHINST/PATH = PROLCOM

This kind of foreign interference on morphosyntax illustrated is called 
constructional analogy, here. Evidence from Southern Veps and Livonian 
shows that there is concrete interdependence between the reanalysed suffi x, 
its historical predecessors and the contact-inducing language, and that 
constructional properties are absorbed from two sources. The manner in 
which the morphosyntax of two different languages have intertwined in the 
development of the PROLCOM and TRANSLCOM demonstrates illustratively that 
one construction may inherit the properties of another construction (Goldberg 
1995: 67–99, Onikki-Rantajääskö 2001: 185), and that this is possible in 
language contact as well. 

Compared to the Southern Veps PROLCOM the reanalysis of the Livonian 
TRANSLCOM is more complicated, because both the structure of the PrepP 
and the morphosyntactic properties of the suffi x participate in the systemic 
transition. The most salient properties of the Livonian TRANSLCOM are (1) 
the indication of a predicative adverbial (+PRED.ADV), (2) its indispensability 
in expressing various comitative and instrumental (+INST) relations (3) that 
it is the case governed by the preposition pa (+PrepP), and (4) that it is an 
infl ectional category (+INFL). The former two are functional (semantic) 
properties, while the latter two are structural (morphological and syntactic) 
characteristics.

Note that reference to the prepositional phrase as such is not an adequate 
explanation for the semantics of the TRANSLCOM, because the reanalysis 
is clearly based on its morphological characteristics. Figure 6.5 presents a 
summary of the constructional analogy of Latvian and its infl uence on the 

Southern veps

INST ≠ PATH          INST ≠ PATH          –––––––––––INST ≠ PATH          –––––––––––INST ≠ PATH          =INST ≠ PATH          =

X

Russian

INST/PATH

INST/PATH

X = INST/PATH = PROLCOM
  

X = INST/PATH = PROLCOM
  

X = INST/PATH = PROLCOM
INST/PATH

X = INST/PATH = PROLCOM
INST/PATHINST/PATH

X = INST/PATH = PROLCOM
INST/PATH
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development of the TRANSLCOM. The relevant morphosyntactic properties and 
their representation is abbreviated MSR.

Figure 6.5. The Latvian (accusative-)instrumental as an analogy 
catalyst for the reanalysis of the Livonian TRANSLCOM. (PADV = 
predicative adverbial as a subject complement)

Livonian  Latvian

MSR : PADV ≠ MSR : INST  MSR : PADV/INST

––––––––––––––––––––– = ––––––––––––––––
 X  MSR : PADV/INST

   X = MSR : PADV/INST = 

TRANSLCOM

Although reanalysis often means a more or less complete rejection of earlier 
semantic characteristics, this is not the case here. The morphosyntactic 
properties of the Livonian TRANSLCOM were extended on the basis of analogy 
to Latvian, although inherent characteristics were preserved and extended in the 
process, too. In brief, the analogy-based reanalysis of the TRANSLCOM has been 
as follows. The morphosyntactic representation of the predicative adverbial 
was originally different from that for instrumental and comitative relations. 
However, because these two relations were expressed by means of a single 
infl ectional category in Latvian and the difference was made up by syntactic 
means, Livonian began to display the same ambiguous morphosyntactic 
pattern. Consequently, the context in which the reanalysis of the case affi x took 
place was the PrepP [paplace was the PrepP [paplace was the PrepP [  + [N + cx]] that fi nally became structurally identical in 
Livonian and Latvian. Figure 6.6 illustrates this process.

Livonian

MSR : PADV ≠ MSR : INST          

XXXX

Latvian

MSR : PADV/INST

MSR : PADV/INSTMSR : PADV/INSTMSR : PADV/INSTMSR : PADV/INST
=

X = MSR : PADV/INST = TRANSLCOMTRANSLCOMX = MSR : PADV/INST = TRANSLCOMTRANSLCOM
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Figure 6.6. Reanalysis of the TRANSLCOM in the prepositional 
phrase.

Livonian   Latvian

PADV ≠ INST  [pa [+ PADV]] : [pa + [[INST]]

––––––––––––––––– = –––––––––––––––––––––––
 X  [pa[pa[  [+ PADV]] : [pa  [+ PADV]] : [pa  [+ PADV]] : [ + [[INST]]

 X = [pa [+ PADV]] : [pa + [[INST]] = [pa + [TRANSLCOM]]

The intertwining of the morphosyntax of the two languages demonstrates 
which elements constitute the illustrated large-scale constructional change. 
The syntactic order of the constituents, case government of prepositions and 
morphosyntactic properties of case suffi xes provide concrete information on 
the constraints that make the borrowing of adpositions from one language into 
another rare and often completely prevent it. Despite geographical adjacency 
and intensive mutual contacts the morphosyntactic foundations of Livonian and 
Latvian are essentially different. However, it is possible and even likely that if 
morphosyntactic intertwining takes place between closely related languages, 
the structure of adpositional phrases, for instance, will not be as resistant as 
when typologically more different languages meet. As frequently emphasised 
in this work, the basic pattern of, for instance, the Finnic adpositional phrases 
is very similar, but differs from the Indo-European languages. Further 
consideration of this topic will be left to future research.

The last section sheds light on the gradualness of the change and sets 
forth the general preconditions for the changes.

6.4.2xThe gradualness of the development of the Southern Veps
prolative-comitative and the Livonian translative-   
comitative

One of the biggest differences between the development of the Southern 
Veps PROLCOM and Livonian TRANSLCOM is that the form of the former has 

Livonian

PADV ≠ INST          –––––––––––––––––PADV ≠ INST          –––––––––––––––––

X

Latvian

[pa[pa[  [+ PADV]] : [––––––––––––––––––––––– [+ PADV]] : [–––––––––––––––––––––––pa –––––––––––––––––––––––pa ––––––––––––––––––––––– [+ PADV]] : [pa  [+ PADV]] : [––––––––––––––––––––––– [+ PADV]] : [–––––––––––––––––––––––pa ––––––––––––––––––––––– [+ PADV]] : [–––––––––––––––––––––––+ [[INST]]–––––––––––––––––––––––+ [[INST]]–––––––––––––––––––––––

[pa[pa[  [+ PADV]] : [
[

 [+ PADV]] : [
[pa

 [+ PADV]] : [
pa[pa[

 [+ PADV]] : [
[pa[  [+ PADV]] : [

 [+ PADV]] : [
 [+ PADV]] : [

pa  [+ PADV]] : [pa  [+ PADV]] : [ + [[INST]]
 [+ PADV]] : [

+ [[INST]]
 [+ PADV]] : [pa 

+ [[INST]]
pa  [+ PADV]] : [pa  [+ PADV]] : [
+ [[INST]]

 [+ PADV]] : [pa  [+ PADV]] : [ + [[INST]]
+ [[INST]]

+ [[INST]]=

X = [paX = [paX = [  [+ PADV]] : [pa  [+ PADV]] : [pa  [+ PADV]] : [ + [[INST]] = [pa+ [[INST]] = [pa+ [[INST]] = [  + [TRANSLCOM]]
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undergone a process of considerable change, while the latter has not. Four 
crucial stages can be demonstrated in the process in which the form of the 
PROLCOM eroded gradually and became affi xal before semantic changes 
took place. Firstly, the postposition as a free word expressed path. Secondly, 
phonological reduction caused the suffi xation of the postposition and was 
followed by morphological adoption. Thirdly, the reanalysis was based on 
analogy, but was only possible because the previous changes had fi rst taken 
place. Fourthly, the fi nal stage represents the synchronic grammatical status of 
the Southern Veps PROLCOM, which is characterised by two different functions, 
namely, the expression of path and comitative relations, using the same suffi x. 
This development is summarised in fi gure 6.7. 

Figure 6.7. The diachronic stages in the development of the Southern 
Veps PROLCOM. (MSP = morphosyntactic pattern)

+PostpP +INFL
+PATH   +LGCONT = PROLCOM
dorogad möto dorogadme +ANALOGY prihamu
[[N+PART] [[N[+PART] + MSP [N+ [PROL-
+ POSTP] +CX[PROL]]   COM[COM]]

This illustration emphasises the interdependence between form and function 
in the process. The key functional property (path) of the postposition was 
transferred to the suffi xed case. The morphological adaptation led to the 
abandonment of the functionally unnecessary partitive suffi x (-d). Finally, the -d). Finally, the -d
reanalysis was only possible because the unit was a part of the infl ectional 
morphology and displayed certain grammatical relations.

Likewise, certain typological preconditions enabled the development 
of the Livonian TRANSLCOM, although the form of the case did not change. 
The way in which the change proceeded is not completely identical with 
the development of the PROLCOM. The changes that will take place are 
unpredictable at the initial stage, but become realised when language contact 
enters into the process. Here, too, the intertwining of the Livonian and 
Latvian morphosyntax was only possible because the unit was infl ectional and 
displayed a certain morphosyntactic property. This property, in turn, enabled 
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the adoption of a preposition pa of Latvian origin and the borrowing of a 
morphosyntactic pattern that is not used in the other Finnic languages.

The development of the TRANSLCOM is summarised in fi gure 6.8. 

Figure 6.8. The diachronic stages in the development of the Livonian 
TRANSLCOM.

+INFL +PrepP

+PADV +LGCONT (+LGCONT) = TRANSLCOM

povarõks5arõks5 pa riVstVstV ıngõks‰ıngõks‰ +ANALOGY suolõks

[N+TRANSL [PREP[+N + +MSP [N+[TRANSL-

[PADV]] TRANSL]]  COM[COM]]

Although gradualness is not as transparent a feature as it is in Southern Veps 
PROLCOM, a hierarchy of various stages is obvious. The realisation of a 
contact-induced reanalysis of the TRANSLCOM and the constructional analogy 
of Latvian were based on certain preconditions.

6.5xConclusions

It has been maintained that entirely new structures can be introduced into a 
language only through reanalysis and borrowing (Campbell & Harris 1995: 52, 
150). The above analysed changes in the Finnic languages have been imposed 
by both language contact and reanalysis. Neither of these two diachronic 
processes alone determines or explains what the actual changes have been. It 
is questionable whether the result should be characterised as an entirely new 
structure. The morphosyntactic properties (including functional distribution) 
of the Southern Veps PROLCOM and Livonian TRANSLCOM undeniably include 
innovations, but this does not make the entire constructions at issue exclusively 
innovations. The most striking structural innovation in the two changes has 
been the morphosyntactic pattern of the Livonian PrepP that introduces entirely 
new case government. Diachronically the rise of this particular construction 
has been infl uenced by both reanalysis and borrowing.
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Given the salient role of inherited elements in language and the importance 
of morphology for the development of the PROLCOM and TRANSLCOM, 
language-specifi c characteristics play a crucial role in the process. Adaptation 
to new functions increases the frequency and grammatical importance of the 
given suffi xes. The development of the PROLCOM demonstrates illustratively 
that although the grammatical unit at issue has been affected by a gradual 
reduction, its semantic properties have become extended, leading to increased 
morphosyntactic cumulation. The consequence is that in this particular case 
the morphological characteristics and suffi xing preference of Veps are being 
supported. It is noteworthy that change in form and function are not at all 
uniform: while form has become reduced step by step, functional capacity 
has increased. Ultimately, diachronic change is not just simple reduction of 
grammatical elements.

Taking this into account one may conclude that the illustrated kind of 
morphosyntactic change and evolution in grammar is, after all, more or less 
unpredictable. If anything, it may be possible to outline the preconditions for 
a given change and sketch out the sort of changes that are not likely to take 
place, such as prefi xing of cases. Those changes that will ultimately occur in 
language result from complex diachronic processes and synchronic relations.
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7.xSummary

This work focuses on the Finnic case system and adpositional phrases, and 
elaborates different diachronic processes that infl uence these two grammatical 
systems. The morphosyntactic interaction between case system and adpositions 
in synchronic grammar is discussed from the viewpoint of language change 
and typological divergence. The empirical sections illustrate the different 
consequences of an eroding case system and the effect of a complete loss of an 
infl ectional case affi x. 

Evidence from the Finnic languages supports a view that morphosyntactic 
change is not unidirectional. Nor is morphological change uniform. Based 
on the evidence of individual diachronic processes in the Finnic case and 
adposition system I argue that there are two general principles in diachronic 
change, viz. a preservative and an innovative (which is often reductive) 
change. Both of them play a signifi cant role in diachronic processes and have 
a strong effect on the way grammatical relations are synchronically manifested 
in language. 

The way morphosyntactic structure changes and those factors that affect 
an actual process refl ect a constant interaction between form and function. In 
the processes illustrated the importance of form increases in a predominantly 
morphological change, while function is crucial for syntax and semantic 
extensions. The development of the Veps local case system suggests that besides 
the suffi xing of earlier syntactic units such as postpositions, morphological 
systemacy contributes essentially to suffi xing preference, which is seen in the 
dominance of suffi xes in cross-linguistic typological data in earlier typological 
works. 

Morphosyntactic change is analysed both in the light of endogenous 
and contact-induced change. While endogenous change is often gradual and 
corresponds to reported paths in language change, the illustrated examples 
of contact-induced morphosyntactic change are more complex and refl ect 
the intertwining of whole constructions instead of individual features. 
Although the Finnic languages have historically been strongly infl uenced 
by the neighbouring Indo-European languages, it appears that their inherent 
morphosyntactic characteristics are quite resistant to language contact.

Two seriously endangered Finnic languages, Livonian and Veps, provide 
the substance for the empirical part of this analysis. Special attention is paid 
to the Livonian postpositional phrase, the Veps local case system and, in 
two case studies on the intertwining of autonomous and contact-induced 
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changes, namely, the development of the Southern Veps prolative-comitative 
(PROL COM) and Livonian translative-comitative (TRANSLCOM). The results 
shed more light on the question of how sensitive or resistant language may 
be to various eroding processes and contact-induced change at a severely 
endangered stage.

The following conclusions are drawn on the morphosyntax of the Finnic 
case and adposition system and the diachronic development of individual 
constructions:

The most typical morphosyntactic representation of the Finnic 
postpositional phrase is [[N + GEN] + [Postp [+ cx]]].

The most typical morphosyntactic representation of the Finnic 
prepositional phrase is [Prep + [N + PART]]. Functionally, a PrepP most 
commonly expresses path or circumspatial relations, or displays an instrumental 
function (an affi rmative or a negative instrumental).

In Livonian, phonological attrition and the loss of the genitive suffi x -n
has affected the morphosyntactic representation of the PostpP in a remarkable 
way. The original construction [[N + GEN] + [Postp [+ cx]]] is commonly 
represented now as [N + [Ø +] [Postp [+ cx]]], because the loss of the genitive 
suffi x has resulted in the merger of the nominative and genitive(-accusative) 
in many noun types. Occasionally the Livonian PostpP may have a dative-
marked noun: [[N + DAT] + [Postp [+ cx]]].

From a morphological viewpoint the Finnic languages display both 
integrating and segregating postpositional phrases. In Estonian, the order 
of elements in a morphologically integrating postpositional phrase and an 
infl ected noun is the same to a large extent. However, this more refl ects 
the simplifi cation of a complicated morphological system than predicts a 
subsequent reduction of postpositions into suffi xes.

The development of the Veps local case system is functionally conditioned 
and emphasises the signifi cance of spatial relations for a local case system. The 
Veps local cases consist of two morphological elements: the marker of the 
local case type (LocI ~ LocE ~ LocD) and the marker of the morphosyntactic 
property (Loc+ ~ Loc– ~ Loc=) such as goal, location and source.

The loss of former ablative cases (Loc–), i.e. the elative and ablative, and 
merger with locative cases (Loc=) was compensated by a suffi xed postposition 
in spatial expressions. As a rule, this diachronic compensation did not take 
place in other functional domains.

Phonological reduction in the Veps exterior local cases and the merger 
between the adessive (LocE=) and ablative (LocE–) was followed by a 
reanalysis of the adessive. As a result it shifted to semantically more abstract 
relations.

The functional ambiguity of the Southern Veps PROLCOM -(d)mu was 
caused by the reanalysis of the prolative case ending. This reanalysis and 
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extension into comitative relations was based on language contact, or more 
precisely, Russian infl uence. A reanalysis was possible, because the suffi xed 
prolative case fulfi lled certain preconditions and both its form (suffi xal case) 
and function (path) corresponded morphosyntactically to those grammatical 
relations displayed by the Russian instrumental.

The functional ambiguity of the Livonian TRANSLCOM -ks was caused 
by a reanalysis of a former translative case affi x. The reanalysis of the 
TRANSLCOM was based on language contact just as in the case of the Southern 
Veps PROLCOM. The morphosyntactic properties of the Latvian instrumental 
case were the source of an analogical extension of the Livonian TRANSLCOM.

The morphosyntax of the Livonian prepositional phrase [paThe morphosyntax of the Livonian prepositional phrase [paThe morphosyntax of the Livonian prepositional phrase [  + [N + -ks]], 
typical in certain predicative constructions displaying a preposition of Latvian 
origin, was crucial for the diachronic development of the TRANSLCOM.

A reanalysis of the Southern Veps PROLCOM and Livonian TRANSLCOM
was based on (constructional) analogy. In both cases contact-induced change 
was based on morphosyntactic similarities between the infl ectional case of 
Southern Veps and Russian, and, respectively, Livonian and Latvian.
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